






































Part II. Technical Sessions

A. Inventory Methods

Session I: Chair: Dr. Vincent Beligne

Inventory for management planning: Experience in Ghana

J.L.G. Il/ong
Information Sys tems Sp ecialist

Ghanq Forest Seclor Developmenl Project

Abstract
Since its inception the Forestry Department has undertaken static inventories of the forest
reserves qnd most recently of the off-reserve lands within the highforest zone and commerciql
NTFPs. The paper briefly desuibes the purpose, design ønd achievements of each of these,
These data have been used to explore a wide range of forest management issues. Strategic
questions that hqve been addressed sre the determination of the AAC, the derivation of yield
quotas and the calegorisation of species according to the degree of over-exploitation.
Manøgement planning has benefited qs the data has been used as a guide to the identification
of protection areas qnd as background information for the preparation of harvesting
schedules. The dqta has also been used to prepare regeneration profiles for nearly alt the
larger tree species and thereby provide a significant contribution to our understanding of
forest ecologt. Attention is drøwn to the weqlth of information contained in static inventory
records and the considerable scopeforfurther analyses is highlighted.

The question is posed of how often static irwentories should be repeated and what might be
required to ensure that periodic large scale inventories cqn be used to gain an understanding
ofthe longer term and broader changes in the condition oftheforest.

Introduction

Managing the tropical high forest is a daunting task given the complexþ of the ecosystem and the
paucity of knowledge about how it responds to disturbance, However, it is not possible to place an
embargo on exploitation of the forest until foresters have a complete understanding of the system.
Foresters are therefore forced into a position in which they must use whatever information is at hand
to make decisions concerning the intensity, timing, sizes and species that can pragmatically be
removed without compromising other forest values. Rigorous inventory as a prelude to reasoned
management planning has always been a strong feature of Ghanaian forestry and has been intimately
linked with the development of management prescriptions. Both static inventory and PSP monitoring
for growth and yield have been undertaken for many years though the adoption of the 'leading
desirable'concept in the 1950's for PSPs resulted in an extreme bias in the historical growth data.
This paper examines the Ghanaian experience with inventory and management from the beginning of
the Forestry Department to the present day. The emphasis is on the design and use of static inventory
data while the development of the PSP programme is dealt with in a later paper.
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Forest management and inventory 1909 to 1985

The selection and reservation of a permanent forest estate in Ghana began in 1909 with the formation

of the Forestry Department. The procedures for reservation were elaborate and involved lengthy

consultations with landowners and rights holders as the intention was for reservation to be voluntary

and management undertaken by the traditional owners on the advice of the Forestry Department. The

reservation procedures provided for the preparation of an interim management plan once the reserve

had been settled. The objectives of reservation were in nearly all cases environmental with the

emphasis on watershed protection and climate amelioration and the early plans generally dealt with
reserve protection (mostly boundary issues). It was the intention that the non-reserved areas would be

cleared of trees to become agricultural land and it was appreciated that this would necessarily mean

that tiie reserves would at some time in the future be required to provide a sustained yield of timber
from the 'Selection Working Circles'.

In the late 1920's the rather low emphasis given to inventory of the reserves was gradually replaced

by a more formal requirement for a lo/o inventory of all reserves. The I % inventory was laid out as a

systematic transects 20 m wide at 2 km intervals perpendicular to any hills and rivers. In the strips all
trees greater than 30 cm d were enumerated but only the 'valuable' trees were tallied into the plot and

reserye summaries. Maps indicating rivers, vegetation changes etc. the were also created for the

reserve from the demarcation field books. Specimens were taken of all un-named trees and added to

the Kumasi herbarium. By the time this inventory was abandoned in the 1950's a total of 1.22 million
hectares had been enumerated.

By the 1950's a programme of management plan preparation was begun with more emphasis being

given to timber exploitation under a polycyclic selection felling system. A strong feature of the

1950's management plans was the careful calculation of yield using a formula devised by Kinloch
and Jack which was then checked against a simple stand table projection for reserve level inventory

data (Jack 1960). The growth estimates came from measurements of early growth plots and grouped

species according to their 'times of passage' across a20 cm diameter class. It was considered that the

l%o inventory data was not precise enough for the calculation of yields and a new higher intensity
inventory was developed (Jack 1958) and adopted in 1954. The new inventory \ryas a nominal 5%

inventory though in practice the sampling intensity was varied according to the size of the reserve.

The basic sampling design was stratified random with the strata defined as 1 square mile (1,609 m x
1,609 m) blocks within which 2 parallel random plots were enumerated. The strips were 40 m wide x
1 609 m: 6.5 ha in size. Within the plots all trees greater than l0 cm d were enumerated. Analyses of
the plot data showed that the 5% sampling intensity gave satisfactory precision for reserves between

39 and 181 km' in size. Smaller reserves had a higher intensity inventory or, more likely were

amalgamated with other reserves to form management plan areas (e.g. the six 'Ben' reserves were all
dealt with in the Ben Group Management Plan). Reserves larger than 181 km'?could have the

sampling intensity reduced as it was found that the desired sampling precision could be obtained with
enumeration of 20 blocks (40 plots). By the time the inventory petered out due to a lack of resources

in the 1970's a total of around 1.1 million hectares of forest had been enumerated.

Unfortunately the data, analyses and reports ofthese inventories are not readily available except as

reserve or block summaries appended to the management plans and a few papers. Although the data

from these inventories does not seem to have been used strategically the 5olo inventory set the yields
from the reserves for the 20 year duration of the 1950's management plans which records indicate

were followed fairly rigorously. During this period it is also clear that the data were in constant use to
answer questions about the commercial stocking of particular reserves and also as a research tool
(Silviculturist's archive, Kumasi).

In the 1970's as the 20 year management plans lapsed the Forestry Department adopted a 'Salvage
felling cycle' in which all 'over-mature' trees i.e. greater than the felling limit were to be removed

without reference to the harvesting schedule or yield control. The collapse of the economy in the late

1970's ensured that this did not lead to the demise of the forest but also meant that by 1980 when the

fifteen year period'was over it was not possible to re-introduce yield control as was intended. In
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l98l-2 the FAO sponsored an inventory of a few reserves in the south as part of a feasibility analysis
for establishment of a pulp mill (Alder 1982) and it was hoped that this would provide the impetus
and skills to undertake a national inventory (François 1989). The FAO inventory was a stratified
systematic design with a 40 x250 m, t ha plot on which all species were enumerated.

High forest zone static inventories undertaken from 1985 to 1996

In 1985 the Planning Branch of the Forestry Department supported by the ODA has undertaken three
large-scale tree inventories, a regional botanical survey and several regeneration studies. The
objectives of each of these was the provision of information to guide the re-introduction of
sustainable management at various scales. A brief description of the design and objectives of each is
presented followed by a discussion of how the data has been used to inform a variety of management
decisions from strategic to species levels.

Temporary Sample Plot Inventory - TSP (1985-92)

The primary stated objective of the Temporary Sample Plot (TSP) inventory at its commencement
was the provision of a national growing stock estimates for strategic planning (François 1989) though
this later evolved along with the whole project into the provision of reserve-level data for
incorporation into management plans. The target set for the inventory was a 20o/o sampling error at a
95Yo probability level. The design was adapted from the FAO inventory and was a systematic sample
of 20 m x 500 m I ha plots laid out at the intersections of a2k¡n square grid. All trees greater than 5

cm d were named and enumerated with trees less than 30 cm recorded from nested sub-plots. The
first stage of the inventory (1985-88) covered 500,000 ha of reserved forest and the results were
presented in 1989 (Wong 1989). The inventory then continued for a further 3 years and was
completed in 1992 by which time 2,907 plots had been enumerated over I ,162,800 ha of forest in 128

reserves. Figure 1 illustrates the extent of the TSP inventory.

The inventory was perhaps a bit of an over-kill in terms of achievement of its original objectives as

the sampling errors for national data are less than 3olo. However, this has meant that national scale
analyses of the data are very robust. Holever, the low sampling intensity and therefore high errors at
the reserve level have meant that the later objective of providing local level information for
incorporation into the management plans has not really been achieved although the data is proving
extremely useful at this level.

NTFP inventory (1 989-93)

In 1990 a market based study of the use of non-timber forest products (NTFPs) commenced, this
prompted a lot of discussion within Planning Branch of how NTFPs could be included in inventory.
However, since no additional resources were made available it was decided to graft NTFP
enumeration onto the on-going TSP and PSP programmes. The objective for the NTFP enumeration
was to collect data that could be used to inform strategic planning and to provide information on the
status of ceftain species which were of particular concern because of anecdotal evidence of resource
depletion. In all 54 reserves were sampled for NTFPs.
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Figure I Forest reserves in southern Ghana sampled during the TSP inventory 1985-92

Data were collected for selected plants (local names were used so these may not be synomonous with
species) from three groups of NTFPs. The plants selected were those which are most heavily
commercially exploited. Data was collected for 5 species of cane, 23 climbers and 11 herbaceous

plants. For the canes, the numbers of immature (green), mature (brown) and cut (harvested) stems and

clumps (plants) was enumerated. The cane data can therefore be used to give an impression of the
level of abundance, replacement and exploitation across the vegetation zones and within reserves.

The numbers of plants of climbers and herbs were simply tallied for each plot and so can only give an

impression of abundance at the time of enumeration.

Unfortunately the TSP inventory had visited most of the large reserves before 1990 so the NTFP data

are not representative of the whole forest. However, the NTFP data can be used to investigate
patterns between forest types (wet, moist and dry) and within reserves to give a general picture of
resource distribution and abundance. Analyses undertaken so far clearly demonstrate the
concentration of NTFPs in the moist and wet forest types and the high degree of variability within
reserves.
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I Reserves w¡th NTFP inventory

Þ-igure 2 Forest reserves in southern Ghana in which NTFPs were enumerated

Off-res erv e inv entory ( I 9 9 4 -9 6)

In 1993 the Ministry of Lands and Forestry transferred responsibility for the regulation of harvesting
of off-reserve trees from the Lands Comrnission to the Forestry Department. The Planning Branch
was therefore charged with the responsibility of devising new procedures to control the rate of cutting
of the remnant ofÊreserve trees. (The off-reserve land has almost wholly been converted to farmlands
and the trees being logged are mostly relicts from the forest or have grown up in fallows.) Since the
FD had previously no direct involvement with off-reserve timber no large scale inventory of the
resource had been undertaken. Accordingly the Ministry requested that an inventory be done with the
purpose of determining the stocking of economic trees in the non-reserved lands to establish an off-
reserve AAC. Since there were very few resources available and time was limited it was decided to
make this a very low intensity rapid reconnaissance inventory.

The inventory was stratifïed random using a 2 ha l0 x 2,000 m plot divided into 20 sub-plots. The
Hall & Swaine (1981) vegetation zones were used as the strata with a target of 50 plots to be located
in each strata. The number of plots per strata and the achievable sampling enor was optimised using
the results of a pilot study. This yielded a very efficient design which achieved aSE%o of ll% for the
Scarlet star trees across 5 million hectares of farmlands with an inventory of 189 plots that took a
year to execute.

Sustainable management of the high forest

There are many uses of inventory data, the timber man may wish to know the quantities and location
of a particular species, the ecologist may want to examine the distribution of species, the zoologist
the density of animal food trees and the forester? The forester is charged with the responsibility of
'managing' the forest but what does this entail and what information is required? The first objective
of the Forest and Wildlife Policy of Ghana is to 'Manage and enhance Ghana's permanent estate of
forest and wildlife resources for preservation of vital soil and water resources, conservation of
biological diversity and the environment and sustainable production of domestic and commercial
produce', The puzzle placed before foresters is to prepare management prescriptions that are based on
concrete information about the forest that are ecologically based, can be justified and achieve many,
often conflicting, objectives. Management systems are more often evolved that designed and
prescriptions are honed as new information becomes available and strategies developed to meet the
exigencies of the present as revealed by the exposition of inventory data. Figure 3 illustrates the
linkages between the various components of the present incarnation of the Ghanaian management
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system. Judicious analysis and interpretation of inventory as well as other sources of data has a role

to play at all levels and forms the essential feedback loop that turns rules into a management system.
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram of planning and management of on-reserve timber resources

Figure 3 clearly shows the range of scales both spatial and temporal over which data is required,

Short term data is provided by temporary or static inventories, at the national, forest and coupe scales

by the TSP data and at the compartment level by the 100% pre-harvesting stock surveys. Long term

data is provided for by the PSP programme at either the forest or national scale depending on the

design adopted and also by successive static inventories. This latter point is often overlooked and the
question is posed of how data from successive, often very different inventories covering the same

area can be used to explore the longer term and larger scale changes in the forest. If this is possible

are there any ways in which successive inventories should relate to each other to facilitate these types
of analyses? This is a pertinent question as management plans are prepared on a 20 year cycle and if
an inventory is to be conducted at the same intervals then the next national inventory should
commence in 2005.

Informing management decisions

Inventory data is only worth collecting if it is used to discover more about the forest and informs
management decisions. Case studies of some of the ways in which the recent Ghanaian data has been

used at various levels are presented.

Policy and strategic issues

Perhaps the most striking impact that the inventories have had to date is at the policy level
particularly on the perception of the forests and on timber sector policy and strategies. By mid-1994
sufficient analysis of the TSP inventory data had been done to reveal that 24%o of the permanent

forest estate was degraded to the extent that there were practically no trees left (< 5 m'ha-l) and

7.5% had stocking that was so poor that they could not be considered for timber production in the
current felling cycle. Although it was intuitively known that the forests were degraded it was

something of a shock to know just how close Ghana is to running out of trees. The importance of
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securing a large scale investment to re-habilitate the degraded forests has since become a much higher
priority and even the industry has become more interested in planting. Besides pointing out the
condition of the forests the same analysis of the inventory was able to re-calculate the AAC (Planning
Branch 1995),

The annual allowable cut (AAC) is simply the amount of timber that can be cut from an area in ayear
and at the national level is used as a'target' for the logging industry. As such it is hotly contested and
requires substantial justification as it determines the available level of raw materials for an industry
that contributes 6-7%o of GDP. There is no fixed methodology for determining an AAC and in this
case was calculated by applying the current management prescriptions (40 year felling cycle, girth
limits and yield control) on a plot-by-plot basis to the TSP inventory data within the 760,000 ha of
timber production forest (see Figure 4). The calculated cut was then summed to give estimates of the
AAC at vegetation zone, regional and national levels (Planning Branch 1995, Planning Branch 1996).
The results of this analysis set the sustainable AAC from the permanent production forest at 500,000
m3 per year. To this f,rgure was added a guesstimate of 500,000 m3 per year being available from the
off-reserve lands by the Forestry Commission (1995) giving a total AAC of 1,000,000 m3 per year.
Given that the timber industry is estimated to have an installed capacity of 2,000,000 m' per year the
strategic implications of the AAC are profound and were expounded in a hard-hitting analysis of the
implications of a restricted timber supply to the industry (Forestry Commission, UK 1995).

In the past few months the data from the off-reserve inventory has been used to re-examine the off-
reserve AAC. There are even fewer precedents for calculating an AAC from farmlands - it is after all
the farmer and not the forester who does the 'allowing' and very often the 'cutting'. However, the
need to provide guidance on the amounts of timber that might come from the farmlands meant that an
attempt had to be made. The principle applied was of trying to estimate how long the existing
resource might sustain a pre-determined AAC. This was done relatively simply by dividing the total
stocking by an AAC. After making allowances for the heavy level of damage, dead and rotten trees
(40% of all off-reserve trees) it was estimated that a cut of 500,000 m' per year could be sustained for
around 80 years without replacement. Although this might seem like a very long tirne given it will
take 40-60 years for exploitable sized trees of prime species to grow and since strategies and
incentives to promote such planting are not yet in place it would not be wise to advocate a higher rate
of cutting. Furthermore, no allowance was made for the high errors on the inventory nor, more
importantly, for the contribution to the total stocking of sacred groves and other forest remnants
which should be protected (at the bequest of the owners),

The NTFP inventory has not as yet been fully analysed but some work has been done on the canes in
response to an initiative from the Export Promotion Council that was considering the promotion of
cane exports. The inventory data revealed that canes are not very plentiful and that there was
probably barely sufficient to meet the expanding domestic market and that planting would be required
to provide a surplus for export. In other words the same story as the timber.
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Classification of species according to degree of exploitation

Hawthorne (1993a) proposed a star system for classifoing plants according to their rarity expressed as
a genetic diversity value and also on the degree of exploitation. The reddish star species are those that
are exploited with Scarlet star species being over-exploited, Red stars being exploited roughly in
balance with supply and Pink stars being effectively under-exploited. The species level AAC has
been calculated and used as an index of sustainable production against which exploitation levels as
recorded by the Forest Products Inspection Bureau (FPIB) are compared. This has enabled the
reddish star rating to be applied objectively and in a manner that allows year by year tracking of
exploitation trends (Planning Branch 1994). Scarlet star species have been defined as those were the
five year running mean cut is more than 200%o of the sustainable cut, Red star species are roughly
sustainability exploited i.e. with a cut of between 50 and 200 % of the AAC, pink star speciesare
those were less than 50Yo of the AAC is removed. Pink star species have been further broken down
into those that can be promoted on the grounds of abundant or possessing ecological characteristics
that make them thrive in logged forests (i.e. pioneers). These classifications are being used to control
the exploitation of the Scarlet star species through yield reductions for these species (Forestry
Depaftment 1995) and, if proposals are accepted,aroyalty weighting. Although this is only asmall
start it does at least begin the process of developing species-specific management.

Management planning

Management plans are the foundation from which effective action springs. In Ghana the Planning
Branch takes responsibility for overseeing the preparation of management plans and supports anã
monitors both the planning process and implementation. The need to have reliable information to
guide the forestry elements of the plans was the rationale behind the extension of the inventory after
1988 when it had fulfilled its original objective. Unfortunately little progress has been made on the
incorporation of the inventory results into the management plan prescriptions to date mostly because
of a pre-occupation with the policy and strategic levels, However, the data has not been completely
overlooked and has contributed to the development of the harvesting schedules both by aliowing
initial screening for areas that might require protection and also as an indicator of better stocked areas
which should come forward in the harvesting schedules. The TSP data is in fact not well suited to this
task as there is only a single I ha plot to extrapolate over an area of 400 ha while the comparlments
which are the smallest functional unit in the reserves are generally 110 ha in size. Neveftheless the
data has been pressed into service as it can at least indicate how to prioritise field investigations. A
befter alternative may be the development of a rapid means of collecting the detailed coÃpartment
level information required to properly inform management decisions. This may take the form of
simple basalarea and condition scoring (see Forestry Department 1995) cruises of the forest perhaps
with some indicators of forest health, NTFP potential and history especially of fire and other forms òf
degradation.

Impr ov ing e colo gic al under s t anding

Not all management decisions depend on site specific or stocking type data as many of the principles
and rules are dependant on an understanding of the ecology of the species. Careiul and innova-tive
analyses ofthe TSP data alongside regeneration surveys have been undeftaken by Hawthorne (1993b,
1994, 1995, 1996) and have been instrumental in refining knowledge of forest ecology and
sustainable use, In particularthe guild classification of nearly all species ãnd the description óîtn.i.
regeneration profiles (Hawthorne 1995) could form the foLrndation of detailed species level
marragement prescriptions.
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Discussion and conclusions

There is a lot of experience in Ghana of inventory and of forest management stretching back to the

tum of the century and the Planning Branch is presently in the throes of reviewing and up-dating its
management systems based on the results of the latest round of inventory. Based on this experience a

few observations are offered on the inventory process.

Perhaps the most important point is that inventory and careful analysis of the data are essential for the
development of rational management systems. This may seem obvious but too often inventories are

designed, executed and then remain as dry reports with the data only ever expressed as summary
stand tables. With the advent of computers and the accessibility of databases more emphasis should
be given to the handling and use of data by more than just inventory statisticians. Inventory databases
must be a working tool of the forest manager which combined with maps and field experience allows
him or her come to be better understanding of the forest and thereby more appropriate management
decisions.

In Ghana there have been many different inventory designs used each tailored for a particular
objective. The first 10á inventory was intended to provide strategic management information in the
form of maps, species lists and stand tables, This has a lot in common with the TSP inventory which
was also systematic and has been used to map, or at least make area estimates, The 5% inventory was
designed to provide reliable figures on which to base yield regulation this \ilas to be achieved by
laying out a minimum of 40 plots in each management Lrnit within which small reserves were
amalgamated for management purposes. This also has its parallels with both the creation of Forest
Management Units (FMUs) to achieve a required sampling error from the TSP data, and also in the
off-reserve inventory which was to exploit stratified random sampling to optimise the number of plots
required to achieve atarget sampling eror. Interestingly in each case the optimal number of plots was
very similar (about 40) although the plots themselves were of very different sizes and the sampling
fractions were different by orders of magnitude. This highlights the textbook assertion that it is the
number of sample plots that is important in determining precision not the plot size or the sampling
fraction. It is clear that both styles of inventory have their advantages and disadvantages, mapping
and area estimates for systematic designs and optimisation of resources spentto achieve the required
precision for stratified random designs. On balance both are probably required though it would seem
that randomised designs which can be undertaken rapidly are perhaps best suited to policy and
strategic level questions while systematic sampling at an appropriate scale might be best for detailed
management planning at the reserve level espcially when pre-stratification is not feasible.

The real test of whether an inventory has been effective is not the efficiency of the clesign or the its
precision but rather the management decisions it is able to influence and the use to which it is put.
Since this is the case it is as wellto be clear about the objectives of an inventory and have a carefully
designed programme of analysis prepared beforehand so the presentation of the results address the
relavant questions in a timely manner. After the initial questions have been answered the datasets
should be treated to as innovative and wide-ranging use as possible.

It is clear that much detailed and varied information can be obtained from static inventories and this
has been the focus of this paper. However, there are several vital pieces of the management puzzle
that can only be obtained from PSP analysis. What these pieces are depend on the type of
management being pursued, in this case a low intervention polycyclic system. The TSS experiments
although silviculturally successful have been judged cost-ineffective (Alder 1993), this coupled with
the increasing marketability and high prices for 'lesser known species' and the Herculean task of
understanding the ecology of the tropical forest has meant that management is increasingly based on a
precautionary principle, The premise adopted is that we cannot hope to manipulate the forest so we
rvould rather know how the forest responds to damage at the stand level and let the timbermen find
uses for the species nature gives them - at least from natural forest being managed for multiple
benefits such as NTFPs and biodiversity. In fact monitoring of the response of non-timber values to
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logging is an increasingly important concern and the role that PSPs can play in providing a
monitoring framework for non-tree resources is one that needs cal'eful examination.
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Questions and opportunities in long-term growth studies: Sixty years in Bundogo forest,
Uganda

Douglas Sheil
Oxford Forestry lnstitute, Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford,

South Parks Road, OxJ'ordOXl 3RB, U.K.

Abstract

This paper considers datafromfive long-term permanent sample plots (PSP/ established in o
semi-deciduous rainforest, in Uganda, during the 1930s and t940s and last remeasured in
I992 and I993. Examining the original objectives of these plots ancl the extent to which thqt
were achieved highlights a rqnge of issues lhat relate to PSP methods qnd datq interpretation.
LYhile some of these problems are troubling, progress remains possible qnd worthwhile. Marry
uncertainties in predicling longlerm change.s in tropicol rainforest seem resolvabte onty if
more long-term dqta sets were svqilable.

Stem-growth datafrom thefive long-term plots is critically examined. Initial overviews reveal
the general data properties; i.e. growth by ptot, by species, by stem-size, qnd over time. The
variation betweenperiods is considerable, particularly if viewed in terms of basal area. The
impøct of ørboricide treqlment perþrmed on four of the five plots is brieJty considered, The
various factors that influence the distribution of growth data derived from PSP meqsurements
are examined. Observation period qnd seasonat effecls are found to be important. The
Budongo data can illuminate these issues qnd raise signiJìcant concerns. The challenge is to
distinguish artefacÍs from real growth patterns. While ctfficult, thß tqsk is possible though
quantification and dis-entanglement of the various determining relationships.

llhile methodological issues cannot be ignored, long-term data sets genually hove
considerable value. It is suggested lhat many long-term plols still exist. Such dqta sourcei
will ultimately shine a dim but useful tight on the murþ nqture of tropical tree growth.

Introduction

During the early part of this century ecologists focused attention on vegetation processes and
dynamics (Cowles 1901, Clements 1916, Gleason 1917, Tansley 1917). During the 1920s and 1930s
the British Ecological Sociefy emphasised the need for quantitative evaluations in tropical
vegetation, an initiative that was closely linked to developments in tropical forestry (in the
Commonwealth, see Tansley & Chipp 1926,Burt Davy 1938, Richards et al. 1939, [note there were
some parallel initiatives in Francophone countries, e,g. Louppe et al. 19951). Plots established in this
eÍa, are the basis of many classic studies and those maintained as perïnanent sample plots (pSps) have
becolüe the main source of long-term data (see sources in Richards 1952, Mathauàa 1955, Mervart
1972,Rai 1983, Swaine et al. 1987a, Okali & Ola-Adams 1987, Manokaran & Kochummen 1987,
Whitmore 1989), Such data sources are invatuable given the practical problems in addressing
questions in long-term forest dynamics. Africa-wide it is certain that many old and derelict plots
could be relocated, the potential loss of such data would be a great tragedy.

Emphasis on the problems of artefacts and misinterpretations (see Sheil 1995a,b, lgg6b, in press a,
Sheil & Nlay 1996, Sheil et al. 1995, and this paper) while also claiming the high value of pSÞs may
seem contradictory. A few words of explanation are appropriate. Clearly the wider recognition of
potential pitfalls is ultimately constructive. The better models and theories will best survive
evaluation, while superior models and theories gradually develop, - such is the flux of the scientific
method. Better PSP data and a less hindered view of tropical forest dynarnícs are possible. Long-
term data provide unrivaled opportunities for progress.
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Budongo Forest

Budongo is well documented (e.g. Eggeling 1947a, Synnott l9S5). The combined Budongo Forest
reserves, located at 7"37'-2"03'N and 31o22'-46'8, cover approximately 790 km2 which includes 430
km2 of closed forest. Most of the forest is on level ground lying between 1000 and l l00 m a.s.l. Soils
are predominantly deep ancient latosols. The bimodal annual rainfall is usually between 1,200 and
1,800 mm. The canopy is generally high and emergent stems occasionally ,"".h to over 60m. Most
canopy species are deciduous, though the widespread shade-tolerant Cynometra alexandri, is a
notable exception.

The Budongo Plots: history and objectives and use

W.J. Eggeling established permanent sample plots in Budongo Forest during the 1930s and 1940s.
Some of these plots have been re-measured intermittently since then, and five of these ,research

plots'('RPs' 2,5,6,7,&,15) were evaluated recently (Igg2-3). Data from these plots now span six
decades.

The Uganda Forest Department (U,F,D.) originally justified the plots through two general research
questions (U.F.D., various sources unpublished) these were the need to underitand:

l) forest productivity

2) how composition develops

The second question was assumed answered by the time Eggeling published his paper describing the
plots as a successional series (Eggeling 1947a). Subsequent U.F.D. research ob¡"ðtiu.r excluslvely
emphasised timber production and its manipulation through silvicultural treatmõnts (Uganda Forest
Department, U.F.D., various unpublished records). I willfocus here upon aspects of the datathatwas
collected,

From the earliest days management emphasised the sustainable productivity of the Ugandan forest
estate. V/hile there was some interest in non-timber products such as 'wild rubber' (from Funtumia
elastica (Preuss) Stapf. and the lianas Landolphia and Clitandra), coffee (Coffea) and rattan
(Calamus), timber was the overriding fbcus of management. At Budongo working plans were written
for each ten year period from 1935 until 1965-74 (Harris 1934, Eggeling ß41b, Treneman et al.
1956' Philip 1965). The objective of all plans was to maxjmise sustainable timber yield and
economic revenue, and this required an early commiûnent to control, monitoring and the
experimental evaluation of options. While data from the PSPs were used in management planning
this ultimately lacked sophistication and only crude generalisations are apparent, i.e. quoting meai
girth or dbh increments for a species in very rough terms and not its variation or dependence on size.
There are four reasons for this caution: 1) the variation observed within the smail samples, 2) the
considerable and inconsistent nature of period to period variations, 3) lack of cleai anal¡ical
frameworks, 4) lack of easy large-scale computation methods (e.g. computers).

The Uganda Forest Department has maintained and archived detailed notes and reports on the plots -
information that I have been able to examine and summarise. Descriptions and eva-luations of the plot
metirods and background information are available elsewhere (Eggóling 1947a, Sheil l995a,lg96a,
in press b). Eggeling's plot siting and orientation were chosen suU¡ictivãry. Each plot covers about 2
ha. [Note the plot summaries provided in Eggeling (1947a) are reduced to 400 by 400 feetto allow
comparison with studies elsewhere.]. The set of species to be measured and the minimum stem sizes
have varied, but a fìxed list of 'timber' species has been recorded on each occasion (Appendix l).
Various conventions for dealing with buttressed stems have been used which complicates evaluations
(see Sheil 1995a).

Information about the five plots examined for this paper is given in Tables l-3. Plot 7 may be one of
the oldest maintained tropical forest PSPs in primary forest anywhere in the world (19j9-1993), it
lies in a'nature reserve' an area which has been spared silvicultural interventions. The oldest plot,
plot 6, was established and first measured in 1933. Plots 6, 2, 5, and l5 have each been subjectéd to
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silvicultural interventions through arboricide treatment, i.e. between the late 1950s and early 1960s
'weed species' over specified minimum sizes were poisoned in these plots (also called 'non-
desirables', 'non-economic' and 'non-timber' species; these had little or no commercial value).
Refining operations varied in implementation from site to site (for details of methods see Dawkins
1954, 1955, 1958, and Philip 1964). Measures over these periods are restricted to only the 'timber,
species. Limitations to interpretation arise as almost no record of what was poisoned or of its basal
area survives.

Dzta

The pre-1992 data comes from files kept at the Forest Department HQ in Kampala. These files
represent a compilation of sun'iving records. Notes for each PSP were historically kept in triplicate,
but even so much information is now lost. The minimum common denominator that allows all
measurement periods to be evaluated is to take these listed timber species (Appendix 1) with a dbh >
25 cm and for that reason this defines the overview population referred to in tater examples. ln 1992
twenty percent of each plot was measured a second time to provide data on accuracy, this information
and some of the implications are discussed in Sheil (1995a).

All girth changes used in this paper are calculated as change in drh ('diameter at reference height',
'diameter' actually being convex girth expressed as diameter of circle with equal circumferenr.j fot
each pair of consecutive measurement dates for each qualifuing stem in each plot: i.e. Dd: drh-*, -
drhl=, where drh¡ is the measure at time t, and r, the reference height, is constant between successive
measures.

Stem changes and woody growth - an approach

Short-term studies provide data on differences between successive stem measurements. The question
that forest planners rnay ask in order to make use of this information looks deceptively simpler

What is the relationship between short-term PSP Dd vatues and long-term timber yields?

This general goal can be divided into two broad questions.

o What is the relationship between short-term and longer tenn Dd values?

o How do the Dd values relate to real timber growth?

The unknowns that need to be defined in these questions are rlumerous - I will focus upon the first.
Species, stem size and spatial relations are well established determinants, While these already give
rise to considerable analytical complexity, additional factors also have significance. Dd has been
discussed in Sheil (1995a) and I draw on that summary. There are three components of measuredDd
(i'e. Dd*.," ) that can usefully be recognised, each is complex in itself with different determinants and
patterns of variation:

a) woody growth (Ddso*tr,)

b) stem flex/swell (reversible changes) (Ddn*)

c) measurement eror (Dd"ro, )

When looking at stand yield, population-level processes must be added, i.e. recruitment and mortality
(e.g. Vanclay 1994, Alder 1995). The Budongo study has already highlighted some issues in the
estimation of such quantities (Sheil 1995a,b, Sheil & May 1996). These factors are not easily
quantified without bias but may have considerable significance. For exampte if slow growing stems
are more likely to die (c.f. Swaine et al. 1987a,b) then ttris, coupled with long-term growth auto-
corrolations (Sheil 1995a), implies that short-term-mean growth is on average less than long-term-
mean values. However this effect is not seen in the Budongo data, possibly because it is obscured by
other influences. Here I focus on the stem level data and ihe influences that act upon them.
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The analytical problems begin when we consider how influences interact to provide the measured
stem changes - and what this in turn reveals about woody growth. A fully quantified model is clearly
desirable, and detection though useful is only a first step. A stem measurement model would combine
the previously mentioned elements:

Ddr"u, : Ddgrowth + Ddn"* + Dd.oor

where the components of the measured diameter change are each multivariate functions with their
own form and (largely independent) behaviour:

a) Ddgro*rt' :,/gro*¿,(tl, t2, species, size, site, rain, exposure, method.,.), i.e.woodygrowth

b) Ddn"* :,/n""(tt,t2,species,size,site,rain,exposure,method...),i.e.reversiblechanges

c) Dd"'o, = /"*o.(recorder, equipment, species-form, d, ntethod ... ), i.e. measurement errors

where f * (a,b,g,e,...) are multivariate functions of a,b,g,e,... where a,b,g,e, ... may themselves have
deeper multivariate structure. In such circumstances where each component function is itself highly
multivariate, with unknown relationships, compound interaction terms and complex error structures,
it can be seen that any characterization will not be trivial even ignoring population level processes,

Some results and comments

A data overview: time, plots, size and species

Data derived from the Budongo plots study have been used to examine many phenomena (e.g. Sheil
1996a) of which I only have space to present a few. Use of the data is complicated by many issues
(e.g' Sheil 1995a). Note that the samples represent only five plots, and observations within plots are
neither independent nor consistent in definition. The treatments performed on four of the five plots
reduce the potential for generalisation from the subsequent growth data (see later).

In the 'overyiew' figures shown in this initial section those periods showing a discernible growth
response following treatment are excluded (i.e. plot 2,1960-69; plot 5, 1948-69; plot 6, 1944-65; plot
15,1950-71- note all the qualitative trends and differences shown in the figures are robust and also
demonstrated in equivalent overviews using a) all the data, b) only the 'pre-treatment' data, and c)
only periods when all species are recorded). Graphical summaries illustrate the general patterns
despite a range of analytical limitations see Figures l-6. Figure I provides an overyiew of the plot
data showing how the general growth rate decline as composition matures (see table 1, Eggeiing
1947a, and Sheil in press b for the background to this successional development). Figure 2 shòws á
typical hump backed variation in growth relating to stem sizes. Figure 3 shows ths broad species
specific data for more common species. Figure 4 shows how size variations differ amongst specìes.

The long-term growth patterns provide a remarkable overview of the data. Figure 5 shows the marked
periodto period changes in Dd distribution and Figure 6 shows thatthe shifts are even more marked
in basal area. These shifts have considerable implications for any simple and naive forecasts derived
from short-term data. The understanding of this pattenr requires a more careful examination of the
dala.

Growth data measured as Dd have positively skewed frequency distributions. The Budongo data
varies in its form of distribution. An exploratory exarnination was made of correlations between
parameters of the Dd/Dt distributions [the mean, an upper and a lower 5th percentile (p5 and p95),
the median, and the upper and lower quaftile (qLta and qro*¡1 against Dt. One distinct correlation was
thatthe broad spread of growth measures (i.e. p95-p5) is inversely related to the census interval. This
is best explained by the increasing proportion of Dd that is accounted for by measurement error as
periods become shorter (Sheil 1995a). Other influences seem to have seasonalorigins (see below).
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The impact of arboricide treatments

The selective poisoning was intended to increase the growth of valuable timber stems, and also to
encourage regeneration. The lack of precise knowledge about the silvicultural treatments, both how
they were performed and the nature of their impact, has been a major limitation in using the data
from plots 2,5,6, and 15 post-treatment. Various examinations indicate that the treatments had
considerable influence. In addition to the growth by period figures already presented (Figure 5, 6)
three graphical presentations are provided: the clrange in mean growth by species, the change in mean
growth rate by size class, and the number of stems growing faster or slower in the period following
treatment when compared to the preceding period (Figure 7, note appropriate period to period data
for plot l5 is not available). The relatively small samples preclude extensive interpretation by species
and stem size but the positive response to treatment appears general and most marked in the smaller
stems.

Rainfall and seasonal influence

Comparisons of growth, where the measurement intervals do not cover an integral number of years,
are potentially invalidated by the unknown influence of the partial year. As part of the initial data
evaluation an analysis was performed to examine whether the variation in growth distributions
between and amongst all the measurement intervals was influenced by seasonal factors and rainfall
variations. The data are inadequate to examine seasonal aspects in satisfactory detail by direct
observations. Measurement of incomplete years allows an indirect assessment and seasonal 'signals'
in the growth data was readily confirmed (Sheil in press a). A rnore in depth investigation provicied
three tentative conclusions (Sheil in press a):

1) seasonality is having a significant impact on recorded growth, but is not a'linear function
of rainfall, and individual trees are affected in different ways. Those measurement periods
that cover incomplete years will be systematically biased.

2) the slowest growing trees generally increase measured Dd/Dt when more moisture is
available, but,

3) most stems show a general decline in Dd/Dt over 'wetter' seasonal periods.

The explanation for this strange behaviour is open to debate. I suggest that diurnal patterns of stem
shrinkage and transpiration induced flexing are playing a dominant role. In wet season conditions
most stems are in full leaf, but are usually measured in dry bright conditions, i.e. when transpiration
rates are likely to be near maximum. In temperate trees a high transpiration demand can induce a
considerable reduction in stem pressure causing girth constriction (e.g. Kozlowski et al. 1991). A flex
hypothesis for the seasonal signal detected is indirectly supported by the fast growing (crown
exposed) stems being the most effected by the transpiration deficit while the slowest (well shaded)
stems are not as influenced but instead increase in growth under wet conditions. Estimation suggests
that the size of this putative artefact is the same order of magnitude as a year's growth (Sheil in press
a). Clearly a serious potential bias.

The 'flex hypothesis' is open to direct evaluation. Recently in Kibale forest, Uganda, I collaborated
with Mr. Kofi Affum-Baffoe, (Forestry Department, Ghana) and Andrew Bakainaga (Makerere
University, Uganda) to examine this question. We used Dawkin's (1965) method of multiple precise
measures on each stem to evaluate diurnal girth changes over several consecutive days on selected
trees. Marked daily changes of c. 0.2%o of stem size were detected in each of eight large trees
examined, even though the observation period was characterised by dull overcast weather
(unpublished data).

The remarkable variation in basal area growth lllay, or may not, prove to be largely an artefact. The
interaction of growth values with season, moisture, and measurement interval requires wider
evaiuation. The apparent influence of a variety of factors upon the growth distribution is summarised
in Table 4.
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Discussion

As outlined in Sheil (1995a) PSP studies can be considered in five main parts once the objective has
been defined; I ) the establishrnent of plots via a defined sampling strategy; 2) the
evaluation/measurement process; 3) the compilation of the data (checking and correcting); 4)
analysis; and 5) interpretation. The lirnitations and assumptions intrinsic to iach of these ¿istinct
stages have ramifications for the entire process. I have focused here on the second and fifth stage but
have noted issues about the first. Assumptions artefacts and enors can occur at all stages. Onóe we
can identifo these difficulties we must next seek to characterise them so that we can, ieduce, allow
for, or even eliminate them.

Sheil (1995a) has listed numerous problems and issues associated with PSP studies when viewed
from an ecologists perspective. These concerns transtate readily to normal forestry practise. The
problems that community ecologists face are increasingly shared with forest mangers, e.g. more
general species identifications (biodiversity conservation and wider utilisation), volume estimation
for difficult stem forms (while irrelevant for timber such forms feature in biomass and carbon
sequestration),

Advances or lessons from the past

The expense of establishing and maintaining PSPs often limits replication and plot sizes are often
small, thus leading directly to many of the statistical inadequacies that arise 

"u.n 
ìn good data. These

frustrations were realised very early in the history of Budongo, and various solutiõns were sought.
Some PSPs were ambitious in scale, and included Budongo's plot 13, designed to'smooth,out
environmental heterogeneity with a transect approach being 15.24 x 675S m (50 ft by 4.2 miles)
giving 10.3 ha (=25.5 acres, measured 1937, 1940, lg43,l94S). Plot 12 took a similar approach (i
by 5100 feet,5.85 acres, measured 1936, 1939,1942,1946,1950,1951, 1955). plot 56 sertherecord
for size, originally comprising a massive 405 ha (= 1000 acres, as an evaluation of silvicultural
treatments in which only larger trees were measured, dates unknown as data lost). The problem of
small samples for the dominant timber stems was solved by selecting individuai trees rather than
defining a plot, e.g. 'plot' 53 comprised 50 stems each of Khaya, Entãndrophragma cylindrica, and
Maesopsis (measured in 1955, 1956, 1960, 1964). Ultimately many of the enormous silvicultural
experiments undertaken in Budongo frustrated their makers with the putative effects lost within data
noise and related inter-plot and period to period variance (e.g. Dawkins 1957, philip 1968).

Other plots: untapped riches?

Eggeling's serninal studies initiated an extensive PSP program in Uganda. philip (1964) documented
the 538 purely research PSPs established by the U.F.D. by the early 1960i. For several years
numerous additional plots were established purely for managernent: two or more PSps were set-up to
monitor regrowth in every compartment felled (see Dawkins 1958 for a description of 'yield plots;).

In 1992, with file records and local help, we succeeded in locating the five Eggeling pSps that we
looked for. In 1993 and 1994we again located three large-scale long-term-experìmentãl plots (50, 56,
441) which we were searching for (see Rukondo this meeting). These experiences, with 100%
success in fìnding what we sought, encourage optirnism about finding'lost' plotr, - at least if they
were lost for less than 30 years. It should be noted that Uganda was not exceptional in its approach tb
forestry and numerous PSPs were also established elsewhere (e.g. Kenya, Tanzania, Ghana, and
Nigeria). These plots represent a major resource.
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Recommendations
'Despite 

the many problems encountered progress is possible. Sheil (l995a,Table 4) makes a list of
recommendations to which should be added the obvious need for well designed sufficiently large
sampling programs, and adequate long-term commitment.

Long-term PSPs have great value but are not necessarily sufficient to answer many key questions.
Cleariy methodological and interpretational deficiencies can compromise the adequate interpretation
and use of PSP data. Specific short-term evaluations are also required: l) studies of diurnal and
seasonal variation in flex and growth, 2) rapid replication of measurements can be used to identifo
and characterise patterns of methodo I ogical error.

The value of long-term data sets is such that all countries that possess PSPs should make a carefi.¡l
review. The following are basic considerations: Are the recorded data replicated and secure? Are the
data well organised and can any serious problems or discrepancíes be noted - if so what is needed for
rectif,rcation? Can the plots be relocated? Do the plots still have any value (probably yes)? Do the
plots require maintenance?

We clearly need to extract meaningful information from imperfect data by learning how to filter the
signal from the noise. This is not a trivial or simple task but a challenge which will be better
undertaken after further study and, ofcourse, with the necessary long-term data sets.
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Appendix I

Species recorded at all measurement dates and their six-letter codes.
A¡aEER = Albiàa femtginea (Guill.& Perr.) Benth. Fabaceae subfam. Mimosoideae
A¡BGR;A = Albizia grandibracteafa Taub. Fabaceae subfam. Mimosoideae
.ArBcLÀ = Albizia glaberrima (Schumach. & Thonrr.) Benth. Fabaceae subfam. Mimosoideae
Àr,BzYc = Albizia zggkt (DC.) J.F.Macbr. Fabaceae subfam. Mimosoideae
ÀI,SBOO = Alstonia booneiDe Wild. Apocynaceae
.à¡{IrA!1 = Aningeria alfissima (A.Chev.) Aubrev.& Pellegr. Sapotaceae
Ali¡TTOx = Antiarís toicaria læschenault var. usambarensis (Engl.) C.C,Berg. Moraceae
BEQOBT = Bequoerlíodendron oblanceolatum (S.Moore) Heine & Hemsley Sapotaceae
cnr.Àrt = Celtis africana Burm.f. Ulmaceae
cELDUR = Celtis durandü Engl. (Arguably = the Malagasy species Celtts gomphophyllaBaker).Ulmaceae
cELMTL = Celtrs mildbraediíEngl. Ulmaceae
CErwrG = Celtis wþhtäPlanc}r. Ulrnaceae
cELzEN = Celtis zenkeriBngL Ulmaceae
cHLExc = MtJicia excelsa (Welw.) C.C.Berg [Chlorophoro excelsa (Welw.) Benth.& Hook.f.].Moraceae
cHRjLLB = Chrg sophglht"m albidum G. Don. Sapotaceae
C¡|RMIJE = Chrysophgllum muererlse Engl. Sapotaceae
CHRPER = Chrysophgllum perpulclvum Mildbr. ex Hutch.& J.M.DaÞ. Sapotaceae
colcre = Cola gigantea A.Chev. Sterculiaceae
cOR¡4rL = Cordia milleníiBak. Boraginaceae
cRolrAc = Croton macrostachgus Hochst. ex A.R.Delile. Euphorbiaceae
CROMEG = Croton megalocarpus Hutch. Euphorbiaceae
cRosYL = Croton sgluaticus Hochst. ex K¡auss. Euphorbiaceae
CvNAr,E = Cg nometr a ale xandri C. H.Wright. Fab ace ae subfam. Cae salprnioidae
DRYt¡cÀ = Drypetes ugandensis (Rendle) Hutch. Euphorbiaceae
EKESEN = Ekebergia seneg alensis A. Juss. Meliaceae
Ettra¡{c = Entandrophragma angolense (Welw.) C.DC. Meliaceae
ENTCYL = DntandropLvagmo cylindrianrn (Sprague) Sprague. Meliaceae
ENTUTT = Entandrophragmautile (Dawe & Sprague) Sprague. Meliaceae
ERYSUA = Erythrophleum suaueolens (Guill.& Perr.). Fabaceae subfam. Caesalpinioidae
FAcAI{c = Fagaropsis angolensis (Engl.) Dale. Rutaceae
cUAcED = Guarea cedrata (A.Chev.) Pellegrin. Meliaceae
HorcRA = Holoptelea grandis (Hutsch.) Mildbr. Ulmaceae
KnAÀ¡{T = Khagaanthotheca (Welw.) C.DC. Meliaceae
KHAca,A = Khaga grandíþliola C.DC. Meliaceae
LovTRr = Louoa trichilioides Harms. Meliaceae
I.ÍAEEMI = Maesopsis eminäEngl' Rhamnaceae
MrLExc = Mildbraediodendronexcelsum Ha¡ms (& See CHLEXC). Fabaceae subfam. Caesalpinioidae
MoRLÀc = Monts lactea (Siml Mildbr. Moraceae
orEwur, = Oleawelwitschii (Knobl.) Knobl. Oleaceae
PRUÀIR = Pntnus africana (Hook.f.) Kalkman. Rosaceae
PYCÀNG = Pycnanthus angolensis [Welw.) Exell. Myristicaceâe
sTRscH = Strombosia schefJleri Engl. Olacaceae
TRTDRE - Trichilia dregeono Sond. Meliaceae
TRIMAI' = Trichilia martineaui Attbrev.& Pellegrin. Meliaceae
TRTPRT = Tnchilia prieunana A.Juss. Meliaceae
TRTRUB = Trichilia rubescens Oliv. Meliaceae
zÀI.Icor, = Zanha golungensis Hiern. Sapindaceae
zArilerr. = Zanthoxglum gilletä (De Wild.) Waterm. Rutaceae
zAlrLEP = Zanthoxglum leprieuríí Guill.& Perr. Rutaceae
ZÀÌi¡RIJB = Zanthoxglum ntbescens Hook.f. Rutaceae
zAlIMrL = Zanthoxglum mildbraed.ä (Engl.) \Materm. Rutaceae
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Unshaded are those plots for which later assessments including 1992 are recorded.

Table 2. Establishment, location and dimensions

Table 1. Plots and vegetation types, Listed in order by Ðggeling's successional interpretation. (Copied from

Plot Location
Lat Long.

Esøblished

Area Sílvicultural
(ha) reductiont

PSP2
1940

PSP5
1940

PSPó
1933

PSPT
t939

PSP15
1944

1o 45N 3lo 2B'E 330194

lo 44'N 3lo 2B'E 331 192

10 44"¡,¡ 3lo 28'E 330 192

lo 43'1,{ 3lo 30'E 334190

lo 43bt 310 28'E 330 l9l

feet.

1050

1050

t070

r 035

I 080

400 x 500

400 x 500

400 x ó002

400 x 500

400 x 500

1.86

l.86

x2.122

1.86

1.86

1960,64
6-10 m2hal
1954,55,60

25-30 m2hat
1956,58,59

15-25 m2hùr
none

1955,56,58
8-15 m2ha 

I

3n" þlot is stightly skew
3Year and basa-i aréa reduction, which though not recorded, has been estimated from various graphical

examinations - hence these ranges are wide and difficult to assess.



Management & Notes

PSP 2 lcm)3 N4 Ns N6

1940.38
1943.55
1945.38

* 1960.63
* 1963.21
* 1966.19
r 1969.08
* 1971.10

t992.13

257
250 235
219 2l 8

13 r 79
135 t26
l4l 134
152 r l8
t46 l4l

23.9
24.3
24.'7

t0.2
9.8
9.'l

10.3

10.4

9.7

257
250
219
l3l
t35
141
r52
t45
985

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

l'o isoned stems>9.7cm(8/60)
Poisoned stem*39cm( I 0/64)

101 I 93 Yes Mapped

PSP 5
1940.38
1943.38
1948.46
1963.22
1966.20
1969.48
t91t.Ll
1976.06
1992.63

2t.3
24.3
t6.6
r0.8
9.8

t0.2
t0.2
11.2

9.6

*

*
*

259
273
448
67
75
8l
83
8l

8t0

259
273
507

83

95
t00
102
96

255
248

50
66
74
78

76
66

Yes

Yes
Yes ['oisoned stem*9.7cm(8/1960)
Yes Poisonedstemg39cm(1011964)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ycs Mapped893

PSP 6
*

*

1933.80
1944.88
1957.33
1958.23
1965.16
1968.13
1992.66

23.9
25.0
r5.0
t0.8
6.1

8.2
9.6

90 90
90 90 87 No
106 106 83 Yes

ll2 ll2 96 Yes

100 100 '15 Yes
99 99 95 No

Surlivors' till 1957 only
.S¿rrlivo¡rs till 1957 only

Poisoned >9.7cm I l/195ó &.311958 &,311959

849 948 73 Yes Mapped

PSP 7
t939.04
t942.04
t944.95
t952.t2
1959.45
1960.45
1964.30
197t.22
1973.15
1976.t7
1978.28
1992.69
1993.32

r5.0
19.4
19.4

t 5.4
9.9
9.9
8.3

8.5
8.3
8.7
8.8

r 0.0
10.0

278
255
261
322
250
247
273
293
287
988
982

I 090
r087

343
317 255 No
315 241 Yes

455 239 Yes
251 149 Yes

247 246 No
274 245 Yes
293 25'l Yes
287 285 No
991 2tì 1 Yes

982 961 No
1312 836 Yes

1307 1087 No Mapped

PSP T5
t944.s6
1950.80

* l97t.lt
1992.6t

9.7
9.7
8,8
9.8

425
761
201
927

42',1

764
201
931

298
79

t49

Yes Poisoning >19.4 cm, 1955,56,58

Yes
Yes

Date given in decimals of completed calendar year (i.e. year + [months-l]/12)
2 * Signifies that only timber species were measured

'Min d : Smallest diameter measured.
aStem N : Number of stems measured.
5Meas N : Number of measurements made (i.e. includes stern problems such as buttresses).
6Ad 

= Number of separate growth observations when coupled with previous date ( I per stem).
tNew: If newly recruited stems were recorded.

' * ' implies apositive correlation while ' -' signifies a negative corlelatioll.
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T¡ble 4. Some influences operating on the distribution of growth values from PSPs.

Mean p5 q¡o*o. Mediâfl gupp", p95 Artefact
or bias

Less careful first measurement - J
Less careful second

measurement

+ + + + + ++ ,f



Figures

Figure /. Growth rates by plot (in order of implied successional stage). This shows a declining rate

of growth with 'successional development'. In addition a decline in variation within the plots is
shown, despite a greater occurrence of outliers in plots where bLlttressed stems are more common.

Notched box-and-whisker plots provide a convenient uleans of summarising and comparing data

(McGill et al. 1978, Frigge et al. 1989). The box divides the data values into four areas of equal

frequency: the line crossing the box is the rnedían; the top and bottom of the box delimit the upper

and lower interquartile values and thus the box holds the central 50Yo of data values. The lower

whiskers are drawn from the base of the box to the lowest data value within 1.5 interquartile ranges

and from the upper quartile to the highest data value within 1.5 interquartile ranges. The width of a

box is proportional to {n, where n is the number of observations. Options for presentation exist :

points beyond the range of the wlriskers can either be plottecl individually or excluded as "outliers";

also the mean can be shown by a point within the box. The top and bottom of the notch delimits the

approximate 95% confidence limit on the positiorr of the mediart, i.e. at I [.25 (quoo.,-q¡"")/(1.35

{n)l(p50/2.5 + p50)12, where (gupp",-gro,u) : the inter quartile range, and p50 is the median

('statGraphics Plus' 1993). If comparisons between boxes show that these notches do not overlap

the medians are significantly different in location.

Figure 2. Growth rates by stem size classes. 'Ihis shows the Lrni-modal relation of growth against

stem size. Smaller stems are suppressed in lower light conclitions while old stems become senescent

and moribund. While the pattern is potentially confoLrnded by the variety of data origins and

definitions, these features are supported in more specific examinations such as size-growth relations

within plots and within periods.

Figure 3. Growth rates by species. This shows tlre growth rate distributions of those 37 species for
which there are suffìcíent observations (outside of treatments). N ranges from 1344 for Celtis

mildbraedii (CELMIL), to 20 for Terminalia glaucescens (TERGLA). Those species usually

considered as'pioneers'or early colonisers can be seen to have the highest growth rates, while small

understory species are the slowest. '\ùy'oodland species'(e.g.'ferrninalia and Acacia) have lower

growth rates than forest pioneers, but are represented here chiefly by measures from senescent

individuals. Major deviations characterise those species with more'awkward to tneasure'stem

forms. All inter-quartile ranges lie between -0.1 and +1.5 cm/year, and most median values lie

between 0.1 and 0.4 cnlyear. The six-letter species cocles are listed in Appendix 1.

Figure 4. Growth rates, by species, by size class. This shows those l6 species that have provided 100

or more observations (outside of treatments) and grow to sizes more than 30 cm dbh. A unirnodal

form is apparent for several species. Species that possess buttresses generally show an additional

Dd/Dt increase at very large stem sizes (and a nrarked increase irr variation). Maesopsis also displays

a pattern with Dd/Dt increasing markedly with larger stem sizes. Such a 'light-delnander' only shows

significant recruitment under open conditions and thus has good initial growth followed by a growth

decrease as competition (probably canopy clostrre, but root competition also may be involved)

increases; at larger sizes the species is taller than most competitors and its canopy exposure (of
survivors) will generally be greater and most growth rates again increase. A similar relation is noted

for rlynometra which may be in part explained by buttress growth, but 'aggressive' canopy species

(i.e. species that can dominate locally) rnay perhaps show such a growth-size relation maximising

advantages under asyrnmetric competition for canopy exposure.

Figtre 5. An overview of stem growth over time for (updated) populations of large timber species

(dbh > 25 cm, except for plot 15 where dbh > 10 cm), (horizontal lines denote value across a

measurement interval). The distributions of growth values were notl-uormal (with significant

skewness and kurlosis). Growth values are represented by usirrg the median and the 95 and 5

percentiles (p95, p5), i.e.5%o of observations are excluded above and below these lines. The overall

spread (p95-p5) is inversely related to time interval (see Sheil 1995a). The period to period gowth
changes in a seemingly irregular \¡/ay. To examine if these 'steps' were 'signiftcant' or might be
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dismissed as'noise'two null hypotheses were evaluated between each period: that a) that the

location of the Dd value distribution does not change significantly between consecutive periods

(asterisks above the line, Wilcoxon 2-sample test with cont¡nu¡ty correction); and b) that for stems

that have growth recorded in both periods the number of stenls growing faster in the following period

is no different than expected by chance: (asterisks below the line, binomial probability as sigr-test),

the results are signified on the graphs. The shifts in growth values are often highly significant, even

without interventions (and across integral years), but the silvicultural interventions appear influential,

Figure ó. Basal area growth by plot, for stems over 25 cm dbh for timber stems, and where possible

for all species. This figure is based only on stem growth for stents that are measured at the start and

end of each measurement interval and does not include recruits as a source of gain.

Figure 7. An overview of girth change data in periods before and after silvicultural poisoning, from

available data ('timber species only'). Plot 2 (a,b,c) uses the periods 1945-60 and 1960-63. Plot 5

(d,e,Ð uses the periods 1948-63 and 1963-66. Plot 6 (g,h,i) uses the periods 1944-57 and 1958-65.

The figures show changes in mean stem growth by species (a,d,g), the change in mean stem growth

by size class (b,e,h, note also the right hand column gives the total stem mean difference), and the

number of stems growing faster or slower in the period following treatment when compared to the

preceding period, also by size class (c,f,i). The six-letter species codes are listed in Appendix l.

*.. -
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e) Plot 5, mean growth by size

c) Plot 2, growth change frequency, by slze

S¡ze, cm diametêr (mld class)

f) Plot 5, growth chango frequency, by slze

Slze, cm dlameter (mld class)

i) PIot 6, growth change frequency, by sizo
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Session II - Inventory methods

Chair: Dr. David Ladipo

Rcvised permanent sample plot procedures in Ghana.

Kofi Aflìtm-Baffoel

AbslrucÍ

One of the tools essential for goodforesl nanagement, espec'ially in the mixedtropical high

forest, is the selting up of permanent sample pktts to monilor d),namics of the forest' In
Ghana, 600 one hectare permanenl plots were established throughout the forest reserves

within the high forest zone on a five year remeasurentent t:ycle. An initial analysis of 66

remeasured plots revealed some inconsistenc¡es arising primurily from .faulty field and data
processing procedures. This brought aboul u lcmporar.ysuspension of the programme lo
enable a revie'¡y und revision of procedures to be underlaken The paper outlines the sources

of error and the measures introduced lo impnne data quulit1,, accuracy and the precision of
data capture. Emphasis on the need Jor carc/ul .field prctcedures fttllowed by vigorous data
checking especially once the data has been entered on to the computer are stressed. Questions
regarding the optimal number of plots to be maintained h1,the programme and the choice of
plot sites, site characterisqtion and the possibility of u:;ing the preliminary results beJore

sfficient datq is availøbleforfull growth ancl ltield analysis ,still remaitt open and advice and
recommendations invited. The review will be c'omplele a/ier these issues are addressed.

Introduction

Good forest management requires information on general chartges in forest status such as species

growth rates, mortality rates and regeneration patterns over tirne. This information can conveniently

be obtained by setting up Permanent Sample Plots (PSPs) to nronitor these trends. Permanent plots

represent the most reliable technique for estimating growth in all types of forest, especially mixed

forests under selection management (Alder 1990). The need fbr careful field procedures followed by

vigorous data checking to obtain good quality data are paramount if any meaningful and reliable
projections are to be nrade from the information gathered.

Under a Forest Inventory and Managernent Project (FIMP) sporrsored by the Overseas Development

Administration (ODA) 600 one hectare plots were established between 1988 and 1994 coveringthe
entire High Forest Zone. Following reconrmendatious rnade by a forest growth consultant, PSP field
activities were suspended to enable new field and modified data processittg procedures to be

developed. This paper documents a review of the PSp progranrme in the Ghana High Forest to date.

Justification

Bird and Sackey (1991), contended in their PSP manLral of procedures that available knowledge was

very fragmented and that the process should be inrproved u¡ron as and whell more information

became available. After an initial analysis of 66 re-measured plots by Dr, Denis Alder (a forest
growth consultant) several inconsistellcies were cletected. The re.measured plots constituted ll% of
the total number and the fact that errors identìfiecl were quite significant called for an urgent review

of the PSP prograrnme.

I Mensuration Offlrcer Forestry Dspartment, Planning []ranch Kurnasr. Chatta
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MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF PSPs lN GIIANA l'llcH FOREST ZONES

The table below shows errors identified by the consultant.

Descrintion Count o//o

Clean Data - no errors
Tree position changed by over 5nr

Different qLradrats

Change of species code
Duplicate record- bad or missing data
Excessive change in diameter

16,914
2,333

462

4,122
1,206
1.215

64.4
8.9

t.8
t5.7
4.6
4.6

Total 26.252 100%

Brief history of PSP in Ghana

The Permanent Sanrple Plot progranrme began in 1969. lhe ainr of the prograrnme was the
estimation of tree increment of the then econornic species (Sackey & Bird l99l). Two plots were
randornly selected for every square mile. Plots nreasured 100 m on each side and each was sub-
divided info 25 quadrats.

The leading desirable (LD) concept was adopted to determinc which trees to record in the PSPs. This
was a procedure of nurturing any economic tree or seedling which was likely to be of most value at

the next felling cycle. Two LDs were chosen per quadrat, hence 50 trees were measured per plot.
Ghana forest Simulation(GHAFOSIM), a report that describes the development of a system for
projecting future yields of natural forest in Ghana was obtained lì'om this data.

Towards the end of 1988 PSP programme was revitalised under tlre ODA supported Forest Inventory
Project . The LD concept was considered inappropriate for long term studies of forest dynamics since
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the economic value of tree species are liable to charrge over titnc and also tree recruitment, mortality
and competition could only be fully understood when the entire tree population is monitored.

PSP programme under FIMP

Number Of Plots Established

Alder (1981) stated that there was no appropriate statistical rnethod of detenrining the number of
plots required for suclr a complex situation. lt was agreed that 600 one ltectare plots be established of
which one third was to be made up of tlre then existing netwoll< of plots. The number was believed to
be manageable in the long term and also sufficient enough to provide the required information.
Within each Forest Management Unit (FM[J), a minirnum ol l0 and a rlaxinrum of 20 plots (with the
exception of the following: 108 plots in FMU 4,22 plots irr FMU 39 and 30 plots in FMU 17) were :
enur..erated. A five year interval between successive plot nreasurement was also agreed and by the
end of 1994 the target o1600 plots was achieved and reassesstnent began in 1995.

Distribution of PSPs by vegetation zoue

Vegetation zone Forest reserve area
l<m2

Number of
PSPs

Wet Evergreen (WE)
Moist Evergreen (ME)
Moist Semi deciduous South East (MSSE)
Moist Semi deciduous North West
(MSNw)
Upland Evergreen (UE)
Dry Semi deciduous (DS)
Wet Evergreen/ Moist Evergreen (WE/ME)
OTHER

t006.3 I

4361.11
2289.81)

460 t ..s0

258.10
199 I .00

472.40
t360.03

50

r60
82

228
l0
60

l0
0

TOTAL r6341 .00 600

Mode of Plot Distribulion

The high forest has been classified into a number ol forest types by Hall and Swaine(1981) and this
provided the framework forthe distribution of PSPs. Plots rvere laid out in proportion to the area of
forest reserves within each of the majol f'orest types. The distribution of plots are linked to the Forest

Management Units (Each FMU measures 50,000 ha approx.).

Plot size

Ghana's PSPs are of a standard size of 100 m by 100 n and subdivided into 25 quadrats. Each

quadrat measuring 20 r'n by 20 m.

Tree measurement

Within each plot all tree species greater than or eqr.ral to l0 cm diameter at breast height (dbh) are

measured. ln each FMU, two subplots of size 60 rrr by 2 t'n are established in the middle of plots

selected in which all saplings (between two and l0 cur) are lrreasttred.
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Tie-line

SESW

Figure l: PSP layouf

Special PSPs

In addition to the standard PSPs, three one-hectare plots in tlre Dry Senli-deciduous Forest type have
been designated Fire PSPs to study the growth and dynamics of degraded, undegraded and
moderately disturbed forest following surface fires. In these plots, which are established in 1992, all
vascular plants including seedlings and saplings ale enumerated.

Re-measurement of Trees are carried out by the Plarrrring Branch PSP team and that ofjuveniles (<10
cm dbh) are undertaken by a special Ecology Unit field tea¡r since this requires greater expertise in
identiffingyoung plants. Poles and saplings are measured biennially and seedlings annually.

Brief description of field procedures

Plot demarcation precedes enumeration by one month and involves the use of machetes to cut lines,
chains and lneter tapes to measure distances and a conrpass for direction. A denrarcation schedule
containing information on plot location and a forest reserve rììap are used as a guide to the plots.

Enumeration of plots involves measuring all trees l0 crn dbh and above using girth tapes and
diameter tapes. Large buttress trees are measured with relascopes while callipers are used for trees
where climbers cannot be eased from the ste¡n. Point of rneasurernent (POM) is painted red for one
third of the entire bole circumference. Aluminiunl tags with nLrmbers to serve as tree numbers are
then fastelted to the tree below POM. A technician calls out the narne of the tree, diameter, tree
number , crown position. crown form, degree of strangulation and so on to the booker. Approximate
location of each tree is recorded witbin each quadrat by measuring distarrces in the north-south and
east-west directions along the edge of the quadrat. Field data is selrt to the Computing Unit where the
data is entered by trained data entry personnel.

Errors associated with demarcation

The modification of PSP field procedLrres affectccl enr¡nleration greatly as against demarcation,
hov.,e.,,er unreliable demarcation practices accountecl f'or the f'ollowing errors:

Missing species: Tree species missing frorn the second assessrlent during the merger of first and
second data were attributed to poor dernarcation plactices. lt was detected that plot boundaries were
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widely cleaned and in some cases rnaccurate. The use of outnloded suÍvey equipment such as chains
also contributed.

Species in neighbouring quadrats: For the same reason outlined above, some species were found in
different quadrats and at times outside the plot even though ¡rreviously enumerated.

Damage by hunters and NTFP gatherers: ln order to locate PSPs easily, District staff are assigned
to clean all PSP tie-lines in their area ofjurisdiction, this old system was very unsatisfactory in that
the open tie-lines serve as pathways for hunters and N'fFP gatlrerers resulting in plot damage such as

loss of tree number tags, removal of nails, tree danrage duc to removal of bark and roots of some
medicinal tree species etc.

Errors associated with enumeration

Tree numbering system: All trees are nurnbered with alumirrium tags. These tags have four or five
digits inscribed on thern. These long tree numbers couple with their random sequence caused
transcription errors making the sequeuce of wolk unclear and leading to first and second
measurements being compiled in a dilïerent olcler. 'l'h is resulted in some difficulty during
comparison.

Naiis and tags: The nunrbered tags were fastened to tlre trees below POM with nails. These tags and
nails created problerns such astheftand loss of tags. and callus growth around nails.

Measurement point: Point of measurerneut (POM) fol buttressecl trees and especially trees
measured with relascope instrument are not recordecl. POM is painted red but at times visibility and
accuracy is hindered. This is paÍly due to the fact that aboLrt one third of the entire circumference is
painted.

Girth tapes: The girth tapes used are not very accurate (+l ¡1¡11 diameter). The I cm graduationsare
insufficient for incremelìt measurement. Again the use of girth tapes and at times diameter tapes
confused data entry staff for example girth nreasurements are entered in the diarneter column and
vice-versa. It was a source of error in calculatioll and creatcd unnecessary cornplications in the
database design.

Relascopes: Relascope usage fordiametel rneasìirenrerrts has its own problems, lack of enough light
under close canopy to fàcilitate reading etc are soure of the ploblenis when considering accuracy,
The relascopes used are too old and unable to give satisfactory readings.

Ladders: Insufficient ladders to measure and paint lzrrge butlressed trees create a lot of problems for
the enumeration teams compelling field teams to use the relascope for most of the large buttressed
trees when they could more appropriately use a ladder.

Double measurements: Double measurelnents are made f'or all trees with buttresses or with a

potential to develop buttresses. This, however, is not appreciated by some field teams who carry out
this procedure on non-buttress trees.

Field staff': Some field staff have too much to do and othels too little, resulting in overwork or
overcrowding in some field parties and incessant chattíng in the latter which tends to confuse the
Booker.

Errors in data processing

The record structure does not cope properly with doLrble and nrultiple rïeasurements. The data entry
does not involve checks on the numbers of trees or checksurlrs of any kind. The system was exposed
to loss of records and data due to mistakes with Foxpro, power failures and/or casual re-booting of
the computers. Many records and con-rplete quadrat infonnation disappeared as a result.
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Measures introduced to reduce or eradicate these en'ors

Demarcation: As part of measures to irnprove the quality of PSP data, external and internal
boundary cleaning shoLlld not exceed 70 and 50 crn respectively. Tie line-cleaning would only be
done during reopening of plots prior to enumeration. This work would be done by a well trained
demarcation team. The use of metal chains is being replaced by fibre glass survey tapes and new
compasses have been acquired to enhance efficiency and accuracy.

Enumeration: The tree numbering system has chaltged. l-r'cres are lìow numbered sequentially
starting from quadrat one, the first measurecl tree is given the number l, second 2,third 3 and so on.
These numbers are written boldly using red paint below POM. Recruited trees are given a number
after the last tree nurnber in the previous measurenlent i.e. if the plot recorded 100 trees in the
previous measuremerrtthenthe fìrst recruited tree measured is given the number 101, second 102 etc.

A well designed enumeration form including a selection of previous measurement data with old tree
numbers, columns for new numbers, new diameters, diameter ranges of previous measurements and
measurement methods are taken to the field together with a plot nrap prodLrced from tree position co-
ordinates. The sheets are also designed to include cells t-or checltsunrs and species codes.

All POMs other than 1.3 m are properly recorded on the enumeration sheet. This will enable
information tobe acquired which will lrelp resolve the probleur of 'shrinkingtrees'.

The entire circumference of the tree at the POM is painted red to irnprove visibility and accuracy.

In orcier to reduce the work load and facilitate conscientious re-rneasuring of PSPs, the minimum
measuring diameter has been changed frorn 10 to 20 cm clbh. Before the review, about 300 to 450
trees were measured per plot. The present systeur allows 100 - 150 trees (a reduction of about a

third).

To decide on recruits, a go-no-go gauge comprisirrg of wooclen callipers with a fixed width of l9 om
has been introduced to make a quick check followed by of an inscription of a letter P in chalk to
indicate those which qualif,.

The use of I cm graduation tapes give diameter to the rrearest 3 mm and this is unreliable in PSPs
Diameter tapes graduated in millimetres are now in use instead of girth tapes To encourage the use of
diametertapes instead of relascope even at POM of 5m heiglrt, two sets of double section aluminium
ladders are now taken to the f,ield per enurneration Lcam. l'he ladder also helps in reaching POM f'or
painting to be made around the entire band of the tree and also to ensure that the tape is accurately
aligned during measurenrent.

With regards to double measurement, the rrew instruotion is that POM is changed orrly when there is
significant lack of contact between the diameter tape and the bole. In such situation both old and new
POlls are measured and recorded and in the next rïeasurement only tlre upper band ís measured.

Separate forms to cater for bearings and distances fi'om the tl'ee to the operator as well as the distance
of POM from the glound has also been introduced for nìeasurements that dernand the use of a

relascope.

Deciding the optimal number of plots, and choice of plot sites

It has been recomtnended that 200 core PSPs should be maintained for future measurement. The
sampling of these plots should include completely undisturbed and heavily disturbed forest. Plots
should be stratified according to vegetation type and should be spatially well distributed. The
following procedures have been suggested and comnrents and contributions are invited:

All plots in the UE zone should be retained and that the 200 plots should be distributed evenly among
the 5 zones (DS, MSNW, ME, WE, MSSE). We suggest that each zone have 40 plots plus 10 in the
UE to arrive aI a toTal of 2 l0 PSPs.
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Witlr regards to choice of plot sites. the following are strggestccl:

1. Count the total nutnber of PSPs currerrtly in the zone

2. Calculate the basal area for each Plot, or it may be easier to use tlle sum of diameters

as au alternative to BA.

3. Find the plots with maximunr and minilnurn BAs.

4. Divide the BA range into 4 equal quarters.

5. Identily l0 plots within each qualtcr using randonr ut¡tnbers. This will ensure that
plots represent a spread of forest densities. FMLJs should be selected at random first,
therr plots within FMUs to ensure spatial clistribution of plots. '.

Data processing: The objective is to develop an irrtegrated data errtry and editing package with
internaldatavalidationandarchivalusingastandardclatabasepackagenamelyFoxpro.Italso
includes some preliminary processing for validation of re-measurements by comparison with earlier
measurements,

The data processing procedures for thc PSP havc bcen devclo¡rccl irtto a single pacl<age via a mentt

system providing for the following:

o Data entry

. Report generation for field sheets atld cllecksunrs

. easy access to programs for preliminary analysis for PSP data

. on-line error checking and validation

Other issues

Other pending issues such as what might be required for site characterisation, and possibility of using

preliminary results as an interim measLlre in dealing with issues such as the AAC and the current
yield formula until sufficient data is available for full growth and yield analysis still remain

unresolved and colnments and contributions are invited.

Conclusion

It is arrticipatecl that n'ith the rrew r.ìrcasur-cs in ¡rlucc, rìrolc rcliable infbnlratiort i,voLtlcl be made

available to address growth, recruitment and mortality issues so that the possibility of developing
dynamic growth nrodel for Ghana will be realised.
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Figure 2: Menu for data entry procedures
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Getting the most out of your permaneut plot data

.lerotne K Ilanclø1'

Center for International Forestry Resectrch, I ndonesia

Abstruct

A catalogue of ideasfor graphical analyses of'growth data i.v pre.sented, in the hope

of stimuluting lhe ntore imuginulive unaly:;tr5 Uruphs c(tn ht' purlic'ulurll' rereuling,

because the humqn eye is good at detecting, patlerns. Suggeslions are given to make

graphs more effective, and analyses more insightful.

Introduction

In this paper, I want to stimulate some more innovation in the analysis of permanent plot data. I was

motivated to collate these suggestions recently after refereeing sorne manuscripts which I felt did not

do.irrstice to the data at hancl Anall,ses of'pelrnrrrr-rrt plol rlal;r shtruld not merclv follou' acceptecl

procedures copied fiorn previously published workl rather it should involve careful consideration of
the ob.iectives of the study, and of the potential and limitations of the data at hand. ln many cases,

graplrical approachcs arc thc nlost rcr,caling, artd I urgc glcatct'L¡sc of such tccltuiques, for
prelinrinary screening of data, as a supplement to formal statistical tests. and as a co¡lvincing way to

comntunicate findings. I will not comment on statistical procedures (these lrave been adequately dealt

with elsewhere, e.g,, Warren 1981, 1986), and I will confine Iny comments largely to graphical

techniques for prelimiuary data exploration prior to more fbrmal statistical atralyses, and for
il ILrslr'ating fi ncl irrgs in ¡rublications.

Revisiting ohjectives

Perhaps the first step in any analysis is to clarifu the objectives. 'T'ltis applies to the analysis of any of
any clata, whether from temporary or permanent plots, experitnental or pass¡ve rnonitoring plots

(Vanuiay 1994a). ttappliestotheobjectivesoftheanalysisinquestion,andtotheobjectivesofthe
plot system.

Ideallv, the objectives ol'the plot installation will be consistent with those ol'the plarrned analysis.

This need not always be the case, and useful conclusio¡ls may be drawn from plots established for
purp(ì.ìes disparate fi'om the analyses in qtrestion. but calc[trl eonsidc¡'alion of possible outcomcs is

warra¡rted if the objectives are not congruent. The clitical questions are:

. to what extent rnay results be influenced by the design of the plot system?

o will results merely be aftefacts, or can the plol data cast light on the issue at hand?

. alc the available data sutiìcient to detecl, the phcrrourenon ol intcrest. il it cxists/

These questions impinge on both the plot system, and on the analysis at hand. It is appropriate to

revisittheobjectivesof theplotsystemdLrringanyanalysisol'plotdata,parliculall¡,sincernanyplot
systerls are established with rather vague objectives. Clearly, care tnust be taken to ensure that any

enhancements proposed for the plot systern do not confouncl observations (Vanclay 1994a), but
analyses of plot data may reveal forest types and conditions that warraut furtlier sampling (e.g.,

Beetr;i¡n et al. 1992), or may reveal additional attribLrtes that should be measured on existing plots.

'lhe lrralysis at hand should also reflect the objectives, llot nrercly l'ollow a standard proforma. This

requircs clear objectives, ideally, stated as testable hypotheses. l have addressed this issue before

(Varrclay 1992,1994b), as have ntany others (e.g.. LLrnd el ul. 1992, Rennolls and Certner 1993), but

it renlirins one of the greatest weaknesses iu many arralyses, so is worth revisitir-rg.
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Chccliing for errors

Deliberate analyses rernain amongst the best ways to detect errurs ill a database, lrut a great deal of
time rrtay be lost in this way. It is preferable to corlrneuce an analysis with carefirl checks for errors;
this ¿rvoids many pitfalls, including spurious results and wasted tirne. Doug Sheil (1995) recently
ptcselrted atl cxccllctlt t.cview ol'proceclurcs l-o rletscL el-rors altd illcorrsistencics irr long-terrn data
froln ¡tertnanent plots in tropical rnoist forests. I malie no attempt to summarize his work; I prefer that
you consult the source.

Graphical analyses

Modern spreadsheets and other computer packages make it easy to graph data, and offer a many
optiorrs to customize graphics. Unfoftunately, these features are often abused, so that they detract
fronl, ratherthan contribute towards a fuller understanding of'the data. Edwarcl l-ufte (19S3) devotes
an entire book to this topic (a classic book, beautifully illLrstrated: I recommend it). However, his
messtlge is simple and well argued: maxinrize the illlbrntation:inl< ratio by focusing on the
info¡-¡¡iation and keeping the graphics simple. The object of a graphic is to stimulate the reader to
thinli about the inrplication of the graphic (e.g., fbr forest management), not to wonder how the
graphic was produced. Many of the special effects (e.g.,3-dirnensional appearance, hatching, etc.)
available in computer packages may produce the latter, rather than the former reaction. While the
appcírlance of graphics is particularly important in the plesenl¿rtio¡l of l'esults, it is also an impoftant
consitleration in the analysis, astoo nrany"girnmicks" rray conceal, ratherillan reveal information.

I am ¡lot proposing that graphical approaches shoLrld be usecl lo the exclusion of other techniques.
Rathcr', I propose that they offer an irnportant supplement to standard statistical techniques,
especially in the preliminary data exploration phase of analysis. One enduring aclvantage of graphical
approaches is the ability to illustrate the shape of a relatiolrship, and thus indicate sLritable functional
relationships and transformations for use in statisticalmodels: this is why graphical inspection of raw
data arrd residLrals is a standard statistical technic¡ue (see e.g.. Weisberg 1985, Vanclay 1994a).ln
addition to their role in supporting statistical arralysis, glaphs oftèr an efficient way to convey
infornlation to readers.

Exanrining a single set of data

Whal r:an be done to reveal the nature of a forest stand to the reader of a scientific paper? Summary
tablcs with lots of Irumbers nlay appear rigorous, but are often tedious (and boring) to interpret, while
sketclrt:s of the starrd profìle (see e.g., Olclernan 1990, for nrany exarnples) can be lively, but rather
subjc'ctive. Fortunately, muclt quantitative data can be graphed to make it more accessible. ïVith
imagirration, almost any aspect of a forest stand can be illustrated in a graphical way, but I shall
conlìlle my attention to two aspects: the species compositiorr, alrd the stand structure.

Specics richness, or biodiversity, is currently topical, but is not always meaningful (Hurlbert 1971,
Vanclay 1996). Many indices have been proposed, but nearly all have some limitations (MacGurran
1988). Species counts appeal in their simplicity, but ca¡r be rnisleading as they reveal little about the
sampling effort of local species distribLrtion (Mawclsley 1996).'lhtrs the presentation of information
on thc biodiversity of a site is not straigllt forward, and carefìrl tlrought on the matter is warranted.

Pie char-ts are often used to illustrate the donrin¿urcc of thc nrost abunclant species, commonty
exhibiting stem numbers, basal areas, or "importarrce" (the rrrean of relative number and relative
basal area), but the implication is not always clear. as the outcome rnay depend on sample size or
placerttent. One way to offer supporting infornlation regarding the sampling effort is to accompany
pie cirirts with graphs showing cumulative species numbers plotted against sampling effort (e.g.,-area
or ntrttrber of trees sanrpled). Experiment by taking sub-plots or tree nunrbers in different orders, and
see lttrw this influences the shape of the relationships. Try scaling the axes or the dala,to see if a
squarc-root or logarithmic transfortnation suggests a straight-line relationship: this may support your
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contc¡ìtion that no asyrnptote has been reached. ol lìray suggest nrathematical relationsliips that may

latel he fitted to the data.

Stanrl structure is o1Ìen quantified as a stand table showing the nurnber of stems in each of several

metric size classes (i.e., f-ixed-interval classes. e.g.,10-20,20-30,... cm dbh). The adequacy of such a

sumnt¿Ìry depends nruch on the size of the sample and the nunlber of classes. ln nrany cases, it may

be nrnre appropriate to use deciles (i.e., l\Yo of total tree numbers in each class), rather than metric
classes, butthis may make it difficult to interpret graphs, and negates the utility of concepts such as

de Liocourt's q (i.e., the ratio of numbers in successive classes; e.g., Philip 1994). Korsgaard (1992)
arguecl that it is more informative to graph stand basal area (instead of stern numbers) within each

size class. He observed that natural dipterocarp forests in Malaysia tend to maintain approximately
equal basal areas in each class, and felt that the halvesting history ofa stand could be inferred from

the distribution of basal areas wlthin size classes.

An efficient alternative may be to plot the cumulative nunrbers or basal areas of trees (commencing

from the largest) against the tree size, This is analogous to the traditional stand table and Korsgaard's
table of basal areas respectively, but is indeperrdent of class sizcs and less dependent on sample size,

so may have greater utility.

Another attribute often used to describe fbrests is the doruiuaut heiglrt, often defined as the mean

height of a specified nunrber (e.g. 50/lra) of the fattest tlees. However, the choice of the fattest rather

than the tallest, and the arbitrary selection of a preclefined nunrber of trees (e.g. 50/ha), may influence

results. A more informative alternative is to plot the running meall tree height against tree rank,

where trees may be ranked by height or by diameter. This alternative rnay offer substantially more

information, especially ilt mixed forests. as for exarn¡rle, stancls rvith enrergents will exhibit markedly
different trends than trees with a more unifbrm canopy.

Finally, when examiuing commercial aspects such as timber volurles, think carefully about the

quality of the various components contribr.rting to the estirnates. Some questions that should be

considered include:

1. Do commercial species differ in form to such an extent that species-specific volume equations

should be used, or can a general equation be used for all species?

2. Has sufficiellt account been taken of the various factors lhat rnay lead to a reduction in volume,
inclucling but not Iilnited to inaccessible areas, buffer zones, logging datnage, stem defects, etc.?

3. What volume is being predicted: phytomass, total stem volutne, sawlog volume. veneer timber,
etc?

It is inevitable that some approximations are needed in tlre analysis of tropical forest data, and this
requires no apologies, but does demand clear descriptions of thc assumptions nrade and the data

presented.

Comparing data from different treatments or places

When more than one set of data is involved, the arralysis rnay differ from the previous case in a

number of ways, depend ing on the situation. Threc situations are of interest, namely:

l. replicalions, where conditions are assumed courparable. ¿rnd the variability of responses is of
r nterest;

2. Ireûlmenls, wlrere conditions have been altered in a lcnown way, and differences in mean

responses are of interest;

3. moniloring, where differences in responses are observed, and inf'erences about changed

conditions are of interest.
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In the case of field forestry experiments, these tllree sitr.rations may represent an unattainable ideal,

but they serve to illustrate the need to explore similarities and differerrces in the basic conditions
underlying the data.

Replications should lre identical in as many aspects as possible, arrd any factors that could vary
shor¡ld be investigatecl to see what contribution they rnake to tlre variance between replications. With
treatnlents, a limited nurnber of factors should be varied in a controlled way, while all other factors
remain the same (as with replications). Of particular concern are factors not under experimental
control that may vary with treatments, and thus c'rnfound the results (e.g., if insect defoliators are

more prevalent in fertilized plots, no growth response may be visible, because it is obscured by the
effect of defoliation). V/ith monitoring systems, we need to know how all the conditions change, so

that we can identify possible causes, and can be aware of possible confounding factors.

These caveats apply to all data comparisons, whetlrer they relate to different treatments, different
places or different years. The analyst has the responsibility to clarify what differences and what
similarities exist, so that an objective assessnlent of the probable causes arrd possible confounding
factors can be made. This may done using graphical and regression analyses, but it may also be

useful to iliustrate the distribution of the data in the data space clefined by the two most influential
factors. This is an analogue of the issue of supplenrentary sarnpling (e.9., Beetson et al. 1992), and
the same exploratory tcchniqr"res rnay be used. An altcrnative is to calcr"rlate the principal components
(exclLrding the response variable), and to examine the distribution of data within the data space

created by the first two principal components (PCs). If the first PC captures most of the variation
(relative to the second PC), there is a real darrger of corlfouuding, and further investigation is

warranted.

Clearly, it is imporlant to understand the data, and to know how the various data subsets differ. One

way to gain such an understanding is to glaph all the data on a plotby-plot basis (discussed above),

and then to make graphs on pair-wise or group-wise basis to see how plots differ. Pair-wise graphs

may be most useful in cases where stand-level data takes the lorm of distributions (e.g., stand tables),

and the data from two or three plots may be inclucled on the same graph using different symbols to
indicatethe origin of the data. Group-wise graphs rrray be most useful in cases where stand-level data

can be summarized into a single number (e.g., site productivity, stand basal area, etc.), and may

include data from many plots, especially when graphed against any of the factors that differ greatly

among plots (e.g., graph site productivity against rainfall and elevation; stand basal area againsttirne

since last harvest, etc.). In both cases, visual impressions can be confirmed with standard statistical

tests, such as F-tests on the residLral variance about regressious (see any statistical text).

Comparing time series data

Time series data are analogous, since tirne, rather tlran place, has changed, but the also offer some

palticular challenges, since "everything is connected to everything else". Take for instance, tree

growth: changes in tree growth rates over time may be attributed to increased age, increased tree size,

increased competitiorr, to a combination of these factors, or to other factors. Amongst the other

factors is the important question: horv can one be sure tlrat the changes obsetved are due to
environmental change, not to procedural changes?

In even-aged single-species plantations, the stand-level changes in basal area and tree numbers are of
some interest, but in the mixed tropical forest, individual tree characteristics may be easier to

interpret. Three cornponents of growth and change are of interest: diarneter incremetrt, mortality, and

recruitment. Mortality and recruitment are difficult to cleal with, since data are rarely of sufficient
number or quality to provide good graphs of mean rates by stand density and by tree size (in the case

of recruitment). However, it is worth experimenting with what data are available, and with graphs of
the predicted values frorn statistical moclels fìtted to the data.

There are several ways to appraise diameter increments. One useful way to gain an overall idea of
growth relationships is to graph mean diameter incretneut within each of several species and size
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classes versus tree size (dbh) and stand basal area. 'lhese may be followed by graphs of individual

tree i¡crements versus tree size and stand basal area to gain more detailed insights.

Special considerations when several factors vary

As the number of variables increase, tnore care needs to be taken, as it becolnes more and more

difficult to understand possible interactions. One way to screen for possible confounding is to

cornpile a scatterplot matrix (cf. correlation rnatrix). Another way is to examine the principal

comþ¡ne¡ts of the regressor variables: if the data are orthogonal, all components will explain an

equivalent share of the variance, but with non-orthogonal data, the amount of variance explained by a

PC may diminish quickly with its rank.

Synthesis

My attempt to stimulate ideas for lnore imagirrative analyses of data comprises three simple

components

l. experiment with alternatives, especially visual ones, because the eye is good at detecting

pattems;

2. keep it sir-nple, so tlrat the noise (and ernbellishrnent) does not detract from the signal;

3. supplement the graphics with statistical tests to confirm or reject what you see'
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Review of past inventories and prospects for long term monitoring tbr forest
management and biodiversity conservation on Mt. Cameroon.

James Acwortht, Noultou Ndam', Peguy Tchoutot, Dr. lan Edwardsx and Dr. John Proctor#

Summary

A total of six /'orest inventories have been carried out in the Mt. Catneroc¡n region betvveen
1989 and 1996. 178 x 0.25 ha plots have becn e.ytablished in dffirent forest types to analyse
their botanicul composition and tr,¡ provide a buseline Jor fulure monitoring o/'.forest quality
(Ind Íree growth. Size class distributions and hqsol areas for all area,s inventories are similar
lo the pan tropical mean More than 8,000 geo-referenced botanical collection records from
the Mt. Cameroon region arc now stored in the Herbarium and BRAHMS databclse, providing
a powerful tool for manqgement of biodiversit¡,,

Additional anulysis, including calculation ol indice.s of species richness / diversity and
ordination oJ'the data will be completed lo u.y.yis't with lhe classification of forest types and
identification/tttøpping of priority areas for bit¡¿lit,crsity conservation

þ-urther ecoiogical studies are ongoing. One :;et 5 x paired plots of 0 25ha were established
in 1989 and rc-measured in 1994-5 to anal.y:ie lhe altitudinalvariation of vegetation on Mt.
Cameroon Results show no eÍIect ol qltitude on size class distributions or basal areas, but
illustrate a clear decrease in tree species diver,sity teith altilude, However, the original dala
sels were nol sfficiently accurate Io calculale growlh. Sludies of regeneration aJier naturql
und anthropoglenic disturbance have concentt'uted on the impøct rl'tree Jall gaps, shifting
ugriculture, lavaflows and seedling ecologt o/ the important medicinal tree Prunu,s dricana.
P reliminrtry resulls øre reporled.

Observations Jiom the /irst phase of inventorie,t high-light some of the dfficulties surrounding
the collection and analysis of adequale datu Jbr /õre,st management in the short ternt, and
particularly in those areas which are heavily used by the local community.

ln preparation.for developing plans for conmunity-managedforesls, q programme has been
launched including rapid assessmenl methocls to collect haseline hiological data and to
establish a set ofplols for long-range monitorin¡4 o/'fttrest dynømics in areas ofJorest stongly
affected by human disturbance. This prog'anttne is designed to take inlo account the problems
realis'ed during eqrlier inventories, and lo prrniclc monagemenl recoilmendations compøtible
\y i t h b i o divers i ty cons erv at ion.
Key words: Mounl Cameroon, biodiversity c'onservation, participatctry forest management,

botanical survey, invenlory, monilortng.

Introduction to Mt. Cameroon and the Mt. Camcroon Project

Topogrnphy, Geology and soils

Mount Cameroon is the highest mountain in West and Central Africa (4095 m.). The main massif
covers an area of approximately 1,500km2, It is an active Hawaiian type of volcano of Quaternary
origin, erupting about every 20 years. The slopes of Mt. Cameroon are steep and rugged almost down
to sea level, marked by lava flows of various ages. rrotably the large 1922 lava flow on the north-
western flank.

Mt. Carneroon is flanked on the south by Mt. Etinde (l,7l3m), geologically the oldest part of the
mountaitt massif, characterised by a much older-Tertiary lava, different in composition to the
Holocene basalts of Mt. Cameroon (Payton 1993).

* 
Mount Cameroon Project, Botanic Garden, P.O. Box 437, Limbe, Cameroon.

x Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh,
# Deparlnrent of Biological and Microbiological Sciences, Universìty of Stirling, UK.
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Soils on the Mt. Cameroon massif are mostly of recent origin, on young volcanic rocks, and while
generally fertile, they have poor moisture retention capacìty (Hasselo l96l), The surrounding
lowiarrds comprise a diverse mosaic of soil types including ferralitic clays formed by the weathering
of igneous rocks, ash deposits, deposits of outwaslr material from conglomerates of water-worn rocks,
and flat poorly drained plains of recent alluvium, sandy or silty in conrposition.

Climate

The climate is characterised by two main season, the wet seasou with heavy lains (June-October) and
the dry season (Novernber-May), At lower altitude, the annual rainfall ranges from about 10,000mm
at Cape Debundscha to less than 2,000nrm around Buea. ln the cloLld forest, mean annual rainfall
decreases with altitude to approximately 4,000rnm at l,000rr and to less than 3,000mm above
2,000m.

The air temperature at sea level varies seasonally fron 2J"C to 32oC and the temperature falls with
increasing elevatiou aT. a rate of 0.6oC per 100m of ascent, to 4oC at the summit. The relative
humidity is strongly influenced by the sea and remains ar'75-85Yo. At rnid elevation (1,200-2,000m),
the mountain is characterised by semi-permanent mists and cloudiness (Payton 1993).

VegeîoÍion

Mt. Cameroon is possibly the last mountain in West Africa where the continuum of natural vegetation
remains largely unbroken from sea level to sub-alpine zone at the summit. Zonalion is determined
primarily by altitude, but is also affected by vulcarrism and physical environment such as aspect,
topography, geology, soils and climate (Hall 1973, Richards 1963, Letouzey 1985). Five distinct
vegetation belts on the main massif have been described (Thomas & Cheek 1992, Tchouto 1995) on
Mt. Cameroon inclLrding lowland evergreen forest (0-800m), sub-ntontane forest (800-1,700m),
montane forest (1,600-1,800m), rnontane scrub (above l,800rn) and sub-alpine grassland (2,000-
3,000m). but each cornprises a mosaic of sub-variaut plant communities.

In addition, the lowland forests surrounding Mt. Canreroon are clearly distinguished into three major
types, including Atlantic Biafran Lowland Evergreen forest rich in Caesalpiniaceae, Coastal forest
dominated by Oubangia alata, and Recent Second Growth Forest (LetoLrzey 19S5).

Species diversity and conservalion importnnce of MÍ. Ctmeroon
The exceptional species diversity of Mount Carneroor.r is a result of the wide range of physical and
climatic factors coupled with the fact that it corresponds to one of the two pleistocene forest refugia
postulated for Africa (Hamilton 1976, Maley 1991). More TLnn 42 strictly endemic species only
occurring on Mt. Cameroon have been recorded of which 19 are restricted to the high altitude
grassland (Cheek et ul.1996).

Because of its high errdemism Mt. Cameroon has been identified as a national conservation priority
and has been proposed as a Centre of Plant Diversity (IUCN/WV/F 1994). Mt. Cameroon probably
represent one of the highest priorities for the conservation of biodiversity within Africa (Watts &
Akogo 1994).

Forest use by locil community
The forests of Mt. Cameroon also support a large uurnber of forest users, who exploit this wealth of
biological resources for foods, medicines and materials for everyday life and for sale nationally and
internationally. The value of the mountain to the local community is clearly reflected in the cultural
importarrce they attaclr to the mountain as a whole (Jeanrenaud l99l).

However, it is now evident that the high population pressure is resulting in exploitation beyond the
natural rate of recovery for many species. Without adequate protection, well planned and regulated
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exploitation, these resources can be considered seriously depleted in the short-term and some will be

eliminated within the next two decades.

ML Cømeroon Project

In 1988 a British-funded bilateral programme was initiated with the goal of identif,ing and protecting
sites of biodiversity conservation priority. This project has evolved, now with three funding agencies
(ODA, GTZ, GEF) working in collaboration with the Government of Cameroon.

It is expected that the goal of biodiversity conservation will be achieved through sustainable
management of natural resources with the full participation of the local government and non-
government institutions. Given the major involvement of the local community in both utilisation and
the traditional control of forest exploitation, they are primary partners in the project.

Other key stakeholders include large commercial companies such as Cameroon Development
Corporation, an industrial plantation parastatal company within whose leasehold priority forest
conservation areas are presently located, and Plantecam, an international company who harvest
medicinal plants for processing and export, in particular the tree Prunus africana Hook, f. Kalkman
for which they have the sole exploitation permit for Mt. Cameroon. The bark of this pan-african
montane forest tree is stripped and used for the extraction of medicinally active ingredient used
internationally in the treatment of prostatic hyperplasia. Due to the high pressure of exploitation in
many of the species' dispersed populations throughout the African continent P. africana has been

listed in Appendix II of CITES.

Forest milnagement issues on Mt, Cameroon

While the complex social environment surrounding Mt. Cameroon demands that local needs and

community perceptions be taken fully into account in forest management planning, the identification
of conservation priority areas and decisions about sustainable off-take of forest resources must still
rely on scientific information from static inventories, ecological studies and long term monitoring.
These will provide a better understanding of a range of natural features including :

o species distribution and abundance;
o stocks of exploitable species;
. dynamics in natural forest, (esp. exploited species such as Prunus africana);
e altitudinal variation of the structure and composition of vegetation;

and anthropogenic factors such as:

¡ impact of fire (semi-natural) on montane forest / savannah boundary;
¡ impact of selective logging and exploitation of other forest products;
o impact of partial clearance for shifting agriculture.

The Mount Cameroon Project, and associated researchers have established a large set of temporary,
semi-permanent and permanent plots in the forests of Mt, Cameroon to study many of these factors.

Past inventory work on Mt. Cameroon
A series of inventories have been established by the Mount Cameroon Project, its predecessor (Limbe
Botanic Garden & Rainforest Genetic Conservation Project) and associated visiting scientists. While
many of the inventories share standard methods, they have been implemented with a range of
objectives.

Forest Inventory ønd botønìcal survey

Objectives & methods

Forest inventories were implemented in four discrete forest areas: Mabeta-Moliwe (Cheek 1992a,

Ndam 1993), Etinde (Cheek l99}b, Tchouto 1995), Onge (Thomas 1994a) and Mokoko (Thomas
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1994b) to assess their structure, species composition and productive potential, The data will be

compared to identifu areas of conservation priority, The inventory design, plot size and results are

summarised in Appendix l

Most of the inventories have been based on 0.25 ha. plots, located variously along transects, in
clusters, or randomly scattered. Some are permanent, and other semi-petmanent plots could be made

permanent if re-measured and demarcated within the next two years. Some of the plots also include

sub-plots for material <1Ocm dbh.

Results and Discussion

Tree plot data

For each of the four forest areas in turn, tree plot data have been analysed to provide information on

species composition, diameter class distribution, basal areas and tree species numbers (see Error!
Reference source not found., Table 1). Diameter Class distributions compare similarly with the Pan-

Tropical Mean (Dawkins 1958). Species Numbers are a subjective measure of diversity, since they

are an artefact of the number of plots and sampling intensity of the inventory. Further analysis,

including classification and ordination of the data set to identifl vegetation groupings, and

calculation of species diversity indices has been completed for the Etinde inventory only (Tchouto

l9es),

This analysis will be completed for all data sets by June 1997 using a range of multivariate analysis

tools such as unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages (UPGMA), two-way indicator
species analysis (TWINSPAN) and Detrended Correspondence Analysis (DECORANA), but is

awaiting an improved database structure for all data and confirmation of botanical identification of
voucher specimens.
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Figure 1. Ln of Stem Density (Stems/ha) for all forest inventories on Mt. Cameroon.
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'Iable 1: Mean
Cameroon.

dbh range Etinde Onge

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100+

l 0-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-s9

60-69

70-79

80-89

90-99

100+

244.0

108.0

3 8.0

20.0

9.0

7.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

6,0

qz.+g

41.64

23.08

t3.78

9.45

4.63

4.24

1'54

6.84

224.0

88.9

s3.l
19.6

10.0

6.5

4.9

4.2

2.2

4.7

280.0

91.2

4t.1

18,5

10.1

6.4

3-Z

4.3

1.3

6.0

90.5

4l.5

20.5

1 1.5

6.5

4.4

3.0

1.5

3.s

Total Stems>lOcm
StemP2Ocm

441.0

r97.0
n.a.

198.7

4t8.2
194.2

462.1

1 82.1

n.a,
182.5

Mean Basal Area (m2/ha) 34.27 31.8 29.9 29.6 31.5

Tree Species.ly'os. smf :tts
Mf346

245 261 286

Allocation of weighted indices of conservation importance following the method of Hawthorne

(1996) will be used to improve the identification of forest types and areas of conservation priority by

December 1997. The stratification of vegetation in terms of forest type and conservation importance

will be used to orientate future monitoring and management planning.

Botanical collection data

Botanical collections have been made alongside these forest inventories, including collection of
voucher specimens from trees in main plots, collection of all specimens in sub-plots or general

collection of fertile materials wherever they are encountered.

Approximately 10,000 botanical collections have been made on and around Mt. Cameroon and a

replicate of all collections is stored in the Limbe Botanic Garden Herbarium. The collection data with
geographical referencing is stored on the BRAHMS4. This database currently encompasses 3-4,000

species records from the South West Province of Cameroon and the neighbouring Cross River State,

Nigeria, BRAHMS is a powerful tool for producing checklists by forest area, species distribution

maps and to facilitate further vegetation analysis. In the near future, forest inventory (tree plot) data

and botanical collection database will be made inter-connectable, so that all information for any one

area or plot can be accessed and analysed.

Manøgement Inventory of Mí Cameroon

Objectives & Methods

A management inventory of commercial timber and medicinal plant species was conducted on Mt.
Cameroon between June and August 1996 by ONADEF (Off,rce National de Developpement des

' S*f : Sub-montane forest in the proposed Etinde rainforest reserve
t Mf : Montune forest in proposed Etinde rainforest reserve.
n BRAHMS: Botanic Reference and Herbarium Management System. Developed jointly by Royal Botanic

Garden, Kew and Oxford Forestry Institute.
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Forêts). The objective was to establish an estimate of the stocks of priority productive resources on

Mt. Cameroon, and to provide an assessment of the vegetation zonation as a result of natural and

anthropogenic factors.

40 transects of 20m width, at2þ,nt spacing (17o sampling intensity) were established perpendicular to
the contours, from the foreslsavannah boundary down to the lower limits of intact forest. A total area

of 500 hectares \ryas measured. In each transect, important timber species (about 35 species) over
30cm dbh were identified, measured and their quality was recorded. In addition, 13 medicinal plants

species (small trees, shrubs, and lianas) \¡/ere measured (species >10cm dbh) or tallied (species

<1Ocm dbh)

The priority species for the inventory is Prunus africana, a medium to large tree growing between
500 and 2,000 metres altitude, whose bark is heavily exploited for medicinal use (see section 0), for
which only preliminary estimates of stocks were available (Ebai et al. 1992).

Results and Discussion

At the time of writing, the data is still being analysed. The results will be presented as stand tables,
volume tables and distribution / abundance maps for the medicinal plants.

In theory, it should be possible to project sustained yields from this inventory data, but in practice,

the absence of any reliable growth data for the region and the unknown influence of altitude on

growth rates will make it difficult to make any more than cautious estimates. Further, exploitation is

heavily concentrated in the already degraded fringes of the lower slopes. Allocation of yield will have
to take into account the gradation ofintensity offorest use.

Finally, the accurate estimation of bark volumes, recovery rates and the sustained frequency of
harvesting for Prunus africana is not possible without volume regression equations and information
from long term monitoring of growth and recovery rates. A priority is therefore to collect yield and

bark volume data for analysis.

Altitudinal varialion of vegetation on Mt. Cameroon.

Objectives & Methods

In 1989, a set of five paired 0.25 hectare permanent plots were established at five different altitudes
(300m,600m, 1350m, 1,800m and2,400m above sea level) on the southern slopes of Mt. Cameroon
to compare the species composition, richness and vegetation structure as a function of altitude
(Proctor & Edwards 1996, unpublished). Trees >1Ocm were tagged, measured and identified, These

plots were re-measured in 1994-5 to confirm the original measurements and assess changes.

Results and Discussion

Altitude does not seem to affect either stem density (range 288-488 stems/tra.), basal area (range

24.9-50 m2lha.) or size class distribution with any discernible pattern, once anomaliess have been

removed.

The effect ofaltitude on species richness is signifrcant: plots in the 300-1,100m range contained 14-

18 tree families and 29-47 species compared to 7-10 families and 9-11 species in the plots above

1,800m altitude (see Figure 2 below) with dramatic corresponding falls in species diversity indices
(Proctor & Edwards 1996 unpub.).

t The presence of very large stranglers (Schefllera spp.) dramatically increased basal area and diameter class

distributions of the plots where they occur. However, being hollow tubes rather than solid trunks, their influence
is misleading and has been discounted.
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Figure 2. Species Diversity of trees & lianas > 10cm dbh. Operation Raleigh
plots on Mt. Etinde (from Proctor & Edwards 1996 unpublished).

In the lower six plots (i.e. below 1,100m.) the species area curyes show no tendency towards levelling
off at 0.25ha many more species would have been included in the census if the plots had been larger.

In the four plots above 1,800m species area curves do not continue to rise, suggesting that most

species were sampled.

These conclusions correspond closely with the findings of (Tchouto 1995) for the Etinde inventory
undertaken in the same area.

The re-measurement in 1994-5 revealed a number of errors in the first mensuration making it
impossible to reach any detailed conclusions about forest dynamics. However, in one plot, very high
mortality (44%) was observed, with no obvious explanation of the cause.

Regeneration after natural ønd man-møde disturbance

A series of localised ecological studies are in progress (Ndam 1995) to investigate the successional
patterns of tree recovery through changes in vegetation structure, species composition and species

dominance in man-made and naturally disturbed sites of Mount Cameroon such as abandoned farms,

tree cut and tree fall gaps, and recent lava flow areas.

Tree regeneration in gaps

Regeneration in gaps was studied by establishing plots in 1l gaps and I I controls in lowland forest

where selective logging is frequent. A total of 4 plots of 50 m x 50m, 143 plots of lx5m, and 165

quadrats of lm x lm were established. All plants were tagged, vouchered when necessary, and height

and diameter recorded for plants 210m dbh, >1m. Light was measured in each of the three zones (gap

centre, gap edge and control or undisturbed).

Results show that species are indifferently located at undisturbed sites, gap centres and gap edges.

Their numbers show little dependence to zone types, however various climbers were abundant in gap

centres. High mortality was observed within plant population below 1 m tall. Seedling and sapling

structure indicated that more than 50Yo of initial population died before reaching 1 cm dbh and about

l0%oreach the size of 5-10 cm dbh. Atotal of about 57 species have been identified so far and 4 of
them are the commonest above 1 m layer of the forest under-storey,

Regeneration in agricultural fallows

In agricultural fallows, a total of 30 plots of 20x20m, containing 90 sub-plots of 4x5m were

established between 800 m and 1,150 m altitude on Mount Cameroon. They were grouped into 5 age

classes, according to the years since last farmed; 0-2,3-5,6-10, l1-30, and 30f years. In each plot
woody plants >2m tall were tagged, vouchered when necessary, and their height and diameter
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recorded. In each sub-plot a similar operation was conducted for woody seedlings >30cm and <1m

tall.

Results indicate that the number of woody stems increases as the farm grows old (115-694 stems/ha.),

Mortality was high during early years following abandonment when weeds were dominant.

Recruitment was important at the very early time of abandonment or later after the weedy period
(Ndam et al.1996.)

Regeneration on lava flows

Two lava flows were studied: the 7922lava flow at sea level, and the 1957 flow at its lowest extent
(400m altitude). On both lava flows, a series of plots were established at 50m. intervals along a
transect. In each 2x2m plot, the approximate percentage cover (abundance) of herbs, ferns, mosses

and scramblers were recorded and in 2x5m plots the average height and maximum height were

recorded for all trees, shrubs and climbers >lcm. Centre point plots were measured to record the

identification, distance and dbh the first 11 trees >10cm dbh.

Results show that the earliest colonisers are Lichens, Mosses and Ferns, as seen on the 1957 Ekona

lava flow, followed by gradual colonisation by trees, of which there are 4 dominant tree species:

Cecropia peltata, Hymenodictyon biafranum, Alchornea cordifolia and Chromolaena odorata. as

seen on the 1922 lava flow. In general, these species are also the tallest, suggesting that they were

either the initial tree colonisers, and/or that they are aggressive species with rapid growth.

Regeneration of Prunus africana

The objective was to obtain information on the regeneration mechanisms and population dynamics of
Prunus africana, (see sections 0 and 0), and to identi$ environmental or ecological variables
influencing the success of its regeneration. Eighteen different sites were chosen, representing three

habitat types (undisturbed forest, secondary forest and farm land). At each of these sites, two sets of
six 2m x lm plots were established, I set under the crowns of isolated trees, the other set under the

common crowns of clustered mature trees giving a total of 216 plots (Ndam 1995).

Seedling densities were recorded over time after the fruiting season in two different years, and

recruitment and mortality rates were compared between sites. Preliminary conclusions on the

seedling ecology of Prunus africana indicate that the species prefers disturbed sites for successful

seedling survival (Ndam 1995),

Future Inventory work in the Mt. Cameroon Region

Establíshment of a set of PSPs.

Objectives.

Following the vegetation stratification produced from the first series of forest inventories, the next

step is to establish a long-term monitoring system to provide infonnation on forest dynamics.

A priority of the GEF (Global Environment Facility) funded component of the Project is to monitor
the impact of forest use on biodiversity and to assess the success of the Project to achieve its goal of
biodiversity conservation.

Methods

A selection of the existing 0.25 hectare semi-permanent and permanent plots set up in the first phase

of inventories will be re-measured mapped and properly demarcated. New plots will be established

in forest types which have not been adequately sampled. Plots will be stratified, and prioritised to

lowland sites which are representative of a larger surrounding forest area, which is under immediate

exploitation pressure. Another priority is to monitor the growth and recovery of Prunus africana, for
which little or no management data exists.
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In November 1996, the Smithsonian Institute/JVlan and Biosphere Program will establish one 1

hectare biodiversity monitoring plots in the lowland forest of Mabeta Moliwe (see Error! Reference

source not found.). This will be the first of a network of additional plots around Mt. Cameroon and

further afield in Cameroon which will provide data on species diversity and forest dynamics.

Particip alory Reso urce Inventory

In spite of considerable efforts on the parl of the Project to explain the objectives and results of past

inventories in the area and to include local representatives in all stages of implementation, experience

on Mt. Cameroon has shown that local communities are still highly suspicious of forest inventories,
They fear they may either signal the creation of government owned forest reserves from which they
will be excluded, or the imminent exploitation of valuable resources from their forests from which
they will not benefit.

Emphasis put by the Project on community level management requires that communities understand

fully the results and management implication of forest inventories. Their understanding of and

collaboration in all inventories and in particular management inventories (targeted at specific forest
resources) is crucial, if they are to accept and implement the resulting management recommendations.

Thediverse mosaic of vegetation types implies that particular species are exploited in specific forest
types, The nature of the products from species which require monitoring are equally diverse: timber,
leaves, canes and bark. The intensity of forest utilisation varies as a function of distance from human

settlement,

Future inventories must take into account the range of NTFPs that are utilised by the local
community. Growth rates of bark (e.g. Prunus africana), herbs (e.g. Afromomum spp.), and lianas
(e.g. Laccosperma spp.) may be economically more important than timber growth. Inventory
methods will need to be adapted and simplified to allow full involvement of communities.

Due to the biological and socio-cultural complexity of the region, the planning and implementation of
forest inventories, and the analysis of results will have to be done on a very localised basis, in close

collaboration with the neighbouring communities.

Rapid B io ditt ers ity S urv ey s

While the existing set of established plots have produced important information about biodiversity,
this is not the most eff,rcient means of surveying species distribution and abundance. In the next
phase, the Project will initiate a programme of rapid biodiversity surveys, testing and comparing
various methods developed elsewhere, including Hawthorne (1996) and Gentry (Stergios 1996) as

rapid tools to survey species distribution and abundance and to identi$r conservation priority areas.

These surveys will be implemented in areas inadequately or not yet sarnpled.

Issues to resolveforforest inventory and long-tem monitoring

Extrapolation from management inventory data

The wide range of micro-climates and growing conditions within a small geographic area imply that
no single growth rate can be applied for any one species to calculate sustained yields. Further, forest
management units are inevitably small, reflecting the localised nature of communities of forest users,

Development of a site class system, giving site specific forest growth data, would be optimal but is
not feasible within current project limitations.

Problems with differential use of PSPs and Transects

Where PSPs are obviously demarcated or their locations known, local communities may be inclined
to use them differentially, compared to the surrounding forest. Depending on the circumstances, plots

may either be destroyed or Ieft totally untouched, because of misconception and fears regarding their
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purpose.In the case of inventories on Mt. Cameroon, transects have become entry points for illegal
exploiters. In another instance a regeneration plot was even carefully "relocated" to make way for
farm expansion!

Disguising permanent plots has been recommended in some circumstances (Alder & Synnott 1992),
but this complicates establishment and relocation. Further, any "secrecy" counter-acts the desire to
involve the local communify.

Management events are sporadic and not recorded

In forests utilised by local communities, exploitation of forest products does not follow definable
cycles and the timing and extent of forest exploitation are often unknown. Sometimes one has to use

visual indications of previous exploitation events, such as cut stumps, and where they are
indiscernible, one must rely on oral history.

Information management

Mount Cameroon Project is fortunate to host large and diverse data sets from a wide range of sources:
o Botanical collections on BRAHMS
¡ Forest Inventories (178 x 0.25ha. semi-permanent and permanent forest inventory plots,

1,000 x 0.5 hectares management inventory plot data,)
¡ 690 x small regeneration and floristic plots (range 1-400m2)
. Wildlife surveys
¡ Geo-Climatic data from weather stations and soil surveys
¡ Socio-economic survey data

This data originates from many difïerent sources, and is in a range of electronic and hard copy
formats. Much of this data is geo-referenced. Efficient data management is vital to maximise the
value of the information. Before embarking on further data collection, a priority of the project is to
standardise database folmats (e.g. habitat descriptions, geographical references,) and cross link the
information. In the medium term this information will be integrated within a Geographical
Information System,

Projects are short term, monitoring is long-term

Project cycles are rarely, if ever, longer than three years. This is inadequate time to establish and re-
measure PSPs, The information they could generate to support management planning, is generally
only available at the end of the project cycles, which means there is less incentive to establish them.

Conclusions

Mount Cameroon and its environs represent a complex site, in geo-physical, bio-climatic and socio-
economic terms. There are a wide range of forest types with a diverse set of associated management
issues to tackle. Amidst such complexity, an inventory program to identif forest types and species

distribution, to quantifli forest resources, and to monitor long term forest dynamics requires a high
sampling intensity and a range of inventory methods. The Global Environment Facility is financing
some of these biological surveys using specialist teams.

The Mt. Cameroon Project is primarily a management project and has elected to concentrate efforts
of field staff on developing community level capacity to manage forest resources. The workload that
this entails precludes the implementation of an inventory and research programme which is
sufficiently comprehensive to ansvyer all management questions. In spite of these limitations some

very valuable forest inventories have been completed and a good network of permanent plots
established, some of which will form the basis for longer term monitoring of forest dynamics.

The Mount Cameroon Project has therefore established a centre for biodiversþ, with logistical
(vehicles, equipment) and scientific support (herbarium, field staff), and is currently inviting interest
from national and international research institutions, to collaborate and contribute in the collection
and analysis of biological data which will help provide scientifically founded prescriptions for the
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sustained management of forest resources, compatible with the conservation of biodiversity in the Mt.
Cameroon region.
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Appendix 1. Summary of Inventories on Mt. Cameroon. 1989-1996

Forest Area Mabeta-Moliwe
proposed forest reserve

Etinde: altitudinal
variation studies

Proposed Etinde
Rainforest Reserve

Onge River Forest
area.

Mokoko River Forest
Reserve

Management Inventory
of Mt. Cameroon

Forest Type Lowland, Man grove, Littora.l Lowland, Sub-Montane,
Montane.

Lowland, Sub-Montane,
Montane, grassland

Lowland Lowland Sub-montane, Montane

Inventory executor LBGRGCP + Kew Proctor, Edwards + Op
Raleigh

LBGRGCP + Kew LBGRGCP, Kew + Thomas LBGRGCP, + Thomas SNADEF

Lat¡tudinâl range 358',-402' +04-407', 3 57',-427',N 4 t5' - 425' 12r'-428'N 357',-427'.N

Longitudinal range 9 13'- 9 18' ) 03'- 9 l0' 8 58',-924',F. 845-860' 3 59'- 9 07'E 8 58'- 9 24' E

Altitudinal range 0-300m 300 - 2,400m 200 - 4095 m 200 - 300 m I00-400m 400 -2,400m

Forest area 36 km sq na 360 km sq I 80 km sq. 96 km sq 500 km sq.

GPS: plot location Pending Pending Partial Yes Yes Partial

Inventory type 9 Systematic transects Paired plots at 5 altìtudes in
different vegetation belts

I 5 stratified transects 6 systematic Transects 8 clusters of 4 plots, randomly
located.

40 Transects perpendicular to
contours. (total 250km length)

Main plots: Number, Size,
rype

83 x 0.25ha (50x50m)
permanent, tagged

l0x0.25ha(50x50m)
pe¡manent, tagged

32 x 0.25ha (50x50m),26
temporary, 6 permanent

22x025ha(50x50m)
temporary, untagged

30 x 0.25ha (50x50m) semi-
permanent, tagged

1,000 x 0.5ha (20x250m)
temporary plots along transects

data collected. all trees >20cm dbh all trees >1Ocm dbh all trees>lOcm dbh all trees>lOcm dbh all trees>1Ocm dbh all trees >30cm dbh

First measured May - Sept 1992 I 989 Sept-Nov 1992 Oct - Nov 1993 May - June 1994 April-August 1996

Re-measured Oct-96 1994

Current status of plots Some transects recut Nov 199ó,
plots lost

Require mapping/ remeasuring
to set baseline

Require mapping;/ remeasuring to
set baseline-

Require mapping/
remeasuring to set bæeline

Require mapping/ remeasuring
to set baseline

Iransects still open & ma¡ked.

Sampling intensity 0.50./, na 0 02o/o 0 03o/o 0.08% | 00o/o

Botanical collections Transects & intensively
collected plots

All sterile material vouchered Transects, paths & individual
habitats: e.g. Lava flows,

grassland.

Transects and individual
habitats

Transects, enumeration plots &
general collection

1,000 x (5x20m) floristic plots

New species l8 n.a 2t-23 t3-t7 33 na

Endemic/rare species 34 42 Pending identifi cations Pending identifications n.a.
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Volume increment of natural tropical moist forest in Nigeria:
An account of the High Forest Monitoring Plots Project.

R.G. Lowe
464a Bradgate Road, Newtown Lidord, Leicestershire, Ll.K.

Abstract

A knowledge of the annual volume increment and structure of a forest is essential for
calculating its sustainable yield. This study evolved fficient techniqttes for collecting data in
naturql lowland tropical moist forests, based on earlier practices in Nigeriø, and wrote the
sofn'vare for storing and analysing this inJ'ormation using a micro-compuler. E.çtimates were
made of volume increments and of sustainable îimber yields for Jìve high forest reserves in
different climatic/geographic regions of Nigeria. Permanent sømple plots were established in
natural forest, each measuring one hectare. Two plots were laid down in each square mile
(2.59 km'), a sampling intensity of 0.772%. The dimensions of a plot were 40m x 250m; only
the centre line down the long axis was demarcated. Data were recorded for trees of all
species 2 5 cm DBH (Diameter qt Breast Heigh), aLthough the plot was subsampled to
dffirent distances from the centre linefor trees under 4() cm DBH. Regeneration 2 I m tatt of
exploilable species was also sampled and soil samples taken for laboratory analysis. Each
plot could be located, demarcated and assessed by a team of eight men within 3 dcrys, and
thereafter reassessed in I day. The interval befuveen assessments was normally 2 yeørs. Ilays
to reduce plot edge-ffict on including/excluding trees from the sømple are discussed, as are
wqys lo reduce the effects of eruors in measuring bole diameter on volume estimates,
especially for large trees.

Volumes were calculated using taper functions to esl¡mate bole diameters for each tree. In
drier high forests qt Omo and Owan North Forest Reserves, the mean annuql increment for
standing bole volume was estimated to be about 5.0 I 0.5 cu m/ha; and in wetter high forest
at Sapoba Reserve, 6.5 tl .3 cu m/ha. (The larger error at Sapoba may owe to inconsistencies
in stralifying the samples). At Oban Group Resertte in the south-east of the country, on
strongly-leached soils under relatively high rainfall in previously undisturbed forest, the mean
annuql increment was 4.2 tl .0 cu m/ha. In the drier high forests, species utilisable for timber
accounled for qbout half of total increment; in the moíster forest ot Sapoba about two-thirds;
and at Oban about a quqrter. In each case, about ha('of this utilisable incremen! was for
veneer-quality species. Standing bole volumes in the plots ranged from I l0 to 340 cu m/ha
and standing basal areas from 16 to 37 m'3/ha. Natural forest seemed to be robust:
correlations between volume increment and standing bole volume were not significant at the
0.05 probability level. The results suggest that the forests could withstand removals from an
annual coupe equivalent to 50 cu m/ha of the standing bole volume, without ditapidating the

forest seriously, though the relative proportions ofspecies møy change.

Introduction

The High Forest Monitoring Plots Project in the Federal Department of Forestry operated during the
years 1984-1989, funded by the Government of Nigeria and by the European Community. The aims
were to develop methods for determining the growth of natural tropical moist forest, and to make
preliminary estimates. It was a sequel to the 1972-1978 FAO/FDF High Forest Inventory Project in
Nigeria, which had estimated the standing exploitable volume of timber within forest reserves but not
the increment of the forest.
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Knowledge of species composition and size class distribution in a forest, and of its annual increment,
are essential to calculate sustainable yield. For natural tropical forest, such information scarcely
existed. Reasons are the complexity of the forest structure, and ignorance of the silvicultural and
growth characteristics of most of the numerous tree species present. In tropical forests, most trees do
not produce recognisable annual growth rings ìn the wood, and hence their increment cannot be
obtained by taking sample cores from tree boles. Formerly, estimates of total volume increment, and
its composition, were more in the nature of "guesstimates" than precise evaluations of the forest re-
growth together with attribution of error. Dubious methods, based on summating estìmated "times of
passage" through successive girth classes, had been employed to determine felling cycles, but made ìt
difficult to calculate valid estimates of error - because trees without measurable growth during the
period of obseruation have infinite times of passage. This impasse was avoided by including only
trees that passed given girths within given periods of time; but then data are needed to determine for
each species the extent to which increment rates persist over time. However observations usually
lasted for an insufficient duration, and silvicultural information was inadequate for satisfactory
assumptions to be made. Production from tropical forests was usually controlled by minimum girth
limits for different species, or groups of species, without any real knowledge of their rates of re-
growth, and sometimes without any precise inventory of the forest. Sustained yield management
requires continuous monitoring of the forest in order to estimate its volume increment.

Methods

The first task was to develop efficient ways of laying down and assessing sample plots. The 1972-
1978 inventory organised by Harold Sufter had relied on point sampling of the forest using a basal-
area gauge (Relascope) - which was unsuitable for continuous inventory - although it served as a
method of sub-sampling the forest, A large tree contributes propoftionately more to the volume of
wood in a forest than a small tree, and is also more difficult to measure accurately. Nevertheless
small trees comprise far greater numbers of trees, Therefore, to obtain the volume of wood in a forest
with sufficient precision to get increment (which is the difference between two volume estimates -
both large in relation to increment) some system for sampling trees is required that will increase the
ratio in numbers of large trees to small trees. Existing enumeration data for natural forest were
scrutinised to get stem frequencies of trees down to 5 cm or l0 cm diameter at breast height (DBH),
both from records for natrual forest plots of the Forest Research Institute at Ibadan (FRIN), and from
the forest inventory for Ghana (Anon 1982). It was not possible to design a method that could
optimise both error and cost, because of inadequate information on numbers of trees in different size
classes, their errors of measurement, and costs of the various field operations. It was therefore
decided to use a system that would approximately equalise numbers of trees inventoried for three size
classes: )5 to <20 cm,220 to <40 cm, and )40 cm DBH.

In Nigeria the indicative inventory, carried out between 1972 and 1978, was based on point sampling
in temporary plots. This did not allow for the repeated measurements needed to estimate tree
increment. Therefore Dawkins (1980) recommended that a series of I ha permanent sample plots
should be established throughout the reserved high forest estate, in order to monitor growth of the
forest. He advocated that the plots should be demarcated clearly on the ground so they could be found
afterwards, and so that trees measured on a previous occasion could be re-identified. The plots were
to be square, and to be sub-sampled for smaller size classes of trees. However, it appeared
excessively time-consuming to lay out plots in this manner, because of the need to demarcate all the
boundaries. It was therefore decided to resort to a methodology formerly used in the Forest Research
Department (now FRIN) to sample natural forest, and developed from the Malayan systems of
milliacre and quarter-chain quadrats, in which only a transect line was marked on the ground. [The
side of a milliacre quadrat approximates fairly closely to 2 metres and that of a quarter-chain quadrat
to 5 metres]. The practice was to cut transects through the forest, laying poles at right-angles to the
cut line. In the case of quarter-chain sampling, two poles 8.25 ft(c.2A m) long were laid either side
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the line. Three pairs of poles were employed at the same time, 16.5 ft. apart down the line, and
leapfrogged along it as sampling proceeded. It was also the practice to measure trees of exploitable
sizes to a distance of I chain (c. 20 m) either side the line. This was because, generally speaking, 20
m is the greatest distance for more or less unobscured vision in natural tropical high forest.

During the late 1960s the author had developed methods for repeated sampling down fixed lines
through natural forest (Bamgbala & Oguntala,1973; Okorie & Olagunju,1973). Trees ) 4 ft girth
(c,40 cm DBH) were assessed to a distance of % chain (c,10 m) either side of the sampling line; trees
> 2 f\. girfh (c.20 cm DBH) to a distance of 1/8th chain (c.24 m) either side the line; trees > 1 ft girth
(c.10 cm DBH) in every 4thla chain quadrat; and established regeneration between >3 ft tall (c.l m)
and <6 ins girth (c.5 cm DBH) were sampled in milliacre quadrats to a distance of 0.1 chain on one
side of the line, An advantage was that only the transect centre line need be clemarcated, and only the
DBH and/or distance of marginaltrees from the centre line neeed be checked. Trees were recorded by
species and by l-inch girth classes (c.l cm DBH) in % chain (c.5 rn) segments down the transect, and
whether to the right or left of the line, so they could be re-identified during subsequent re-
assessments, The boles were marked with scarlet paint at the point of measurement (usually breast
height, i.e. 4 ft 3 ins or 1.3 m from the ground). Trees of listed (economic) species > 2 ft. girth (c.20
cm DBH) were also numbered in sequence with paint, and a stamped numbered aluminium tag,
attached to a piece of galvanised wire, was nailed to each tree 3 ft (c.1 m) below the point of
measurement. Inspection of these plots in 1984 showed that paint marks lasted at least 3 years, and
the tags were mostly still in place after 20 years.

Field assessment

The dimensions adopted for monitoring plots were 40 m wide by 250 m long, that is t ha in area.
Only the centre line was demarcated, by six concrete pillars at 50 m intervals along the line. The
pillars were moulded in the forest, using sand from stream or river beds, and each measured 10 x 10x
50 cm. They were half-buried in the ground, capped with cement, and incised with numbers for the
plolsequence of the pillar down the line, e.g. for plotNo.45 - [4510], l45lll,l45l2l,l45l3l,l45l4l,
l45l5l. The cap was covered with a large leaf to protect it untilthe cement set. Plot stratification was
based on the existing sub-division of reserved high forests into contiguous mile-square compartments
(2.59km'z) for the purposes of forest managemerìt in Ogun, Ondo, Oyo and Bendel States. Two plots
were laid down in each compartment, at right angles to a base-line formed by the boundary between
compartments. They were placed at intervals of 800 m (approximately 4 mile) down the base-line atd
offset 50 m from it. The position along the base-line of each plot was shown by a pillar capped with
the plot ttumber, e.g. [a5]. The sampling intensity conformed with Synnott's (1979) recommendation
of 0J72%. Systematic sampling was preferred to random sampling due to the need to find the plots
for re-measurement at 2 or 3 year intervals after the forest may have been disturbed by exploitation.
This still gives unbiassed estimates of stand volume and volume increment, and may be nearer the
true value (i,e. smaller statistical error) than for random sampling - unless plots are positioned
inadvertantly at spacings which coincide with some periodicity of the forest, e.g. for topography or
felling cycle. [Today, random sampling may be more practicable because of the availability of hand-
held instruments for ground positioning from satellites]. It is advantageous to strati! plots by
compartments, as a compartment forms the unit for controlling exploitation.

During enumeration, a (specially manufactured) 50 m surveying chain was laid along each section of
the plot centre-line sequentiallyó. Different diameter classes of trees were measured up to various
distances from the centre-line, as follows:-

o >4OcmDBH to 20 m either side the centre-line

o >- 20 - <40 cm DBH to 5 m either side the centre-line

u 
Because they are more robust, surveying chains were preferred to surveying bands.
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. > 5 - <20 cm DBH to 2.5 m either side the centre-line,

The 2.5 m and 5 m boundaries were determined by laying down 2.5 m poles at right-angles to the
centre-line (see regeneration sampling below), The 20 m boundaries were not demarcated, but
marginal trees were verified by offset from the centre-line using a measuring tape [See Fig. l]. The
DBH of the trees was measured to the completed cm using diameter tapes at l.3 m from the ground
(breast height); those buttressed above 1 m were measured at 2.5 m from the ground; and those
buttressed to 2 2.5 m were measured at 30 cm above buttress. Trees too large, too misshapen or
buttressed too high to permit satisfactory use of a diameter tape, were assessed with a standard
Bitterlich relascope. Measurements of diameter at fixed heights were preferred as the author had
previously shown a relationship to exist between diameters at fixed heights for individual species
(Lowe. unpub.). A similar assumption is also made when constructing taper curves to calculate
volume (see below). Bole heights were recorded in metres, and estimated by counting the number of
2 m sections to crown break.

The use of a strip plot, rather than a circular or square plot, increases the length of boundaries in
relation to plot area, and hence also the numbers of marginal trees. In the present inventory, a tree is
judged to be within the strip when the centre of the bole appears to fall on or within the margins of
the strip. This can be deceptive, and if there is bias to include trees rather than to exclude them, wood
volumes will be somewhat over-estimated. It has been suggested that more accurate results could be
got if trees along the left-hand margins of the plot are only included where their boles (at breast
height) fall entirely within the plot, and along the right-hand margius where any part of their bole (at
breast height) is touched by the margin, This was not employed, because the area of the strip to the
left of the centre line would then have been less than that to the right, as would also have been the
relative numbers of trees contained either side of the centre line - which would have been
inconvenient. The best system might be to include all trees (of the appropriate DBH classes) whose
boles at breast height were touched at any point by either margin. This would, in effect,
proportionately increase the area sampled for larger size classes - but this could easily be corrected by
inserting appropriate correction factors for the various bole sizes into the plot calculations. However,
this does not resolve the problem of root buttresses on the boles of larger trees, for species which
have them. Buttresses were disregarded when deciding whether trees were inside or outside a plot.
The plot margin should stiil touch the bole, though on such trees there is a tendency for the bole to
taper from the top of the buttress downwards. However, the presence of buttresses was allowed for
when making volume calculations,

Selected tt'ees, less than 60 cm DBH and belonging to species in Sutter's utility classes 7, 2, 3, 4 or 5

(exploitable for timberT) and considered to be potential final crop trees, were measured more
precisely with a steel tape to the completed mm of diameter. A few species in groups 7 and 8 were
also included as selected trees, because they seem potentially exploitable; these include Enantia
chlorantha and Funtumia elastica, which rarely exceed 40 cm DBH. All enumerated trees were
marked with scarlet enamel paint, by means of a horizontal line at the point of measurement on the
side of the tree facing the centre-line. Where diameter was estimated using a relascope, a diagonal
cross was painted on the tree bole. In the case of selected trees, a sequence number was also painted
on their boles at face height, and they were tagged with an aluminium label attached to l0 cm of
galvanised wire, nailed to the bole I m below the point of measurement, This was marked with the

t Utility classification (Sutter, lgTg) --
A. Species utilised at present
l. Peelers and slicers for decorative veneers; 2. Peelers and slicers for utility plywood; 3. Saw wood for furniture
and joinery; 4. Saw wood for heavy construction; 5. Saw wood for light construction; 6. Wood for handicrafts
and specialised uses.

B. Species not utilised at present
7. Capable of reaching dimensions well over 40 cm DBH; 8. Rarely reaching dimensions over 40 cm DBH.
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same number and also with the plot number, embossed using a hand-held "Dymo" machine. The wire
was to allow for cambial growth,

Specially prepared field sheets were used for recording plot data. The information for each tree was
entered on a separate line, both on the field sheets and in the computer files; trees were recorded
sequentially in successive 5 m segments down the centre-line (numbered from 01 to 50).

The following convention indicated in which segment and sub-sampling strip atreelay,and whether
to the right or left of the line, regardless of diameter class :-

c 2l R 2lst section, 5m to 20m strip, right side ofcentre line;

o (22L22nd section, 2.5 mto 5m strip,left side of centre line;

. (23)L 23rd section, 0m to 2.5 m strip,left side of centre line;

and so on. This facilitates identifting individual trees during subsequent reassessments. Each species
was identified by a four-letter code, based on the generic and spécific names, because it was less
likely to give rise to booking errors than using numerical codes. fExperience showed that a more
satisfactory range of codes could have been obtained with a six-letter àlphabetic code, three for the
initial letters of the genus and three for those of the species].

While a plot was being enumerated, the numbers of established regeneration for species in Sutter's
utility classes I to 5 were recorded along the centre-line in contiguous 5x5 m quàdrats, viz:- I or
more resene'ut'on 

: ;",;ï"::.:",il:
¡ l0 or more regeneration

o 50 or more regeneration.

Quadrats were demarcated by the 3 pairs of 2.5 m poles laid out at right-angles either side the centre-
line, and at intervals of 5 m down the line, and leapfrogged along it as enumeration proceeded (Fig.
l)' In each quadrat the species code was recorded for the sapling or pole considereá most likeþ ìã
reach final crop size. The regeneration was differentiated accorJing io whether they were saplings
("sp") )l m to <3 m high, or poles ("p1,') )3 m high to <5 cm DBH. [It might be an ìmprovement io
lay quadrats entirely to one side of the centre-line, to reduce damage inflicted within the quadrat
when the line was being cut through the undergrowth].

The slope of the centre-line, from pillar to pillar, was measured using a clinometer; sampling points
were positioned at 25 m,75 m, 125 m, 775 m and 225 m down the centre-line. At each point, ùánding
basal areas were determined using ax2!_metric BAF prism, by counting all trees around the sampling
point for which DBH equalled or exceeded the subtended angle. Soil samples were also taken at these
points for laboratory analysis, using a standard Edelmann soil auger. Thã top soil was sampled from
0-15 cm, and the sub-soil down to 45 cm where this depth could be reached.

A team of 8 people could locate, demarcate and assess one plot in 3 days, or reassess a previously
established plot in I day. Measurements proceeded down both sides of the centre-line simulìaneously.
Each enumeration team was composed as follows:-

o I booker

2 measurers

2 chain/offset men

2 paint men

a

o
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¡ I tree marker/ladder man.

The ladder man carried a 2 m long aluminium ladder for measuring buttressed trees, and was also
responsible for embossing and attaching tags to the selected trees. An expert tree identifier assisted
with naming tree species, and collected specimens of doubtful species for identification in the
herbarium, The size of the team was influenced by the amount of equipment, and the distances this
had to be carried through the forest.

Plots were measured in the dry season (December-April) when tree cambia are less active. plots were
normally reassessed after a lapse of two years; paint marks were rene\¡/ed at the same time, and pillars
or tags that had disappeared were replaced. It is unwise to leave plots longer than 3 years between
measurements, because progressive flaking of paint makes it more difficult to identif,i the trees or
points of measurement - although it should still be possible to re-establish a plot if at least fwo
cement pillars remain intact. Computer print-outs from the previous assessment were carried into the
forest during re-assessment. The print-out is double-spaced so that the new information can be
written by hand immediately above each line of the previous data. This enables the booker to verif,
re-measurements against the previous assessment. [The data were subsequently entered into a
computer file in the office, as described below; but today the same software could probably be used
for a hand-held computer in the field]. Instructions for establishing and assessing piots were
described in a specially prepared field manual.

Computer processing

The project was provided with an ICL rnulti-user multi-tasking rnicrocomputer which had 5l2K
RAM, 20 Mbyte hard disk, floppy disk drive, 3 work-stations, with both a dot-matrix and a daisy-
wheel printer, and a UPS giving up to 3 hours running time in the event of mains electricity failure.

Initially the data were entered directly from field forms into computer files, using the WORDSTAR
word processor in non-documentary mode. Later, a program FIELD was specially written in
FORTRAN 77 for data entry, This could also be used to edit plot files - although in the case of those
that had been entered with a word-processor, their record lengths had first to be standardised with
another program called REGDATA. A program HIFOR was written that transcribed plot files into
printing files with a more explicit format, which was used double-spaced to re-assess plots in the
field.

FORTRAN was preferred to BASIC as the programming language, because it is compiled and ran
about l5 times faster using the same logic and input data. Moreover, FORTRAN has the-advantage of
being more standardised than BASIC for different machines. Spreadsheets were found to run slòwer
and to be less reliable and less easy to use than specifically written FORTRAN programs. Complex
spreadsheets seemed to be a source of errors that were appreciable, but not large enough to be
obvious. This seemed to be due to the ways that the cells in spreadsheets interact - but was
overlooked especially when using a series of integrated spreadsheets. This was discovered when
employing spreadsheets to anticipate and to verifu programs. However, when the calculations were
made with a programmable pocket calculator, FORTRAN was found to have given correct results.
[The author has since found other persons with similar experience], FORTRAN programs also have
the merit of being very fast and compact, especially after condensing the operating programs with the
software PKLITE, In fact, all the source and operating files for the programs listed below, fit on a
single double-dens iry Q 20K) disketre.

The programs that prepare stand tables (see below) are run serially by the batch file HFM. This took
5 hours to process the data for a single t ha plot on the project 1984 rCL machine, I hour on a 1988
Olivetti 8086 laptop, but only lrr minutes on a 1994 Olivetti 486 machine using a 2 Mbytes virtual D:
drive (installed in RAM to contain data, *.FIFM and *.EXE files). These stand tables displayed
respectively the data for stem numbers, basal areas, volumes and volume increments; each table was
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analysed by species (listed in order of utility class) and by l0 cm DBH classes. Also needed are the
input files SPPLIST.HFM, which lists species names and codes by utility classes, and
TAPERFNS.IIFM, which contains the coefficients to estimate volumes from Suttei's taper curves;
they are adjuncts to data analysis and are written as text files in ASCII.

Other FORTRAN programs were written to process the data into utility classes, and to carry out
analysis of variance to obtain statistical error. CHEKPLOT co*pãr.. the earlier and later
assessments of a plot, so that (where possible) corrections may be maàe before cornputing volume
increment.

Name

FIELD

REGDATA

HIFOR

CHEKPLOT

TREVOL

Operated with batch

STANDTAB

STANDBA

STANDVOL

INCRMENT

CLASINCR

VOLINCR

Other programs

LISTSPP

SUMTABLE

Description of program

Inputs field data for each plot into a file on hard disk.

standardises record lengths, so that a plot file entered in ASCII by word
processor can be edited with program FIELD.

Transcribes a plot file into a printing file, with suitable format for printing
out; used double-spaced in the field for plot re-assessment.

Compares 2 data files from separate assessments of a plot; indicates possible
errors and their sources. Precedes the use of other programs to analyse
increment.

For an individual tree of given species, DBH and bole length, employs
Sutter's taper functions to estimate its bole volume.

file HFM:-

From a plot file, outputs a stand tabte that ciassifies tree numbers by species
and DBH with totals. Also outputs species list pLorSpp.INT needed for
other stand table programs.

From a plot file, outputs stand table for basal areas pff ha, classified and
totalled by species and diameter classes.

From a plot file, outputs a stand table for volumes per ha, classified and
totalled by species and diameter classes.

From files for 2 occasions of plot assessment, for selected trees, outputs
distribution of diameter increment on dbh, and conducts regression analysis.
Also indicates possible errors.

From files for 2 occasions of plot assessment, outputs a stand table showing
volume increment per ha, classihed and totalled by species and diameter
classes.

From files for 2 occasions of plot assessment, outputs volume increment
treated in different ways to rnitigate errors of measurement.

Precursor of SUMTABLE, to amalgamate species lists from any number of
plots, ordered into utility classes.

Amalgamates stand tables of basal area, volume or volume increment, by
utility classes for any number of plots, with totals.
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TABCONV

UTILTAB

UTILTAB.DAT

STATANAL

Method

I

converts stand tables of tree numbers to a format suitable for amalgamation
by the program SUMTABLE (as for basal areas).

For single-plot outputs from SUMTABLE, prepares a file

required as input for STATANAL.

From inputted file UTILTAB.DAT, calculates confidence limits for utility
classes l-2, 1-5 and l-8 for plots stratified in pairs; also outputs tables for
util. classes v. diam. classes and plots v. util. classes.

During processing, where probable enors in volume increment are detected during stand table
preparation, the later measurement is regarded as more likely correct and a fîgure is substituted for
the earlier measurement. In order to set this figure appropriately, six different ways for limiting gross
errors in DBH measurement were compared by a program VOLINCR written in FORTRAN 77. Six
methods tried were as follows:-

Restriction of error

Total plot volume at Znd assessment minus total plot volume at lst

2

J

4

5

6

assessment.

Or, during calculating and summating tree volumes over a 2 year period

Minimum DBH growth is set at -1,0 cm, and maximum at +5.0 cm.

Trees with DBH growth outside range -1.0 to +5.0 cm are excluded.

Trees with DBH growth outside range 0.0 to +5.0 cm are excluded.

Trees with DBH growth outside range 0.0 to +2.0 cm are excluded.

Minimum DBH growth is set at -0.5 cm; maximum DBH growth is set as
follows:-

+0.5 cm for any species of a tree > 130 cm DBH

+1.0 cm for any species of a tree >100 cm DBH

+5.0 cm for Anthocleista, Macaranga, Musanga, Ricinodendron, Trema.

*3.0 cm for Antiaris, Alstonia, Bombax, Ceiba, Canthium, Celtis, Cleistopholis, Cordia,
Khaya, Mitragtna, Nauclea, Phyllanthus, Pycnanthus, Terminalia, Trichitia.

+1.0 cm for Diospyros, Garcinia, Scottellia, Staudtia, Strombosia.

+2.0 cm for all other trees ofother species.

All the methods gave relatively consistent results, except sometimes when increment was got by
subtracting total plot volumes, especially where plots had been exploited in the interim, Method 6
seemed most satisfactory and was therefore used by program CLASINCR to get stand-tables of
volume increment.

lt is necessary to limit measurement errors because volume increment is calculated for each tree by
subtracting the volume estimate on one occasion of measurement from that on a subsequent occasion,
and individual tree increments are aggregated to obtain volume increment per unit area. However the
volume estimates for a tree, on each occasion of measurement, are separately liable to error. Because
the volume of a tree is usually large compared with its volume increment, the proportionate effects of
volume errors on those of volume increment are greatly magnihed. Moreover, large trees are more
susceptible to gross errors of diameter measurement than small trees, usually upwards, and their
effects on cumulative volume increment för allthe trees in a plot may be considerable, because linear
measure is cubed when calculating volume. Generally, diameter increment is not closely correlated
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with bole diameter, and thus it was possible to set probable maximum increments for the various
species; these were determined from the increments got with the more precise measurements made on
selected trees (using the INCRMENT program), and by reference to previous experience.

Trees do not normally shrink more than about 0,5 cm in diameter unless suffering from water stress;
and where they shrink more than this they are usually dying, or there has been an error of
measurement. This knowledge was used to set a f,rgure also to limit shrinkage. Where diameter
increment or shrinkage is found to exceed the limits set for the particular species, then the computer
programs auiomatically fix it at the permissible maximum; a substitute for the earlier DBH
measurement is obtained by subtracting this figure from the later DBH measurement. When
estimating volume increment, the substitute DBH is used to calculate tree volume on the carlier
occasion. Measurement errors in the field are more likely to be biased upwards than downwards, as a
slack or deflected diameter tape is the most likely source of error; and the risk is much greater for
large trees. It means, of course, that volumes per ha are more likely to be overestimated than
underestimated. However, volume increments are less affected in this respect as they are obtained
from the difference between two volume measurements. For the purposes of preparing the stand table
for volume increment, when a tree moves from one diameter class into another during the period
between assessments, it is always placed in a diameter class based on the earlier measurement of
DBH (or its substitute if such had been made). Trees dying or recruited during the period are
excluded from the increment calculations.

Vofumes are calculated using Sutter's taper functions (Sutter 1g7g). Sutter provides 50 different
formulae, each applicable to different tree genera. Given the DBH of a tree, these formulae are used
to calculate stem diameters overbark at I m intervals up the tree bole, beginning at I m below breast
height or, for buttressed trees, at 30 cm below the point of measurement. Volumes are calculated
using Smalian's formula for each I m bole section up to a top diameter of 5 cm or to crown break (i.e.
recorded bole length) whichever occurs first. The taper functions were estimated by Sutter from data
for trees )20 cm DBH. However, for twelve different species using data from Omo and Owan North
Forest Reserves, Kanu (unpub.) showed they were accurate for trees down to 5 cm DBH. He found
tlrat volumes obtained using taper functions accounted for more than 980/o of the variance for volumes
obtained by direct bole measurements. Sutter reports that taper functions are applicable to the same
species regardless of the trees'geographic location in Nigeria, and Kanu's results appeared to support
this contention. It is clear that they describe the shape of a tree extremely accurately, although a
disadvantage is that they cannot easily be used to calculate tree volumes without the aid of a
computer. [Multiple regressions may need to be prepared with a computer, but afterwarcls a hand
calculator can be used to estimate tree volumes. However different regressions may be needed for the
same species in different localities, as was found in the Ghana inventory].

Initially, basal areas and numbers of trees were calculated after adjusting plot areas to the horizontal.
However, for steeply sloping plots, this was found to give estimates of basal areas/ha grossly in
excess of what could be expected. For example, Plot No.5 at Omo gave a basal area of 26.51 mzlha,
when based on the actual superficial area of the plot; but after correcting for slope this became 42,11
m2lha (cf. Dawkins' 1958, pan-tropical mean for high forest of 35 mzlha). It appears that trees on
steep slopes benefit from side-light reaching their crowns, as well as overhead light! Due to this, and
to other similar experiences, it was decided not to adjust for slope.

The data were stratified by square-mile compartments, with two (1 ha) plots in each compartment.
Statistical analysis was canied out by calculating separately the sums of squares of deviations for
each of three size classes (5-20 cm, 20-40 cm and )40 cm DBH) viz: f,(y¡ -yz)rl2.The pooled
variance for these was got by adding the results together and dividing by (n-L), where n is the total
number of plots and L the number of strata (i.e. compartments). This is divided again by n, square
rooted to get standard error of MAI, and multiplied by 't' to obtain confrdence limits. As the layout is
systematic rather than random, the actual effor may be less than this,
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Results

The funds provided were modest, and therefore the intention was mainly to develop the necessary
techniques and at the same time to range across the main forest types in the country, to get some idea
of actual potential yields from the forest. Field work began in the 198411985 dry season and the
project ended in 1989. Altogether, 95 plots were established: at Omo Forest Reserve in the south-
west, Owan North and Sapoba Forest Reserves in the south-centre, and Oban Group and Cross River
South Forest Reserves in the south-east of the country. The results are summarised in Tables I and2.

Omo Forest Reserve (Ogun State) contains drier high forest on soils derived from basement-complex
rocks; the annual rainfall averages c.1600 mm. The terrain is rolling, with occasional rocky outliers,
and dissected by streams flowing into the River Oni along the eastern boundary of the reserve.
Altogether, 33 km'? of forest were sampled and 152 tree species identified, averaging 45.1 t6.2 (o)
per I ha plot. At the second assessment, standing basal area averaged 26.60 m2lha. and ranged from
18.63 to 36.66 m2/ha All compaftments sampled had been exploited during the previous 20 years,
most within l0 years, and log removals were said to average 33 cu m/ha (J. Ball, pers. comm.). Some
plots were re-exploited during the interim between the two occasions of measurement. In the 1950s
the Reserve received Tropical Shelterwood System (TSS) operations: treatments to natural forest to
favour regeneration and growth of economic species, when climbers and undergrowth were cut and
shade-casting trees of non-economic species were poisoned with sodium arsenite solution, normally
during the 5 years before exploitation. (At that time, 17 species were listed as merchantable),

A mean annual increment (MAI) overbark was obtained of 4.869 t0.433 cu mlha/yr at the 95yo
confidence interval (ranging between 2.468 and7.325 cumlha/yr). Species in utility classes 1,2,3,4
and 5 (i.e. exploitable for timber) accounted for 45%o of the increment, including 22.5% for veneer
quality species (classes I &.2) and22Yo for saw-wood species (classes 3,4,5). For exploitable species
only, the MAI of standing bole volume was2.78210.307 cumlhalyr attheg5o/o confidence interval,

Average standing bole volume for the plots at the second assessment was 198.68 cu m/ha (ranging
from 114.0 to 298.1 cu m), of this 545% belonged to species exploitable for timber, including 26.5%
for veneer quality species, The correlation between plot MAIs and plot standing volumes (r : 0.1 871)
was not significant at the 0.05 probability level. For trees )60 cm DBH, the average standing bole
volume was 68.96 cu m/ha of which 76,25% belonged to species merchantable fortimber, including
42.25% for veneer quality species, For trees of unexploited species (utility class 8) the average
standing volume was 90,60 cu m/ha, nearly half belonging to species not commonly exceeding 40 cm
DBH.

Owan North Forest Reserve (Bendel State) is to the north-east of Benin City and contains drier forest
on sandy sedimentary soils underlain by basement-complex material. The terrain is exceptionally
broken, and intersected by steep-sided ravines cutting down to the basement-complex. Owing to the
difficult terrain, the forest has not received Tropical Shelterwood System treatments (see Sapoba) and
is only now being exploited, so that most of the l4 km2 sampled is probably primary forest. 135 tree
species were identified, and averaged 48.0 species 18.4 (o) per I ha plot, The species composition
resembled that at Sapoba (see below) with 105 species in common, though the forest at Owan is less
diverse [cf. 89 species in common with those at Omo]. The main difference from Sapoba was the
larger nurnber of species in utility class 7 (i.e. unexploited species growing to sizes well over 40 cm
DBH).

The average volume MAI was 4.204 t0.839 cu mlha/yr at the 95% confrdence interval, of which 60%
belonged to exploitable species (i.e. utility classes 1-5), including27.25% veneer quality species
(classes I &' 2) and 32.5Yo saw-wood species (classes 3-5), The standard error of t0.3427 is greater
than for Omo (10.2007) perhaps because fewer plots were sampled and due to inconsistencies in
stratification because, although most compartments sampled were in primary forest, parts of more
accessible compartments (e.g. plots72,6l,67) had been exploited. For exploitable species only, the
MAI was 2.519 10.716 cu mlhalyr at the 95% confidence interyal. At the second assessment, the
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standing basal area for all plots averag ed 27 .46 mzlha, and ranged from l I .83 m2ll.ta to 36 .02 mzlha.
Despite less disturbance to the forest, the results resemble those for omo.

Average standing bole volume was 223.43 cu m/ha from which 70.5% belonged to exploitable
species, including 31%o veneer quality species and 39.5%o saw-wood species. The cònelation between
plot MAIs and standing volumes (r = 0.5471) was signif,rcant at the 0. l0 probability level but not the
0.05 level. For trees )60 crn DBH, average standing volume was 123.10 cu m/ha of which 86%
belonged to exploitable species, including 34.5% veneer quality species and 51.25% saw-wood
species' For unexploited species (utility classes 6-8) the average standing volume was 66.03 cu m/ha,
of which 40%obelonged to species that rarely exceed 40 cm DBH.

Sapoba Forest Reserve (Bendel State) is south-east of Benin City, and contains relatively moist forest
on deep sandy freely-draining soils derived from sedimentary materials; the annual rainfall is c.2000
mm. The terrain is exceptionally flat and devoid of surface streams, and hence is readily accessible.
Consequently it has a history of commercial exploitation going back to about 1900, and has been
heavily exploited and re-exploited during the past 50 years. At Sapoba, Redhead (1960) recorded log
removals of 5l cu m/ha. The primary forest was formerly exceptionally rich in merchantable specie{
growing to large sizes, some attaining bole dimensions well above 200 cm DBH. The area is
floristically rich:162 tree species were identified by the project, averaging 56.4 tg.g (o) species per
I ha plot' In the 1950s, this part of the reserve received Tropical Shelterwood treatments. "Taungya"
farms are encroaching into the area, where peasant cultivators clearfell and burn the natural forest for
conversion to timber crop plantations. Initially the farmers raise arable crops for 2 or 3 years until the
planted trees close canopy. Unfortunately, in many instances nowadays, thà trees remain unplanted or
fail due to neglect. Parts of the area were also vulnerable to illegal felling. The distribution of trees
through the size classes is remarkably similar to that at Omo.

Average MAI was 6.498 cu nlhalyr, made up of 62% exploitable species (i.e. utility classes l-5),
3l'5% veneer quality specíes (classes 1,2) and 30.5% salv-wood species (classes 3-5). The 95%
confidence interval for average MAI was tl.263 cumlha/yr; the standard error of 10.5669 is high,
perhaps due to inconsistences in stratification caused by "Taungya" encroaching into some
compartments, to occasional gantry sites, or to destructive exploitation by illegal fellers in accessible
forest. For exploitable species, the MAI was 4.036 t0.885 cu m lha/yr ai the 950lo confidence
interval' At the second assessment, standing basal area of the plots averaged 24.94 m2lha, and ranged
from 13,52 to34.47 m2lha.

In 1988, average standing bole volume was 194.0 cu m/ ha, of which 65.25% belonged to exploitable
species, including 305% veneer quality species and 34.25%o saw-wood species. The correlation
between MAI and total plot volumes (r: -0.1587) was not significant at the 0.10 level of probability.
For trees )60 cm DBH, the average standing volume was 69.1 cu m,/ha, from which B0% belonged io
exploitable species, including 26%o veneer quality species and 54%o saw-wood species. For
unexploited species (classes 6-8) the average standing volume was 65.73 cu m/ha of which 34.5%
belonged to species that rarely exceed 40 cm DBH.

Oban Group and Cross River South Forest Reserves (Cross River State) are in the south-east of
Nigeria, and were not easily accessible to the rest of the country untilthe 1970s, when bridges were
constructed over the Cross River at Ikom and at ltu. Extensive exploitation began relatively iecently:
the initial concession in Cross River North reserve being awarded to Brandteia nytke in 1958, and
in Oban Group Reserve to Oban Timbers Ltd. in 1962. The Oban forests are also exploited by pit-
sawyers, who remove larger and more valuable trees by converting logs at felling Jite, and heìd-
loading the planks up to 5 km to the nearest motorable road. Unfortunatély, nowadays, they also use
chain saws to saw up logs, resulting in considerable wastage. None of these natural forests has
received silvicultural treatment. At Oban the rainfall is high, c.3000 mm annually. Consequently the
terrain is often deeply dissected with steep slopes, and the soils, which are mainly deiived from
basement-complex rocks, are strongly leached. The project sampled 12 km2 of forest on the east side
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of the reserve near Oban town, and 12km2 on the west side near Ojor. 171 species were identified,
with a mean of 66.6 15.8 (o) per t ha plot. The species spectrum of the Oban forests differs from the
forests inthe south-west and south-central parts of the country; there are only 79 species in common
with the Omo plots and94 with those at Sapoba. Hall (1981) drew attention to the relative richness in
species of the Oban forests, and to the high frequency of disjunctions in species distributions between
Oban forests and those west of the River Niger.

On the west side of the reserve the MAI was 4.158 10.935 cu m/ha./yr, and ranged between 2.927 and
5.754 cu mlha:-27<Yo belonged to exploitable species (classes 1-5) and included 1l<o/o of veneer
quality species (classes 1-2). The standing bole volumes on the first occasion averaged 239.77 cu
m/ha and ranged from 110.9 to 313.0 cu m/ha. Trees of exploitable species comprised 34.25% of total
standing volume, including 1225% veneer quality species. Trees )60 cm DBH accounted for 138.2
cu m.iha, and in several plots exceeded 150 cu m/ha; of these 47%obelonged to merchantable species
including lTYo veneer quality species; an aveÍage of 49.3 cu m/ha belonged to utility class 7, i.e. that
can reach sizes well over 40 cm DBH. Average standing basal area of the forest was 30.08 m2lha, and
ranged from 16.64 to 36.98 m2/ha.

On the east side of the reserve, the MAI was 2.602 !0.283 cu mlha/yr at the 95%o confidence interval,
ranging between 2.023 and 3.153 cu mlha, and included 1725% exploitable species, with less than
70/o for veneer quality species. Standing bole volumes averaged 167.73 cu mlha and ranged from
144.6 to 202.3 mlha. Trees of exploitable species comprised 19% of total standing volume, with 9%o

veneer quality species. These plots lacked especially the higher diameter classes, and trees )60 cm
DBH were only 49.61cu m/ha, of which 19.11 cu m belonged to utility class 7. The standing basal
area of the forest averaged 25.32 mzlha and ranged from 23.24 ro 29.33 m2lha. There was no
significant correlation between MAI and total standing volume at either of the sites (r= 0.2694 and r:
-0.3929 respectively).

Cross River South Forest Reserve is further north in drier forest, and an area of 6 km, of the reserve
was sampled. II7 tree species were identified, with an average of 62.619.5 (o) per I ha plot. There
were 59 species in common with Omo Forest Reserve, 77 species with SapobaandTS species with
Oban (west). The standing bole volume averaged 223.69 cu m/ha, and ranged from 160.2 to 338.8 cu
m/ha. Exploitable species accounted for 54o/o of the standing bole volume, including 25%o veneer
quality species. Trees )60 cm DBH averaged 99.40 cu m/ha, of which T4Yobelonged to exploitable
species, with29.5%o veneer quality species. Standing basal areas averaged 26.94 m2lha and ranged
from2I.76to34.69 m'lha.It was not possible to re-measure these plots, and increment data are not
available.

Discussion

In general, it appeared that mean annual increment (MAI) for standing bole volurne of natural tropical
high forest, was about 5 cu mlhalyear for all trees )5 cm diameter at breast height (DBH). A half of
this (c. 2.5 cu m) belonged to species exploitable for timber, including a quarter (c. 1.2 cu m) for both
decorative and utility veneer-quality species. The standing bole volume of the forests ranged from
ll0 cu m to 340 cu m per hectare and averaged220 cu m per hectare if Oban (east) is excluded. The
increment of this forest is much poorer, with total MAI of only 2.6 cumlha/yr, which may reflect
nearness to the Kwa River, due to shallow soils with rocky outcrops, and accessibility to pit-sawyers.
The forest at Sapoba was richer in recognised timber species than the other forests, with total MAI of
6,5 cu mlha/yr of which 4.0 cu m belonged to species exploitable for timber and2.0 cu m to veneer
quality species. The forests at Omo and Sapoba had been disturbed by Tropical Shelterwood System
(TSS) operations and by repeated exploitation for timber. For undisturbed forests, it is probable that
average standing bole volumes range between 200 and 400 cu m/ha, and Dawkins (195S) gives the
pantropical mean for standing basal area as 35 m!/ha, to which Nigerian forests formerly appeared to
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conform. In the present study, standing basal areas ranged from l62lha to 37 m2/ha, and averaged
about}7.5 m'lha.

Merchantable species generally grow to large sizes, and are commoner than non-economic species
growing to similar dimensions: exploitable species are a greater proportion of the standing volume for
trees )60 cm DBH than for trees )5 cm DBH. In forests sampled in the south-western and south-
central parts of the country, the volume for exploitable species >60 cm DBH was 82%o of the total
volume for all trees )60 cm DBH; but for trees of exploitable species 25 cm DBH the proportion was
63Yo of total volume, For veneer quality species, the proportions were 35Yo for trees )60 crn DBH
compared with 29Yo for trees of all size classes. However, in the south-east of the country, the
proportions were4To/o fortrees of exploitable species )60 cm DBH compared with 34o/ofor trees of
all size cfasses; and for veneer quality species, l7%o for trees )60 cm DBH compared with l|yo for
trees ofall size classes.

Conversely, the proportion that unexploited species form of standing bole volume (38%) is lower in
the south-west and scuth-centre of the country than in the south-east(66%) - excluding Oban (east)
where the proportion is 81%. This is partly because, until fairly recently, forests in the south-east
were relatively inaccessible so that timber merchants are not familiar with many of the species,
although in fact they may be suitable for timber. Moreover it may be observed in the south-east that a
high proportion of standing volume (40%) is in utility class 7, i.e. unexploited but growing to sizes
well over 40 cm DBH. This compares with 2l%o for forests sampled in the south-west and south-
centre, which have longer histories of exploitation. Poga oleosa is a species in class 7 which is
cunently felled for timber in the Oban Reserve, although it is valued locally as a food source because
of its oily nuts.

There was generally no significant correlation between volume increment and standing bole volume
of the forest. This suggests that natural forest is robust, and has withstood well the previous
intensities of exploitation, with log removals of about 35 cu m/ha, which may be equivalentto about
50 cu m/ha for standing bole volumet. It seems that reducing standing basal àrea (or volume)
enhances the increment of the remaining trees, which compensates for the smaller number of trees on
which growth can occur. For non-economic species, volume increment accounted for 44|/io of the total
stand increment, whereas their bole volume is only 36Yo of the total standing bole volume.
Exploitable species still amount to 66%o of the total standing bole volume in the forest at Sapoba, and
54% at Omo, which is more than expected and gives little indication that, at historic felling
intensities, the forests were being rapidly degraded by selective exploitation.

About 12o/o of the total standing bole volume at Sapoba, and20o/o at Omo, consisted of smaller trees
belonging to species that rarely exceed 40 cm DBH. These are generally either slow-growing such as
Diospyros, Picralima, and Xylopia; or fast-growing but short-lived species such as Macaranga,
Musanga and Trema. The former are to some extent cut or knocked down during exploitation,
whereas the latter regenerate where exploitation (or farming encroachment) has drastically opened
the forest. The fast-growing weed trees may persist for perhaps ten or fifteen years afterwards.
Farming or excessive exploitation can also result in extensive thickets of the shrubby weed
Chromolaena odorata (Eupatorium), an exotic which invaded the high forest zone in the 1960s, and
which suppresses tree regeneration. Felling cycles should be long enough to allow senescence and
shading out of fast-growing weeds - perhaps at least 20 years - but short enough so that exploitable
trees are not lost due to over-maturity. Economic species are forest emergents and many of them,
maybe a majority, have small or wind-dispersed seeds: e.g. Terminalia, Triplochiton and the
mahoganies (except Guarea spp.) have winged seeds; and Nauclea and Milicia (syn. Chlorophora)
have fine seeds which are dispersed by rodents, birds or bats, and genninate on exposed mineral soil.
Small seeds contain little food reserves, and may need exposure to light to germinate, and therefore

8 Knuchel (1953) distinguishes the unit of standing volume as the "Silve" and reseryes the term "cu metre" for
actual felled volume removed as logs. This avoids confusion between the two measures.
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depend on disturbance of the forest to regenerate. Formerly, subsistence agriculture with shiftìng
cultivation could have been responsible for this, by causing small impermanent clearings in the forest
(Lorve 1991). Controlled exploitation for timber could well have a similar effect.

Another question, is whether the forests at Omo and Sapoba benefited from TSS operations in the
1950s, which were not applied to forests in the south-east. This cannot be answered confidently, as
silvicultural investigations at the time were designed unsatisfactorily (Lowe 1978). Furthermore,
what may appear successful in an experimental plot can prove unsuitable on a management scale. The
available information suggests that TSS treatments did improve the amount of regeneration, but
insufficiently for potential economìc returns to justifl the expense. In the present study 104 species
are listed as exploitable; but during the 1950s only 17 species were regarded as economic, and all
other tree species were liable to be poisoned during TSS operations, or cut down if they were saplings
or poles. Moreover field work was conducted by contract gangs, or by general forestry labour, who
were also liable to poison or cut down economic species durirrg the various silvicultural operationsl
At that time, the felling cycle had been fixed at 100 years, and TSS was intended primarily to
promote the regeneratìon of economic species, rather than to enhance the growth of existing trees or
of advance regeueration. Poisoning operations generally removed between a third and two-thirds of
the standing basal area; and in an attempt to augment the quantity of regeneration, poisoning tended
to become increasingly drastic. This resulted in proliferation of herbs and climbers, which swamped
tree seedlings and formed climber towers on surviving trees, Today, it is doubtful if poisoning
extensive areas of forest would be acceptable, especially with anything so lethal as sodium arsenite.
Hormonal arboricides are less effective, more expensive, and nowadays also tend to be regarded with
disfavour.

If the MAI for exploitable species is taken as 1.5 cu m/ha/yr at the lower confidence limit, then for
sustainable yield it should theoretically be safe to fell up to 37.5 cu m/ha each year on a 25-year
felling cycle. However sustainability depends on the existence of enough trees of merchantable sizes.
If rtone are available then none can be removed. Again in theory, if this figure represents the entire
stock of economic species of merchantable sizes within the annual coupe then, after felling them, the
merchantable stocking would be recluced to zero. If it is the actual sustainable yield then, during the
succeeding felling cycle, the stocking of merchantable trees is progressively restored to the origirral
level of 37.5 cu m. In these circumstances, the average merchantable stocking for the whole forest is:-
(0.0+1.5+3.0+4.5+6.0+.....+37.5)125=37.512:18.7cum/ha.Thatis,theaverageexploitable
yield for the whole forest would be a half of that found in the current annual coupe before
exploitation. This assumes that the forest is "normal". If this is not the case, the other extreme is
where merchantable trees are spread evenly over the whole forest, as might occur in previously
undisturbed forest. In this situation the average standing bole volume of merchantable trees wili be
the same in the annual coupe as for the rest of the forest and it may be desirable to enlarge the size of
the annual coupe, to raise minimum felling girths, and to allow a greater volume of log removals in
order to reduce the risk of losing trees due to their becoming over-mature before they are scheduled
for felling. It follows for most forests, especially where previous exploitation has been haphazard,
that the volume of merchantable trees lies somewhere between the two extremes.

At Omo, the average standing bole volume for trees of exploitable species )60 cm DBH is 52.6 cu
mlha,at Owan North (mostlyprimary forest) 105.9 cu mlha,at Sapoba 56.5 cu m/ha, and at Oban
West 63.2 cu m/ha (but 112.5 cu m if class 7 species are added), However, allowance is not made for
including over-mature trees. At Sapoba the MAI for exploitable species is 3. I cu mlha lyr at the lower
confidence limit, and almost double the yields sustainable at Omo and Owan should be theoretically
possible. The compartments sampled at Sapoba are close to the forestry camp, and either TSS
operations were carried out more assiduously than elsewhere; or (very probably) it reflects the greater
richness of merchantable species in this forest in former times.

It is possible to estimate the tree volumes currently available for exploitation. However, the permitted
cut is more easily regulated by minimum DBH limits for exploitable trees, than by volume of logs
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removed or numbers of trees felled, which are much rnore difficult to inspect and control. Minimum
DBHs may be set by calculations based on a detailed inventory of the forest prior to exploitation, and
using the cumulative standing bole volumes of the larger trees. Nevertheless, it may be desirable to
set absolute minimum DBH limits, below which felling is not permìtted regardless of the estimated
allowable cut. In species valued for their decorative woods, the heartwood is coloured whereas the
sapwood is white; moreover sapwood is usually less durable than heartwood. Larger trees also put on
proportionately more wood than smaller trees for the same diameter growth, and it is therefore
preferable to exploit such trees at larger dimensions. This is true particularly for the mahoganies,
where large trees may continue to grow quite fast, and large logs are relatively more valuable than
logs of smaller diameters.

Existing forestry rules set the minimum exploitable DBH at 80 cm for species giving decorative
veneers and cabinet woods, and 60 cm for most other species; however the regulations are often
disregarded, and trees of valuable species may be felled down to 30-40 cm DBH, Species such as
Enantia chlorantha, Funtumia elastica and Strombosia pustulala do not grow to large sizes, and
require a lower minimum girth for exploitation of perhaps 40 cm DBH. Whether using different
DBHs for different species, as indicated, or taking all trees of exploitable species )60 cm DBH, in
both cases the calculations gave similar volumes available for exploitation àt Omo. However small
diameter logs require different equipment, such as frame (i.e. gang) saws, to saw them efficiently.
These saws are more expensive to install thau the band saws generally used to break down largår
logs.

It appears, from the above, that the forests at Omo and Owan could sustain log removals from the
annual coupe of up to 35 cu m/ha on a 25-year felling cycle. At Sapoba the fõrest could probably
support lreavier exploitation, perhaps 50 cu m on a 2}-year felling cycle. In theory the foreits might
withstand removals of at least twice these amounts, but it is necessary to reguiate felling so that
damage is restricted and the capital base of the forest is not endangered. Th" ,"g.,.,.iation of
economic species is fostered by the presence of mother trees, and valuable increment may accrue on
larger trees of exploitable species. Moreover the felling cycle must be long enough to suppress the
growth of weed species. A compromise must be struck between rvhat the forest is cãpable óf yielding
theoretically, and what is silviculturally practicable. This can only be resolved by cóntinueã
monitoring of the forest, and by well-designed field investigations.

It is therefore tentatively recommended that selective exploitation of natural forest should be on a 25-
year felling cycle, and that an average of not more than 50 cu m of the standing bole volume should
be felled within the annual coupe. Pre-exploitation inventories should be carried out by the forest
managers to set minimum DBH limits for exploiting the various utility classes of trees within the
coupe, In the case of forests in the south-east, some of the species in utility class 7 ought to be
reclassified on the basis of timber characteristics. It is not recommended that any purely silvicultural
operations are carried out; but the corrdition of the forest should be continually monitored by means
of I ha sample plots, and these extended to all forest reserves being managed for production, so that
deterio¡ation in merchantable content of the forest may be quickly detectéd. It is perhaps inevitable
that, as a result of successive exploitations, progressive changes will occur in the composition of
exploitable species, but this will have to be accepted. The present monitoring exercise appeared to
show that, in the compartments sampled, Triplochiton scleroxylon had becorne relatively *.otn,rron,
Formerly it was the main source of export timber, and in the drier high forests \ryas commoner than all
other economic species together. Attempts to induce natural regeneration of Triplochiton have met
with little success, though methods of artificial regeneration were developed by i]owland & Bowen
(1977).If it is desired to maintain production of this species, it may be necessary to grow it irr timber
crop plantations.

In Nigeria, the present situation is that none of the high forest reserves are being managed under
working plans. Over-exploitation proceeds to an extent that destroys the recuperative capaðiry of the
forests. This extends also to secondary forest produce, such as chew siicks, medicinal barks,
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wrapping leaves, spices etc, that are garnered in the forest. These are removed wholesale on a
commercial basis, often with little restraint. Unless something is done fairly quickly there is a risk
that the entire resource base of the forests will be destroyed. Whether or not it is an ecological
disaster, for many people this would certainly be an economic catastrophe. The need to import
materials for building and furnishing houses would be greatly increased, and would result in
substantial rises in costs of house construction and rents. This eventuality is no longer remote,
because the timber resources ofthe country are already near the brink ofexhaustion.

Nevertheless, the proportion that exploitable species comprise of the total standing bole volume of
natural tropical high forest, and their annual volume increment, are higher than the author had
anticipated, Indeed the potential yield compares with that achieved by some forestry plantations.

The operations needed to manage natural forest on a sustainable basis are probably few and cheap,
and therefore this resource would appear well worth preserving in a productive condition. Indeed, if
I f million ha of high forest reserves are available for exploitation, thèn a yield of 3 5 cu m/ha of logs
on a 25-year felling cycle gives a global annual yield of 1.75 million cu m of roundwood. The most
urgent needs are to prepare working plans for the proper control of forest exploitation and
regeneration, and to revise land tenure and fiscal arrangements in order to promote the planting of
forestry crops on lands outside forest reserves.
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Abstract

Thirteen long-term growlh study sites were estqblished since 1987 in seven forest øreas
throughout the distribution rqnge ofmixed evergreenforest in South Africa. Theforest areas
covered a latitudinql gradient from 23'S to 34o5. In each areq, one to four plots were
established along a local altitudinql or soil gradient. Actual plot shape rangedfrom a triangle
to a rectangle, and plot size from 0,48 to 2,86 ha. Each plot was sub-divided into l0 m x I0 m
sub-plots. The species and diameter at breast height (DBH), of all stems 2 5 cm DBH, were
recorded for each sub-plot during establishment of a plot. All plots høve been remeasured
after five years and a start has been made with the second cycle of remeasurement. Data of all
plots have been analysed for species richness per sub-plot and plot; stand bassl area and
stem diameler distribution per plot; diameter and basal area growth, ingrowth from
regeneration and mortality. Annual basal area increment rangedfrom 0,7% to I,9oÁ of stand
basql area. Two approaches were followed in attempts to model growth response. The first
øpproach wqs to relale slatistically lhe gross increment qt q site to abiotic site factors
(GROdøys - an index of plant wqter qvqilability; and GROtemp - an index of pttysiological
temperature), Basal area growth was not related to the qvqilability of water to the stand, or to
the mean growing-period temperature, or lo soil parent material. The second approach was to
opply a Leftovitch matrix method to project the demographic trends in stem size. The
simulation showed that the size-cless distribution of the stands wqs very nearly in steaþ state.
The intention is to apply results of this exercise to forest irwentory data to do yield regulation
and stand development projections for sustainable timber harvestingfrom theforests.

Kø¡words: Biodiversity,forest,growth,modelling,structure.

1. Introduction

Regulation of timber yields requires reliable estimates of growth of stands and species to keep the
timber harvesting levels at or below the production potential of the forest. In the mixed evergreen
forests yield regulation also requires an understanding of initial species composition, natural changes
in growing stock due to growth, ingrowth and mortality, and community processes of disturbance and
recovery. In South Africa, the indigenous forest resource is extremely small, i.e. a mere 3 000 km2 or
about 0.08% of the land surface. The forests are therefore principally managed for their conservation
value, and very valuable timbers are harvested only from small areas. A conservative single-tree
selection system is practised to harvest the timber from the southern and eastern Cape forests
(Seydack 1996; Seydack et al 1996).

A set of long-term study sites were established in the South African indigenous forests since 1987.
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The objectives of the plots were i) to provide data on recruitment, growth and mortality in order to
improve the yield regulation for sustainable timber harvesting; ii) to develop an understanding of
forest dynamics for practical application, such as comparative growth rate and mortality of individual
species over diameter classes in different areas, and of the potential sizes of species in different
areas; iii) to enable modelling of forest change; and iv) to develop scenarios on the impacts on the
forest of different resource management systems. Several papers and reports described the
composition of the plots, results from the first remeasurement after five years, and results of specific
analyses (Geldenhuys 1993, 1994a,b, in press; Geldenhuys & Rathogwa l995a,b,c; Geldenhuys &
Van Daalen 1992;Yan Daalen l99l,l993a,b,c; Van Daalen & Sbugart 1989).

Most often forest inventory data are used to calculate only the standing growing stock (volume/ha) of
useful species. I believe that resource utilisation and biotic diversity of the forests can be sustained if
the products and values are utilised in relation to the growth potential of the site, and the essential
ecological processes of disturbance and recruitment to which the component species are adapted. The
inventory data can be used to determine the species composition of the communities. The form of the
stem diameter distribution of individual species across the communities can indicate the ecological
behaviour of a species in relation to the typical disturbance regime of each forest community (see

Figure l), I have shown elsewhere that appropriately collected forest inventory data can give a good
first approximation for development of a silvicultural system which is in tune with the requirements
of the dominant species (Geldenhuys 1996). For example, analysis of the forest inventory data
showed that mixed evergreen forest on the coastal platform in the southern Cape is fine-grained, i.e,
the composition of the canopy and regeneration is very sirnilar. By contrast, mountain forest is
coarse-grained, with the canopy consisting of species responding to larger disturbances for
regeneration, and the regeneration composed of several shade-tolerant species of the canopy of
mature forest. Stem diameter distributions of the more common canopy species showed typical
inverse J-shaped curves for those dominating the fine-grained forest, i.e. the curves are typical for
shade-tolerant species expanding their population size in closed forest. The two common canopy
species in the mountain forests have bell-shaped diameter distributions, indicative of a pioneering
population in maturing regrowth forest. The preferred management system would be a single-tree
selection system with small gaps for the coastal platform forest, and a group selection system with
large gaps for the mountain forests.

The next step in development of a suitable forest management system is to base yield regulation on
the growth and mortality patterns of the population stem diameter distributions of the importanttree
species.

The objectives of this paper are to:

i) describe the procedures used in the establishment and maintenance of the plots;
iD summarise results obtained from the routine data analyses of the first remeasurements;
iii) present results from the initial approaches to modelling growth of the forest and to indicate

the needs for future developments.
In the context of this study the following terminology will be used with reference to the location of
the study:

Forest area: a forest complex with a specific species composition in a specific landscape;
Site: a relatively uniform area in terms of soils, aspect and slope in a particular forest

community;
Stand:
Plot:
Sub-plot:

A stand of trees of a particular forest community cccurring on a uniform site;
The demarcated area on a particular site on which the trees are measured;
A l0 m x 10 m sub-division of the plot (see Methods).
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Figure I : Relationship between informalion that could be obtained from a forest inventory and tlre growth pattems of important species
to develop forest management systems and yield regulation options.
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2. Study area

Mixed evergreen forests in South Africa occur in a narrow, disjunct zone along the eastern
escarpment and the Indian Ocean coast line, frorn the Cape Peninsula at 34oS and 150 m above mean
sea level [a.s.l.] to about 23oS and I 380 m a.s.l. in the Soutpansberg mountains and 27oS along the
KwaZuluÀ{atal coast, Annual rainfall (mm/annum) varies from about 2 000 and summer rain in the
Soutpansberg, to about I 200 and all-year rain along the southern Cape coast, to about I 400 and
winter rain in the south-western Cape. Forests still occur in areas with annual rainfall down to 700
mm in the summer rainfall areas, and 500 mm in the all-year and winter rainfall areas. Seven forest
areas were selected for the study to cover this latitudinal gradient from the Cape Peninsula to the
northern Transvaal (Table 1).

3. Methods

3.1 PIot layout

Between 1987 and 1989, 13 long-term plots were demarcated in the seven forest areas (Table l):
Cape Peninsula, southern Cape and Tsitsikamma coastal platform, Amatole Mountains, Transkei
coast, North-eastern Transvaal Escarpment, and Soutpansberg Mountain, In each area one to four
sites were selected to cover a local altitudinal gradient.

Ideally a square plot of 80 m x 80 m (0,64 ha) had to be established in each site, in a generally
homogenous stand. However, the shape and size of some plots were adjusted to fit local homogenous
site conditions, or to provide for specific additional studies. Actual plot shape ranges from a triangle
to a rectangle, and plot size from 0,48 To 2.86 ha. For example, the Orange Kloof plot shape was
determined by the small uniform area and absence of forest above the slope. The Diepwalle plot was
much larger and sampled in more detail to study the effects of competition on tree growth (Van
Daalen 1993a). Each plot was sub-divided into 10 m x l0 m sub-plots, each identifìable by a unique
alpha-numeric number.

3.2Data collection

On each sub-plot all stems ) 5 cm DBH (diameter at breast height, i,e. 1,3 m above ground level)
were given a number and a painted band for repeated measurement. In the case of multi-stemmed
trees, each individual stem ) 5 cm DBH was marked and measured. The following parameters were
recorded for each stem: sub-plot, stem number, species, DBH.

Duringthe second re-measurement, as in the case of the 1996 re-measurement of the Amatole plots,
the crown position of each tree is indicated according to the following scoring system:

I No direct light. Crown entirely shaded vertically and laterally

2 Some side light. Crown shaded vertically, but some direct side light (from gap or
edge)

3 Full or partial overhead light, Crown adjacent to other crowns and partly to fully
exposed vertically.

4 Emergent. Crown fully exposed vertically, and free from lateral competition from
other crowns.
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Table I List of plots for the long-term study of diameter growth, ingrowth and mortality in mixed, evergreen forest in South Africa. The forest areas (A - G) are
indicated for each plot

Ste Grid
reference

Alritude Rainåll
mm

sason

Geologr Aspect & slope Foresl desription
Plot size,

ha
Date

Eslablished Remeêsu

rcd

Ormge Kloof-
Cape Peninula (A)

34'oo'S,
I 8"24'E

50 I 350
winter

Gnnite Gentle, southerly Spcct6 Fr (14 f6 spæics), rc8rcúb foßr. domiMlcd b] Câssirc mruã. Olinia vcntos, Otq qEnçis sut6p qænsis, Ca¡thium incffi Râüna
&Lâ¡gg[!9e94 DrñM *h{sn¡ ¡nd O¡o droDk sbsp ¿lûiro Opcn undcñorcy Cenopy 12 ro 18 m high

052 t2lr988 12.11993

Diepwalle - Knysna
(B)

33"s6'S,
2l'o9E

300 t220
all-year

Quartzile Gentle, nonherly Mixcd forcr (27 (@ wies), domiMtcd by Ole qænsis subsp mærærM Pod@pus latifolius md Cürj5iå dcnbtr in rhc c¡noÐ ¡nd Col¡oro
telqlfl and C¡çsinc oåpilloe in thc sbsnopy D€n$ 4 m hi8h urdcrroq ofTrichætâdus crini¡us CaDopy t8 to 22 m high

286 05/1987 09/1992

Kæmæsbos -
Tsi¡sikamma (C)

34"0r's,
24'O3E

r90 1030
all-yer

Shale Flat, plateau Miñcd foEsl (i3 tE FÈ!), dominatcd by Ols qæn5is sub6p Wg@. PdqÞùs krifoliüs. EEdvlacE qlåbn. Rctæ¡dru ùiúoidnt$, Olø
q!çÉi! subsp qE€!! and AædÍcs d¡nidiah ¡r Ihc snopl âod Oonopß kdnø..st 

^îd 
Burctulliâ bubalina in rhc sub€nry Sp¡ß, 4 m high

undêdorct ofTrichælådils øinùE Cercpy I 3 to 22 m tuEh

065 08/19E8 08/ 991

Wi¡elsbos -

Tsitsikamma (C)

Pirie -
Anâtole (D)

fs¡denge -
Amatole (D)

Smdile Kop -
Amslole (D)

Kologha -
Ahatole (D)

Manubi -
Traoskei (E)

Patatæbos -
N-easlem Tvl
eserpment (F)

Hcllschebos -
N-eastm Tvl
escaçment (F)

Grootbos -
N-estm Tvl
escarpment (F)

Matiwabos -
Soutpamberg (G)

33'59',S.
24'06'E

32"44'5.
27'11',E

32'40',S,
2f )68

32"38,S,
27't6',8

32'32'S,
27"21'E

32?5'S,
28'30'E

23"5 I'S,
30000,E

23"48'S,
3o"ooE

23'44'S,
30"02'E

30"r 7'E

920

I 160

990

)1\

t480

r 350

r 580

1380

220

580

I I65
all-year

890
sumer

1035

sumer

I 100

sumrur

965
sùmer

t220
sumer

l2t5
summer

1695

sumer

1780
summer

1960

summef

Quæite

Mudstone, shâle
& endstone with
dolerite ìntrusion

Dolorite

Gruitc-gneiss

Qualzite

Flat. plateaù

Flat. valley
bottom

Flat. valley

bottom

Centle. ridge top

Gentle, suthcrly

Gcntle. nonherly,
o¡ plaleau

Gentlc. qslsly

Steep, easterly

Gentle. €sterly,
ridge top

Gentle, wterly,
ridge lop

Mtxcd forcr (25 uæ spcci6) donìimlcd bv eEgþÞhls-Eifgl¡3!]E Ocolcr bulhh ånd Podæamùs l¡(ifoli6 rn rhc cånoÐ and conromû ke¡ússi in rhc sub-
dnop) SpaM ro dcns 2 ro I m high understorcy ofTrichæl¿drs crinitus C¡nop] 20 to 2J m high $ith gÂps

Miscd foct (41 (ræ sFc¡s). domiMtcd bl¿OIø øæ¡sis sbsp. ruffi. Pod@pus falcrlus- Mimñ6 obo!åþ and Nu\ia flolih¡d¡ in lhc enow
åndTrjchælåduscllrptcusande¿û[iÐi@indrc$bcnoÐ- OFnundcßtorcy. Cùopvt?to22'nhigh

Mrxcdforcsr(l7t@spcci6).domiMtcdbyE¡WlldEbEit Olaeænsissubsp mæGadendXqlgroqllgBinrhcc¡rcÐ.andlirjtE!4lu
C!!Þ¡çS lnd ÞESyeE]¡Ír3@ in thc $bÐmpy Opcn undcßrorcy Csnopy 20 ro 25 m hi8h

Mrrcd forcst (38 rræ spæics). dominarcd by Ql!3_g¡!gN subsp @@@, Scolopi¿ mundii X!rulos nonosr¿ and Pod@pus lâtitotius in thc onopy
ånd Trichælâdus cllipLjes Diodros rvhúsM ând Vh]lçlls_¡çlçfpEblll¿ in thc sub<uopv cruss und.6orc}, CânoÐ 20 (o 25 m high

M¡\cd forsr (36 ûæ sFc6) doninâtcd b-v Qle@jS flbsp rocrmm Rã@nq mclanophl$ rnd l&!]]w!È!ale in thc úq! and !icj$u¡6
cllip[cus Drospvrd \vh\ldna ånd Mâ{cnus hclcroohrll¡ in thc sub{anopf OIEn undeßlorc] Crnop\ 18 ro 25 m hißh

Mixed lorest (44 species). dominated by Chionanthus peclcrae, Strychnos milis, Dryoçtes qerrardii, Olq capensis subsp macrocarpa,
Vepris lanccolat¿ and Svacium cuinænse subsp g9Í4ldi in the canopy, and BçquaÉiedg¡d-Ig!_!Àtalglsis, i{llophvlùs dreqeana,

DiospvrosnatalensisMdTri€lvsialaoceolatainthesub-canopy Densetosposeunderstoreyoftall!¡iqþ{gçþ¡3¡!qipr Canopy
20 to 25 m high

Dliúd toÊt (28 ûK spccid), domimlcd bl SvÃ'sium einænæ $bÐ ccmrdii. Xvrulos monME, Cmt@n'â licbctiana ¡nd C¡simr€ maloena in
the enoÐ and Trialvsia q*nsiç in úe subûnopy OEn undcßloq. rvilh s(cnd clumps ofbamb@ Cânopy is 20 to 24
m hjsh

MiNcd ¡orcsr (25 kcc spéics), doñiúted hy xvm¡lc mn64ñì C¡siøu€ wloÉM CombÉlum knusii. Cmr@tr¿ l¡cbctiÂM ildEjg5
qjlg46!g@ in lhc c¡nopy. ând &¡9g3qgA¡&Ie. Ro$runnra caænsis ånd QghwÞeg sub6p æffiü in lhc sb<ånopl Opcn undcÉorq
CanoÐ 15 to 25 m high wi(h 8åp6

Miñd for6l (26 rm Ð.cics). donimlcd by XtdEkËIABfpgE Ci$imuru m¡losE. Svdeirtrn Èinens subsp gçEag!¡! ând \!!$¡g!lÉ14 in rhc
enopy ând qv¿IlhulfEÍ!!. Ochü ¡rbor€ ebsp @trmrii Dmalis lwida and Pcddiq efriHn¡ in the sub-{r¡og} OFn utrÉoq c¡nopy l8 to
24 m high \\ilh gåps

M¡\cd for6l (13 tsæ spc¡i6) doninated b, XIU¿þI4AW Ca$imuH @los¡a Bnd Ol€ aEnsis subsp rocr@@ iÍ thc onopJ, åûd

e¡!9!¡4¡!!]|Qy@Þg sub+ gaiC!, BA!¡EørlasEcNli and &tolqbqhE in the sb€rcpy Dcße 2 lo i m high undcNorcy of multi-lcmmcd
shrub!þgþf¿þslþ Cuopy 20 to26 m high

464

064

064

046

080

0,64

o64

064

064

064

08/t9E8

02/l987

02/1981

0?J19a7

ort987

l0/1988

01lt989

07lt989

07/r989

01/L989

0E/r 993

ì 0/ì991
t0lt996

l0/t99t
I 0/r 99ó

t0/t991
r 0/l 996

ì0/1991
I 0/l 99ó

l0/) 995

01ir994

0711994

07lt994

o't/t994
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In 1987 each sub-plot in the Diepwalle plot was temporarily sub-divided into 2m x2 m sub-sub-
plots to facilitate determination of the location co-ordinates of each tree. This procedure was used to
study the effects of competition on tree growth (Van Daalen 1993). A start has been made to
determine the exact location of each tree in the other plots. Frorn the mid-point of each sub-plot the
distance and compass bearing to each tree in the sub-plot are recorded. This data will be used to
generate a 'tree map' for each plot, using a GIS procedure. A start has been made to collect the data
for the Isidenge plot (Amatole).

The trees were re-measured after five years, and the Arnatole plots were remeasured for a second
time (see Table 1). During remeasurement all stems new to the 5* cm DBH class were given a
number and recorded as ingrowth. All dead trees and those damaged severely by windfalls or other
means were recorded as morlality.

3.3 Routine data analyses

The following standard analyses were done for each of the plots:

. ImPortance value (IV) of a species, based on data of the first measurement, i.e. including
mortality but excluding ingrowth, to describe the composition of each plot. IV was
calculated as follows:

tV = (RF + RD + RBA)/3 where

RF = relative frequency, calculated as the percentage of sub-plots in a plot in which the
species was present;

RD : relative density, calculated as the stem densiry of a species in a plot and expressed as a
percentage of all stems of all species in the plot;

RBA : relative basal area, calculated as the basal area (horizontal surface area of a stem at
1.3 m above ground level) ofa species in a plot and expressed as a percentage oftotal basal
area of all species in the plot.

e The distribution of individual tree species within the plot, based on the mapping of initial
measurement data, to visually assess the distribution patterns of the species.

o Growing stock of each plot in terms of stand density, mean stem diameter and basal area.

o Mean diameter growth, ingrowtlt and mortality by species and diameter classes, and the
relation of these factors with other stand variables.

3.4 Modelling

Two simple modelling approaches were applied. The first approach was to relate statistically the
gross increment at a site (in other words, the stem basal area increment plus the ingrowth) to site
abiotic drivers. The drivers chosen were an index of plant water availability (GROdays) which can
be thought of as the number of days per year when plant growth is not limited by water supply and
an index of physiological temperature (GROtemp), which is the mean daily temperature on days
when water is not limiting. These indices were calculated using monthly mean rainfall and
temperature data and a simple water balance model.

The second approach was to apply a Lefkovitch matrix method to project the demographic trends in
stem size (after Osho 1991). The stems of a single species, or group of functionally and structurally
similar species in the case of rarer species, were classified into size classes such that each class
contained at least l5 stems and no stem grew through a class in a single time interval. The fraction of
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stems remaining in each class during a time interval was calculated, and forms the diagonal of the
Lefkovitch matrix (survivorship). The fraction graduating to the next interval forms the subdiagonal.
The contribution per tree to the number of new recruits (ingrowth) is calculated by distributing the
observed total recruitment among the sexually mature trees in proportion to their basal area, and
forms the top row of the matrix. When this matrix is multiplied by the vector containing the number
of individuals in each size class at time one, the result is a projection of the number of individuals in
each size class at time two. This process can be repeated to get projections at successive times.
However, since many crucial processes such as the effects of competition on growth, mortality and
recruitment are uot considered, projections more than a few time intervals beyond the measured data
are notreliable. The main purpose of the exercise is to determine whether the observed recruitment
and growth is sufficient to compensate for the observed mortality - in other words, is the population
increasing, decreasing or stable in the long term. An example of the plant population matrix for input
into the demographic model is shown in Table 2.

Table2. Example of a plant population matrix for input into the Lefkovitch demographic model.

Plot size (ha) 0.65

Starting year: lst sampling year 1989

Time step (yrs): Interval between 2 sampling years 5

Number of size classes 7

Lower size limit; cm DBH 50 7t r0r I5 t 30 I 50 I 100.t

Upper size limit: cm DBH 70 t00 15 0 30.0 500 100.0 156.0

Mean stem diameter: cm DBH 60 85 120 200 420 77.0 I19.0

Initial tree number: Number of trees in the first
sampling year

r63 137 92 lt9 100 33 I

Proportion moving: Proportion of individuals which
grerv suffrciently to move into the next size class

026 024 012 0.04 00r 00 00

Survival rate: proportion ofthe individuals, present
in the first sampling year, which survived to 1994

096 093 0.97 0.89 093 0.94 IO

Mean seedlings/plant: number of seedlings
contributed by each individual in the class

00 00 005 0.04 004 013 055

4. Results

4.1 Species richness and growing stock

Stand composition and specíes richness patterns across the plots are summarised in Table 3 and
discussed elsewhere (Geldenhuys in press). The growing stock, as expressed in terms of stem density
in different diameter classes, mean DBH and stem basal area, is shown in Table 3. Stem density
shows a wide range, from a high density (2600 to 1900 stems/ha) in the regrowth forests at Orange
Kloof, Pirie and Kologha, to a low density in the old growth forests of Witelsbos and the Transvaãl
sites' The development stage of a stand is also reflected in the percentage stems in the different
diameter classes. In the regrowth stands of Pirie and Kologha the stems <10 cm DBH represent
>60y0 of all stems, except for Orange Kloof where this smallest class contains fewer stems than the
next class, In the old growth forest such as Witelsbos and the Transvaal, the plots have a lower
percentage stems in the lower diameter classes, and a higher percentage stems in the 30 to 49.9 cm
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diameter class than in the two adjacent classes. The mean DBH per stand is below 15 cm in Orange
Kloof, Diepwalle and Koomansbos, and generally around 20 cm DBH in most of the other stands.

Basal area gives an estimate of stand biomass, In general the mean stand basal area is relatively high,
with the highest values in the Transvaal plots, in Sandile Kop and Orange Kloof. Isidenge, Kologha
and Diepwalle have much lower basal areas. The range and frequency distribution (Figure 2) in basal
area per sub-plot show different patterns, The regrowth stands have a relatively narrow range with a
general bell-shaped frequency distribution. The old-growth stands have a wide range with some very
high values due to some large trees, and the frequency distributions are rather flat with a number of
low pe¡lçs, and many plots with very low or no basal area, and a high frequency for sub-plots with
>80 m2lha.

4.2 Growth and mortality patt€rns

Nett growth of a stand is the end resu lt of the growth of irrdividual trees, the ingrowth into the lowest
diameter class of stems from below the lower limit (in this case 5 cm DBH), and mortality of trees in
stems above 5 cm DBH (Table 3).

4.2.1 Ingrowth and mortality

In the original reports for each site ingrowth was expressed in number of stems per ha per year for
each stand as a whole, and for individual species. Here ingrowth is only indicated for the total
number of stems. Ingrowth is generally low in all sites except for the Koomansbos site. Ingrowth
included only a fraction of the species present in the site, i.e. from llo/oto 64%o,and of these only a
few were canopy trees. Ingrowth by stems could be related to stand basal area in the particular area,
and the successional status of the species occurring there, i.e. they contributed to a better
understanding of the dynamics of the forest.

Mortality \¡/as expressed in a very similar way, except that it also included stems of a range of
diameter classes. It was expressed in both number of stems and basal area. In some stands
(Koomansbos, Sandile Kop and Hellschebos) mortality due to windfalls and trees dying standing, in
particular of only a few large trees, resulted in a negative nett change in basal area over the study
period.

4.2.2 Stand growth

Net stand growth was generally very low, i.e. between -0.2% and 4.4Yo of the original stand basal
area per year. Basal area growth, for trees which were measured during the first measurement and
still alive at time of the second measurement, showed a significant relationship with initial stand
basal area, as indicated for the Amatole forest stands (Figure 3). It shows that the bigger the stand
basal area, the larger is the annual basal area growth. However, relative growth rate showed no
relationship with the initial stand basal area, and varied between 0.7%o To 1.9%o of the initial basal
area per year.

Neither total basal area (of live, measured trees of the two measurement periods) nor the relative
growth rate showed any relationship with GROdays, GROtemp or the soil parent material (Figure 4).
The standing crop on the sites, as indexed by the stem basal area, \ryas remarkably consistent across
the sites, despite the climate and soil range that they occupied. There is a suggestion of a slight
depression in stem basal area at sites with a moisture index of less than 220'growth days' per year.
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Table 3: Number of species, number of stems by diameter classes, stand basal area, ingrowth, mortality and nett basal area growth for the 13
long-term growth study plots in mixed evergreen forest in South Africa

Variable Ormse Klool Diepwalle Koomansbos witelsbos Pirie Smdile Koo Koloeha Mæubi Patatastns Hellschebos Grætbos Matiwaho<
{umber ofsub-plots 5i 168 6: 6¿ 64 64 46 80 64 64 64 6t 64

Nrrnber species: stems >5 cm DBH
Nmbu species with IV>10%
Numbø specieV zub.plot: mean
Number species/ sub-plot: muimm
Number species per DBH class

5.0-9.9 cm DBH
10,0-29 9 cm DBH
30.0-49.9 cm DBH
500+cmDBH

l4
7

5.1

7

4
3

7

4

26
t0

72
t4

24
25

l3
8

33
t4

8.7
t4

29
28
l5
5

25

7

4.4
7

zl
21

l3
lt

43
t1

6.5
12

34
34
l6

'1

37
9

62
lt

29
28
ll
l0

38

12

6.8

1l

3l
25
l2
5

36

lc
6.5

t2

31

29

t0

44

l0
10
t2

30
3t
2l

8

28

5

s.2

l0

26

23

8

9

25

8

5.2
9

20
2l
13

u

25

8

5.1

IO

2t
2l
l6

R

33

4
4.'l
l0

zs
2t
t't
l0

Stems/ha Þ5 cm DBH
Stems 5 0-9.9 cm DBH % of total

Stems 10.0-19 9 cm DBH % oftotal
Stems 20 0-29 9 cm DBH % oftota)
Stems 30.0-49.9 cm DBH % of tota)
Stems 50 0+ cm DBH V" ofto¡àl

264A

31 5

447
t77
58
03

1382

48.9

30.'t
9.5
8.3
2.6

t600
48. r

27.8
130
9.9
l.l

7'73

40.6

29.7

78
124
95

2n6
6t7
23.0
77
6.4
t.2

1689

52.0

29.4
9.8
6.1

2.7

1387

454
26.7
12.0
I 1.4

44

t 9l0
64.3

24.8
60
35
l4

I 3ó9
468
31 9
t4 I
5'l
t5

1033

40, I
260
n2
r 6.0
67

1302

44.2

309
127
7.2
5.0

I 009

44'1
212
t2.2
15.6

6.3

784
32.s
2't.t
13.7

18.7

8.0
Mean DBH cm 149 147 147 20( 21 1 206 220 221 t4: t9é t70 19', 2t7
Basal area m2ll¡a: mean

Basl rea m2lha: maimum./sub-plot
Basal uca m2Aa: minimum/sub-nlot

s88
122.6
160

387
t02 9

0.0

42.8
99.8
10.6

45.9

284 5
00

43.7

t26.7
RR

245
t5l 0

87

57 4

179.5

99

322
112 4

)a

33:
94t
5(

54.t
146.4

05

55.9
258.s

J-t

60;,
208 t

ñ(

48.3
228 |

ôo
Ingowth, stems/hay'yeù
Mortality, sterns,ha./year

Mortality, m2lhalyeu
Net basal area growth, m2lhaôr
Basal aea chmse. % ofinitial stand basal a¡ea

5.8
l8.r
0.12
0.65
Lt

8.5

8.8
022
035

0.9

252
292
0.56

-0 08
-02

6 9
84

0,35
00s
0t

6.4

18.2

0.72
005
0l

3.1
'7.4

015
109
44

7.0
7.5

0.67
-0.42

-0.7

9.4

0.30
000
olì

134
22.3
0.64

-0.t0
-03

1.3

13.1

0.48
0.06

0.1

28
17I
0.51

-0.08
-ft ì

6.9
12.5
0ós
019

0.3

6.9
6,9

0.25

0.29

0.6
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Olange Kloof

5 10 15 20 ã S S a0 45 S 5ã æ 65 70 75ær
kdù€,fr

Koomangbos

5 i0 l5 Ð 6 $ 35 0 15 m 55 æ 65 70 75æ+
BEd årÉ. trølu

l0 15 æ 6 æ # 40 15 S S æ 65 70 75æ+
Bãd r€.. røhå

5 10 15 æ ã 30 S 40 45 S 55 m 65 70 75æ+
g6d sea. øå

5 10 t5 20 ã æ S 10 45 æ 55 æ 65 70 75æ+
Bðd a6, tr¿lÌÉ

5 l0 15 20 æ 30 35 40 {5 S S 60 6 70 75æ+
B-d rraa, ffi

Figure 2: Frequency distribution ofstem basal a¡ea per sub-plot in a selected number offorest growth study sites.
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Figure 3: Relationship between basal area growth and initial stand basal a¡ea for the individual Amatole forest growth study
sites.
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Kologh4 PB : Patatasbos, HB: Hellschebos, GB : Grootbos, MB: Matiwabos. Manubi forest was not included in this
analysis.
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4.3 Growth rate of tree species

The number of stems measured, initial mean DBH, and mean diameter growth for individual species
have been calculated for each site. In this paper an example of such a table is given for the Amatole
plots (Table 4). In addition, mean diameter growth together with the coefhcient of variation (CV%),
were calculated for the stems in each 5 cm wide DBH class. For many species only a few stems were
included in a particular site, and even fewer for individual 5 cm DBH classes. The growth data do
give an indication of the relative growth rate of individual species, and of the variation in growth of a
species between different diameter classes within a site and between the different sites.

Table 4 Mean DBH (1987) and mean annual growth rate for each species with at least 20 stems in one of the
Amatole forest plots. Trees of the ingrowth and mortality categories were excluded from the analyses

Species Pirie Sandle Kop Kolocha

No of DBH cm G¡owth
stems 1987 cm./yr

No of DBH cm Growtl
stems 198? cn/y

No of DBH G¡owth No of DBH cm G¡owtl
stems crn cnì/yr stems 1987 crrly

198't

Podocarpus falcatus
Podocarpus latifolius
Xymalos monospora
Triohocladus ellipticus
Vepris mdulata
P¡otorhus longrfolia
Rhus chìrindensis
Maytenus heterophylla
Cassine papillosa

Scolopia mundii
Cufisia dentâta

Rapaaea melanophloeos
Mimusops obovata
Diospyros whyteana
Olea capensis subsp. macrocilpa
Nuxia floribuda
H¡peracanthus moenus
Cmthium inenne
Psydrax obovata

48 17 0 0.129
7 lt 3 0.055
2 81 0.01I

ó06 7s 0033
19 239 0 084
28 3ó8 023'l
40 2s.t 0127
8 ó 8 0,023

t7 102 0021
6 21 9 0.150
8 229 0ll2

ll3 127 0063
25 98 0036
107 t48 0129
69 21 6 0.075
t6 66 0068
64 17 1 0.065
2 93 00ó4

l5
t2

t88
455

41
I

29
34
20

9
4

24

t2
38
65

I

3

I
2

0 166

0.103

0.049

0 043

0 149

0 300

0157
0.014

0 045

0.067
0 134

0 075

0 09'l

0 035

0 087

0 021

0.007
0 000
0 032

48.3

3ó.0
l8 2

9.0
240
71

332
9.s
ll9
t9 6
13.6

t7 8

t41
9l

17 9

5.1

ó9
33 I
17.8

12.3

39.3

21 3
73

2t't

7

l9
47

498
103

55

I50
4

l6
2

52

2

301

57

33

2
20

223
18

il3
226
l0 I
18l
303
97

r0 4

ó8
t2 l
t0 7

4
57

5

32

28

l8

56

5

3

t2 29.2 0116
39 42.6 0.122

t 75 20.3 0 096
57 77 0080
l8 196 0190

26 6 0.123
8.2 0 036

ló 8 0.t54
14 5 0.128
22.8 0124
t5 8

- 0060
8 5 0.02t

r 3 I 0.032

10.2 0.026
64 0000

0 071

0 096

0 037

0 04'l
0 081

0 146

0 014

0 029
0 t68
0 02t
0 t42
0 16l
0 061

0 095

0 015

0 096

0 032

Application of the Lefkovitch rnatrix dernographic model to the total stand data showed that the size-
class distribution of the stands was very nearly in a steady state. However, its application to single
species gave results which seemed to be illogical for the species tested, and was, for the interim, not
included here,

5. Discussion

Results presented here and in Geldenhuys (in press) showed that the study sites provide a wide range
of useful information on the composition and dynamics of the forests. There is however much
unexplained variability in the data. It is therefore necessary that in future analyses, an attempt should
be made to separate the variability in growth into components which, if could be explained, will
contribute to a better control over the growth of the forests.
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Models for basal area dynamics of mixed tropical forest: Neo-tropical experience and
prospects for application in Ghana

Denis Alder
9 Stansfield Close, Oxford 0X 3 8TH

Abstract
Stand projection u¿hich is nol corrected for stqnd-leyel increment and mortality tends to
overeslimate achievable yields in natural foresl. Two recent models, SIRENA qnd
CAFOGROM.XLS, for Costa Rica and Brazil respectively, are discussed. The stand basal
area increment, morlality, and recruitment functions for SIRENA are illustrated, and various
simulation trials with CAFOGROM shown The modelling system uses a pre-processor,
CIMIR, for raw permanent plot data, and can be operated by non-programmeß, but its
application under cument institutional arrangements in Ghana would be controversial, as
each specific forest would need local management regimes to achive optimal resulls.

Introduction

Since the earliest models of tropical forest growth were proposed by Brandeis in 1856, it has been an
implicit assumption of the stand projection approach that it is possible to determine the growth of a
forest by analysis of individualtree increments (Brasnett1953; Husch et al. 1982). Stand projection
may be defined as a type of forest model in which trees are grouped into diameter classes and
transition probabilities calculated between diameter classes to project changes over time. In more
recent times such models have often been formulated as Markov or Usher-matrix type models
(Buongiorno & Michie 1980;Usher 1966).

However, the underlying assumption, that empirical regressions on tree increments can be summed to
give reasonable dynamic responses for the forest as a whole do not appear to hold up well in practice.
Over the past few years the author has developed several growth models for natural tropical forests in
different Iocalities, GHAFOSIM was the first of this group (Alder 1990, 1995), This was constructed
as a classical stand projection model using individual tree increment data from permanent plots
established in Ghana between 1968 and 1983 (Baidoe 1968). GHAFOSIM was characterised by a
tendency to línear response that lead to exaggerated estimates of yield over the longer term.

In Brazil in 1994 another model was developed called CAFOGROM.C (CPATUe Amazon Forest
Growth Model, C version). This was designed on the basis of work by Vanclay relating to the North
Queensland forest growth model (Vanclay 1989, 1994), as a cohort rather than diameter class model,
It was based on a much stronger data set (Silva & Lopes 1984, Silva et al. 1994), and for moderate
conditions of management, gave realistic responses over the long-term, with stands tending to
achieve a basal area of around 40 mzlha and then fluctuate at around that level. However, when
drastic interventions such as clear felling were applied, basal area would rise during recovery to
levels or around 80 m'lha. These would eventually revert to lower figures over time, but would
typically stabilise at unnaturally high levels of around 60m2/ha (Alder 1995).

Both GHAFOSIM and CAFOGROM.C were based primarily on the modelling of individual trees by
empirical regressions of tree increment on tree diameter, with different regressions for crown classes.
There was no implicit control in the model for the maximum achievable basal area for the stand, or
for basal area increment at stand level. However, it was clear that the absence of this stand-level
analysis of basal area dynamics was a general weakness for empirical models constructed from
individual tree increments.

n CPATU is an acronym for Centro de Pesquisø Agroflorestal da Amqzonia Oriental.
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SIRENA: A model driven by stand basal area dynamics

Subsequent modelling efforts sought to address these problems by developing empirical regressions
for the basal area dynamics of the stand as a whole. SIRENA (Simulacion del rendimiento de bosque
natural) was the first model developed by the author of this type (Alder 1996a).It is written in
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and runs under Microsoft Excel 5.

SIRENA was developed on the basis of a relatively lirnited set of data from forests in Northern Costa
Rica. This comprised 26 l-ha plots and 27 '/uha plots managed by Tecnoforest del Norte SA and
CODEFORSAT0 and measured at that tirne over a single interval of 2-3 years. The 16 Tecnoforest
plots were all of 1-ha and occurred in a forest type characterised by significant proportions of Carapa
guianensis. Undisturbed plots typically had basal areas in the region of 28-32 m2lha. The
CODEFORSA plots comprised 9 plots of I ha, and 27 of t/+ ha. These were mainly in forests
characterised by the presence of Vochysia and Dipteryx species and absence of Carapa, and were
typically of lower basal areas, of 20-25 mzlha.

For each plot, increment on live standing trees was calculated as standing basal area increment (SBAI)
inm2/halyr. This included alltrees over l0 cm dbh. Mortality basal area (MBA) was calculated as the
basal area of trees recorded as dead or lost, excluding those marked as harvested or treated for
liberation thinning, This periodic figure was divided by the Íìeasurement interval to give an
annualised rate of losses through mortality inm2lha/yr. Recruitment basal area (RBA) was calculated
as the basal area of trees observed on the second measurement but not at the first, This was
annualised by dividing by the measurement interval to give recruitment in m2lhalyr.

Figure I shows the data and regression function for basal area increment. Two outliers have been
omitted from the regression, which is a logarithmic equation with the form:

sBAt:0.0419 sBAo844e {eqn l}
where SBAI is stand basal area increment and SBA is stand basal area. The R2 was 0.336 with 48
degrees of freedom, which is statistically highly significantrr.

Examination of the data points suggests that the CODEFORSA and Tecnoforest plots probably
follow different regressions. The Tecnoforest plots (triangles) show a very weak, non-significant
regression, and have a mean SBAI of about 0.65 m2lha/yr over a range of stand densities. This almost
certainly reflects differences between the forest types, but is not necessarily purely biological in
origin. In order to simplifu the model however, the two data sets have been aggregated within the
version of SIRENA described in this paper,

Similar data can be plotted for mortality and recruitment basal area, as shown in the graphs in Figures
2 and3. For mortality, the regression is very weak, and with an R2 of only 0.0931. However, with 52

data points, this is statistically signihcantr2. The separate regression considering only the l-ha
CODEFORSA plots shows a much steeper slope.

The recruitment function shows a much clearer relation than that for mortality. It is modelled by an

exponential equation, which has the desirable properties that:

o Recruitment tends to a positive constant as basal area tends to zero.

o Recruitment tends to zero as basal area becomes large and the stand increasingly dense.

The equation fitted is:

RBA : 2,053 exp(-O.0994 SBA) {eqn. 2}

r0 Comisión para el Desarollo Forestal de San Carlos
tt Highly significant; That is, there is a probability of less than 0.01 that this degree of correlation could occur by
chance.
12 The correlation coeffìcient is 0.305. The critical value at P:0.95 is 0.235 with 50 d.f., and at P:0,99 it is
0.328. The regression is thus significant but not highly significant using conventional terminology.
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where RBA is recruitment basal area and saR is standing basal area as previously defined. The R2 is
0.413, which is highly significant with 52 data points.

These three functions completely define the development of stand basal area, and are used in
SIRENA in this form. SIRENA uses species and size dependent functions of diameter increment and
mortality, but then adjusts the individual cohort estimates proportionately to ensure that the stand-
level estimates of growth are respected.
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Basal area dynamics in CAFOGROM.XLS
]'he SIRENA model r,vas based on a limited set of data from a single remeasurement of permanent
plots in Costa Rica' The CAFOGROM model was based on muchitronger data. During May and
June 1986 the author had the opportunity to revise and improve that mãdel (Alder 1996b). Ii was
completely re-written in VBA to run under Excel 5, and was correspondingly supplied with a better
user interface than the original program. The model was extended to automáte the analysis process as
much as possible, with a pre-processor program c rlled ClMlRr3.

In terms of basal area dynamics, it was found that, as with the Costa Rica data, the Brazilian plots
showed reasonable correlations between standing basal area and basal area increment or recruitment
basal area' Mortalify basal area showed a conelation, but was too weak to be directly useful. The
existence of several measurement periods, or experimental treatments, and of differenl plot sizes on
differerlt experimental areas allowed several points to be noted during analysis. These included:

o The correlation of recruitment with initial standing basal area was strongest 2-4 years af\er
logging. This included recruitment above 5 cm dbh.

¡ Basal area data from l-ha plots gave better correlations than from t4-ha plots. This applied
especially to logging damage effects.

As with SIRENA, CAFOGROM.XLS uses individual tree functions for diameter increment and
mortality. The mortality functions are not regulated at the stand level. The increment function is
however limited for conformity with the stand basal area increment function. This ensures that the
nrodel performs in a reasonable manner even under extreme scenarios such as clear felling. The
performance of the model was found to be sensitive to the way in which the stand basal area
increment was allocated to individual trees. In SIRENA, a simple proportional adjustment was used
for each cohort increment. However, with the better data available forthe CAFOGROM revision, it
was found that this method tended to overestimate the increment of small trees, and resulted in
unrealistic stand structures over long periods. A different method was used to allocate basal area
increment which gave long-term projections with stand structures similar to those found in real
undisturbed stands. This involved the following logic:

¡ Increment was added first to the undamaged trees in the upper canopy, using the species-size tree
increment function.

¡ Increment was then added to the understorey a*d damaged trees.

o Both phases were executed from largest to smallest tree in each category, and were terminated if
the total basal area increment exceeded the stand increment function.

Thus, when increment is limited by stand density, large, canopy trees continue to grow. Smaller
trees, those in the understorey, or damaged trees will show no diameter increment.

Both SIRENA and the revised CAFOGROM apply the recruitment function in the same way,
involving several steps. During anall,sis, different species lists are built up for recruitment at different
levels of stand disturbance. These contain two statistics for each .p".i"., The proportion of total
recruitment by numbers for that species, and the mean diameter of recruit trees. The stand-level
recruitment function is used to calculate recruitment basal area. This is used to determine the
disturbance class, with high levels of recruitment being indicators of high disturbance. The
appropriate list is selected according to the disturbance class. The basal area is then allocated
proportionately to the species on the basis of their numbers and mean diameters.

1l g]ytlr 
^l 

acron)¿m for calculation of Increment, Morraliry, and Recruirmenr.
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Logging damage as a component of basal area dynamics

Both SIRENA and CAFOGROM incorporate empirical functions for logging damage. For the
SIRENA model, a specialised study was carried out by CODEFORSA (Gordon 1995). This involved
detailed sampling on six study areas before and after normal logging operations. From this data, the
graph and functions shown in Figure 4 were produced.
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l

Figure 4: Basal area damagefrom the CODEFORSA logging study
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Models for logging dåmage
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Figure 5: Logging damage datafrom CPATU plots neor Jarí, Brazil

These show logging in terms of the percentage of basal area extracted, and range from 2 to 160/o. ln
terms of actual basal areas extracted, the heaviest loggiltg comprised about 3 m'[haremoved.

SIRENA has separate ftrnctions for trees severely darnaged and for areas lost to skid trails and gaps.
The area losses are applied only to trees below 20 cm, on the assumption that the tractor driver will
avoid destroying larger trees. The tree damage function is applied through all sizes, with severely
damaged trees being assumed to die during the period. The data exists from the study for a more
detailed analysis of damage by size classes, and additional data is now being gathered by
CODEFORSA to strengthen this information. It is likely that future revisions of SIRENA will
therefore incorporate a more sophisticated approach.

CAFOGROM is, unlike SIRENA, not based on fîxed pre-calculated functions, but develops the
functions dynamically from the data set supplied, and is therefore both more flexible, and less easy to
characterise in a simple way. Figure 5 however shows some typical logging damage data from the 1-
ha experimental plots near Jarí. Two functions are developed. The lower line shows mortality during
the measurement period following logging in terms of basal area. The upper line shows the combined
losses from mortality and severe damage,

In CAFOGROIvI, the mortality function following logging is applied instead of the natural mortality
function when a simulatecl logging has been carried out. The damage function is used to create
cohorts of trees which are marked as severely damaged. Separate analysis carried out during model
parameterization will typically show mortality rates for these damaged trees that are approximately
double those of undamaged stems. The damaged cohorts are also retarded in their diameter
increment.

Both the CODEFORSA and CPATU data show a similar story. For each unit of basal area extracted,
a similar quantity will be lost through damage or mortality. Thus the CODEFORSA function shows
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that with 16%o logging, l}yo of the remaining trees will be severely damaged, and 27Yo of the forest
area will be damaged by skid trails or felling gaps. The CPATU data in the example shows that with
6 m2/l'ta extracted (about 20Yo of the basal lrea¡, A m'/hawill die during the followin g2-year period
and a further 2 mzlha are severely damaged. lt t ay be noted that neither of these situations are
'worst-case' logging scenarios. Forest owners in the CODEFORSA area use low impact methods
based on agricultural tractors and cable extraction, whilst the CPATU plots are in an experimental
area felled under supervision.

Figure 6: cAFoGRoM simulation of recovering loggedforest over 200 years
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Trial simulations \ryith CAFOGROM
Some aspects of the dynamics of mixed stands can be illustrated with trial simulations using the
CAFOGROM model. Figure 6 shows the Basal area components diagram produced by the model for
a run based on a heavily logged Amazonian forest (Tapajos km 67, as described in Silva 1989). The
simulation has no logging, and is run for 200 years, in order to indicate the equilibrium behaviour.
The diagram shows the standing basal area, and mortalit¡1, increment and recruitment over each 5-
year step. The stand moves towards a long-term equilibrium of about 32-35 m2lha. ln the equilibrium
condition, net increment is approximately zero, but both mortality and growth remain active
processes, with about 2.5 m2lha growth over a 5-year period, 0.A mzliarecru]tment, and3.l m2lha
mortality.
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Figure 7: CAFOGROM stand structure diagram for 200 year simulation without logging

Figure 7 shows another output from the same simulation run. This is called the stand structure
diagram. For each 5-year period it shows the basal area categorized by size classes. It can be seen
that although total basal area remains more or less constant after the first 60 years of recovery from
logging, there is a progression in terms of size classes. After 200 years, basal area is more or less
evenly split into the 20-cm classes. This corresponds to the pattern for undisturbed primary forest in
the same locality.

Figure I shows a more complex simulation of the same forest. In this, felling is specifred under basal
area control, with all commercial trees over 50 cm dbh being eligible for harvesting. However, felling
is limited to a maximum basal area for extraction of 3 m2/ha, and the model does not harvest treei
which are severely damaged or of bad form. A thinning is specified 5 years after harvesting to remove
up to 3 m2lhaof non-commercial trees over 40 cm dbh, und ulro to remove relict commercial trees
which are severely damaged or of bad form. In this basal area diagram, the removals through
harvesting and thinning can be seen in the lower portion of the graph. Mortality can also be seen to be
much higher during the S-year period in which the logging is performed. Felling frequency is
controlled purely by basal area, being permitted whenever the stand recovers to 25 m2/ha.
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Basal area componcnts - Exploited forest - BA 2513 + Thin 3
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Figure 8: simulation withfelling under basal area control and post-høntest treatment

CAFOGROM has two other types of graphical output: A volume graph showing components of
volume by species grouP, and a comparisons graph allowing one of the volume cãmponents to be
compared between successive runs. The volume components graph is shown correspònding to the
above regime in Figure 9. In this case, the four lines have been defined to show commercial and non-
commercial volumes above 50 cm dbh, and for all trees above 5 cm dbh. The effect of the thinning in
reducing the level of non-commercial volume can be seen clearly.

I

õ
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Volüme componenLs - Exploited forest - BA 2513 + Thin 3
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Figure 9: Volume components for a simulation withfett¡ng and thinning under basal area control

Figure 10 shows the comparison of simulations graph from CAFOGROM, In this up to five
successive runs can be compared, using the first defineà volume component. In this case, this is the
volume of commercialtrees above 50 cm dbh, The three lines show alorest recovering from logging
over a 100 year period, the same forest logged under basal area control, and logging plus thiniin[
under basal area control. The basal area control is specified to permit the extraction oi j .r/ú;h;;
the stand reaches 25 m2lha. Thinning is applied undår the same regime 5 years after felling to remove
a further 3 m2lha of non-com-"."iul species and relict trees of commercial species. The thinning
undoubtedly increases commercial yields, although whether it thereby constitutes a feasible economic
or political proposition is another question.

These examples illustrate the main outputs of CAFOGROM and the related SIRENA model.
SIRENA is being used fo g in Costa Rica by CODEFORSA. In their situation,
questions of short-cycle re of great importance, as are questions relating to
thinning' CAFOGROM i for research concepts in relation to the Amazonian
rainforest, but it has been designed to evolve into a management tool over the next two or three years.

Conclusion: Prospects for application in Ghana

Given the quality of data that is potentially available from Ghana's permanent sample plot system, a
cAFoGRoM-type model could be readily adapted to the needs of iorest planning. Associated with
CAFOGROM is a pre-processor program, CIMIR, which can undertake all the required analyses
directly from raw plot measurements. The system has been designed so that speciaìised computer
programming skills are not required. However, the users would no".d u reasonably good knowledge of
statistics and forest dynamics, as well as general c rmputer skillsr .

ra Another feature of CAFOGROM interface is that it has been designed from the outset as a multilingual
system.. Currently it operates with English and Brazilian Portuguese menus, captions, and messages, but the
system is open, and additional languages can be added readily,
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Figure I0: Comparison of three simulation runs: Unlogged, logged, and logging plus thinning

The institutional arrangements for using a model of this type need to be carefully considered. In
Costa Rica and Brazil, effective forest management is primarily a matter for the private sector, with
the state imposing only a requirement for sustainable management to be demonstrated. In this
context, a model is very useful, as when applied to a particular growing stock and with specific
species and size requirements, it can be used to justifu a particular management regime.

In Ghana, on the other hand, forest management has so far been a top-down affair, with a single
regime being imposed nationally on all high forests. This embraces several forest types, a gÍeat
variety of species compositions, different industrial demands, and a gteat variely of exploitation
histories. A model would show that for many situations, the general regulations might not be
appropriate. But what then should be the next step? In the author's opinion, there is a need for a more
flexible and localized approach to forest planning, with a greater participation of the private sector in
the planning process. In this context a model can be very useful in helping to develop management
plans and tailor felling regulations to local situations.

The basic thesis of this paper has been to show that forest models must incorporate whole stand
information if accurate simulations are to be achieved, Analysis of individual tree data in terms of
empirical coefficients is driven too much by the coincidental combinations of species, size classes

and increments that occur in the data set. Empirical models developed on this basis cannot be reliably
generalized to different management situations without some overall regulation or feedback at the
forest level. This control can be applied empirically from models of stand basal area dynamics, or it
could be derived from a more process-related approach. The latter would be very interesting to
explore, and in the author's opinion should constitute the most fertile field for future research.
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Dynamique de la foret dense humide de Yapo en Côte d'Ivoire - neuf ans apres
intervention sylvicole

Doumbia F., N'Guessan K.A., Diahuisse A.

IDEFOR/DFO

Résumé
En CÔte d'Ivoire, les premiers dispositifs d'étude de la dynamique de croissance de taforêt
dense humide ont été mis en place à partir de 1976. Le'massifforestier de yapo ayant subi
plusiers passages d'exploitøtion commerciale de bois d'oeuure est conduit en périmètre
expërimenlal (en :,986) transitoire entre les premiers dispositifs (Irobo - Mopri - iøna¡ et te
reste des domaines permanents de l,Etqt.

Des étude.t de la dynamique de croissance des essences principales sont également menées
depuis l'installation du dispositif en 1986. La diamètre d" pré"o^ptoge est de l0 cm et la
périodicité de mesure des arbres est de deux ans. Des ëclaircies des espèues secondaires de
diamètre supérieur à 30 cm ont ëté rëalisées dans 12 parcelles sur 16, piétevant 17 à 25% de
la sudace tetière globale initiqle.

Auiourd'hui, les résultats disponibles coavrent en réslité une période de 9 ans. L'eholution
dans le temps du recrutement, de la mortalité, de ta densité, di lø surface terrière, du volume
sur pied, est quanti/ìée..On se rend compte que la vitesse de reconstitution de laforêt de yapo
est quasiment très faible et pertubèe par une forte mortaliré qui est accentuée par l'éclairiie.
Les effets de I'intervention sylvicole sur le recrutemenl dis jeunes tiges ne sont pas très
perceptibles. Cela est également vrai en ce qui concerne la productivité ãe laforêt de yapo.

Rienn'est encore très précis, ce dispositif promet deriches enseignements au-delà de 9 qns,
car on semble assister à une þnamique presque føvorable ù l'éáh¡rc¡e à la limite de cette
période. Cette tendance doit être vérifier lors des prochaines cqmpctgnes de mesures.
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Contribution of big trees to total forest production: a case sturly in Tar National park,
Côte d'Ivoire

Renaat S.A.R. vøn Rompaey
EC OS Y N Pr oj e ct, ÍVagenin gen U n iv er s ity

PO Box 8010, NL-6200 ED Ilageningen, Netherlands

Abstract
Fol1st produclivityfiguresform the basis of forest management planning, in the tropics as
well as in temperate zone countries. Ideatty, anrutal country-wide hqnestânrt damagi should
equal annual increment of standing volume, u,ith constqit forested area. In reatity, hanest
often exceeds increment, and both standing volwne and joresr area decrease. Ii the end,
annual hantest drops drastically, timber industries close down and import of timber becomes
necessary.

Reliableforest volume increment figures qre scarce in the tropics. Undisturbed natural forestshqve o zero net increment and futl stocking ( e.g. Ta7' Nit¡onal Park). In exploited forest
stocking has been reduced, but the forest ecosystem produces biomqss to re-attain pre-
disturbqnce stocking levels. Much of this increment is of non-commerciol species, so ialue
increment is still limited.

Using a straightforwørd exponential size distribution model and a gaussian volume increment
function, it is demonstrated that more than 4/5 of vatue incrementár"urc on rrees larger than
50 cm diameter' The standard one ha permanent sample ptots with all trees monitorid above
I0 cm diameter generally produce low-precision estimates of the increment of these large
trees. Special monitoring techniques (permanent dendrometers, growth ring 

-analysß) 
ire

ptesented to improve the precision of these increment estimates. Volume inlrement á¡ ZOO
lørge trees (6 species) in l'aj' National Park has been estimated with these techniqurl. Fo,
Heretiera utilis, Terminalia superba, Enlandrophragma urile and Entqndrophragma
angolense, q slow down of diameter increment was fouid towards their maximum diameter.
For Petersianlhus macrocarpus and Piptadeniastrum africanum, no trend was found. For all
6 species, volutne increment ke-pt increasing with size, attaining 0.4 m3 p", ornu^ pq
individual tree. Terminalia superba, the most widety planted native species in Il/est Africa,
showed slow growth above 50 cm diameler. This contrasts with its fast growth duríig the
youth, bul is a cleqr disadvantagewhenvalue increment is aimed at.

Il is concluded that the melsuremenl effort in permanent sample plots should be more Jbcused
on the trees that conffibute the most to value increment, e.g. by precisely measuring increntent
of 300 large trees per site instead of measuring qll those small ònes.
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Growth, regeneration and mortality in managed natural forest

R. Bibani Mbargø

1. Summary of the research problem

The purpose of the present research is to develop a silvicultural system for natural forest management
directed at sustainable production of timber and other products and services. Silvicultural methods
and techniques adapted to the local conditions of the rain forest in southern Cameroon will be
formulated and tested. The impact of logging and silvicultural interventions on growth, regeneration
and mortality of tree species will be recorded and analyzed using standard statistical procedures. The
study will also provide data to develop a growth and yield model to predict long-term stand
development.

The research is part of the multi-disciplinary Tropenbos-Cameroon research programme. Within the
forestry component, this project is concerned with the impact of logging and silvicultural treatments
on growth, regeneration and mortality and on key ecological functions of the ecosystem and its
biodiversity. The project is a long-terrn one. Results obtained in the first four years will be published
by the present author as Ph.D. thesis.

2.0 Background and justification

2.1 Forestry sector in the natíonal economy

Cameroon has approximately 165,000 km2 of tropical moist forest, and about 40% of this area can be
classif,red as undisturbed (Foaham and Jonkers 1992), The tropical moist forest constitutes the natural
vegetation in the south-west and the humid south of the country.

Since 1986, the contribution of the forest sector to the national economy increased. This contribution
is important. The forestry sector provided 20,000 permanent jobs (TFAP 1988). In the fiscal year
1990/1991, timber production has increasedto 2,290 million m3, of which about 30% was processed
locally (Direction des Forêts 1992). Forest fees constitute revenues to the Government and the
contribution of the forest sector to the national economy is far greater because a large part of the
production of forest products other than timber. In southern Cameroon, the life of local populations
depends on the forest products of which collecting and harvesting are done every day; fuelwood,
wood for house construction, hunting, fishing, etc.

The principal activity of the local population in southern Cameroon is agriculture. Shifting cultivation
which is the main cause of deforestation is increasing.

Without forest management, the deforestation and forest degradation by shifting cultivation, logging
and hunting pressure may ultimately result in destruction of the forest.. Therefore, there is a need for
sustainable forest management and land use,

2.2 Forestry andforest policy in Cameroon

The policy of Cameroon to manage its humid tropical forest is very important and certain actions
have been set up like the International Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) which documents have
been published in 1988 by the FAO/LINBÞ. fne National Programme for the Environment (PNGE)
has the same objectives as the TFAP. This has consequently led many projects to be set up in the
country: API (Aménagement Pilote Intégré) at Dimako, Programme de Conservation et d'Utilisation
Rationnelle des Ecosystèmes Forestiers en Afrique Centrale, So'o la la Project at Akonolinga, the
Korup Project at Mundemba" the Mount Cameroon Project at Limbe, the Tropenbos research
programme in Cameroon, etc. All these projects have as an ultimate goal, the sustainable
management and conservation of the tropical humid forest of Cameroon. Since Cameroon's moist
forests are being logged and used for shifting cultivation and extraction of non-wood forest products
without proper management, lack of management combined with an intensification of forest use,
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leads to forest degradation and ultimately deforestation. The deforestation rate of the Cameroonian
forest is about 0.9%o per annum (Foaham & Jonkers lgg2).

An important aspect of a forest management system aiming at sustainability is a sustainableproduction of timber. The research project will looi< for opportunities to reach inðreased productivityof the stand by applying silvicultural treatments to favour desired species. This kind of forest
management has been carried out in research projects in Suriname, peru, papua New Guinea andelsewhere during the 1970s and l9g0s.

In Suriname, improvement of production for commercial timber species have been obtained by thecelos Silvicultural system (cSS, see de Graaf 1986; Jonkers 1987). The natural regeneration trialswere also initiated in African countries (Ivory Coast, Central African Republic, Gabon and Congo),in Amazonia(Brazil, French Guyana) and in tn. pu"ir,. region ¡New Caledoniá¡ uy French research
workers, The results of these experiments were presentea by Mielot and Bertauit (19g0), Maitre(1986a, 1986b, l99l) and Aidara (lgg2). These experiments share coherent designs and setting up oftrials and treatments, and they all aim at studying the reaction of the forest as a result of two
operations: logging for timber a'd thinning for stánd improvement.

2'3 Líterøture overvíew of thefirst results of experiments cørried out in the moistforest,
Silvicultural (refinement) treatment experiments carried out by Schulz (1967)and Boerboom (1965)
showed that the growth response of commercial timber species proved favorable for all size classes.
Boerboom recorded a diameter increment of approximately 1 cm/yr, with larger trees growing
slightly slower than small individuals. However, treatment costs were unacceptable: 30 man-days and
1000 litres of 2, 4,5-T solution per hectare (Vink, 1970 in Jonkers, l9g7).

s preferable, and this led ultimately to the Celos
tal expenditure \ryas appraised at 12 man-days and
the entire cutting cycle. The growth response of
eter of I cmlyr (de Graaf & Geerts 1976; de Graaf

1982,1986, Jonkers & Schmidt l9B4).

e forest is low. The mean diameter increment for
forest was only 0.36 cmlyr.Increment during the
faster, with average rates of 0,43, 0.46 and 0.51

ively. Therefore, these results indicate a positive
The results of Jonkers (1987) also illustrate that
er than rates found in logged-over stands. These

observations indicate that virtually all commercial trees respond favorabl/Io the improvement inlight conditions and nutrient availability induced by logging. witt tcss, the average growth rates for
commercial trees larger than 15 cm dbh increased Uy aUóut 0.5 cm/yr in treateã stands, which isslightly higher than growth rates found in untreated stands (Jonkers lgBT). Differences in growth
rates was statistically significant between different intensity of refinement. The total treatmenì input
per hectare for a20 cm diameter limit refinement was threl (3) man-days plus 0.4 litres of 2,4,5-T
and 16.6 litres of diesel oil, plus overhead costs and some minor expenses.

The first results in the Ivory coast experiments published by Mielot and Bertault (19g0), Maitre and
Hermine (1985), Berthault (1986), Maitre 1ll86a, l986bi and Aldara (lgg2), indicate a positive
effect of logging combined with silvicultural treatrnents on tree growth. The growth rates of trees
from l0 to 20 cm dbh is higher than trees between 25 to 40 

"rn 
ábh, approxiriately 75% and 50o/o

respectively' The reaction of dominant trees which are in the upper åunopy stratum seems notsignificant. The effect of treatments on trees is individual and complex, influenced by many other
The growth of desired species is correlated with
e initial basal area of 25 m2lha can be restored
o show that natural mortality in the natural forest
I regeneration tool of the dynamic. This natural
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mortality is difficult to quantif,, and study must be emphasized on it. In Mopri stand the results of ten
years of observations indicate that one to two trees per hectare which is ihe equivalent lost of 0.2
mtlha/yr of the basal area. However, the loss is lowei in Irobo f"r";;, õ.i-# thi;;of rhe basal area.
No correlation has been established between the intensity of thinning.

The regeneration of commercial trees has also been observes. The ingrowth in the 10-15 cm dbh is
accelerated by the opening in the canopy due to logging and silvicultural treatments. This recruitment
of new trees in upper diameter classes is variablã b.t*""n different commercial species. Although
there is still a lack of knowledge in natural regeneration of most commercial species, a study must be
carried out on this aspect.

2. 4 T h eo r etic al c o ns ìde rations in fo r m u latio n of s ilv ic u lt u r øl tre atments
Considering earlier results of the experiments carried out in the tropical moist forest, and some
general principles of forestry and other disciplines, \rye can underlinì key elements to formulate
silvicultural treatments which are mainly concerned with: logging damage; the remaining stand; the
impact of treatment on micro-climate; the conservation of l-iodlversity; ihe nutrient status of the
stand; the interests of the local population; the composition and the structure of the forest; costs and
the easy implementation of the silvicultural method iormulated.

Logging damage in the stand is important, open sites created by logging operations are often altered
drastically, very large gaps create favorable conditions for infestãtion ór faster growing pioneer
species, lianas and weeds which grow vigorously and hamper the regeneration anã the growth of

(Hawthorne 1 limate in the stand chãnges after too ..uri, logging
applying of thinning; the forest mlcro-climate could .Àingã

se phenomena several forest researchers in the African tropicãl
play an essent cession forest process (Bertault 1986; Osafo 1970;

Dawkins 1960; Foggie 1960).

contain well formed seed bearers since polycyclic logging will otherwise progressively remove the
best seed trees, while poorly formed and slow growing individuals remain in the stand, thus creating
an inferior next generation (dysegenic effect, Jonkers IOV¡.
considering the forest structure of the evergreen forest in southern Cameroon, with its three vertical
strata, harvestable trees are mainly recruited in the upper canopy stratum while potential crop trees
are concentrated to the medium canopy stratum; it is in that medium level we havå to concentrate the
actions to implement for the silvicultural system formulated.

The composition of the stand is also important. To guarantee sustainable timber production, a wide
range of potential timber species is needed. In Cameroon a limited number of spåcies are harvested
(30 species out of 59 species considered to be commercial at present by ONADEF). This list of
species must be completed with tree species which will possibly be of economic value within 20-30
years for timber or other products, and which should be promoted through silvicultural treatment.

This project in the evergreen rain forest of southern Cameroon will develop a silvicultural system and
the silvicultural techniques tested will be inspired by methods applied in Côte d'Ivoire and in
Suriname which will be adapted to local conditions. This study will dLvelop a sustainable polycyclic
management system for timber production in the evergreen rain forest of Curn"roon. It is iart of th"
interdisciplinary Tropenbos-Cameroon Programme, and the silvicultural treatments to bé designed
will paltly depend on the results of other studies (e.g. studies on logging by van Leersum and parren,
research on non-timber forest products by van Dijk, sociological sdãies bi van den Berg, Biesbrouk,
Nkoumbélé and Tiayon, a study on timber tree regeneratiõn by Nsangou and van Waterloo, and a
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ging studies are partially conducted in the same
do the pre-felling treatments, aimed at reducing
dies. The project is a long-term one, and the ph.D.
roject.

2. 5 SpeciJic objectìves

1. To formulate silvicultural treatments to:

= stimulate the growth of timber specìes, which are likely to be on the timber market at the
end of the first cutting cycle, to stimulate natural regeneration of these tree species and to
keep their mortality at a low level;

Ð preserve andlor stimulate the production potential of non-timber
tree species important for the locar population, Such treatments
biodiversity and stability of the forest ecosystem, and should be
cany out.

2. To assess the impact of these silvicultural treatments on:

:> tree growth, regeneration and mortality;

+ the composition and development of the tree stand as a whole.
3' To provide data for adjusting the yield prediction model to be developed by the Econl study togrowth conditions in south Cameroon, an J other scientific informatión required for the

development of a sustainable forest management system.

The Ph'D. study will deal with the first objective, and will provide a preliminary assessment of the
second objective. The third objective will not be part of the p'h.D. study.

2.6 Reseørch questions and other questions related to the execulion of the project
In order to meet the general and specific objectives formulated
to the research have to be addressed:

In formulatin g treatments :

a) Questions related to the selection of species to be promoted.

above, the following questions related

al) which timber species will possibly be of commercial value after 20-30 years, and
which of those should be promoted through silvicultural treatment?

a2) which tree species are being used by the local population, and should be preserved for
this purpose?

b) Questions related to the stimulation of tree growth.

bl) what is the species composition of the forest?

b2) what is the size class distribution per category of species (e.g. presently commercial
species?

b3) what are the spatial distribution patterns per category of species?

b4) assuming that large trees grow optimally if exposed to full light, and medium-sized
and small trees grow best with full overhead light and shade from the sides, light
conditions of commercial trees can be improved through killing other trees and liarras. A
subsidiary effect of such an intervention is that additional nutrients become available from
decaying killed trees and climbers. How can the growth conditions for timber species be
optimized, considering the costs of treatment?

forest products and other
should also preserve the
inexpensive and easy to
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c) Questions related to conditions for regeneration of species to be promoted.

cl) is the total area of felling gap rest sufficiently large to
support adequate regeneration of ofthese openings such
that they provide good conditions

c2) is it desirable to create additional gaps for the regeneration of timber species?

d) Questions related to ecological stability of the forest and the requirements of the local population.
dl) how do treatments relate to the objectives of preserving species value for the local
population, biodiversity and the stability of the ecosystem, ind what adjustments should
be made to the treatments to reach these objectives:

d2) which areas should be excluded from treatment because of:o unsuitable physical environment for species to be promoted;
o environmentarhazards (e.g. pollution of water courses);
. safety (e.g, near roads)?

e) Questions related to operational aspects and costs.

e1) what equipment and materials (quantities) will be needed
¡ for the treatments;
o for the enumerations?

e2) what personnel will be needed (number, qualifications, duration)
o for the treatments;
. for the enumerations?

e3) how should the fìeldwork be organized:
. for the treatments;
¡ for the enumerations?

e4) what will be the costs involved
¡ for the treatments;
¡ for the enumerations?

ln testing the treatments formulated:

e) Questions related to operational aspects and costs (cont,d)

e5) what equipment and materials (quantities) have actually been used for the treatments?

e6) what personnel have been involved (number qualifications, duration) in the
treatments?

e7) what is the most efficient way to organize treatments (working procedures)?

e8) which were the actual costs of the treatment (in man-days, quantities and in hnancial
terms)?

I Questions related to the impact of the treatments on vegetation components to be eliminated.
f1) which trees have actually been poison-girdled (and which lianas have been cut) and
how does this compare to the theoreticar treatment resurts?

f2) what is the rate of mortality of poison-girdled trees, and which species do frequently
recover from poison-girdling?

g) Questions related to growth conditions.

gl) to what extent has the canopy been opened by logging and silvicultural treatment?

92) at what rate do these openings close?
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93) how rnany nutrients become available for the vegetation from logging debris and
vegetation components dying as a result of silvicultural treatment or natural causes?

94) to what extent has competition between trees been reduced by silvicultural treatment?

95) at what rate does the competition increase in the years thereafter?
h) Questions related to the growth and response to treatment of promoted species and to mortality.

hl) what are the growth and mortality in thetimber stand aftertreatment, and how does
this compare to the increment in untreated forest in terms of:o diameter growth in relation to species and tree size;r volume and basal area increment;

r increase in number of trees of harvestable size;o timber volume ín the harvestable size classes;
r production of new leaves and twigs (flushing) and the growth of tree crowns?

h2) how do growth and mortality change when competition in the stand increases?
i) Questions related to natural regeneration.

il) how does the natural regeneration of tree species develop in natural and artificial
openings of different sizes and under a closéd canopy, in relation to silvicultural
treatment?

i2) what are the ecological requirements for a successful regeneration in openings of the
most important commercial species?

i3) at what size do timber species reach sexual maturity?

i4) what is the seasonal variation in reproduction phenology of timber trees, and what is
their relation to seasonal variation in flushing (prodìction oîn.* twigs and leaves)?

i5) to what extent is successful germination of timber species impeded by the leaf litter
layer?

j) Questions related to the needs of the local population.

j1) how do tree species which produce non-timber forest products develop (growth,
regeneration, mortality) in relation to silvicultural treatment, and how does this afiect the
availability of these products?

j2) how much employment can silvicultural treatment generate, and to what extent can the
local population benefit from thesejobs?

k) Questions related to biodiversity and ecosystem stability.

kl) what is the actual irnpact of the treatments on the tree species composition of the
forest?

k2) what is the impact of the treatments on key ecological functions of the ecosystem
(nutrient conservation mechanisms, plant-animar ielationã)?

I) Questions related to growth, mortality and regeneration. (see under h and i).
m) Questions related to timber volume

m1) what is the relation between stem diameter at breast height and stem volume of timber
species?
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2.7 Experimental lay-out

2.7.1 Main experiment

The experiment will consist of factorial randomized blocks with two pre-felling and three post-felling
silvicultural treatments in three replications. Hence it is a 2x3x3 factòrial randãmized experiment. Inaddition, four plots will be established in the forest which will remain untouched.
Plot design

sment plot, subdivided in lOxl0 m quadrats
o boundaries of the assessment plot parallel
50 m distance from the trunk. The third and

tion of fall, at t5 m (-20 m) and g5 m (_g0 m)
e tree falls within the assessment plot. The t ha

regeneration is assessed.

2.7.2 The transect

A 500 m permanent transect has been established inside the experimental block, This transect was
established in representative virgin forest, avoidìng steep slope, valley and swamp zones. The bufferwill also receive one of the silvicultural treatments.

2.8 Treatment schedule

The experiment will have two treatment levels:

a) Pre-felling treatments
Do - Control (without climber cutting)
De - Climber cutting 9 months prior to felling

b) Post-felling treatments
A, Control (no post-felling treatment)
B. Low intensity liberation
C. High intensity liberation.

Between pre- and post-felling treatments, 1 tree per hectare will be felled in all plots (i.e. 9 trees per
plot), Trees to be felled will be selected by the researcher.

rcial timber trees and future crop trees (species
ars). The objective of treatments B and C is to

tition in the stand and to ameliorate light
irable trees around the commercial stem will

d C will be formulated on the basis of an analysis.
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Demarcation of buffer zones in the permanent sample plots (psps)

PSP Azobe 18 / t ha

300m

Bipindi/Lolodorf moist evergreen tropical forest
Plot enumeration Nov. 1995ßeb. 1996

Total number of trees :4045
Total number of dead trees : 75
Density : 451.45 tree/ha
Mean basal area:33.41 m2/ha

Legend: A: Central plot 100 x I00 m2
B: Buffer zone 200 x 200 m2
C: Buffer zone 300 x 300 m2

c

B

A

100 m

200 m
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able Ex ta desisn oftreatn rents

Post-felling treatment

Replication

Block I

Pre-felling treatmenl

Block 2

D6 De

A I

2

t

13

t4

I8

21

25

29

B I

2

3

11

l6

l9

23

26

28

C I

2

J

l2

l5

t7

))
24

2'l

2.9 Enumerstions and observations

2.9.I Main experiment

Data collection is done through repeated enumerations of trees, seedlings and saplings, and mappìng
of trees and terraìn characteristics. The following data will be recorded during each enumeration:

o Plot number, sub-plot number and sub-plot type;

' Type of enumeration;
o Date of assessment;
r Names of crew leader and tree spotter

2.9.1.1 Enumeration in the central 1-ha plot

Each human intervention (including the logging operation) will be preceded and followed by a tree
enumeration. Thereafter, enumerations will be continued on a biennial basis for several decades.

In the central l-ha plot, all trees greater than 10 cm dbh will be enumerated per 10x10 m sub-plot.
The following data will be assessed for each living stem:

o Vernacular (and scientific) name;
o Location of the stem in the quadrat;
¡ Diameter at breast height or 30 cm above buttresses;
o Trunk quality (stem class);
o Crown form and crown position;
o Physical damage to the crown;
o Physical damage to the trunk;
¡ Treatment received (e.g. felled, girdled completely, girdled partially).

Characteristics which are not supposed to change (name, geographic position) are assessed once for
each tree (or twice if checking is needed), other data will be recorded during each enumeration.

In addition, the following parameters will be assessed every four or five years:

o Stem length;
o Stem diameter at crown point:
o Total tree height;
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r Crown dimensions.

For trees which died since the previous enumeration or which
stem classes will be recorded:

were not found, one of the following

r Uprooted tree;
¡ Broken trunk or felled tree;
o Complete tree (standing, with crown);
r Tree not found.

Living trees which are broken below the point of rees, even if theycoppice (coppice shoots reaching l0 cm dbh are

lelìåo 
trls'I;;fi;", the treat-ment (none, felte i,ilH::":llj:å

ror eacn oead tree. *

rvill be the same as in the central l-ha plot, except
C > l0 cm dbh will be measured during eaóh

the tree wili be mapped instead of precise recording
pped.

In the enumeration of the transect, , the same data will be recorded as in the l-ha central plot.
However, all trees of less than 5 m height will be recorded in a 5 m wide strip, all trees 5-10 cm
diameter in a l0 m wide strip and all larger trees in a 20 m wide strip, and all treË dimensions will be
recorded during each assessment. The assessment will include a complete drawing of the transect,
following the method of Oldeman (1974; l97g).

The data will be recorded after each human intervention. Thereafter the transect will be drawn everyfive years for several decades.

2.9. 1.4 Liana enumeration

Liana enumeration will be done in the l-ha central plot. All lianas greater than 5 cm dbh will betallied per diameter class in each l0x1 the pre_felliig treatment. This enumerationwill be repeated very five years after ment. An effon will be made to assess the
botanical identity of lianas found. At of lianas will be tallied separately: rattan
and other climbers.

Tree seedlings and saplings will be enumerated per taxon and size class in each lx5 m sub-plot.
Botanical identification will be as precisr u. po.rìble, e.g. if individuals cannot be identified to the
species level, the genus or family will be indiòated. One 

-meter 
height classes are use f'or individuals

up to 5 m total height, larger trees wiil be grouped in one size crass.

Detailed maps of all central l-ha permanent
treatments and after logging, showing the exact
trails and terrain characteristics. In the buffer
sl ightly less precision.

sample plots will be made before the pre-felling
position of all sub-plots, trees measured, gaps, skiã
zone the same features will be rnapped, but with
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Costs of treatments B and C will be measured in terms of labour input, materials used, equipment
needed and other cost items, Costs will be estimated in quantities uppriáa (e.g. man-hours, litres of
paint), as well as in financialtems,

2. 9. 2 Phenological observations

Flushing, flowering and fruiting of all trees larger than l0 cm dbh will be recorded in 0,25 ha plots in
an untouched forest, in a logged forest and in the forest to be treated silviculturally. The logged and
treated plots will be part of 1-ha plots of the main experiment. In addition, the p-henology?ro*.
common commercial species will be recorded on selected trees in the rest of thè l-ha plot and the
s urroundiT buffer zone,

2.9.2.1 Specific obiecrives

The objectives of our phenological study can be located down stream of natural
activities and genetic resources conservation for the rain forest of southern
objectives are:

1, To gather scientific information on the phenology of tree
research site,

2' To determine the dimension (diameter) at which the species of interest reach sexual maturity
and thus produce viable seeds.

3. To determine the periods when flowering and fructification occur and
seed collection in the rain forest of southern Cameroon.

forest management
Cameroon. These

species encountered at the TCT

thus the best time for

4' To check the effects of silvicultural treatments on the tree species encountered at the TCp
research site.

5' To check and determine the best ecological conditions for growth and the occurring of
phenological activities not only at the site level, but also at thi specific conditions of each
tree.

6' To determine for each species of interest the time interval between flowering and the
maturity of fruits and seeds. This time may vary considerably from one species tolhe other,
taking only a few weeks for some and up to 1g months for others.

7 ' To estimate productive potentials of different species and the dimensions (age) at which the
seed trees may produce good quality seeds in a suff,rcient amount.

8. To determine species which have problems of sexual breeding as well as the nature and
causes of such problems.

The study will concern the timber species actually commercialized in the market and also timber
species with commercial value which will possibly be marketed20-30 years later. The experimental
lay out will consist of two designs, one composed with individual trees in four diameter ciasses (15-
30 cm, 30-45 cm, 45-60 cm, > 60 cm): 6 trees per class, chosen whenever possible in three ecologìcal
site conditions (e'g. plateau, slope, valley). The second design with lo ha plot, chosen in the l-ha
center plots,

In each design, trees will be chosen and diameters will be measured. Each chosen tree will have a
number.
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Twice a month, trees will be visited and phenolo gy d,ata will be scored. This phenology data willinclude flowering, fruiting, tree wintering and n"l l.uu., regeneration (species flushing). In this
experiment, the size at which timber species reach sexual maturlty will be determined.
we will also determine the seasonal variation in reproduction of timber trees and if there is a relation
to seasonal variation in flushing (production of new twigs and leaves). We will also determine tirnber
species which have biological reproduction problems,

Phenological observations will be recorded in four (4) plots measuring 50 x 50 m. Each plot will be
established in one of the central l-ha plots, and each will receive a different silvicultural treatment
(treatments A, B, C and virgin forest control, see section 2.8). The objectìves of the observations will
be to study the impact of treatments on flushing, flowering uÁo rruitirrg of trees,

3.0 Data analysis

3. 1 Definíng silvic ultural treøtments

The main experiment will deal with three treatments:

o Treatment A (control), which does not require further analysis to define the treatment;
¡ Treatments B and C are respectively, relatively light and heavy liberations of commercjal timber

trees and future crop trees (species which are likely to be commercial after 20-30 years). Non-
desirable trees (trees of non-commercial species andirees of commercial species with very serious
defects) around the commercial stem will be eliminated. The optimu- u."u in which liberationwill be implemented around the commercial stem will be estimated, among others by using the
critical basal area in the climax forest of the experimental plots and the reì-ation between crown
diameter and stem diameter. Liberation will be réstricted to areas within a specified distance ÍÌom
the nearest tree to be liberated. The theoretical distance obtained will allow to formulate light and
heavy liberation treatments.

The intensity of treatments will be (partially) determined by the area around the commercial timber
stem where liberation is to be applied. The intensity of libeiation rnay also be determined by the listof species to be liberated, which may be longer ln treatment C than in treatment B, Within the
liberation operations, the diameter of trees to be killed should be approximately the same or larger
than the stem to be liberated. Different liberatirn intensities will be simulatãd in the permanent
transect (see below), and based on this simulation, the treatments to be implemented in the field will
be defined. The simulation will be made either by hand or by computer.

3.1.1 Trees to be liberqted

Four categories ofspecies can be distinguished:

I ' Timber species actually on the market, i.e. all timber species exploited within Cameroon and/or in
other African countries;

2' Timber species of high future potential (species which are likely to be commercial after 20-30
years), i'e' other species with known good technological qualiiies and very promising lesser-
known timber species studied in project F3;

3 ' Other potential timber species, i.e. other timbers with a known commercial potential;
4' Species of value to the local population; species of this category may be liberated or only

preserved.

The list of species which will be liberated in treatment B will include all tree species of categories I
and 2 (short list). The list of species to be liberated in treatment C may include in addition to all
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species of categories 1 and 2, a number of species of categories 3 and 4. In addition, trees to be
liberated should be at least 20 cmdbh and of good stem quality.

3.1.2 Trees to be killed

Trees to be killed will be selected among trees which are:

o not to be liberated or preserved, and

o which compete for light with trees to be liberated, or

o which are supposed to become competitors before the next silvicultural treatment.

As the rate of future competition depends on the crown expansion of trees, which cannot be predicted
accurately, it seems usefulto base the initial selection of trees to be killed on two different scenarios,
that is, one assuming that trees grow about 1 cmlyr in stem diameter, and that the relation between
crown dimensions and stem diameter will not alter, and one assuming that trees to be liberated need
about 50% more space than in the first scenario. Another approach *ni.n may be considered is one
based on the critical basal area, that is to reduce the basal *àã in the immediató vicinity of the tree to
be liberated to 25 or 50% of this critical basal area.

3. L3 Simulation of treatments

Based on the considerations mentioned above, at least two treatments will be defined initiaily. These
treatments will be subject to a reiterative simulation process to detect possibilities for impróvement.
The first step will be to select one or more tracts of the forest (transect, l-ha plots), which are
representative for the experiment as a whole in terms of species composition, size class and spatial
distributions oftree species groups, occurrence ofgaps, etc.

For the simulation, athree-dimensional model of the forest in the transect and/or l-ha plots will be
made, either by hand or by computer. The treatments will be simulated in this model. This will allow
the researcher to detect possibilities to improve light conditions for regeneration and growth of timber
species further and to eliminate less desirable ecological effects. After modificatiù, the improved
treatment will be simulated, and the procedure is repeated until the treatment cannot be improved any
further. Finally, two distinctly different treatments will be selected among those resulting from the
simulation process, taking in consideration treatment costs, easy implemãntation and other aspects
not covered by the simulation procedure.

3.2 Anilysìs of vegetatìon

Vegetation analysis will consist of:

o variation in species composition;
o diameter class distribution;
. spatialarrangement of trees;
r (spatial distribution of seedlings and saplings);
o (spatial distribution of lianas).

Species composition of trees in permanent sample plots will be analyzed The post-felling treatments
will be based, among others, on this detailed analysis, An ordination technique will be used to
investigate vegetational variation in itself, and the spatial patterns of categorie, oi t 

"", 
(e.g. species,

size classes) and diameter class distributions will be ánalyzed u, *"11. Spatial distributions of
seedlings, saplings and lianas, carried out as part of other projects within the Tropenbos-Cameroon
Programme, will also be used in the simulation.
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3.3 Anølysis of phenologicøl døtø

The phenological data will be analyzed using simple statistical methods. They will be compared with
results from the Tropenbos weather stations.

3,4 Results of sílviculturøl treatments

After treatments B and C have been applied in the f,reld, the actual treatments will be compared with
the results of the simulation. Fufthermore, initial $owth response will be analyzed using standard
statistical methods (ANOYA, t-test, regression analysis), and the impact on úiodiu..sity will be
assessed. In a later phase of the project (i.e. after the Ph.D. study has been completed), moie growth,
mortality and regeneration data will become available to be used for the predictìon of long-term staná
development.
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Session IV
Chair; Dr. R.G. Lowe

Crown dimensions and stem sectional area growth of some mixed tropical forest tree
species in Ghana
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Abstract

The use of nee crown dimensions as indices of tree growth potential has been well
documented for many tree species in temperate regions. Crown dimensions are useful in
determining growing space and optimum stand density, and for improving the accuracy of
tree growth models. However, for mixed tropical forest tree species ,uih ir¡or*otion is
lacking, nol least because the complex structure of such foràsrc makes it 

"dfficutt 
and

expensive to collect data on tree crowns. lI/here such data can be collected, iåwever, irs
usefulness in improving the fficacy of models þr forest management cannot be over-
emphasised.

This paper examines lhe relationship of the crown dimensions of five mixed tropicalforest
tree species in Ghana to their growth rates. Data on crown diameter and stem diàmeter were
collected from a total of 408 trees in Bobiri Forest Reserve. From these data crown area,
crown volume, diameter increment and sectional area increment (over a period of ten years)
were calculated. Regressions of stem seclional area increment on projected crown diameter,
crown area and crown volume were all highly signtficant statisticalty, but crown areq was
found to be a better predictive variable than the other attributàs of crown size. The
regressions on crown area explained I8%, 49.6%, 56,1%, 58oÁ and 62% of the totalvariation
in increment for Guarea cedrata, Mansonia qltissima, Entøndrophragma angolense,
Triplochiton scleroxylon and Khøya ivorensis respectively. In the regiessiin combining alt
five species 72.8% of the total variation was explained by the regression. From these
regressions general linear models were developedfor the individual species, from which srem
sectional area increment can be predicted, given the crown qreq of the species. But the
strengths of these models in predicting growth are limited to the range of data used in the
sÍudy, as extrapolation beyond the extremes of this range may reduce th-eir reliqbility. The
study confirms thewidely held belief that increment intree stem diameter or secîional areq is
related to crown size, or the amounl offotiage in the crown.

Keywords: crown dimensions; sectional area increment; diameler increment; growth models.

Introduction

Tree growth may be defined as the accretion of woody material over time, as is evident in the
increase in girth, sectional area, diameter, height or volume (Wan Razali 1988; Alder & Synnott
1992; Philip 1994).It is generally believed that organic production in trees is related to the amount of
foliage (Assmann 1970; Waring et a\.1980; Waring et al.1981; Snowdon 1987). This suggests that
growth in diameter is related to crown size. Crown size and its relation to tree áiameter and growth
has been considered in many mensurational studies in temperate regions (e.g. Smith et al. 1992;
Sprinz and Burkhart 1987; Waring 1983). It has also beén shown to impiove the accuracy of
individual tree taper and volume equations (Hahn et al. 1987). But few studies have been reported for
mixed tropical forest tree species, notable among them being Dawkins' (1963) treatise on crown
diameter and its relationship to stem diameter. In general, howãver, tree crown dimensions constitute
an important component in modelling forest growth, as the crown is made up of that part of the tree
responsible for photosynthesi s.
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In normal mensurational practice, data on crown size are difficult, expensive and time consuming to
gather (Alder 1995). However, where such data are available the accuracy of growth models and
other estimates of stand characteristics such as optimum crop density unâ gtÑing space can be
enhanced, It is in this direction that this paper seeks to examine the relationship between crown
dimensions and diameter or sectional area growth for some mixed tropical forest tree species in
Ghana.

Source of data and methods

The data for this study were collected from the Bobiri Forest Reserve in Ghana where permanent
plots (Girth Increment Sample Plots or GISPs) had been set up since 1946. Since 1962 a number of
silvicultural experiments had been carried out by FORIG, aimed at producing conditions for natural
regeneration and obtaining information on the growth rates of the mòre valuable species, From these
GISPs nine l-ha plots were randomly selected, and measurements were carried orì on a total of 40g
individual trees. The parameters measured were crown radius, crown depth or crown length, tree total
height and stem diameter.

Crown measurements were based on the assumption that the vertical projection of the crown is
roughly circular (Krajicek, et al. 1961;Nance et at.1988; Smith, et al. lgiZ¡. On each tree, four radii
were measured, in directions forming equal angles, by projecting them vertically to the ground by
ocular estimation, as described by Alder and Synnott (1992). Crown diameter was calculated by
summing up the four radii measurements and dividing by 2. Crown length, or crown depth, was alsã
estimated by measuring tree total height and tree height up to the base of the crown anã subtracting
the latter from the former. Projected cro\ryn area was calculated from f,n.C¿2, and crown volume,
assuming a paraboloid shape, from C" = tnC¿2'Ct. The symbols Cu, C¡ and C¿ represent crown volume,
crown length or depth and crown diameter respectively.

Stem diameter was measured at 4 m above ground level, following the earlier measurement protocol
for these plots. This was to offset inconsistencies which *"r" lik"ly to result from mãasuring
diameter at different reference points, especially in buttressed trees whose diameters could not bã
measured at breast height. These diameter measurements were then used to calculate diameter and
sectional area increment based on earlier measurements taken on the same subject trees ten years
earlier,

Stem diameter increment and sectional area increment were regressed on crown diameter, crown area
and crown volume to determine which of them had the better relationship with the various measures
of crown size' All negative increment values were excluded from the régressions or assumed to be
zero.

Preliminary examination of the data showed no significant curvature of the regressions for individual
species from the different plots. Heuce several simple linear models were compared, using diameter
and sectional area increment as the dependent variate in each case. The models óompared were:

Id:o+ß.C6+(¡
Id: o+p.Ca+ (¡
Id:o+ß,Cv+(i
Ir:a* ß.C¿+(,
Ir:a* þ.Ca+&
[r:a* ß.Cr+(,

{eqn. 1 }

{eqn. 2}

{eqn.3}

{eqn. 4}

{eqn. 5}

{eqn. 6}

where I, and I¿ denote sectional area increment and stem diameter increment respectively. C¿, Cu
and Cu are crown diameter, crown area and crown volume respectively. A summary of the statistics
on the data obtained is presented in Table l.
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Table I 
" 

Summary stalistics of data for the main parameters in the diameler increment-crown size
regressions. CV is the coefficienl ofvariation and Std. Etor is standard error of estimate of the
dependent variable.

Parameter GCEATRI
Species

KI MAN All species

No. ofcases 119 105

Stem diameter, D (cm)
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Error
CV

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Error
CV

47

6.50
73.40
33.52
2.415
0.494

1.20

16.60
6.65

0.48 r

0.496

l.100
216.400

43.023
6.134
0.977

0.400
1 34 r .700

154.946
34.583

r.514

t.100
216.400

43.023
6.134
0 977

0.440
76.510

7.126
1.750
1.610

91

6.00
50.50
18.79
0.890
0.442

0.80
10.60

4.25
0.r9'l
0.432

0.500
88.200
16.772

1.585

0.89 r

0.300
344.000

34.647
5.3 l4
1.447

0.500
88.200
16.772
r.585
0.891

0.1 80
17.960
4.351
0.439
0.876

46

10.20
39.1 0

19.44
0,718
0.248

1.90
I1.60
5.17

0.260
0.337

2.800
105.700
23.358
2.480
0.712

6.400
406.900

s3.641
9.896
1.224

2.800
105.700
23,358
2.480
0.7t2

0.r50
5.900
2.185
0.239
0.702

408

6.00
89.90
31.41

0.908
0.640

0.70
27.80

6.27
0.1 96
0.691

0.400
369.800

4l.071
2.602
1.266

0.100
2375,300

152.981
14.388
L867

0.400
369.800

41.071
2.602
1.266

0.040
89.030
6.025
0.41I
t.299

20.50 6.s0
89.90 49.60
56.13 18.21
L366 0.867
0.264 0.478

Crown díameter, Cd (m)
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Error
CV

3.30 0.70
21.70 I 1.80
10.18 3.10
0.329 0.195
0.351 0.632

Crott,n arefl, Ca (m2)

Minimum 8.600 0.400
Maximum 369.800 109.400
Mean 91,320 10.455
Std. Error 5.889 1.585
cv 0.700 r .s 16

Crown volume, Ca (mr)
Minimum 20.60 0.100
Maximum 2375300 235.200
Mean 385.61t 22.691
Std. Error 37.380 4.272
cv 1.053 1.854

Secliona! area increment, Is (cm2 ytt)
Minimum 8.600 0.400
Maximum 369.800 109.400
Mean 91.320 10.455
Std. Eror
CV

Diameter incrênt€nl¡ I,¡ (cmyrI)

5.889 1.585
0.700 I .5 16

0.230 0.040
86.030 r 3.300
10.800 2.480
0.883 0.289
0.876 1.093

Results and discussion

The results of the regressions in models {eqn. l}, {eqn. 2l and {eqn. 3} showed a weak relationship
between diameter increment and the predictor variables - crown diameter, crown area and crown
volume, with the regression explaining from as low as 1.4%o to about 31.9o/o of the total variation in
diameter increment. Nevertheless, except for Guarea cedrata - in {eqn. l} to {eqn. 3} and Mansonia
altissimq - in {eqn, 3} the regressions \¡/ere very significant (0.01 <P < 0.001). Sectional area
increment, on the other hand, was found to be consistently better predicted by crown diameter, crown
area and crown volume. Here, also, the regressions were mostly highly signif,rcant for the five
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species. But a stronger relationship was found between sectional area increment and crown area than
for the other predictor variables ({eqn, 5} in Table 2), explaining between 78%o and 620/o ofthe total
variation in sectional area increment. The regression lines showing these relationships are shown in
figures 7,2 and3.

The regression constants, û, were not significantly different from zero for Guarea cedrata and,
Mansoniaaltissima in {eqn.4} and E. angolense, K. ivorens¿s and Mansonia in {eqn.5}, but in the
latter the a term was not significantly different Íìom zero in the combined regression. fnis seems to
suggest that trees with very small crowns may not be as efficient in producìng increment as those
with larger crowns in tenns of projected area,

Greater consistency in the significance of the regression coefficients was obtained in {eqn. 6}, in
which most of the coefficients were highly significant (P < 0.001). The exceptions were
Entandrophrogma angolense and Khaya ivorensis for which the c terms were significant at 5vo and
1olo respectively.

Further analysis of the distribution of residuals in {eqn. 4}, {eqn. 5} and {eqn. 6} revealed that {eqn.5) and {eqn. 6} satisfied the basic assumptions of constant uuìiun." and'håmogeneous distribution.
However the residual standard deviations were smaller in magnitude in 1eqn. S). This model also
gave higher determination coefficients, (r2) than {eqn. 6}, both in the r"gi".riottr for the jndividual
species and in the regressions combining data for all the species, the only exception being Khaya
ivorensis which had a lower 12 value in {eqn. 5}. On the strength of these obsàrvations therefore
crown area was chosen as the most suitable predictor variable {eqn. 5} for predicting sectional area
increment from crown size.

The reason for crown volume not predicting increment as satisfactorily as crown area may be
explained in the light of the argument advanced by Jack and Long (1g92)that stem wood produðtion
per unit crown area or leaf area decreases with ir creasing crown volume, This is attributed to the
presence of a bare, non-foliated core within tree crowns, and the fact that as crown volume increases
so does the proportion of total crown volume occupied by the bare core. This implies that a certain
maximum size of crown is required to produce optimum growth, beyond which growth is likely to
decline.

From {eqn' 5} therefore, the following general predictive equations were obtained for the five
specles:

T. scleroxylon: lr:20.293 + 0.739 Ca

E. angolense: i, : 1.433 + 0.600 Ca

K. ivorensis: Is : 4.565 + 0.628 Ca

G. cedrata: I": 6.473 + 0.334 Ca

M. altissima: I 

": 
1.261 + 0.239 Ca

It is interesting to note that the inclusion of tree total height as an additional predictor variable in the
regression combining all species was highly significant, but did not contribute much to the reduction
of the amount of unexplained variation in sectional area increment (R2 : 0.665) nor the error in the
estimate (oo) = 30'829). The coefficients of multiple determination were 0.516, 0.446, 0.358,0.2g4
and 0.281 for Triplochiton scleroxylon, E. angolense, Khaya ivorensis, Guarea cedratq and
Mansonia altissima respectively; all these values being lower in magnitude than those in {eqn. 5}
(Table 2)' This seems to suggest that tree total height is important but does not contribute as much to
increment as does projected crown area,
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Table 2: Parameter estimates and cofficients for the regression of diameter increment/sectional
area increment on clown diameter, crown area and crown volume.

Parameter
estimates and

coefficients {eqn. li {eqn.2} {eqn. 3} {eqn.4} {eqn. 5} {eqn.6}
Triplochiton

2r
a
p
o(v)

E. angolense
12

a,

p
o(v)

K. ivorensis
f
a

ß
o(v)

G. cedrata
2r

a
p
o(v)

All species
r'
a
p
o0)

0.496"'
1.261"'
0.239"'
4.275

0:t28"'
L077"'"
0.g3l "'
27.179

0.4g6*'*
3.499
0,061
4.318

0.62g*"
r4.345"'
0. l4 1"'
3t.771

0.277"*
-1.625n''

7.225"'
8.401

0.3 l g'**

0.040n'
0.768
2.271

0.1 66"
-2.074""
t.375"
10.605

0.014n'
3.392"
0,240n''
3.83 0

0.1 6g"
0.356n'
0.3 5g'-
1.405

0.277*'*
-2.l gg'**

7.162"'
7.427

0.204*"
4.782"'
0.066
8.480

0.316*"
]l466"'
0.092"'
2.257

0.1 6g"
2.3g ln'
0.1 0g"
2.257

0.019n *

3.794"'
0.032n'
3.81 7

0.213"
1.226't
0.041*'
r.377

0.324**'
2.43g*"
0.0g3**'
6.441

0.134*"
'7.623*'*

0.00g'**
8.83 8

0.359*"
7.626'*'
0.03 g'*'

2.203

0. l4g"
4.213*'
0.01g'*
10.722

0.002n'
4.327*"
0.003n'
3,854

0.060n'
t.969"
0.005"'
1.493

0.247*'t
3.97 7'*'
0.013"*
6.832

0.5g0"*
-47,1 1g'--
13.282
4l.001

0.49g*'*
-7.002"
4.697"'
9.699

0.56g"'
-lg.487'
7.707
22.885

0.1s8
0.962n'"

2.646"'
l 1.500

0.341'*'
-3.017n '
1,915"*
4,888

0.682
-32.110*"
10.965"'
29.s09

o.58o"' 0.4g5"*
20.293" 46.633".
o.i3g'** 0.107**'
41.164 45.565

0.561"' o.5gg"*
1.433n' 2.479'
0.600"' 0.23g"'
8.987 8,s84

o.620'*' 0.559"'
4.565n' 15.144"
0.629*" o.Io7'*'
21.466 23.106

o.180"' o.log"
6.473"' 9.472"'
0.334"' 0.077'.
11.317 1 1.804

M. altissima
2r

a
p
o0)

***highlysignificant:P<0.001;**verysignificant: 0.01 <p10.001; *signifrcant: 0.01 <p<0.05;
n.s.: not significant
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Conclusion

The results from this study confirm the observation that crown size influences stem increment, and

that crown area is a more useful predictor variable for models relating increment in sectional area (or
basal area) to crown size than crown diameter or crown volume. It is concluded that projected crown
area is important as a predictor variable, and that a certain maximum crown area is required for
optimum growth of trees. A knowledge of this maximum can be beneficial as a guide for determining
the growth rates in a stand, as well as the optimurn spacing required for establishing particular
species in plantations. With the range of data available for this study it was not possible to determine
this maximurn. It would, however, be interesting in future studies to observe the trend of the

increment culve to determine the size of crown at which the species tend to put on maximum
increment, and whether increment declines or remains constant over th.e range of girth classes. It rnay
also be interesting to study the contribution of other predictor variables, such as crown projection
ratio (which expresses the amount by which cro\ryn diameter is larger than stem diameter; and is an

index of growing space) and the degree of spread (the ratio of crown width to total height) in
reducing the amount of unexplained variation in sectional area increment,

The models developed for the five species studied fit the data quite satisfactorily as the results of the
regressions show, but their reliability may be limited by the range of data used in this study.
Therefore there is need for caution in using them for data which fall outside this range.
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some data on diameter and height of okoumé (Aucoumea klaineønø,) forests of chaillu
region (Congo).

Quelques données sur Ie diamètre et la hauteur des forêts d'Okoumés (Aucoumea klaineanø)

dans la région du Chaillu (Congo).

Jean Joël Loumeto
Faculté des Sciences, [Jniversité de Brazzqville (Marien Ngouabi)

BP 69 Brazzaville CONGO

Abstract
Okoumé (Aucoumea klaineana) is one of the main forest species of south-Congo, The
sltucture stuþ offorest stands where Okoumé is growing is catied out in the Chaillu area.
Diameter (DBH) and height are the main parameteri taken into account to study the
variability of size, growth, and colonizing ability. The presence of understory species or
secondary species in mqn-made or natural Okoumé forest is also iniestigated. Several forestplots and one Okoumé plantation are analysed. Mean values of DBH-and height oJ these
stands are respectively 29,8-72,1 cm and 30,1-43,8 m inforest, and 23.2 cm and 2L3 m in I4-
year-old plantation.

Kels words: Okoumé, diameter, height, plantation, þrest.

Résumé

L'okoumé (Aucoumea klaineana) est l'une des principales essences forestières du Sud-
Congo' L'élude de la structure des formations forestières qu'elle o""ip" dans la zone du
Chaillu est entreprise' Le diamètre (DBH) el la hauteur sont les principaux paramètres
retenus pour étudier la vqriation de sa taille, sa croissance, son caractère coloniiateur et la
présence des espèces du sous-bois ou des espèces accompagnatrices en plantation ou enforêt
naturelle' Des placetles de /'orêt naturelle et une planiatiàn d'okoum¿ sont essentiellement
analysées' Les valeurs moyennes de diamètre (DBH) et de hauteur de I'okoumtj dans ces
formations sont respective,nent; 29,g-22,1 cm et 30,1-43,g m enforêt, et 23,2 cm et 21,3 m
pour la plantation de l4 ans.

Mots-clés. okoumé, diamèrre, hauteur, prantatio,, forêt narureile.

1 Introduction

Congolese forests cover rnore than 60Yo of the national territory (65.6% according to estimations
made in 1980/1981) correspondingto 9.9%o of the closed forãsts of the African continent, and
12.3% of those of Central Africa. The forests of southern Congo, which occupy at least 5
millions ha,are the natural expansion area of Limba (Termirnlia superba) àn¿ Ot<oum¿
(Aucoumea klaineana). These species have a high economic value. okoumé is one of the most
important timber resources of the Congo; Okoumé wood stock is estimated to be about 5 millions
m3 (Vergnet 1986 in Hecketsweiter telOl. It is an important resource for plywood (Wood 1963,
Scheiber, 1970 in Brunck et al. 1990), Therefore, a particular attention múst be pìid to forest
stands where this species is growing, in order to manage a sustainable productivity.

Deforestation in southern Congo is estimated to be 0.5 halyear (Sibona 1985 in Hecketsweiler
1990)' Afforestation programmes are necessary to maintain and to save the forest and to ensure
its regeneration. In order to contribute to the suitable management of Chaillu forest, analysis of
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its structure and glowth is carried out. This work completes forestry studies led by C.P.A.L|5. at
Ngoua 2 (Chaillu area) since 1989.

Preliminary results are presented here on DBH and height of forest plots and plantations. A 12-
l3-year-old Okoumé plantation is the main studied stand. Acacia and eucalypt plantations with
similar age are also studied.

2 Material and methods

2. I Site charqcteristics

The study site is Ngoua 2, located in the Chaillu forest area in the southern Congo, Its
geographical characteristics are: 2o58"S latitude, 1225-E longitude and 250m altitude. The
climate is sub-equatorial with two seasons: a rainy season (october-may) and a dry season (une-
september). Mean anual rainfall (1987-1994) is 1658 mm and mean annual temperature is near
25oC. Relative humidity is always high (generally more than 75%o).

Soils are ferrallitic (according to the french classification), acids, desaturated in cations with a
low exchange capacity (Champs & Denis 1974). Some chemical characteristics of top soils are in
Table 1. Native vegetation is mainly a semi-evergreen rain forest. There are also open forests
with Maranthaceae invading the undergrowth, where Okoumé forms natural patches. Grassy
savannas also occur: the herb strata is dominated bj Hyparrhenia cf diplandra and the shrub
strata by Hymenocardia acida, Annona senegalensis, Nauclea latifolia or Bridelia ferruginea
(Teillier 1994).

Tablel : Characteristics of top soils of savanna and Okoume natural forest at Ngoua 2 area(Congo).

Composition chimique élementaire des sols de surface de la savane et d'une forêt naturelle d'Okoumé
de la zone de Ngoua 2 (Congo).

Stand Depht pH c(%\ N(%) c/N
Savanna 0-6 cm 4.81 101 0.16 6.31

Okoume forest 0-10 cm 329 3.28 0.31 10.58

2.2 Studied stands

r The study was carried out in forest and in tree plantations.

r In natural forest, two kinds of plots were studied:

= two permanent plots in closed forest. They were set up in 1987 by FAO PRC 80/005
Project to observe the Okoumé growth;

= one plot in an Okoumé patch where the experimental study was set up by C.P.A.L, to
investigate the dynamic of Okoumé rich natural forest stands

A forest fallow \ryas manually cleared in the savanna area. An Okoumé plantation \¡/as made in Ngoua
2 Arboretum, in Novemb er 1982, with tree spacing 4 x 4m. Two other plantations, with a similar age,
are studied in the same area'. Acacia mangium and Eucalyptus deglupta.

2.3 Methods

Stand structure and growth were assessed by measurements of DBH (Diameter at Breast Height) and
height. Measurements were made on 15 or 20 trees (depending on plot) in closed forest, in order to
follow the growth of main species, and on 3-10 stems of main species in the Okoumé patch. DBH

l5 
Cent¡e Pilote d'AJforestation en Limba (Congolese research center for Limba afforesta!ion, fonner section of ftench research center C.T,F.T.)
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measurements were made on all planted trees, in one from two plantation lines in Okoumé plantation,
and height was measured on some of these trees. Diameter of all erected woody plants of the
understory vegetation was measured in a quarter of the stand. Naturally regenerated stems of Okoumé
were also measured in Okoumé plantations and in others plantations (acacia and eucalypt) where 5 to
l5 stems were selected.

Chemical analysis of soils was made by ORSTOM laboratory at Pointe-Noire (Congo).

3 Results

3.1 Forest

Mean value of DBH and height of Okoumé in natural forest are in Table 2. Sizes change with stands: !

29.8 to 72.1 cm DBH and 27 .8 to 43.8 m total height.A strong correlation is observed between these
parameters (r: 0.71).

Table2: DBH, bole height and total height of Okoume in natural forest plots of Chaillu area
(A=FAO plot, B:CCAF plot, CPAL data; C=OCF 81bis plot)

DBH, hauteur du ftt et hauteur total de l'Okoumé des placettes de forêt naturelle dans la zone
du Chaillu (A:placette FAO, B: placette CCAF, données du CPAL; C:placette OCF 8l bis)

Plots A B c
Diameter (cm) 38,9 ! 2,11 72,1 t 4,0 29,8 ! 5,49

Bole height (m) 16,2 r 1 ,33 '19,8 r 1,68 20,1t2,74
Total height (m) 27,8 t 0,73 43,8 I 1,68 30,4 ¿ 2,60

Table 3: Diameter (DBH), bole height and total height of Okoume and Musanga
cecropioides in a 12-year-old Okoume plantation at Ngoua 2 (Chaillu area,

Congo).

Diamètre (DBH) et hauteurs des pieds d'okoumé (Aucoumea klaineana) et de parasolier
(Musanga ceuopioides) d'une plantation d'okoumé de 12 ans de Ngoua 2 (Massif du
Chaillu, Congo).

Okoume Musanoa cecrooioides

DBH (cm) 17.4 t 0.403 16.2 r.2.217

Bole heioht (m) 7.6 r 0.396 13.5 r 1.143

Totalheight (m) 16,1 r 0,911 17,9 r.0,779

ThegirthgrowthofokouméisindicatedonFigurel.Measurementsmadeduring7years(19s7-
1994) show a low mean annual increment,0,30-0.45 cm. Figure 2 shows the size data of some trees
from a stand which was studied by Mellinger (1993). Aucoumea klaineana (Okoumé), Xylopia
aethiopica and Snombosia grandiþliq form approximately 60 % of total stem number, 30.8 % of
which are Okoumé).
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Figure 1 : Gi¡th grov'rth of Okoume in two forest plots (A=rnO plot, B=CCAF plot; GPAL
data): Croissance en circonférence de I'okoumé à l'état naturel dans deux placettes (A= FAO,
B=CCAF, données du C.P.A.L.)
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Figure 2: DBH, Bole height and total height of some species of Okoume nah¡al patches in
Chaillu area (Congo)
DBH, hauteur de frt et hauteur totale de quelques espèces dans une tache
naturelle d'okoumé du massif du Chaillu (Congo).
Alç Aucoumea klaineana ', xa: xylopia aerhiopica ; sg: strombosia grandifuliq py: pausinystalia yoyimbe ; pe=
Pentachletra eetveldeana ; Pa: Piptadeniastrum africanum ; Kg: Klaínedoxa gaboneruis ; Us= Uapaca sp
Fd: Filaeopsis discophora ;Ns: Newtonia sp

I oeu lcm¡

I sot" height (m)

E lot"l height (m)
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Figure 3: Diameter and height variation of Okoume in a 12-year-old
plantation of Ngoua 2 Arboretum (Chaillu areaCongo)
Variation du diamètre et de la hauteur de I'okoumé dans une plantation de 12 ans de
I'arboretum de Ngoua 2 (Massif du Chaillu, Congo)

cmoum
24

r= 0,818

02468101214161820

Tree number

3.2 Pløntations

3. 2. I Okoumë plantation

Mean value of DBH and height of the Okoumé plantation are in Table 3 and annual increment in
Table 4. Figure 3 shows the strong relation between these two parameters (r:0.818). Height growth is
on Figure 4.

- The main shrubs species of understory, sorted out into diameter class, are in Table 5. Euphorbiaceae
is the most important family. Hymenocardia ulmoides and Chaelocarpus africanus are the most

_ impoftant species. Besides shrubs, understory is mainly made up with ferns (Nephrolepis undulata- and Selaginella cf myosorus) and lianas (Manotes pruinosa, Smilax lcraussiana and Gnetum
africanum), the ground cover coefficient of which is 3 according to Braun-Blanquet (1964) scale,
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Figure_4 : Height growth of okoume in prantation at Ngoua 2 (chaillu
area, Congo) (First three points from Fabbri 1990)

croissance en hauteur de l'okoumé en plantation à Ngoua 2 (zone du
Chaillu) ( Les trois premiers points sont tirés de Fabbri, 1990)

Height (m)
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Table 5: Distribution in diameter classes of understorey main species of the l2-year-old
plantation at Ngoua 2 (Congo).
Nombre d'individus des principales espèces du sous-bois de la plantation d'okoumé de
Ngoua 2 répartis en classes de diamètre.

Okoume

12 ans de

Diameter class(cm
Species Familv 1-5 5-1 0 10-15 15-20 20-25 >25
Llymenocardi a ulmoides Euohorbiaceae 122 96 25 11 4
Chaetocaryus aficanus Euphorbiaceae 111 74 b

Macaranga sprnosa Euphorbiaceae þ 8 þ 2 4
Maprounea membranacea Euoho¡biaceae 0 3 4 2 3 3
Bridelia femtoinea Euphoúiaceae 2 4 5 2 0 1

Alchomea cordifolia Euphorbiaceae 2 o

fotal 243 194 46 17 11 4
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3.2.2 Okoumé regeneration in plantations

Diameter and height of regenerated Okoumé in 12-13-year-old plantations of Acøcia mangium,
Aucoumea klaineana and Eucalyptus deglupta are in Table 6. Regenerated Okoumé is slightly
bigger arrd taller in eucalypt plantation where shade canopy is lighter, than in acacia and eucalypt
plantations. Mean annual increment of regenerated stems is only slightly lower than that of planted
stems in all studied plantations, but regenerated stems are smaller and shorter compared to planted
stems.

Table 6: Diarneter (DBH) and height of regenerated Okoume and planted species in plantations of
Acacia mangium (12 years), Eucalyptus deglupta (13 years) and Aucoumea klaineana
(Okoume, l2 years) at Ngoua (Congo).

Diamètre (DBH) et hauteur et de I'okoumé naturel et des espèces plantées dans les plantations
d'Acacia mangium (12 ans), Eucalyptus deglupta (13 ans ) et Aucoumea klaineana (Okoumé, 12
ans) de Ngoua 2.

Stand size of Reoenerated Okoume size of olanted soecies

planted soecies DBH (cm) heisht (cm) DBH (cm) heioht (cm)

Acacia 10,9 10,7 12,7 + 0.819 15

Eucalvotus 13.7 12,310,865 20,6 r 0,877 21.3 r 0.845

Okoume 98 11,2 17,4 t 0,403 '17,0 r 0,699

Regenerated Okoumé stems are more numerous in acacia plantation than in eucalypt plantation,
mostly in the border ( these plantations are separated by approximately 10m). Regenerated stems
represent 8.4 Yo of a hundred Okoumé listed in Okoumé plantation.

Only few planted species survived in others plantations inside the arboretum, where Okoumé is well
established and becomes the dominated species in some cases, such as in plantations of Terminalia
mantali, Enîandophragma angolense, samanee saman and cedrela augustiþlia,

4 Discussion

The study of diameter and height, which are important parameters of stand structure and growth,
leads to emphasize the following facts.

1. In natural patches, or nearly monospecific stands of Okoumé, where trees diameter (or girth) has
been studied by some authors, values of diameter are 20-33 cm in Chaillu area (Croisé & Fabbri
1991, Mellinger 1993) and 41-85 cm in littoral zone of Conkouati (Doumengue 1992) where this
species is also abundant. Trees are bigger in closed forest which may be older. Natural patches of
Okoumé in Chaillu area are around 4O-year-old (Schwartz et al. 1996). The mean annual
increment is low (0.30-0.45 cm),

Differences observed between sites (Mariaux 1973, Croisé & Fabbri, Doumengue 1992, Mellinger
1993) can also be ascribed to intrinsic and/or local factors which may be more limiting than the
surrounding ones suh as regional rainfall, as noted by Belingard et al. (1996) who studied the
radial growth chronologies of Okoumé.

2. The annual increment of Okoumé in plantation is L45-23 cm for diameter and 1.3-1.7 m for
height. These values seem to change according to age. Okoumé reacts in an anarchic way to
rainfall when it is young (Belingard et al. 1996).
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The authorized minimum standard for Okoumé logging is 70 cm diameter (Biraud 1959); therefore
these plantations must be approximately 48-year-old to be logged; Okoumé requires a rotation of
50 years (Grainger 1988). The managers of the natural forest have to address this long period of
tree growth and the low growth rate of regenerated trees (mean girth increment is 0.30-0.45 for the
forest). Projections of future production of high-grade tropical hardwoods, as Okoumé, from tree
plantations are important (Grainger 1988).

3. The establishment of Okoumé in eucalypt and acacia plantations with similar age has an increment
slightly lower (diameter 0.91-1.05 cm and height 0.89-1.05 m). However, the pioneer character of
Okoumé is obvious. Its aptitude to colonize cleared lands is well known. As already reported
(Brunck et al. 1990, Doumengue 1992) Okoumé grows the best in moist well drained lands; its
regeneration and first step ofgrowth are better at the edge ofthe shadingareathan inside, as noted
in studied plantations.

Musanga cecropioides grows as quickly as Okoumé (Biraud 1959, Doumengue 1992) which is
therefore hindered; both are heliophilous species and usually in competition. Consequently, the
elimination of this invading species is often advised for silvicultural practices. M. cecropiodes
falls down about six months after belting. Its highest height is 24 m at l5-20-year-old (White
l 986).

5 Conclusion

Forest management is a long term work, and it si very important to do the good choices (Houllier et
al. l99l). Therefore guideline data must be established. The present data on diameter and height may
contribute to better knowledge of the growth and development of Okoumé stands, and may improve
the silviculture of Okoumé in the Congo. The development of Okoumé forest is also involved in
vegetation dynamics investigations. For instance, it indicates the sefflement of forest in savanna area,
which was studied in southern Congo (Doumengue 1992, Schwartz 199l,Schwartz et al. 1996).
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Résumé explicatif
L'okoumé est une des plus importantes ressources en bois d'oeuvre du Congo. Son aire naturelle
correspond aux forêts du sud du pays. Pour contribuer à leur bonne gestion, I'analyse de la structure
et de la croissance de ces formations forestières est entreprise en complément des études de foresterie
menées par le Centre Pilote d'Afforestation en Limba (C.P.A.L.) à Ngoua 2 (zone du massif forestier
du Chaillu), portant sur l'étude de la dynamique des forêts naturelles riches en okoumé depuis 1989.

Les premières données de cette étude sont présentées ici, à partir des mesures de diamètre (DBH) et
de hauteur faites dans les placettes de forêt naturelle d'une part, et dans une plantation d'okoumé,
complétées par celles d'acacia et d'eucalyptus du même âge de l,autre.

Les dimensions des arbres d'okoumé en forêt naturelle diffèrent selon les placettes :29,8 - 72,1 cm
de DBH et27,8 - 43,8 m de hauteur totale. La croissance en circonférence de l'okoumé mesurée
pendant 7 ans (1987-1994) révèle un faible accroissement moyen annuel, de I'ordre de 0,30 - 0,45
cm,

Les valeurs moyennes de DBH et de hauteur de I 'okoumé sont respectivem ent 23 ,2 cm et 23 ,1 m dans
la plantation de 14 ans. Le parasolier (Musanga cecropioides) croissant dans la même plantationa une
taille voisine de celle de I'okoumé (mesurée à 12 ans),
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Le diarnètre et Ia hauteur de l' okoumé issu de la régénération naturelle dans les plantations
d'Aucoumea klaineana (Okoumé), Acacia mangium et Eucalyptus deglupta ont été aussi mesurés.
Ces pieds d'okoumé naturel ont des dimensions plus importantes sous Eucalyptus, dont le feuillage
est moins dense que sous les deux autres plantations; leur taille est plus faible que celle des espèces

plantées.
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Un modèle matriciel pour simuler la dynamique d'un peuplement forestier tropical
semi-decidu (dispositif de M'baiki, République Centrafricaine).
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Ø Ministère du Tourisme, des Eaux, Fôrets, Chqsse et Pèches, Bangui, Rép. Centrafricaine.

Résumé

Une des questions techniques centrale pour I'aménagement durable de lø fôret tropicale
concerne Ja durée de rotation ou plutôt le temps de retour d'un peuplement à son état initial
après une intervention sylvicole. En effet, une règle de prudence consiste à ajuster
prevalèment et la production.

La station de recherche de M'baiki, dans le sud de la Rëpublique Centrafricaine, est un
exemple de dispositif permanent permettant d'ëtudier en yraie grandeur cette question. Ce
dispositifest rapidement présenté et les principøux rësultats obtenus, entre 1982 et 1995, c'est
à dire 1 3 ans après sa mise en place, sont donnés,

Toutefois, le temps d'observation esl encore trop courte au regarde de lq vitesse de réaction
de la fôret. On prupose donc d'utiliser un modèle déterministe simple, basé sur le matrices de
passctge øvec régulation par la densilé, pour synthétiser les donnëes disponibles et simuler
dans ;e temps la réaction d'un peuplement après exploitation.

A matrix model to simulate the stand dynamics in a semi-deciduous tropical forest
(M'baiki, Central African Republic).

Abstract

One of the central poinls regarding the sustainable management of the tropicøl forest is the
length of lhe rotqtion or the time required by the foresl to return to ils initial state after a
silvicultural disturbance. It is indeed a basic precaution to adjust the timber extraction and
the production of the system.

The forest research station af M'bqiki, in the south of the Central African Republic, is an
example of permanent plots that enable to study this question on the long term. This station is
shortly presented and some main results, obtained befween 1982 and 1995 are given.
However, the time of observation is too short yet, compared to the stsnd response. l[/e
propose therefore lo use a determinist matrix model, based on growth probabilþ matrix with
density-dependence, to synthesize the datq qvailable and to simulate the stand behøviour after
an art ifi ci a I di s tur b anc e.

Introduction

La République Centrafricaine s'étend entre 2030' et 11o de latitude Nord et 14o30' et 27o30' de
longitude Est. Elle est couverte du Nord au Sud par une succession de formations végétales très
variées, liée-au gradient climatique, allant de la savane arborée à Combrétacées jusqu'à la forêt dense
ombrophile. Cette forêt dense subit de longue date un prélèvement de bois d'oeuvre, souvent modéré
mais répété, qui fournit un revenu non négligeable à l'etat, Les essences les plus nobles, grandes
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Meliacées essentillement puisque 85% des essences esploitées appartiennent au genre
Entandrophragma, sont récoltées puis exportées via les ports des pays voisins. Si Ie gouvel.nement
souhaite une production durable de cette ressource de qualité, il s'avère nécessaire de mieux
contrÔler et organiser les prélèvements de façon à respecter les capacités de régénération et de
production de l'écosystème forestier. C'est la rôle de I'aménagement forestier que d,intégrer ces
actions dans le contexte socio-économique local,

Sur le plan technique, il est donc important pour le Service Forestier de mieux connaitre la
dynamique de cette forêt et de suivre sa réaction après une intervention sylvicole (exploitation ou
éclaircie). C'est pourquoi le Ministère des Eaux et Forêts a décidé de mettre en place, en
collaboration avec le Gouvernement français, des parcelles permanentes de suivi de la dynamique
forestière au sein du massif de la Lobaye près de la vilre de M'baiki.

Nous présentons dans un premier temps I'objectif de ce dispositif son implantation et son
organisation ainsi que les mesures effectuées. Ensuite, quelques résultats importants sont soulignés.
Dans un troisième temps, on expose une méthode simple qui permet de synthétiser une partiã des
données récoltées et de fournir des estimations quant à la possibilité de reconstitution du påuplement
adulte à moyen terme en vue d'une prochaine exploitation.

1.0 Le Dispositif de M'baiki

L I Objectifs et conception

Pour rédiger les aménagement forestiers, il est nécessaire de pouvoir quantifier la réaction des
peuplements soumis à une exploitation traditionnelle de bois d'oeuvre et définir ainsi une ,,possibilité
volume" (ou quotité annuelle des coupes) et une "durée de rotation" (temps séparant deux passages
en exploitation de la même parcelle). En particulier, il s'agit d'estimer la production annuelle de la
forêt et de voir quel est l'impact de l'exploitation sur le peuplement résidue;. Dans un souci
d'augmentation de la production, il est également intéressant de voir si, à travers des techniques
simples telle que l'éclaircie systématique, on peut favoriser la croisannce des arbes d'avenlr et
réduire ainsi le temps de retour sur une parcelle. L'implantation et la mesure à long terme de
parcelles permanentes de recherche en forêt naturelle a été le chemin suivi depuis 1981 poùr répondre
à cet objectif (Maitre 1981, Tandeau de Marsac et ctl.l995).

Deux forêts non exploitées, situées dans le Massif de La Lobaye, ont été retenues pour implanter ce
dispositif. Les forêts de Boukoko et de La Lolé sont situées à l5 kilomètres de la ville de M,baiki au
sud-ouest de Bangui. Le climat est de tyoe guinéen forestier, appelé encore Oubanguien, avec des
températures moyennes de 19.8"C (minima) et 29.1"C (maxima). La pluviométrie annuelle est de
1700 mm avec 8 mois à plus de 100 mm (indice 8-3-1 d'Aubréville). Les sols sont faiblement
ferralitiques sur grès-quartzites, formés d'une argile compacte à forte rétention d,eau (Freytet et
Tandeau de Marsac 1992). La couverues végétale dite "climatique" de Ia zone est une forêt dense
tropophile, comportant des essences secondaires (Ayous - Triplochiton scleroxylon, Limba -
Terminalia superba) et des essences héliophiles à feuilres caduques.

Le dispositit délimité en 1981-1982 après un préinventaire de lazone,comprend 10 parcelles carrées
disjointes' Chaque parcelle a une surface de t hectares, dont les 4 hectares centraux sont mesurés, la
bordue servant de zone tampon. Le protocole expérimental en bloc complet permet de tester l'effet de
2 traitements par rapport à un témoin non pertubé (TO) avec 3 répétitions (4 répétitions dans le cas de
T2). Ces deux traitements sont les suivants:

/ ttaitement 1 (Tl): exploitation commerciale des essences de bois d'oeuvre à partir d,un
diamètre minimum de 80 cm.

/ traitement 2 (T2): exploitation commerciale des essences de bois d'oeuvre à partir d'un
diamètre minimum de 80 ctn suivìe d'une éclaircie par dévitalisation dãs espèces
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secondaires, c'est à dire des essences non commercialisables, de plus de 50 cm de

diamètre.

Les traitements sont appliqués après Ia troisième campagne d'inventaire ce qui permet à chaque
parcelle d'être son propre témoin.

1.2. Mesures

Sur chaque parcelle, de 4 hectares chacune, tous les arbres de plus de 10 cm de diamètre à 1.30 m
(dbh) sont numérotés et positionnées en coordonnées (x, y). Leur diamètre de réference est mesuré
chaque année, à la même période, au ruban métellique souple au niveau d'un anneau matérialisé à la
peinture sur le tronc, ce qui présente l'avantage de la fiabilité du point de masure mais pourrait
occassioner une perturbation de la croissance (Sheil, 1995). Ces mesures ont débutées en 1982 par
Schmitt (1982) et sont encore réalisées aujourd'hui soit maintenant 14 ans après la mise en place des

parcelles. La chaîne d'apurement informatisées et les vérifications immédiates sur le terrain de toutes
les mesures "anormales" donne une très bonne fiabilité au travail réalisé. Des codes spéciaux sont
athibués dans les fichiers aux arbres dont le niveau de mesure est remonté ou dont la conformation
s'écarte fortement du cylindre. Ces arbres ne sont pas pris en compte dans les calculs de criossance
moyenne. En outre, l'identif,rcation botanique des 36 essences commerciales ou potentiellement
utilisables a été réalisé dès 1982. Entre 1991 et 1993, c'est l'ensemble des tiges qui a fait I'objet
d'une détermination botanique précise et il ne subsiste aujourd'hui plus que quelques individus non
déterminés fautes de materiel ferlile ou de connaissance systémeatique (Petrucci et Tandeau de
Marsac 1994). On notera dans la suite le groupe des essences commerciales nobles par la lettre A (15
essences), le groupe des essences commerciales complémentaires par la lettre B (21 essences) et
l'ensemble des autres essences, dites secondaires, par la lettre C. Les arbres morts entre 2 campagne

sont notés avec un code correspondant à la cause de la mort (naturelle, dégât d'exploitation). Ceux
apparus entre deux campagnes (arbres recrutés) sont pris en compte au fur et à mesure comme les
arbres déjà présents au départ.

L'ensemble des parcelles a fait I'objet d'un relevé topographique et d'une étude pédologique
débouchant sur une caftographie au 112000. Une station météorologie simplifiée est relevée
quotidiennement à Boukoko, à quelques kilomètres de la forêt. Ces travaux devraient permettre
d'éventuelles analyses de l'impact des facteurs du milieu sur la dynamique forestière et rendre ainsi
plus aisée un transfert des connaisances vers d'autres massifs forestiers (Freytet et Tandeau de

Marsac, 1992).

Un suivi de la phénologie des essences principales a été, engagé en 1991 et progressivement étendu.
Le dispositif compte aujourd'hui 287 arbres choisis parmi 19 essences et répartis dans toutes les
catégories de diamètres. La floraison et la fructification de ces arbres sont observées une fois par
semaine. Cette étude a pour principal objectif de trouver une corrélation entre la maturité sexuelle des

arbres et leur diamètre et donc de guider I'aménagiste dans le choix des semenciers à préserver
(Freytet et Tandeau de Marsac, 1992).

Par ailleurs, un dispositif complémentaire pour l'étude de la régénération a été proposé en1987, et
modifié en l99l . Il vise à apporter une quantification moyenne de la régénération selon le traitment,
pour estimer l'impact à long terme des interventions sylvicoles et signaler rapidement un éventuel
dysfônctionnement du renouvellement de la forêt. Ce dispositif procède par inventaire régulier de la
régénération acquise sur des placettes de 5 m x 20 m (100 m2) réparties de façon systématique selon

4 axes nord-sud par parcelle. Le taux de sondage est donc de 6%. Sur chaque placette, tous les
ligneux entre 0.5 et 10 cm de diamètre sont mesurés (par classe de I cm) et identifiés. sur 1/4 de la
surface de la placette, les plantules de moins de 0.5 cm de diamètre sont comptées. Enfin.
I'environnement de chaque placette est noté selon un code d'éclairement estimé visuellement (Tran-
Hoang et al,l99l).
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Citons pour terminer deux autres études en cours. La première concerne le contexte social de la zone
et en particulier l'utilisation des produits forestiers non-ligneux par les riverains (ethno-botanique).
La seconde s'attache à décrire la qualité des arbres de 17 espèces commerciales. Un indice,
combinant des critères de forme et des critères de vigeur, permet de caractériser chaque individu. Ce
travail, débuté en 1994, est un complément essentiel aux études de croissance des arbres car il permet
de savoir quels seront les arbres réellement exploitables lors de la prochaine rotation (Morel et
Tandeau de Marsac, 1995).

Les données recueillies sur ce dispositif sont donc à plus d'un titre exemplaires. La surface observée
est vaste et la durée d'observation longue. En outre les mesures ont toujours été faites avec beaucoup
de soins par une équipe nationale motivée, appuyée pars chercheurs expatriés. Les travaux sont
supervisés étroitement par le Ministère des Forêts avec l'appui scientifique du CIRAD-Forêt. La
volonté du personnel sur place a permis également d'enrichir les connaissances par des observations
complémentaires nombreuses (régénération, phénoiogie, pédologie, etc.). Ce dispositif ouvre donc la
porte à de très nombreusses analyses, Cette présentation sera centrée sur quelques résultats
concernant la dynamique du peuplement après intervention sylvicole, en s'appuyant sur les parcelles
de Boukoko entre 1982 et 1994. Elle montrera ensuite en quoi ces résultats peuvent être utilisés pour
construire un modèle de croissance, outil d'aide à la décision d'aménagement.

2.0 Quelques resultats

La structure et la dynamique d'un peuplement témoin puis l'intensité des traitements seront tout
d'abord caractérisés rapidement. Puis l'évolution des paramètres de recrutement, mortalité,
croissance et régénération après intervention sera décrite, en comparison avec les parcelles témoins.

2.1 þnamique enþrêt intouchée

A Boukoko, la densité moyenne est de 594 tiges/ha et les espèces des catégories A - commerciales de
valeur, B - commerciales et C - non commerciales représentent respectivement 5yo, 15yo et 80% de
cet effectif total. La surface terrière est de 32.65 m2lha et le volume total de 308 m3/ha. Le nombre
total d'espèces dépasse 250 sur le 40 hectares du dispositif. Entre 1982 et 1995 et toutes espèces
confondues, la croissance moyenne en diamètre est de 0.21 cm/an, le nombre d'arbres recrutés
d'environ 10 lha/an et le nombre de morts de 9 lha/an Si I'on effectue un bilan rapide sur cette
période, on s'aperçoit que le peuplement, bien que n'ayant pas subi d'intervention, est en phase
d'accumulation nette. L'effectif, la surface terrière et le volume gagnent respectivement, sur 13 ans, I

tigeslha/ an , 0 .2 m2 lhal an et 3 .2 m3 lha/ an.

2. 2 Caractérisation des traitements

L'exploitation moyenne T1 sur I'ensemble du dispositif a été de 3.6 arbres de plus de 80 cm diamètre
par hectare. Cette exploitation a provoqué des trouées dans la voûte d'une surface moyenne de 350
m2larbre abattu. Le débardage a occasionné également des ouveñures d'environ i00 m'larbre
exploité. Pour un arbre exploité, on a recensé en moyenne 225 arbres détruits par l'abattage ou le
débardage. En volume, le potentiel total sur pied p mse ainsi de 312 m3lha à 217 m3 soit une réduction
de 30Yo.

L'éclaircie pratiquée est systématique, en principe à partir de 50 cm de diamètre soit en moyenne sur
des arbres de 70 cm, pour toutes les essènces secondaires, Cela représente un prélèvement effectif de
l5 tiges à l'hectare. Practiquée à I'aide d'entailles circulaires continues avec injection d'un arboricide
(GARLON 4E), ce traitement a une efficacité très bonne, proche de 100Yo, et ne provoque pas de
dégâts induits au peuplement. Le traitment T2 entraine donc une diminution du volume qui passe de
296 à237 m'/ha lors de I'exploitation,puis de237 à 177 m3lhaaprès l'éclaircie. La réduction totale
en volume pour le traitment T2 est donc de 40%o (Chatelperron et Commerçon, 1986).
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2.3 Evolution des ptramèfres de dynamique du peuplement après traìtment

Entre 1993 et 1994,Ie recrutement annuel en effectif, rapporté à I'effectif total, est de 2.1%o en
parcelles témoins, 5.3%o enTl ef.4.5o/o enT2.II est donc globaement favorisé par l'ouverture de
couverl. Ce gain de recrutement induit par les interventions est observé après un laps de temps de 4
ans environ, période pendant laquelle les jeunes régénérations d'espèces héliophiles n'atteignent pas
encore le diamètre de précomptage (Figure 1). D'autre parl, la répartition de ce recru par grandes
catégories d'espéces semble indiquer que les espèces du groupe C, et un par"ticulier les espèces
héliophiles ou pionnières, sont proportionnellement plus favorisées que les espèces commerciales des
groupes A et B (Petrucci et Tandeau de Marsac, 1994).

Pendant la même période, la motalité naturelle en effectif, relative à l'effectif initial, est de 1.30lo en
T0, I.syo en Tl et 1.6%o en T2. Son évolution présente un pic dans les deux années qui suivent
l'inyervention puis elle redescend progressivement à un niveau voisin mais toujours très légèrement
supérieur à celui des parcelles témoins (Figure 2).

La croissance annuelle enfin, exprimée par la variation du diamètre, montre l'impact immédiat des
traitments sylvicoles, d'autant plus important que I'ouverture du couvert est forte (Figure 3). Cette
croissance, toutes espèces confondues, est approximativement doublée en Tl et triplée enT2. L'effet
des traitments semble encore se maintenir aujourd'hui, soit 10 ans après la date des interventions.
Toutefois, cette réaction touche différemment les espèces et les classes de diamètre. Les espèces
héliophiles réagissent bien sûr plus forlement et les diamètres petits à moyens (diamètre < 50 cm)
sont également plus sensibles que les gros.

2.4 La rég,ánération acquise et les semis

L'analyse de ces données délicate et souffre encore d'un manque de recul dans le temps. Toutefois on
peut indiquer quelques tendances. Toute d'abord, en ce qui concerne Ia régén&atìon acquise, on
observe un phénomène de "sur-régénération" des espèces de catégorie C, non commerciales, au
détriment des espèces commerciales (catégories A et B). En second lieu, I'ouverture importante du
couverte par exploitation entraine une apparition abondante de lianes, significantivement plus
fréquentes qu'en parcelles témoins. Il semble d'autre part que la régénération des espèces de
catégorie A soit favorisée dans le cas du traitment 2 (exploitation modérée et éclaircie). Une analyse
par espèce distingue celles qui réagissent positivement à I'ouverture et celles qui sont pénalisées. On
observe en particulier que le Sapelli (Entandrophragmq cylidricum), le Dibétou (Lovoa trichilioides)
et le Dabéma (Piptadeniastrum africanum) sont significativenrent sur-régénérés en parcelles traitées
(Morel et Tandeau de Marsac, 1995).

Les données sur la dynamique du peuplement adulte seront maintenant utilisées pour simuler
l'évolution àmoyen terme. Les résuitats des simulations seront ensuite discutés à la lumière d'autres
données disponibles.

3.0 Un essai de modelisation

3.1 Principe du modèle utilisé

A la suite des travaux de Usher (1996), repris par Buongiorno et Michie (1980), nous avons construit
un modèle déterministe à compartiments pour simuler la dynamique d'un peuplement. Le principe de
ce modèle est simple. Au temps t, les arbres sont répartis en k classes de diamètre, d'effectifs n¡¡ n2¡

... rlit rlkt. La dynamique du peuplement est représentée par le suivi de la croissance et de la mort des
individus. un arbre vivant dans la classe de diamètre I au temps t, peut, au temps t*1:

r' soit rester dans cette classe avec la probabilité p¡;,,

r' soit passer dans la classe i*l avec la probabilité pi¡*r,,

/ soit mourir avec la probabilité m¡,,
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On ne considère ici que les arbres de plus de l0 cm de diamètre. Le peuplement est donc tronqué et
l'on doit introduire également le recrutement, r¡,, c'est-à-dire le nombre d'arbres qui attegnent le
diamètre de prètre de précomptage entre les temps t et t+l.
Ce modèle peut être formalisé par une équation de récurrence:

Nt*r = P(t) (N,-H,) + R(t)

où

N, (N,*r) est le vecteur d'état au temps t (t+l)

P(t) est la matrice des probabilités de passage, p;j,t entre les temps t et t*1

H(t) est le vecteur de prélèment, par exploitation ou éclaircie au temps t
R(t) est le vecteur des effectifs recrutés, ri,r entre les temps t et t+l
Pour calculer le vecteur Nr*r, on procède donc de la façon suivante: à partir du vecteur (N¡-H¡) on
applique la matrice P(t) qui inclue la survie et les probabilités de passage. On ajoute ensuite le
recrutement R(t). On peut noter que la matrice P et le vecteur R dépendent du temps. Plus
précisément, on traduira cette absence de stationnarité du système par la dépendance entre les
paramètres du modèle et des variables hées à l'état du peuplement au temps t, Cette dépendence
permet de faire le lien entre les observations disponibles sur le système (construction des équations
de régulation) et les prédictions (simulation du comportement futur). Dans notre cas, ce sont les
probabilités de passage Pii*r, t et de survie m¡,1 Çui sont estimées; les probabilités p;r,r en sont alors
déduites par la relation:

P¡ i*l,t*ffi¡,1 *p¡;,¡= I

m¡,1 *p¡¡,¡= I

(t2 :0.24,P:0.0001, 127 ddl)

(r2 : 0.34, p : 0.0001, 127 ddl)

pouri= 1..,n- I

pouri:n

3.2 Calibration du modèle sur les données de Boukoko

On a construit un modèle pour chacun des groupes d'espèces (i = 1,2, 3) distingués depuis le début
des mesures à savoir les deux catégories d'espèces commerciales A et B et les espèces secondaires C,
Les individus de chaque groupe sont répartis en 9 classes de diamètre: [ 10-20, 20-30,30-40,40-50,
50-60, 60'70,70-80, 80-90, 90 et +]. Les estimations et simultations sont réalisées sur une surface de
référence de I hectare avec un pas de temps de 2 ans.

Les fonctions de regulation suivantes ont été retenues,

Le recrutement

Il est ajusté par une fonction de la surface terrière totale du peuplement. L'hypothèse sous-jacente est
que plus le peuplement est dense, moins il y a de lumière au sol et donc plus faible doit être le
recrutement. La surface terrière totale G¡ à l'hectare, toutes espèces confondues, reprèsente donc un
indice moyen de compétition,

Catégorie A:
11 :2.5688 - 0.05369Gr (r2:0.06, p :0.003, 127 ddl)

Catégorie B:
\: 13.872 - 0.3176Gt

Catégorie C:
r1 : ll5.g(-0 0801Gt)

et

rt)¡ : 0, pour i > 1 etj = 1,2,3
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Les coefficients de corrélation sont faibles. Les relations ont été conservées car elles sont
significatives et permettent la régulation du modèle, contrairement à d'autres méthodes proposées,
comme celle de Osho (1991).

Les probabilités de passaee

Elles sont ajustées en fonction de deux variables: le diamètre et la surface terrière totale.
variable traduit I'effet de compétition moyenne; la seconde permet de lisser d'éventuels
entre classes de diamètre voisines (Solomon et al. 19g6;Favrichon 1995),

Catégorie A:
p¡i+r :0.3066 - 0.01154D,+ 0.000324D2i_ 0.0000023D3i_ 0.004786Gr,

(r2 : 0.57, p : o.oool ;212 ddl)

Catégorie B:
pi i+r : 0.1^333 - 0.00033Di + 0.0000709D2i - 0.00000064D3¡ - 0.004034cr

(t2 = 0.70,P = 0'0001; 212 ddl)

Catégorie C:
pii+r = 0.0^5649 + 0.00604Di- 0.0000g3gD2¡+ 0.00000034D3i_ 0.004072G,

(r2 = 0.84, p: 0.0001; 212 ddl)

où D; est la borne supérieure de la classe de diamètre i.

La première
irrégularités

Les probabilités de mort

Ces probabilités n'apparaissent pas corrélées à l'état du peuplement et semblent constantes par
classes de diamètre i et par groupe d'espèces fi):

mÚ)',t: cu)i

Compte tenu des dificultés d'estimation de la mortalité sur une période de temps courte, ces
constantes c¡ sont calculées de façon à ce que l'effectif soit constant par classes de diamètre et
groupes d'espèces en parcelles témoin au cours du temps (Favrichon et Kim, 1996), sous I'hypothèse
que les parcelles témoins soient dans un état stable. En appliquant cette hypothèse, on obìient par
simulation, en I'absence d'intervention, un effectif constant par classes de diamètre et donc un
volume constant dans le temps. Ceci n'est pas en conformité avec ce qui est observé à Boukoko
pendant la période d'observation ($II-l), mais cela permet de tester I'effet réel d'une intervention par
rapport à un état témoin stable.

Quand une exploitation est simulée par le modèle, il faut également calculer le taux de dégâts
provoqués au peuplement résiduel, Ces dégâts s'élèvent comme on l'a vu à 22.5 arbres par arbre
exploité; on considère qu'ils se répartissent uniformément par classes de diamètre saui pour la
dernière classe où les dégâts sont quasiment nuls. On considèr enfin que l'éclaircie ne provoque pas
de dégâts directs.

Remaraue:

On présentera quelques résultants en volume. L'estimation du volume est faite en utililisant une
approximation des tarifs de cubage détaillés établis pour le dispositif à savoir:

pour les Catégories A et B, V : 10.433D, - 0.2667D

pour la Catégorie C, V : 7 .87D2 - 0.3D

où V est le volume fût individuel, en m3, et D le diamètre à 1, 30 m, exprimé en m.
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3.0 Résultats

Les équations retenues pour modéliser les paramètres de dynamique forestière ne perrnettent pas
d'étudier directement le comportement du modèl ¡ dans le cas où le recrutement et les probabilités de
passage sont régulés. Pour observer et analyser ce comportement il est nécessaire d,appliquer let réel (projection dans le temps) et de calculer lévolution aes pìinôipales

ci. Ce qui intéresse le gestionnaire est surtout l'évolution des parcìlles àprès
Nous avons dons simulé des tl'aitements à partir d'un peuplement moyen de

Nous avons plus précisément comparé trois scénarios sylvicoles,

S1: exploitation forte seule
32: exploitation fofte et éclaircie
53: exploitatjon forte et éclaircies successives

Pour ces trois scénarios, I'intensité des prélèvements et des dégâts cumulés en volume est la
suivante (en%o du volume initial):

Sl:26% du volume est prélevé par exploitation et dégâts,
s2: 40o/o du volume est prélevé par explotation, dégâts et éclaircie,
33: 40% du volume est prélevé par exploitation, dégâts et éclaircie à t : I puis de nouveau

5%o du volume résiduel est prélevé par éclaircie à t : 10 et à t= 20.
La figure 4 montre l'évolution de la surface terrière totale en fonction du temps pour les trois
scénarios' On peut y noter l'impact plus imortant des scénarios 2 et 3 mais leìemps de retour
assez similaire vers l'état initial. Sur la figure 5, est représentée l'évolution du volume
commercialisable à l'hectare, c'est à dire le volume total des arbres de plus de 80 cm de
diamètre appartenant aux espèces des catég^ories A et B. Au départ ce vol:me était d,environ
60 m3lha. L'exploitation en prélève 44J t# auxquels il faut ajouter quelques z nt''¿" ä;;;;.
Ce volume exploité est forte, en comparaison des pratiques traditionnelles en RCA (4 uibr.,
exploités par hectare contre en général I arbre seulement). Juste après exploitation, le
potentiel sur pied ne répresente plus que 24Yo du stock initial. Après trente années, ce
potential s'est reconstitué à 44% en I'absence d'intervention complémentaire, et
respectivement à 46 et 47,5%o dans le cas d'une ou de plusieurs éclaircies successives. Le
volume total, tous diamètres confondus, atteint dans tous les cas environ 95%o du volume
initial. Dans le cas d'une simple exploitation, le gain net total en volume est donc d'environ
2,3 m3lha/an, à comparer aux 0 

^t[hu/unthéoriques 
en parcelles témoins. Avec une éclaircie

complémentaire, la productivité passe à 3,8 ,r3[ha/an. Toutefois, I'effet l'ouverture forte du
couvert, par exploitation intense par exemple, entraîne surtout un développement rapide des
espèces de catégorie C qui prennent une place plus importante dans te peupt"ment (figure 6),
La productivité des arbres de taille exploitable dans les catégories A et B passe donc de 0
m3[halan. valeur théorique en parcelles témoins, à 0,40 

^in:J^"-"pr¿r-*rí"t atjon et 0,44
m3 [hul anaprès exloitation et éciaircie.
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Scénario Intervention 50-60 60-''0 70-80 80-90 90+

S1

cat. A
expl.

cat. B

0.5

0.75

0.75

0.75
ecl. cat, C

S2
A

expl
B

0.5

0.7 5

0.75
0.7 5

ecl.Càt:l 0.75 0.75 0.7s 0.75 0.7s

S3 expl.
A

B

0.5

0.75

0.'75

0.'7 5
ecl. c
à r: 1, 10, 20

0.75 0.7 s 0.'15 0.7 s 0.7 5

Conclusion

Il semble donc que la reconstitution progressive du potentiel exploitable aprés exploitation modérée
soit peu améliorée par I'éclaircie, qui favorise surtout les individus taillõ infériàur. En outre, une
ouvefture plus forte du couvett, par exploitation intense ou par éclaircie complémentaire, entraine un
gain de croissance au profit essentiellement des essences secondaires et parmi elles aux essences
héliophiles' Les données sur la régénération confirme ce risque. Une amélioration du modèle
permettrait de mieux préciser cette évolution à long terme. Il s'agiraitdans un premier temps de
séparer le peuplement en un plus grand nombre de groupes d'espèces, comme ó"r* p.oporés par
Morel at Tandeau de Marsac (1995); la construction de modèles matriciels avec des g.oup.,
d'espèces à tempéraments différenciés a en effet déjà utilisée avec succés dans d'autres sites
(Favrichon 1995; Ojo 1991). Il s'agirait ensuite de prendre en compte dans la mesure du possible les
données sur la régénération.

Pour espérer obtenir une production durable dans un temps assez court, il est tentant de proposer une
exploitation de type assez extensif à courte rotation. Elle pourrait prendre par exemple Ia forme d,un
prélèvement partiel des tiges exploitables à partir d'un diamètre inferieur à 80 cm. de façon à limiter
le prélèvement et surtout pour permettre le maintien d'une structure forestière proche de celle d'une
forêt naturelle (Maitre, comm. pers.). C'est à ce niveau plus une décision pãtitiq.," des autorités
décidant de la nature des plans de gestion qui gouvernera I'action sur la forêt. Faber-Langendoen
(1992) propose ainsi deux scénarios possibles: (i) rotation courte, de I'ordre de 15-20 ans, avec
récolte d'espèces plutôt héliophiles pour maximiser la biomasse produite; ou (ii) rotation longue,
supérieure à 60 ans, pour récolter de petites quantités de bois d'oeuvre de grande quãtite
technologique et maintenir la biodiversité à un niveau plus élevé. Des éclaircies sytématiqúes de
faible intensité à intervalles réguliers ne semblent pas entrainer un gain substantiel de croissance des
individus potentiellement exploitables et leur coût de mise en oeuvre risque également d'être
dissuasif pour le gestionnaire. Des travaux d'optimisation des différents scénarios, tels ceux de Osho
(1991) ou de Buongiorno et al (1994, 1995) permettent de guider les décideurs dans ces choix de
compromis écologique et économique,
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Tree growth, mortality and recruitment on abandoned farms of 0
30+years at Likombe, Mount Cameroon

Ndam N16; Healey J,R17; Cheek M.rs & F¡ase¡ p.I. | &2

Abstract
This paper presents results of the first two years of a proposed four year Darwin Initiative
research project which slarted in 1994. Changes in structure, species composition, growth,
mortality and recruitment of woody plants have been studied in abandoned'farms of"various
ages on Mount Cameroon- This was to understand the impact of shifting cultivation onforest
regeneration and recommend ecologically sustainable uses of rain fori,st lands for fa)mers.For this, a total of 30 plots of 20 x 20 m, containing 90 sub-plots of 4 x 5 m were established
between 800 m and II50 m altitude. They were gyouped into S åge classes: 0-2 years, 3-5
years, 6-l 0 years, I I -30 yeqrs, and over j0 years. In each plot, woody plants à 2 m tall were
lagged, their height and diameter recorded, and specimens coltectid when necessary. A
similqr operationwas conducted in each sub-plotforwoody seedlings of 30 -199.9 cm tall.
The density variedfrom 479 - 2,891 and 1,138-l,0,556 stems / hafor woody plants è 2 m talt
and seedlings of 30 -199.9 cm tall respectively. Mortality per annum variedfrom 48 - 66% in
the plots and was higher, 85 - 97% in the sub-pto* of 0-2 and 3-5 years age classes. It
decreased to about 40 % in the sub-plots of lt-30 and over 30 years age clalses probably
because weeds were then suppressed. Recruitment (seedlings ràaching-sampting iize) was
higher (150-300%") in plots below 5 years old after which ii decreasect droiti"alry to about
45%, In sub-plots, re*uitment was low (t2-20%ù in the 0-2 and 3-5 years age classes when
mortality was high and recruitment then increased Il-30 years,'and ovár 30 years as
mortality decreased to reqch about l00oÁ. It was conclucled after the first trvo year itudy that
regeneration offorest species was poor in abandoneclfarms. Secondary species were the mqin
early colonisers and were progt'essively replaced by the primary species from I I years
following farms ' abandonment.

Introduction

Plants are very important to mankind and understanding them has always been a subject of great
interest to humanity, They regenerate and form a mixed population whicir is exposed to changãs in
structure, composition and number. The changes are often encouraged either by natural or human
disturbance (Healey 1990). On Mount Cameroon, there are many types of disturbance such as
selective logging, natural treefall, volcanic eruption, burning and shifting cultivation. In this paper
the relative impact of the traditional farming system on tree growth, *oitulity and recruitment
on Mount Cameroon is discussed. This work was funded by the Darwin Initiative scheme of the
British Department of the Environment.

Study site

Mount Cameroon, located in the coastal belt of the Gulf of Guinea, is the highest (4,095 m) peak in
West and Central Africa. Its rnain massif is about 50 km long and 35 km wide running SW-to NE.
Likombe is a located at its eastern slope,4o07'N,9"138. The mean rainfall varies between 3,000
mm and 12,000 mm per annum and occurs mostly between April and November peaking between
July and September.

16 Mount cameroon Project, P. o. Box 437 Limbe Botanic Garde n, Limbe, cameroonr7 school of Agriculture and Forestry scie nce, university of wales, Bangor LL57 2uw, uK
ii 11e_ ry919arium, Royal Botanic ca¡dens, Kew, nichmond, Su.r"y TW9 3AE, UK
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The mean monthly temperature at sea level, varies from 24" C to 35o C with the maximum in March-
April. The soil temperature, measured at l0 cm depth, varies from 25o C at200 m through 20o C at
1,100 m to l5o C at2,200 m altitude (Payton & Edwards 1993). The air humidity remains at 75 to g0
% through out the year on the south-western site of the mountain due to the influence of both the sea
and the mountain. The persistent cloud cover and mist make Mount Cameroon one of the areas which
receive amongst the lowest Figures of annual sunshine hours in West Africa. This starts with 900-
1,200 hours per annum at sea revel and decreases with altitude (payton lgg3).

The soils on the Mountain are mainly built of basaltic lava of many different ages (Fitton et al.,
1983)' Some consist of lava flows and bear pyroclastìc craters in varioús stages of eäsion and others,
mainly the upper part, are made of ash and almost stoneless airfall deposiìs of cindery pyroclastics
(Richards 1963b; Payton & Edwards 1993). In some areas of the lowland, ferralitic soils are found in
addition to the volcanic type ( Hawkins & Brunt 1965). The maxirnum rooting depth for trees varies
between 80 cm and 120 cm (Payton 1993). This relatively shallow rooting rn"av contribute to be the
cause of natural tree-fall during heavy rains or severe winds.

Mount Cameroon is one_of the few places (if not unique) in Africa where there is a remaining
unbroken altitudinal profrle of rainforest from sea-level to its upper tree limit and beyond intã
grassland (Thomas 1985). It is one of the richest areas for plant species in Africa (Myers lggg;
Gartlan 1989 and Kirsch-Jung 1992). Evidence for this richnàss is that nearly half of ttre 7-g, 00ó
species of "Flora of West Tropical Africa" (Keay & Hepper lg54-72) region aie found in this part of
Cameroon (Hepper 1972).It is also one of the t' o *àin Pl"irto""n, ,õfugia postulated for Africa
(Hamilton 1976;Maley 1987; Gartlan 1989; Maley l99l; Cheek 1992b;Ch;k ànd Hepper 1993 and
Cheek et al. 1996). Mount Cameroon has probably Africa's greatest concentration ôi saprophytic
flowering plants ( Cheek & Ndam lgg6).It is characterised by a high level of plant and animal
endemism. Out of 156 plant species unique to Cameroon, 45 are recorded on Mount Cameroon
(Gartlan 1989). The surrounding lowland forests are also rich. A recent floristic survey of the
lowland forest, south-east of the mountain and lying between Mabeta and Moliwe showed that about
24 plant species are strictly endemic to that forest (cheek 1992a).

Forests of many parts of the lowlands around Mount Cameroon foothills have been replaced by large
commercial plantations of bananas, oil-palm, rubber, tea and coffee, The commercial plantations añ¿
the locally based oil refinery have attracted a corresponding large human population of people and
this has put pressure on the use of available natural i"rou."ãr. The methòd of farming widely
practised is that which follows a pattern of clearing, burning, cultivation, it iftinj,
and fallow cycles (Jeanrenaud l99l). Farmers look a1 the forests as bank of fertile
soils and consider tree recovery in abandoned farms as a means to restore soilfertility during the fallow periods (Thomas et al. 1989). This concept has caused
clearance of the forest upwards to the mountain forest belt.

Past studies

Some detailed ecological studies were carried out in places relatively close to Mount Cameroon such
as Korup (Gartlan et al.1986) and Douala-Edea (Newbery et al l}il)where 135 x 0.64 ha plots and
104 x 0.64 ha plots were established respectively and trees > 10 cm dbh measured. In the Mount
Cameroon area' work has consisted partly of plant collection in specific habitats such as lava flow
(Keay' 1959). Plot-based forest inventories were carried out in ielective areas including Mann,s
Spring in upper montane forest near the savannah (Richards 1963b), at Mundek (Jentsch 19ll); at
Likumba (Mildbraed 1930); and Southern Bakundu (Richards 1963a; and Songwe et al. lg1g). Witf,
the beginning in 1988 of a conservation project in Limbe now called the Mount Cameroon project,
the need for other intensive forest inventories was realised and selected rich areas such as Mabeta-

!I9liwe, Etinde, onge, Mokoko and forest at different altitudinal zones were sampled respectively
(LBGRGCP 1992; Cheek 1992a; Cheek & Thomas; Thomas 1992, t994a & t99ib; and payton Á
Edwards 1993). Forthese inventories, atotal of 174x0,25 haplots have been established and about
species density varied between 18 - 94 species / ha. Very few (10%) of the plots were permanent
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sample plots, also, neither disturbed areas nor trees < 10 cm dbh were sampled during the operation.
This study is therefore contributing to fill one of the existing research gaps (Healey 1992 and Hall
lees).

Objectives

l. To investigate changes in population structure, species composition, and species dominance in
abandoned farms of various ages.

2. To gather information on growth, mortality and recruitment of tree species.

3. To understand the impact of shifting cultivation on the maintenance of biodiversity.

4. 4-To recommend ecologically sustainable uses of rain forest lands for farmers' benefit.

Methods

The study was carried out in two stages. Firstly villagers were contacted to obtain their permission
and support and secondly, plots were then established to begin the study.

Social contact

Much botanical field work offers little interaction between the field workers and local dwellers.
Study of agricultural fallow requires a particular participatory approach by it very nature. Contacts
which permitted the field study were made at three main levels in the following order: the chief of
the village, the village council, and the farmers. This phase of the study, although difficult and time
consuming, is neveftheless necessary to ensure gathering valid information on the history of selected
fallows chosen for study and to maintain the security of plots once they are established therein. At
each level of contact, the study was fully explained and assurances were given that there would be no
perceived negative consequences such as review of landownership or creation of "government
conservation projects". The work programme consisted of repeated farm surveys, farmer interviews
following a triangulation method (McCracken 1988), selection of study sites, and negotiation with
owners of the selected sites. Some money was paid to the village development fund and to owners of
selected farms as a "thank you" for permitting the propose d 4 year study in their farms. Only farms of
well-known farming history and not planned to be used during the forthcoming 4 years study were
selected.

Plot establishment

The following plan was adopted.

a) The farmland area was divided into two zones:(i) the upper zone (960 - I150 m
altitude), generally called waily in the local Bakweri language, where trees are
still dominant and the forest stands are more developed and the soil is reported
to be more fertile; and (ii) the lower zone closer to the vìllage (800 - 940 m
altitude) where shrubs, tall herbs and grass are dominant and the forest cover is
more patchy with scattered weedy tree species of about l5 m high (Thomas and
Cheek 1992), This division was carried out using both ecological and socio-
economic information which seemed to be well correlated,

b) In each of these two zones, agricultural fallows were grouped into five age-
classes of the time since last farming 0-2 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, 11-30
years, and over 30 years. The division of the fallows into age-classes was based
on farmers' knowledge and information gathered (Jeanrenaud S. 1991; MCP
19e6).
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c) Three 20 x20 m plots were replicated in each age-class fallow and in each zone,
i'e. three replicates x two zones x five age-classes making a total of 30 plots for
a total area of I .2 ha (Map I ).

d) Woody plants of at least 2 m tall were tagged, height and diameter (at 1,3 m)were measured and voucher specimens collected for identification where
necessary.

e) In each plot, three sub-plots of 4 x 5 m were located in a randomly stratified
arrangement (Figure l)' Seedling density in each plot was surveyed and the area
classified subjectively divided into seedling dense, fairly dense ãnd sparse parrs
and a sub-plot was located in each of these parts.

f) In each of those sub-plots, woody seedlings > 30 cm and < 2 m tall were tagged,height and diameter (at ground level) rneasured, and voucher specimens
collected for identification where necessary in the 90 established sub-plots
(Figure 1).

g) Plots and sub-plots were demarcated using nylon rope, cairns, wooden pegs, and
50 cm long iron bars with their tops painted red to demarcate the boundãry.

h) Initial measurements were taken in 1995 when the plots were established and in
1996 and will continue for two more years,

x20m

Figure l: Plots and sub-plots layout

Results and discussion

Our observations on the rapport between farmers and forests and measurement of plant density,
structure, composition and changes occurring in abandoned farms are presented and discussed.

Farmers' knowledge of forest farm land

Farmers selectively choose their farm sites. These have to be easy to work, less stony, free of forest
stands with big trees, and away from gullies (locally called "watei holes"). They recognise two types
of undisturbed vegetation: (a) open areas of herbs (locally called "Gnuawa") dominated naturalþ by
ferns, Zingiberaceae, Commeliniaceae (Thomas & C'heek 1gg2) but when farmed and later
abandoned are recovered with forest trees, suggesting that shifting cultivation may stimulate forest
regeneration under certain circumstances, and (b) primary forest, lócally called "Biack bush", which
is clear-felled for farming when Gnuawa is not available.

Some timber species are deiiberately protected on farms by farmers. Examples are Entandrophragma
angolense (Meliaceae) or "Mbowu" in Bakweri is used in carpentry and Turraeanthus à¡ir*ut
(Meliaceae) or "Mukumu" in Bakweri is used in building and is reported to be resistant to termites
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and to last half a century. Pioneer species such as Polyscias fulva (Araliaceae) and, Trema orientalis
(Ulmaceae) are known and used but not protected because farmers are aware that they grw quickly
and appear everywhere.

Tree density

Out of 30 plots sampled the density of woody plants > 2 m tall from 479 varied
stems/ha in the 0-2 years plot age class to 2,89llha in the 30+ years age class (see
Figure 2). The small reduction of stems per hectare in fallow. uLou" l0 years old ispossibly due to the death of shading from the developing canopy of climax tree
spec i es.

Considering the 90 regeneration sub-plots, the same pattern emerges with the
average seedling density varying from 1,13g -10,555 seedlings /ha. The peaks
occured in the early years of abandonment (the 0-2 years age ciass) and in the 11-
30 years age class (Figure 3). The first peak is due to the establishment of pioneer
species while the second one is due to the overlap of an influx of seedlings climax
coinciding with persistent, soon-to-die pioneer seedling species.
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Figure 2. Distribution of number of stems per hectare between age classes
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Seedling density (> or = 30 cm and > 2 m tall)
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Figure 3. Distribution of number of seedlings per hectare between age classes

Forest structure

It was observed that more thant 50%o of woody plants more than 1 cm dbh growing in fallows are of
smaller size classes i.e. < 5 cm dbh. There was no tree > 20 cntdbh in fallows of below 10 years old
and in fallows of above l0 years old only 50á of trees were > 30 cm dbh (Figure 4).
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The distribution of numbers of stems per hectare the 30*yeass fallow is similarto that of pantropical
rneans from Philip (1983). Althought there are many large trees (60-79.9 cm dbh) in abandòned
farms of 30+ years, there is no tree above g0 cm dbh (Figurã 5)

Species relative dominance

A total of 40 familes, 74 genera, and 95 species were recorded, The dynamics of only the six
commonest tree species have been presented in this papel'. Cecropia peltata (Cp); Musanga
cecropioides (Mc), Polyscias fulva (Pl; Macaranga occidentalis ¡uol øtaidrophragma angoleise
(Ea) andTurr ae anthus afr ic anus (Ta).

It was observed that numbers of Cp and Mc started to reduce in fallows of more
than five years old and Cp later almost disappeared while Mc showed better
survivorship in old regrowths (Figure 6). Pf population became almost stable from
the 3-5 years fallow age class to the JQ* yearss age class near mature forests
(Figure 6)' Pf was the most frequent pioneer in young fallows and seems relatively
adaptable to most stages of vegetation succession at this site. Timber species
monitored were Entandropragma angolense (Ea) and Turraeanthus africantts (Ta).
For both species, numbers of seedlings were relatively higher in just abandoned
farms and then gradually reduced to almost nil. This can b; attributed to
competition, probably due to colonisation of herbs such as Andropgon spp, and
pennisetum purpureum. Regeneration of Ea and Ta improved and their numbers
increased again when the pioneer speciesseedlings populations declined (l l-30
years age class) in the stands. This stage was observed to be favourable to Ea
where are F a performed better in much older forest stands
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Figure 5. Distribution of Log number of stems per hectare of 30+ fallow between diameter classes
compared with pan-tropical means from philip (19S3)
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Population dynamics of woody plants

It was observed that about half to two thirds of plants died yeally in abandoned farms and that
seedling mortality is higher (97%) in 0-2 and 3-5 years age classes (Figures 7 & B). Here the
recruitment was more than 100% for plants 22 m tall and very low (20%) for seedlings in 0-2 and 3-
5 years age classes. The situation is reverse in 1 l-30 and 30+ years age classes.

Conclusion

Secondary species which are the main colonisers of abandoned farms tend to give way to forest
species in fallows between l1-30 years old at this study site. Musanga cecropiódes ancl Cecropia
peltata seem to be the most invasive poineer species in early ages of oprn u."u, but willto disappàar
after 10 years. llusanga cecropiodes seems to have a longer life time than the latter which harOty
survives into older regrowth. Among the main pioneer species, Macaranga occidentalis and polyscias
fulva appear to be the most persistent invaders and account for up to I0 %o of stems in some mature
stands (30+ years plots).

Regeneration of forest species was generally poor in farms of all age classes land and was patchy
depending of the availability of the parent trees. When these species do occur, they hardy survive th!
early weed invasion period.

It was observed that from what grows in abandoned farms during one year, a large proportion (41-
97%) died the following year. This mortality reduces with time when climax speciãs are established.

Recruitment seems to follow the same pattern except that it reduces sharply for seedlings when herbs
are dense and only begins to increase when increasing tree canopy shade hás suppressed the weeds.

Recommendations

To encourage the establishment of more forest tree species, farmers when clearing farms should
consicler cutting woody plants at a workable of height e.g. l. 5 m so as to permit morã rapid canopy
closure by stump sprouting after farms are abandoned, These shrubs could be regularly pruned'tô
allow sufficient light to reach crops the during the farming period. This approacñ would have the
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secondary benefits of increasing soil litter, suppressing weeds and in some cases providing additional
firewood.

Some recognised and protected (not cut) timber species could still suffer the weed invasion of the
h was taken. One way of encouraging their
the time that takes for shrubs and treelets to

ecause regeneration of desirable timber species
parents which set seeds, selective forest clearance
e recovery of farmland.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: tr'orest composition

List of woody species * 2mtall in 30 fallows (1.2 ha) on Mount Cameroon: case study at
Likombe (800 - 1150 m asl) (1995and 1996 censuses)

Keys: 1: 0-2 years; 2 : 3-5 years; 3 = 6- I 0 years; 4 : 1 l-30 years and 5 = 30* years

* denotes species found in unexpected vegetation stands (young i.e. < l0 years or old i.e. > l0 years)

spp
code

Genus species Family Location in age
class

Alangium chinense * Alaneiaceae l. 5*
2 Albizia zygta Leguminosae 1*. 4
3 Alchornea floribunda Euphorbiaceae 2.3.5*
4 Alloohvllu.g alrricanus Saoindaceae 5
5 Ansvlocalvx olisophyllus Leguminosae fs5
6 Anthonotha cladanta Leguminosae 5
7 Bliehia sapida Sapindaceae 5I Boehmeria platyphylla Urticaceae 4
9 Bridelia micrantha EunhorbÌaceac t, 2, 3,4*
l0 B¡idelia s.randis Euphorbiaceae -t, 5]I Bridelia spl Euphorbíaceae 3
12 Caloncoba cf loohorcama Flacourtiaceae 5
l5 Carapa procera + Melíaceae 1.2,3
14 Cecropia peltata Cecropíaceae t, 2, 3,5*
15 Celtis integrifolia Ulmaceae 4
t6 cf Ancistrocamr¡s densispinosus Tìliaceøe 1,5
t7 Chazaliella sciadeohora Rubiaceae 4
t8 Cissus cf barteri Vìtaceae 1
t9 Claoxylon hexandrum Euphorbíaceae 3
20 Cordia aurantiaca Boraginaceae 5
21 Cordia platythyrsa Borøginaceøe 5
22 Cuvie¡a acutifolia Rubìaceae 4
23 Cyathea mannlana Cyotheaceøe 1,5
24 Dichapetalum sol Dìchapetalaceae 5
25 Dicranoleois cf vestita Th.ymeleaceae 4.5
26 Draceana spl Agavaceae 5
27 Drypetes sÞl Euphorbiaceae 4,5
28 Drypetes staudtii Euphorbiaceae 3
29 Ekebersia staudtii Melíaceae 4
30 EntandroÞhragma aneolense Meliaceae l*. 2*. 3*.4. 5
31 Eriocoelum afrioanus Saoindaceae? 5
32 Ficus asoerifolia Morøceae 1
33 Ficus exasDerata Moraceue 2, 3.4. 5
34 Ficus mucuso Moraceae 3.4. 5
_15 Ficus sur Moraceøe t, 2. 3.4. 5
36 Ficus vogeliana Moraceae 5
37 Gambeya africana SaÙotøceae 5
38 Garcinia mannll Guttiferae 4
39 Harungæra madagascariensis Gulliferae 1.2.3
40 Hibiscus spl Malvaceae 3
4l Homalium letestui Fløcourtiaceae 5
42 Hypselodelphis scandens Marantaceøe 5
43 xora cf foliosa Rubiøceae 1
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44 Ixora cfhiernii Rubíøceae 4
45 Jollydora duparquetiana Connaraceae 5
46 Leea gurneensls Vilaceae 3
47 Lindacke¡ia dentata Flacourlìaceae 4
48 Macaranga dentata Euphorbìaceae 3
49 Macaranga occidentalis Euphorbiøceae 1,2, 3
50 Macaranga schweinhuttii Euphorbiøceae 4.5
51 Macaranga spl Euphorbiøceae 5
52 Macaranga splnosa Euphorbiaceae I
53 Macaranga zenkeri Euphorbìøceae 5
54 Maesa latifolia Myrsìnaceøe 1.2.1. 5
JJ Manitka¡a spl Sapolaceae 5
56 Ma¡saritaria discoidea Euphorbìøceøe 4
57 Markhamia spl Bìgnoniaceae 5
58 Milicia excelsa Moraceae 1
59 Mimuloosis ? solmsii? Acanlhaceae 1,5
60 Monodora spl Annonaceae 5
6t Neoboutonia mannil Euoltorbiaceae 3,4
62 Pavetta spl Rubìaceae 4
63 Persea atnencana Løuraceae 2
64 Polvscias fulva Arøliaceae 1,2,3, 4, 5
65 Polysphaeria macrophylla Rubiaceae 1.5
66 Pseudospondias mrcrocama Anacørdiaceøe 5
67 Psychotria eabonica Rubìaceae 5
68 Raphia sDl Palmøe )
69 Rauvolfia vomitoria Apoqtnøceae 1, 2.4*, 5*
70 Ritchiea spl Cappørøceae 5
71 Rothmania cf Ionsiflora Rubiaceae I
72 Solanum cf torvum Solanøcege 1.2.3
73 Sterculia tragacantha Sle¡culìaceøe 5
74 St¡ombosia erandifolia Olacaceøe 2*, 3*. 4. 5
75 Strombosia pustulata Olacaceae 5
76 Strombosia sol Oløcaceae 4
77 Strophanthus spl Apocynaceae 5
78 Strychnos cf staudtii Logøniaceae 4.5
79 Strychnos elaeoca¡pa Loganiaceøe 5
80 Tabemaemontana spl Apocynøceøe 3
8t Tabernaemontana sp2 ADocvnaceae 3,4, 5
82 Trema orientalis Ulmøceøe 1,2,3
83 Trichilia rubescens Melínceae 3,1, 5
84 Trichoscvnha sol Anacardiøceae 5
85 Tu¡raeanthus africanus Meliaceae 3.1. s
86 Uapaca staudtii Euphorbíaceae 4.5
87 Uvariodendron fr¡scum Annonaceae
88 Uva¡iodendron erandifolia Annonøceae 4,5
89 Uvariopsis spl Annonøceae 5
90 Vernonia amygdalena Compositøe 3
9I Vernonia conferta Composìlae 1.2.3
92 Vemonia spl Compositae 4,5
93 Voacanga spl Apocynaceae J
94 Xylopia aÍìicana Annonaceae 4
95 Zanthoxylum eillettii Rataceae 3

Total 74 95 40
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Potentials of cluster analysis for the aggregation of tree species from African tropical
forests

R. Eba'a Atyi
Tr op enb o s C amer o on P r o gr arnme

P O Box 219, Kribi
Cameroon

Abstract

Some of the most common problems encountered by tropical forest managemenl specialists
relate to the large number of species met in tropical forests. Thus, it is often wished to
aggregate species in afew groups based on objective criteriq. Cluster analysis was used here
lo aggregate 26 tree species encountered inwest and central Africa. The dqta were collected

from Permanent Sample Plots instqlled in logged over forests of Liberia. The data sel
analysed consisted of 878 trees, each of which was subject to two meqsurements made six
yeqrs qpart. The clustering procedure was based on two variables: the average diameter
increment per species qnd the cverage diameter recorded during the first campaign of
measurements. The analysis allowed to form five groups were formed, and cluster analysis

has shown interesting potentials for species aggregationfor tropical forest management.

Résumé

Cerlains des problèmes les plus courants que rencontrent les speciølistes en aménagement des

forêts tropicales sont liés au grand nombre d'essences renconlrées dans ces écosystèmes.
Ainsi, on souhaite souvent regrouper ces espèces sur la base de critères objectifs. L'analyse
des aggregats a été utilisé ici pour regrouq,er 26 essences rencontrées en Afrique de L'ouest et
du Centre. Les données ont été collectées dans des pørcelles échqntillons permanentes
installées dans des forêts exploitées du Libéria. L' ensemble des données analysées est
constitué de 878 arbres øyantfait I'objet de deux mesures séparées de six qns. La procédure
d'øggregation

Introduction

Tropical forest are considered to be the most complex forest ecosystems on earth, Walter (1979)
noted that: "When considering different ecological types, it should be emphasised that the greatest
variety of plant forms is found in the tropical rain-forest". Describing the extent and variation of
tropical forest, Palmer and Synnot (1992) remarked that, in comparison with temperate forest,
tropical forests often display complex structure, marked variation from one hectare to the next,
relatively unpredictable growth rates, and uneven age.

These attributes give tropical forests a special priority in all attempts to preserve biological diversity
at the global level, but also make the development of management strategies for tropical forests rather
difficult especially if sustainable timber production is one of the objectives. In fact, tropical forests
are both ecologically rich (large number of species per unit area) and diverse (all species tend to be

equally represented). As a consequence, the number of individuals for any species is often small
(National Research Council 1982). This further complicated attempts to develop management
methods and techniques especially models such as growth models based on statistical analysis of
sample data, Working with individual tree species becomes rather impractical not only because it \¡/ill
require too many coefficients and / or functions, but also because of the paucity of data for many
species which may inhibit the development of reliable relationships (Vanclay I 99 I ).

These facts have encouraged forest management specialists and forest Biometrician to group species
based on more or less objective criteria, For example, Vanclay (1991) working on data from tropical
forest of North Queensland used regression analysis to form 4l species groups out of the 23'7 tree
species identified in that country based on diameter increment. But he avoided "imposing any limit on
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th_e number of groups" which gives his work a high theoretical value. However, Field implementation
of these results remains difficult; 41 groups still being difficult to handle. In Cameroon, species are
usually aggregated in three main groups; according to their current commercial status in the market
(commercial, potentially commercial and non commercial). Such a grouping certainly provides a
practical tool when evaluating the current growing stock of forest resourò"r, ho*.uer it is almost
useless when making growth and yield projections because species having the same commercial
status do not necessarily have the same growth habits, Therefore, it would beãesirable to have only a
few groups based on an objective criterion, allowing growth and yield prediction as well as prediction
of future stand structure and composition.

The objective of this analysis is to contribute to the search of methods to form few groups from the
multitude of species found in tropical forests on the basis of growth habits. Such groups might be
used later for modelling in forest management.

Materials and Methods

The data set

The data analysed here were collected in Liberia, West Africa. Starting from 1978, several pilot
projects were installed in the country with the co-operation of German institutions, the general
objective being to determine the silvicultural potentials of logged-over forests (Parren & de Graaf
1995). Within the framework of these projects, about 39 one-hectare Permanent Sample plots (pSp)
were established in four different stations: Cavalla (12 plots), Grebo (20 plots), Gola (ihree plots) aná
Kpelle (four plots) with different specific research objectives. In Grebo, ihe objective was to monitor
the development of the stand after logging without any treatment. In the three other stations studies
aimed at testing the effects of different silvicultural treatments after logging.

Within each PSP, all trees with a diameter at breast height (dbh) larger or equal to 10 cm were
numbered and their species determined. For each numbered tree, measurements were taken including:
dbh, total height, bole height, crown diameter and illumination. Each tree was also located on the ma-p
using rectangular co-ordinates, A total of about 20,000 trees of 245 species were so monitored.

Because of variations among silvicultural treatments which were tried from one station to the other,
and due to the inconsistency in re-measurement dates, only eight plots were used for the following
analysis. Five of these plots are from Grebo where no silvicultural treatment were applied aftei
logging and three are control plots from Cavalla (only logging without treatment). All togeìher, these
plots constitute a raw data set of 347 5 trees re-measured six years apart.

From this raw data set, only commercial tree species found both in West Africa and Central Africa
were retained because the results are intended to be used also in Central Africa. In addition, data on
trees that died between the two measurement were eliminated as were species which were
represented by less than l0 trees. The final data set was thus made up of 878 trães belong ing to 26
species.

Method of analysis

The aggregation of species was done using Cluster Analysis in the Sestet procedure (Systat Inc,
1991)' Cluster analysis is a method of detecting the natural groupings in dãta. The anaiysis was
mainly based on two variables: the average diameter increment(Dl¡ anã the average dbh recorded at
the beginning of the growth period (d1).

Diameter increment was chosen because it has almost always been considered as one of the best
variables when trying to model the growth of mixed tropical forests. For example, Alder (1983), in a
review of growth and yield of mixed tropical forests noted that: "Mixed iropical forest growth
information from permanent plots ... has mostly been analysed in terms of individual tree incrernent",
he went on to identif,i diameter increment as "a basis for species grouping". In fact, Vanclay (lggl),
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in his important work on species grouping in tropical forests based his analysis mainly on diarneter
increment, but he preferred to use regression analysis rather than cluster analysis. Logically, if tree
growth can be defined for forest management purposes as a change in a selecied tree attribute over
some specified time (Davis & Johnson 1987), diameter incrernent, a change in tree diameter over a
specified period of time, should necessarily be one of the best variable to portray tree growth.

In addition to diameter increment which is a variable representing growth, it appeared important to
have at least an additional variable which characterise the initial sánd at tne Ueglnning of the growth
period. For this, the average dbh per species at the first round of measurem"nt *u, chosen. Many
authors like Rollet (1974) or Jonkers (1987) have shown or used the relationship between average
diameter of a species and the distribution of stems of the same species among size classes in the
stand. The average diameter can thus be reasonably seen as a stand characteristic.

Each tree species j could thus form a single statistical case characterised Uy dlj the average diameter
of the species at the beginning of the growth period and DI¡ the average diamãter increment for that
species (Table 1)' Given that the aim of the analysis is to group species, by using a method which
aggregates these statistical cases, species are aggregated.

These averages were simply computed as follows: let d1¡ be the vaiue of the dbh measured for tree i
of species j at the beginning of the growth period and d2¡ the dbh recorded at the end of the growth
period for the same tree. DI¡ the diameter increment for tree i could be computed as:

DI,t:dr¡-dr,¡
d, and D[ were found as:

Q : ID¡ /n¡

DI.¡: Di¡/n¡

Where n¡ is the number of trees of species j.

The two values dl and DL are used as co-ordinates to locate each tree species on a two-dimensional
plan' The principle of the clustering procedure consists of calculating the Euclidean distance from the
location of a randomly chosen species to the location of its nearest neighbour (Newnham 1992;Kent
& Coker 1992).If the starting species is j and its neighbour species j+1,Ejj*t the Euclidean distance
between the two is :

E¡+r :.il1d.¡ - d¡,)2 + (DIj - DI¡r)2

Similarly the distance from j+1 to its nearest neighbour can be calculated. If the nearest neighbour ofj+l is j, then a potential cluster has been formed. Otherwise, the aggregation continues by choosing
anotlter species which is not in the previous cluster and then trying to forïn a new Cluster until all
trees have been considered.

Some measure of the central location of each cluster can be calculated, and fuither, clusters
themselves may be clustered. One of the commonly used central points in the cluster analysis is the
centre of gravity of the cluster also called the centroid (Eriksson lgg3). Say a cluster has m species,
each species j is located on the plan by its co-ordinates d1¡ and DI;, the ceÃtroid of the cluster c can
also be located by co-ordinates d," and DI" defined as:

D": l/mld,

DI.: l/mIDIt

The process yields a hierarchy of cluster solutions, ranging from one overall cluster to as many
clusters as there are cases. A cluster at a higher level can contain several lower-level clusters (SpSS
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Inc. 1988), but within each level the clusters are disjoint (figZ). Depending on the objective of the
analysis, an appropriate level is chosen as the final solution.

Table l: Average dbh and diameter increment (both in cm)

Mean dbh first
mensuration

Diameter
increment

Hannoa klaineana
G ilbertoden dron preus ii
Dalium guineensis

Coula edulis

Lophira alata
S trep honema ps eudocola
Uapaca guineensis

Xylopia staudtii
Parkia bicolor
Dacryodes klaineana
N ewtonia dup atquetiana
Anthonotha fragrams
Eryt hrophl eum ivorens is

Lovoa trichiloi:des
P enlaclethra maøophyll a
Pygnanthus angolensis

Penda oleosq

Parinari exelsa

Schrebera arborea
Nquclea diderichii
Funtumia elqslica
Entandrophragma utile
Alstonia boonei

C anar ium s chw einfir thii
Entøndrophr agma angolens e

Khaya qnthothecq

14.66

30.03

20.37

23.22

35.42

18.95

24.78

29.00

19.90

20.87

36.71

41.86

39,20

13.84

1 1.60

13.73

15.27

40.97

18.50

18.90

11.80

20.10

I 1.60

19,90

13,00

11.20

2.29

L64
1.96

0.82

0.82

0.79

0.19

1.60

7.80

0.88

2.99

1.95

t.'75

3. r3

2.80

1.20

1.52

r.67

5.30

10.10

3.20

2.40

1.00

9.50

3.80

0.40

Results

The hierarchical cluster diagram has yielded 20 levels of groupings (fig 2). There are two extremes
solutions, one consisting of a single group formed with all the 26 species, the other showing as many
groups as species (26 groups). In between there, are many solutions ranging from a level of two
groups to a level of 24 groups. Given the above stated objective the level compiising five clusters was
chosen as the final solution. Table 2 gives the distribution of species betwéen different groups the
first group consist of nine species, the second four species, the third six species, the fourth two
species and the fifth five species.
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Acajou blanc (Khøya anthotheco)
Ekouk (Al s t oni a b o one i)
Mubala (P entøclethra macropltytta)
Muntondo (Funtum i a el as t ic a)
T iama (Ent a n dr op hr øgm a ango I ens e)
B ibolo (Lov o a t ichi I otdes)
Nom osek (Hannoa klaineana)
Afane (Penda oleosa)
llomba (Pygnønthus angolens is)

Bilinga (N aucl e ø di derichi )
Aiele (C an ar ium s c hw infur t i)
P arkia (P ar ki ø b ic o lor)
Obang (Schrebera SP)

Eyen gwe (Strephonema ps eudocol a)
Adj ouapha (D acry o des kl aine an o aph a)
Eyous foncé (Dalium guineense)
Sipo (Ent andr ophr agma ut i I e)
Coula (Coula edulis)
Rikio (U ap a c a gu ine ens is)

Objobi (þlopia stqudtii)
Ekobem (G i I b erto dendr on pr eus i i)

Kibekoko æ gent (A nthono tha fr a gr ams)
Azobe (Lophira alata)
Nom atui Q,{ewtonia duparqueti ana)
T ali (Eryt hr ophl eum iv or ens e)
Parinari (Parinari excelsa)

Table 2: Distribution of species among group (clusters)

Table 3: Average diameter increment per species group

Species
groùn

Average DBH /
cluster lcm)

Average Increment/
cluster fcmì

I 130 215

II 190 8

III 214 117

IV ?q5 162

388 r84
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Table 3 gives average for dbh at the first mensuration and for diameter increments. It suggests that,
among all the species analysed, group II clearly contains the fastest growing followed by group I.

Conclusion

This analysis has allowed to form five groups species out of the 26 species analysed. This is an
attractive number because it can be easily handled for forest management purposes and such a
number has already been considered in some tropical countries such as North Queensland (Vanclay
1988, Vanclay 1989). In addition, given that the basis of the analysis was tree growth, such a
grouping has potentials of being utilised in growth and yield studies. Thus, cluster analysis has
interesting potentials of being used for species grouping. Moreover, some species known to have
similar uses and comparable technological properties are in the same groups this is particularly the
case of Acajou Blanc, 'Iiama and Bibolo in group I, Azobe and Tali in group V. It can be foreseen
that a better data set (which is difficult to obtain in tropical Africa), with more trees per species and
with a wider range of diameter values may yield improved results.

Although the variables on which the analysis was based were quantifiable attributes which should
allow an objective grouping, it should be remarked that a subjective element is introduced about the
decision on the "cut-off' point and the final number of groups. However, this should not be seen as

drawback for the method because it permits the analyst to be flexible and use professional
experience.
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Fifty years of experience with permanent sample plot data in the Baikiaea Woodland of
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Abstract

The permanent sample plot programme in the Baikiaea þrests of Zimbabwe starled during
the early i,930s. These plots were established inside Zimbabwe's "demarcated" stateforests

found in the northwest part of the country. This type of woodland is dominated by B.

plurijuga, interspaced by G. coleosperma, P. angolensis, T. sericea, B. speciformis and
Combreíum species. Forty-one plots were eslablished with a main objeclive to monitor growth
and species composition. Since then, a lot of data has been collected representing over 50
years ofexperience.

Several local and internationql scientists have in recent years, attempted to analyze and
develop growth models for these Baikiaea forests. Analysis results at hand from these
endewours hqve estqblished mean annual increment growth rates of 1.5,2.i, 1.9 and 2.9
mm/yr. for B. plurijuga, P. angolensis, G. coleosperma and B. speciformis respectively. This
paper provides a profile of over 50 years experience in terms of establishntent, management
and maintenance, data assemblage, analysis, successes and problems; and the way forward.

Introduction

For thirty-two years from 1935 to 1967,the Zimbabwe Forestry Commission established 4l plots in
what is known as the "demarcated" Kalahari Sand Baikiaea forests of northwestem Zimbabwe. Once
established, the same ones were regularly re-visited for assessment at five-year intervals unless
otherwise stated. The first plot was set up in 1935 and more were established thereafter with the
youngest plot set up in 1967. Each of these plots was uniquely identified on the ground and can be re-
visited. Loosely the term "Permanent Sample Plots (PSP)" is used to describe these experimental
plots. The re-measurement programme involved measuring all traceable survivors.

Objectives behind the establishment of these experimental plots were quite varied (Calvert 1992;
Mushove et al. 1992; Mkosana & Crockford 1995). Primarily, major objectives were those to:

l. Monitor dimensional growth and population dynamics over time;

2. Monitor the effect of induced periodic fires;

3. Investigate coppicing and regenerating ability; and

4. Monitor survival.
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In the whole PSP programme, diameter growth data was collected on 79 different species of which
only a few are economically important. The commercially utilisable timber tree species that dorninate
the plot community in the PSP programme include Baikiaea plurijuga (57%), Guibortia coleosperma
(7%o), Pterocqrpus angolensis (60/o), Terminalia sericea (6%o), Cornbretum species (SYo), Burkea
africana (4%o), Ricinodendron rautanenii (2%) and Brachystegia speciformis (1%). The remaining 71

"commercially unimportant" species together accounted for the l2o/o balance. The inclusion f species
of less commercial use was important in order to gain an understanding of their behaviour in the
woodland community and the system as a whole (Calvert 1984).

Plot establishment

One would like to know why it was necessary to set up these experimental plots. It is common
knowledge that forest managers need to knorv the production potential of their forests. For the
sustainable harvesting of natural forests, managers need to have adequate data from which to derive
information on volumes, size distributions, regeneration and growth rates. Long term PSPs were
designed to form a basis for providing such valuable information.

The plot establishment protocol was aimed at creating a permanent geographical record for each
experimental plot. For each plot marked, a sketch map (not necessarily to scale) of the plot and the
forest in which it is located was drawn, indicating the cardinal directions. Details of location and

access directions \¡/ere properly documented and clearly described for easy identification. The
experimental sample plot was marked with treated wooden pegs to nark the four corner boundaries,
Often on approach to the experimental plot, trees were painted white as an indication of the existence
of the experirnental area. Most of the PSPs were narro\¡/ and linear in shape with some stretching for
a few kilometres. This was deliberate in order to caphrre as much variation as possible across the
catena and also to account for as many species as were present. In some instances, the shape and size

was determined by the objectives to be addressed. The longest plot was PSP 5 which stretches for 6.4

km long and 10 m wide.

The first plot to monitor diameter growth and species dynamics was established in 1935, known as

PSP 1. More plots, either single or in groups were established between 1935 and 7967 to ans\¡/er

specific objectives, For example, 16 of these were to evaluate coppicing ability and artificial
regeneration while 18 were for the purpose of observing fluctuations in the dynamics of the woodland
communities in terms of growth, structure and species composition. From the documentation
available, plot size varied from as little as 0,04 Ha (PSP 14) to as large as 129 Ha (PSP 4).

Measurements and maintenance

In each of the experimental plots all trees found were identif,red and allocated a unique identity code
which was maintained at each measurement time. At plot establishment all trees with a minimum
diarneter size of 2.54 cm at breast height (DBH) were measured. Diameter measurements were taken
as it was considered the best indicator for tree growth. Each tree satisfoing this minimum diameter
size was marked by painting a white band around the stem at DBH to indicate the position at which
future measurements \¡/ere to be taken. A numbered metal tag was then nailed on for easy

identification. Any new trees found in the plot thereafter were igriored and no records were taken on
them. Diameter measurements taken between 1935 fo 1979 were all recorded in empirical inches but
thereafter in metric units. All data collected was recorded by species in a master file created for each

individual plot. An arbitrary system was adopted for assessing stand parameters such as dominance,
bole formation and crown quality.

Base measurements were taken at plot establishment and subsequent measurements were scheduled at
five-year intervals unless events dictated. When a plot was due for re-assessment, only tagged trees as

identified by the number on the metal label were rneasured, However, due to priorities and periodic
resource shortage, it was not possible to stick to the stipulated frve-year measurement time interval.
At the time of assessment a record of dead or missing trees was maintained to monitor survival. Since
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most of the tree species in the PSP programme are slow growing, it was not prudent to take yearly
measurements. Below is the measurement schedule for selected PSPs for the period 1935 to 1993.

Table l: Measurement years for 6 Permanent Sample Plots

PSP/Year r935 40 45 47 49 51 52 5tl 57 58 60 6r 67 76 93

1i

rii

2

4

5

6

X X X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x
X

X x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X : measurements carried out

It is evident from the schedule given above that inasmuch as the S-year interval was more or less
maintained for PSP 1, the situation was different with the other plots. For example the interval was
11, 16 and l7 years for PSP 6 for the period 1947-58,1960-76 and 1976-93 respectively. For PSP 4
the interval was 9 and 16 years during 1949-58 and 1960-76 respectively. The irnplications of
excessively long intervals are obvious. This gave rise to inconsistencies experienced in the
scheduling of the measurement programme with the consequence of possible data distortion due to
the time interval between assessments which sometimes was either too short or too long. An example
of data distortion experienced due to long observation intervals was inconsistencies in tree re-
identification. There were cases where trees identified as missing or dead at a previous observation
but found re-appearing at the next subsequent observation time, Sometimes tree misidentification due
to loss of tags or re-growth led to "apparent" diameter shrinkages, Problems of this nature were more
frequent where intervals between observation years happened to be too protracted.

The period after 1976 was characterized by protracted observation intervals due to internal insecurity
during Zimbabwe's liberation war which saw most of the experimental sites being abandoned for
security reasons. It is for this reason that dat¿ collection between this period has to be treated with
caution. Chances of missing records or tree misidentification could have been quite high due to lack
of close monitoring. Rehabilitâtion of some of the plots was initiated in the early 1990s, l0 years
after independence, Only a few traceable surviving trees were re-identified with the latest
measurements taken in 1994.

The maintenance programme involved protecting plots from uncontrolled bush fires and unauthorized
harvesting. Periodically, plot boundaries were checked and corner pegs replaced iffound vandalised.
Tree identity metal tags were replaced when found missing or broken in an attempt to avoid mixing
up individual tree records. This programme was maintained reasonably well until at the peak of
Zimbabwe's strife for independence in the mid-1970s when no maintenance and measurements could
be carried due to internal insecurity.

Summaries on basal areas and diameter increment

Preliminary analysis of PSP data have been carried out on diameter growth of selected species in
selected permanent plots. Recently seven of these plots have received attention in which the growth
of 33 species was studied. Total basal areas (m2lha) and corresponding mean annual diameter
increments (mm/yr) were derived. Table 2 below shows the mean annual diameter increments and
mean basal areas of l4 selected species from 7 PSPs for the 1935-1993 period.
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Table 2: Mean basal areas (m2lha) and mean annual diameter increments
(mn/yr) for 14 selected species ûom 7 permanent sample plots

Species Basal area Rank 8,4 Mean

Diam incr. DBH (cm)

Afzelia quanzensis
Kirkia acumínata
Eryt hr ophl eum afric anurn
Burkea africana
Ri c in o d e n dr on r au t ane ni i
P terocarpus angolensis
Guiborlia coleosperma
Termínalia sericea
Baikiaea plurijuga
Strychnos coccuiloides
Peltophorum africanum
Combretum species
Ziziphus mucronata
Brachvs les ia soiciformis

10.0

l0-0
9.2
8.6
8.6
8.4
8.3

8.0
7.9
7.5
6.4
6.3

6.0

2.1

1.9

1.5

1.3

3.4
2.3
1,9
1.4

1.5

1.9

2.2
1.9

0.8
2.9

20.1
18.3

13.7
14.7
36.5
26.0
14.1

1 1.6

t2.5
10.9
15.2
9.3

7.9
24.2

1.5
1.5

3.0
4.5
4.5
6.0
7,0
8.0
9.0
r0.0
il.0
t2.0
13.0

140

* = negligible, species present in only one subplot in PSP 6/l

In terms of mean basal area, A. quanzensis and K. acuminata eachwith 10 mzllFrabasal area dominate

the other species. B. africana and Ricinodendron rautanenii tie the rank in fourth position. The four
commercially exploited species P. angolensis, G. coleosperma, T. sericea and ,8. plurijuga trail
further down the list in sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth position respectively. It can be infened that
the observed rank ordering could have been a result of the absence of large diameter stems due to
harvesting of these species. Since basal area directly or indirectly reflects on tree size, it follows frorn
these results that the few A. Euanzensis and K. acuminaÍa trees present were large diameter trees,

while -8. plurijuga, the dominant tree species in plot communities is mainly composed of small
diameter trees. The correlation befween mean basal area and mean annual diameter increment in that
the species characterized by higher basal area and mean annual diameter increment is not obvious

except in the case of Z. mucronatq, B. plurijuga, G. coleosperma aîd P. angolensis whose basal areas

of between 6.0 to 8.4 mt[hacorrespond to diameter increments of between 0.8 to 2.3 mm/yr. giving a
posítive correlation between basal area and mean annual DBI{ increment.

Models for diameter growth

Four different models for predicting diameter growth described below are as a result of several
attempts by the Forestry Commission to get an understanding of the growth dynamics of some

selected commercially exploited species growing in the Kalahari Sand Baikiaea forests. From Table
2, it is possible that a relationship between basal area and diameter increment exists, although this
may not be quite apparent. It is on this basis that a number of scientists (Calvert 1984; Hofstad 1993;
Crockford 1994; Mukwiza 1995; Gumbie & Mukwiza, 1996) attempted to model diameter growth as

a function of basal area. Gumbie and Mukwiza (1996) analysed data for B. plurijuga, G.

coleosperma, P. angolensis and T. sericea from 7 selected PSPs and fitted a model of the form:

AD = e 
(c+pl*BA+Ê2*DBH+p3*YR+p4*DBH2+e) (1)

while Crockford (1995, unpublished) fitted to the same data a'simple stand density model of the

form:

AD:e(ct+PI*BA+e) Q)

where:

AD: diameter increment (rnmiyr)
BA: basal area(m2lha)
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DBH : mid-diameter (cm)
YR : year interval between two successive measurement years
DBH2 : square of mid-diameter

t = random fluctuations
G, F1, þ2, þ3, þ4 are constants

Crockford (1995) modelled diameter growth averaged over all plots for B. plurijuga, P. angolensis
ar¡d G. coleospermø using Model (2) and obtained a goodness of fit coefficient in the range 0-8%
showing that the model was imprecise. Fitting lvlodel (1) registered a slight improvement to the fit
(Gumbie & Mukwiza 1996). The results from Model (l) presented in Table 3 show regression
equations for B. plurijuga, P. angolensis, G. coleosperma and T. sericea derived from PSP 1 series 1

data. Improvement to the f,rt ranged between 12 and 22Yo but was sometimes even higher in other
plots, For example using Model (1), the equation for P. angolensis in PSP 2 (not shown here)
achieved an R2 value as high as 50%.

Table 3: Regression Models for diameter increment (mn/yr.) for four species in PSP I
series I data

MOdel: Áp : e 
(a+ pl+BA+ p2+DBH + F3.YR+ P4rDBH2+ e)

Species Constant BA Mid Year Mid-DBH Adj R
diameter interval squared (o/o)

B. pluríjuga 1.8 0,01** -0.00 -0.02** -1.2E-6 22.0

P. angolensis 2.9 -0.03* -0.01* -0.02** 2.lE-5*" 12.4

G. coleosperna 0.6 0.2 0.00 -0.05** 7.98-6 20.0

T. sericea 3.0 -0.5*i 0.01 0.03 -4.68-5+ 2l.l
* = significant level (P:0.05); ** = significance [evel (P:0.01)

Source: Gumbie & Mukwiza (1996)

Another scientist, Hofstad (1993) analysed the same PSP 1 series 1 data and modelled diameter
growth using a probability model in three states:

l. probability of remaining in the same diameter class
2. probability of growing into the next class, or
3. probability of clying

He established equations for each diameter size class to predict probabilities in each state to take the
form of:

B. plurijuga: Píj: a+ b*lnQ (3)

P. angolensis: Pij = a + b*j + ç*.¡2 + d+j3 (4)

where:

I - state, (i: 1,.....,3)
j : diameter class
Pü : probability that tree in class j stays in state i
a, b, c : regression coefficients

From Model (3) the R2 observed was about 72%o for states 1 and 2 whereas Model (4) gave R2

coefficient as high as 97Yo, 80% and 93%o for states 1,2 and 3 respectively. Compared with other
models, Model (3) and (4) provide better frtting and warranty consideration to improve on.
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Conclusion

Modelling to determine the growth dynamics of forests is an important tool to assist forest managers

in sustainable forest management and the regulation of harvesting cycles. However, experiences frorn
this PSP data was that data of this kind should be treated with caution due to its long term nature. The
need for close monitoring and maintenance were found to be paramount in order to guard against data

distortions.

From the experiences outlined above, it has been demonstrated that several attempts were made by
various scientists to analyse the more than 50 year old PSP data and some significant success have
been achieved, particularly in terms of determining annual diameter increments for most
commercially exploitable species, namely B. plurijuga, P. angolens¡s, G. coleosperma and B.

spiciformis. Not rnuch success has been scored so far in terms of modelling growth dynamics of these

species or the forests where they grow in.

The models described above all are preliminary and efforts are still being made to determine and to
come up with a practical predictive growth or stand dynamics model. Jirdging by the level of the
prediction coefficient (R'), it would appear that Hofstad's probability Models (3) and (4) provide a
better compromise, but it still remains to be answered whether working with probabilities helps to
understand tree growth dynamics.

Basing on the forgoing and as away forward, scientists are exploringthe data further in an attempt to
develop growth models for Baikiaea forests. Work undertaken so far by the scientìsts show promise
and is now at an advancecl stage, Indications are that the approach to study diameter growth indirectly
by modelling changes in basal areas (m2iha) may be the answer.

It still remains to be proved whether the mean annual diameter growth or changes in other derived
parameters such as mean basal area or volume should be the variables to analyse in order to gain a

better understanding of the growth dynamics in such environments.
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The growth and yield of Terminølía ivorensìs in south-western Nigeria

J.O. Abayomi, B. Oyeleye and A. Qtedeji
Forestry Research Institute of Nigeria

P.M.B 5054,Ibadan

Abstract

Growth and yield døta from Terminqlia ivorensis plantations in Gambari, Olø,va and Sapobø
Forest Reserves of the lowland rainþrest zone of south-weslern Nigeria are described, Three
permanent sample plots (PSPs) assessed between five and nine times, nine semi-permanenl
sømple plots assessed twice each and fifty temporary sample plots (TSPr) each assessed once
were stztdied to determine variations qnd trends of stqnd growth parameters with age. Stem
diameter distributions, periodic qnnuql diameter increment and annuql stem mortality
percentage were qlso evaluated.

Mean dbh (at dffirent ages) ønd total crop volume (TCV) at thefinal assessment ages of the
two PSPs at Sopoba were predicted with satisfactory accuracy using graphical relationships
of stand growth paramelers in TSPs of the same locølity. The TCV prediction process involves
estimating thinning volumes at difiërent ages and main crop volume at the finøl age, starting
with specified initial vqlues of mean dbh and number of standing stems per hectqre.

Introduction

In the early 1960's, Nigerìan forestry shifted emphasis towards forest plantation establishment due to
the poor results obtained from natural regeneration methods. Most of the forest plantations
established so far were those of the two important exotic species, Tectona gtandis and Gmelina
arborea, with correspondingly enonnous amount of accumulated growth and productivity data.
Comparatively limited amount of growth and yield studies have been carried out on the indigenous
forest plantation species, such as Triplochiton scleroxylon, Nauclea diderrichii, Terminalia iyorensis
and Termin al i a sup e r b a.

The aim of this paper is to provide rnore data and information on the growth and yield of Terminalia
ivorensis in the lowland rain forest zone of sonth-westem Nigeria. It should be pointed out however
that some interesting growth and yield data have been provided on Terminalia ivorensis in Nigeria by
Lowe (1970), Oji and Nwaigbo (1984), Okojie (1988), Akindele and Owoeye (1991) and Abayomi
(1993). Growth and yield studies are invaltnble for providing useful data and information for the
effective planning and management of forest plantations. They are useful for taking decisions on
choice of species, site, silvicultural treatment and rotation age for a specified management objective.

Study Sites

Three sites in south-western Nigeria were covered in the study described in this paper. They are
Gambari Forest Reserve in Oyo State, Oluwa Forest Reserve in Ondo State and Sapoba Forest
Reserve in Edo State. The characteristics of the three sites have been described by Lowe (1970).
Gambari Forest Reserve (latitude 7o 25'N, longitude 3o 53'E) is characterised by an altitude of
approximately 90-120 metres above sea level, a mean annual rainfall of about 7270 mm and a gently
undulating topography. The soil is brown loam over 1.2 m deep overlying red sandy earth with
ironstone concretions below which is clay soil. The top soil is freely draining, feltile and not heavily
leached. SoilpH is 6.3-7.0.

Oluwa Forest Reserve is at latitude 6o 50' N, longitude 4o 33' E, an altitude of about 90 metres above
sea level, and has a mean annual rainfall of about 1780 mm. The topography is moderately
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undulating, while the soil is shallow, reddish sandy loam with gravely inclusions and bare rocþ
outcrops in places. The soil is of poor fertility and is leached, with a pH of 5.5.

Sapoba Forest Reserve (latitude 6o 4'N, longitude 5o 52'E) is characterised by an average annual

rainfall of 2280 rnm, a more or less fat topography and a reddish, f,tne sandy loam soil with increasing

clay content at lower levels. The soil is freely draining and permeable to depth with accessible water
table. After forest clearance, fertility leaches rapidly. Soil pH is 5.0.

Materials and Methods

Growth data for Gambari were from one peûnanent sample plot (PSP 12) and three temporary sample
plots (TSPs). The PSP was established in 1932 in a stand planted in 1926 and assessed nine times
between the ages of 6 and 31 years. The PSP was thinned at the ages of 6, 11.5,20 and 31 years. The
plot was 0.7082 ha in size, while the three TSPs varied in size from 0.04 ha to 0.14 ha, The sample
plots at Ore in Oluwa Forest Reserve were laid in May 1996 \n the P.1966 andP.1967 spacing triais
involving four planting espacements, 1.83 m by 1.83 m, 2.74 mby 2.74 m,4.57 mby 4.57 m and

6.71mby 6.71m. Thirteen plots were laid and assessed in the P.1967 spacing trial and seven in the

P.1966 spacing trial. All the plots measured 0.04 ha with the exception of two measuring 0.09 ha in
the P.1966 spacing trial. For Sapoba Forest Reserve, there were three sources of sample plot data.

The first source was the f,rve assessments each carried out between the ages of 6 and 25 in two PSPs

(PSP 152 and PSP 153) planted in 1956, The second was two assessments each on 27 PSPs of ages

between 5 and 41 years.

In each plot all stems were measured for dbh to the nearest 0.1 cm and sample tree measurements

taken to determine top height to the nearest 0.1 m. Stand volume was estimated for PSPs according to
the Nigerian sample plot procedure (Horne, 1962), while for other plots stand volume was calculated

as a product of stand basal area, mean height and a form factor of 0.45, which represents the average

for volume sample trees previously measured in the three PSPs.

Summaries of productivity per hectare were prepared for individual plot assessments and graphs

prepared to determine the relationship of different stand parameters with age. The variations of
growth parameters within and between age classes on given sites were determined graphically for
Sapoba Forest Reserve and arithmetically for Ore in Oluwa Forest Reserve. Estimates of periodic
annual diameter increment (PADD were obtained for individual stems in all plots assessed at least

twice; the three PSPs and the nine plots assessed twice at Sapoba.

Growth data from the Sapoba TSPs were fufther analysed to determine graphically the relationships
of mean dbh to composite independentvariables, namelyIHN-I and 1001H-tN-05, whereI is age in
years, H is top height in meters and N is irumber of stems per hectare. The two independent variables

are hereafter referred to as X1 and X2 respectively. This exercise was aimed at predicting mean dbh,

different ages, top heights and stockings for given independent plots with a view to future total crop

basal areas and volumes of such plots. The derivation of X¡ was based on the assumed positive
relationships of mean dbh to age, top height and the reciprocal of stocking, while for X2, mean dbh

r,vas assumed to be positively related to age and negatively related to spacing - top height ratio.

Results and Discussions

The summaries of productivity per hectare of the three PSPs studied are presented in Table L Tables

2 to 7 indicate estimates of PADI and annual mortalþ percentage as well as average and range

values of different stand parameters at different ages.
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Table I : Summaries of productivity per hectare for PSP Nos. 12, I52 and 153

PSP
No.

Age
(vrs)

No. of
stemVha

Top Ht.
(m)

Mean
Ht. (m)

Dom.
Dbh
(cm)

Mean
dbh
(cm)

St¿nd
basal
area

1m2/ha)

Stand
vol.
o.b

(mr/ha)

Total
crop
BA

1m2/ha;

Total
crop
vol.
o.b.

(m3/ha)

M.A.I.
(n,lha/

vr)

l2 6.25
t1.67
t6.75
26.00
26.42
31.42
36.75
51.50
57.08

487
178

152
68
68
65
65
65
65

15.9
21.9
24.3
(27.8)*

14.8

20.9
23.7
27.4
27.4
29.6
26.5
21.7
22.3

20.0
28.3

33.8
(3e.e)

16.3

26.r
31.6
37.6
3',1.5

40. l
43.3

53.4

56.4

10.16
9.52
11.92
7.35
7.51

8.21

9.57
t4.56
16.24

70.8
8l.l
112.4
81.2
80.8
94.9
99.0
122.9
140.6

16.44
21.3',1

24.94
29.47
29.63
30.'t3
32.09
37.06
38.76

100.9
168.2
2t3.3
283.6
285.5
303.5
30'7.6

331.5
310.2

t6.14
14.41
't2.73

10.91

10.81

9.66
8.32
6.44
6.12

152 5.67
8.67
18.67
2t.59
24.92

,-94

156

t29
lr9
r09

15.6
23,8
26.0
28.5
26.3

14.9
22.9
25.8
28.2
26.1

23.6
29.3
42.1

44.6

46.4

19.9

26.5
39.0
42.4
4s.0

9.14
8.68
l5.41
16.8
t7.34

76.4
l0l.4
20t.1
241.0
228.9

9.14
t2.83
20.78
22.56
23.91

76.4
144.6
259.0
303. I
302.0

3.47
6.68
3.87
4.04
2.t2

153 5.67
8.6',1

18.67
2t.59
24.92

zt7
126
ll9
l0l
86

ls.2
22.5
26.2
28.8

13.4
22.1
26.1
28.8
21.3

23.2
29.9
42.8
44.0

20.3
28.1

40.8
43.6
46.3

7.02
7.81
15.56
15.08
t4.48

54.3

88.2
20s.9
2t9.2
200.48

7.02
10.41

18.28
t9.76
21.24

54.3

112.4
231.4
27t.5
281.6

.58
2.93
2.39
2.58
1.30

* Bracketed figures are pre-thinning estimates of stand parameters.

Stocking

Stocking in terms of numbers of main crop stems per hectare varied as expeoted between plots, with
the general tendency for stocking to decrease with increasing age. PSP 12 had a very high initial
stocking of 1594 stems per hectare at age 6.25, but silvicultural thinning brought the stocking down
to 68 sterns per hectare at age 3l .42. The intensities of the four thinning treatments of 12 were high,
ranging between 69.4 and 32.0 percents for number of stems and between 57.8 aîd 24.9 percents for
basal area. PSPs 152 and 153 had relatively low initial stockings of about 255 per hectare which
dropped averagely to about 124 at age 18.67 years.

It is interesting to note that although the number of trees planted per hectare in the P.1967 spacing
trial plots at Ore ranged between 222 and 2986 for the widest and clearest spacings respectively, the
May 1996 assessment of 20 sample plots in the two experimental blocks indicated a stocking range of
only 75 to 300 stems per hectare (Table 2b). The present average stockings for the four spacings
range between 133 and 210 stems per hectare (Table 3b), For the purpose of comparison the ranges of
stockings at different ages for TSPs assessed at Sapoba are presented in Table 2a. Rather high
stockings were observed for the three TSPs assessed at Gambari (Table 3a). One of the plots had 913

stems per hectare at the age of 25 years with a stand basal area of 67.6 m2lha and a stand volume of
553.5 m3/ha.

Thinning treatment and natural mortality accounted for the decline in stocking with increased plot
age. No stem mortality was however observed for PSP 12, which had been regularly and adequately
thinned up to the age of 3 1 .42 years. Annual mortality percentages of between 0.5 and 5.0 for number
of stems and between 0.2 and 4.1 for stand basal area had been recorded for PSPs 152 and 153.

Comparatively high annual stem mortality percentages (3.0 to 5.9) were obtained over a five-year
period in the nine unthinned semi-permeable sample plots at Sapoba (Table 6).
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Table 2a: Ranges of growth data at different ages for temporary sample plots of Terminalia
ivorensis in Sapoba Forest Reserve.

Age Classes (years)

Stand Parameter 5 10 20 30 40

No. of stems per ha Min,
Max

140

650
115

520
90
400

60
260

40
140

Top Height (m) Min.
Max

8

t7
12.5

25
1'7 5

325
20
36

225
38

Mean Height (m) Min.
Max

7.5
l5

15

23
17.5
31

20
345

2l

Dominant dbh (cm) Min.
Max

ll5
225

20
3 5.5

32
52

40
61

45
66

Mean dbh (cm) Min.
Max

9

18

1'.?

22
26
43

33

52
39
57

Basal area (m'ltra) Min.
Max

5

l0
6.5
t7

10

30

125
37

l3
40

Main Crop Vol.
lmrlha)

Min,
Max

25
60

50
170

100
400

125
5'.15

140

640

Table 2b: Average and range values of growth data for Terminalia ivorensis spacìng trial
plots at Ore

Stand Parameter P .196'l - Aged 29 years P. 1966 - Aged 30 years

No. of stems per ha.

Top Ht. (m)

Mean Ht. (m)

Dom. Dbh (cm)

Mean dbh (cm)

Basal Area 1m2/ha¡

Vol. o.b. 1m3/ha1

r79 (75 - 300)

23 .5 (2t.0 - 25.7)

21.4 (18.e - 25.5)

42.8 (39.1 - 47.7)

38.3 (31.0 - 43.8)

le,8 (10,8 - 28.8)

201.s (124.5 - 309.3)

189 (150 - 244)

26.6 (23.9 -29.t)
2s.9 (23.3 27.8)

48.4(23.3 -27.8)

4t.9 (36.9 - 50.9)

26.3 (16.9 -3s.r)

30s2(176.8-399.5)

Height growth

A study of the trend of top height growth in the three PSPs indicates that in the first ten years a very
high growth rate was obtained. Height growth slowed down in subsequent years. Estimates of top
height for PSP 12 at ages l0 and 20 are 18.5 metres ànd 25.0 metres respectively, the corresponding
average estimates for PSPs 152 and 153 being 23.0 metres and27.0 metres. There appears to be a
drop in stand height in each of the three PSPs, at the age of 37 in PSP 12 and about 25 in PSPs 152

and 153.

PSPs 152 and 153 appear to perform better than PSP 12, and their top height figures at different ages

fall above the corresponding average estimates for the Sapoba TSPs. Tables 2a and 2b show that at

the age of 30 years, the Sapoba TSPs which apparently cover a relatively wide range of site

conditions, have a greater variation of top height and mean height than the spacing trial plots at Ore.
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Table 3a: Stand growth data from Terminalia ivorensis Temporary Sample Plots in Gambari Forest
Reserve.

Age
(years)

No. of
stems
per ha.

Top Ht.
(m)

Mean Ht.
(m)

Dom. dbh
(cm)

Mean dbh
(cm)

Basal A¡ea

çxfna¡
Vol. o.b,
(m3/tra)

7 600 15.4 l3.0 22.2 t62 l3 .0 761

l8 375 19.6 18.6 3'7.0 2s.l 18.5 154.8

25 913 21.3 18.2 49.8 30,7 67,6 553.5

Tabie 3b: Average values of stand parameters for Terminalia ivorensis spacing trial plots at Ore

Plots planted 1966 - Aged 30 years

Spacing
(m)

No. of
stems per
ha.

Top
Ht. (m)

Mean
Ht. (m)

Dom
dbh (cm)

Mean
dbh
(cm)

Basal
atea

lm'zltra¡

Vol o.b.

1m3/ha)

No. of
plot

assessed

L83 x 1.83

2.74 x2.74

4.57 x 4.57

6.71 x 6.71

201

210

163

175

27.9

27.3

25.9

24.4

27.2

21.2

23.7

25.3

50.4

47.4

47.3

57.',7

43,2

40.8

37.4

50.5

29.3

27.4

17.8

35.1

3 s8.3

334.7

189.4

3 99.5

2

2

2

I

Dìameter ønd basal area growth

Dominant dbh and mean dbh growth rates of the three PSPs and most of the other plots are quite
impressive. PSPs 152 and 153 appear to perform better than PSP 12 with the mean annual increment
of dominant dbh being about 2.2 cmlyr. at age 20. The corresponding estimate for PSP 12 is 1.8
cmlyr., which drops tc 1.05 cmlyr. at age 50.

The stand basal area of PSP 12 was kept relatively low through regular thinnings, compared with the
maximum basal areas estimated at different ages for the plots at Ore and Sapoba. Four heavy
thinnings were carried out on PSP 12 from age 6 to 26, while one ôr two heavy thinnings were carried
out on PSPs I 52 and 153. Stand basal area tended to rise steadily in the latter two PSPs with the basal
areaat the last assessment almost doubling the first assessment. Owing to the relatively low initial
stockings of PSPs 152 and 153, some stems had reached over 40.0 cm and 60.0 cm respectively at the
ages of 18.67 years and 24.92 years, compared with the corresponding ages of 26 years and 51.5
years for PSP 12,

Plots planted 1967 - Aged29 years

Spacing
(m)

No. of
stems per
ha.

Top
Hr (m)

Mean
Hr. (m)

Dom
dbh (cm)

Mean
dbh
(cm)

Basal
a.Iea,

1m2/ha)

Vol o.b.

1m3/ha;

No. of
plot

assessed

1.83 x 1.83

2.74x2.74

4.57 x 4.57

6.11x6.71

200

208

133

16'7

24.0

22.4

24.9

22.7

22.8

23.0

24.1

2t.6

40.4

45.4

42.4

43.8

36.2

39.4

38.8

39.',l

19.2

24.4

15. l

20.8

192.1

252.2

t61.9

202.9

4

3

3

3
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Periodic growth studies indicate that PADI of individual stems tend generally to increase with
increased size class and decrease with increasing age (see Table 5). For instance in PSP 72, at age

6.25, PADI increase from 0,44 cmlyr. for the lower dbh classes to 1,13 cnlyr. for the upper dbh

classes, while between ages 6.25 and 51.50 PADI for the upper dbh classes decrease from 1.13 cm/yr.
to 0.25 cmlyr. Considering overall aveÍage PADI, the estimate for PSPs 152 and 153 at age 5.67 is

1.8 cm/yr., which very nearly doubles the corresponding estimate for PSP 12, However, at the age of
18.67 years, the estimated PADI for PSPs 752 and 153 (0.75 cmlyr.) is only slightly higher than 0.62
cmlyr., which is the corresponding estimate for PSP 12 aL age 16.75. Percentage PADI in the semi-
permeable sample plots at Sapoba increases from 2.0 to 4.3 between the lower and upper dbh classes

at age 9, while the overall average estimate decreased from 3.1 to 1,7 between age 6.3 and age 16.5.

Table 4: Annual mortality percentages at different assessments of Terminalia ivorensis
sample plots in Sapoba Forest Reserve.

I . PSP No. 752, Terminalia ivorensis P.1956

Annual mortality percentage

Period
No.

Initial
age (yrs)

Final age
(vrs)

Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
average

I

2

3

4

5.67

8.67

18.67

21.59

8.67

18.67

21.59

24.92

0.0

3.1

9,1

6.0

0.0

1.5

0.0

2.9

0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

2.6

2.5

2. PSP No. 153, Terminalia ivorensis, P.1956

Annual mortality percentage

Period
No.

Initial
age (yrs)

Final age

(yrs)
Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
average

I

2

J

4

5.6'7

8.67

18.67

21.59

8.67

18.67

21.59

24.92

0.0

4.3

1.7

1 1.3

0.9

0.0

1.8

1.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.3

0,5

0.6

5.0

4.4

3. Semi-permanent sample plots of T. ivorensis assessed in 191'7 and 1982

A¡nual mortality percentage

Group
No.

No. of
plots

Initial average
(yrs)

Final average
(yrs)

Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh

classes

Overall
average

I

2

3

3

2

4

9.3

t2.0

16.5

t4.3

17.0

21.5

12.6

t3.2

7.9

5.1

3.8

0.0

00

00

11

5.9

5.5

3.0
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Periodic annual diameter increment (cm)

Period
No.

Initial
age (yrs)

Final age
(vrs)

Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
average

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.25

tt.67
16.75

26.42

31.42

3 8.75

sl.50

tl.6'7

t6.75

26.00

3t.42

36.75

51.50

57.08

0.44

0.58

0.44

0.60

0.51

0.31

0.08

1.43

0.93

0,63

0.46

0.58

0.76

0.21

1.13

l.3l
0.88

0.44

0.7t

0.74

0.25

0.92

089

0.62

0.50

0.61

0.58

0. 16

Table 5: Periodic annual diameter increments of individual stems of Terminalia
ivorensis sample plots

L PSP no. 12, Terminalia ivorensisP.1926, Gambari Forest Reserve

2. PSP No. 152, Terminalia ivorensis, P.1956, Sapoba Forest Reserve

Periodic annual diameter increment (cm)

Period
No.

Initial
age (yrs)

Final age
(vrs)

Lower clbh

classes

Middle dbh
clæses

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
average

I

2

3

4

5.67

8.6',7

t8.67

21.59

8.67

18.67

21.59

24.94

1.0

0.6

0.3

0.2

1.8

t.3

0,9

0.5

2.1

1.6

1.3

0.9

1.6

l.l
0.9

0.5

3. PSP No. 1 53, Terminalia ivorensis, P. I 956, Sapoba Forest Reserve

Periodic annual diameter increment (cm)

Pe¡iod
No.

Initial
age (yrs)

Final age
(yrs)

Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
average

I

2

J

4

5.67

8.67

18.67

21.59

8.67

18.67

2t.59

24.92

l.l
0.8

0.3

0.1

2.4

1.2

0.9

0,6

2.7

t.6

1.1

1.1

2.0

1.2

0.7

0.7

4. Semi-permanent sample plots of Terminalia ivorensis at Sapoba

Percentage annual diameter increment (o/o)

Group
No.

No. of
plots

Initial average
(yrs)

Final average
(yrs)

Lower dbh
classes

Middle dbh
classes

Upper dbh
classes

Overall
avetage

I

2

J

J

2

4

9.3

t2,0

16.5

14.3

17.0

2l.5

2.0

1.2

0.6

3.0

2.9

1.8

4.3

3.6

2.6

3.1

2.6

1.7
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Volume production

Whereas stand volume in PSP 12 tended to be constant over the first 25 years of growth due to
regular heavy thinning treatments, stand volumes of the other two PSPs tended to triple or quadruple
over the same growth period. Total crop volume production increased steadily as expected in all three
PSPs, increasing about three times in PSP 13 and between four and five times in PSPs 152 and 153

from age 5 to 25. The trend of the MAI figures in Table I indicates that a maximum MAI of between
16 and 17 m3/halyr is probably attained at about the age of 5 years in Gambari Forest Reserve, while
a maximum MAI of approximately 15 mtlhatyr is attained at about age 10 in Sapoba Forest Reserve,

An attempt to predict mean dbh and total crop volume in PSPs 152 and 153 from the relationships of
growth parameters in the Sapoba TSPs produced fairly satisfactory results. Mean dbh values of all
five assessments of the two PSPs except the first, and perhaps also the second assessment could be
predicted with a reasonable degree of accuracy from the graphical relationship of either X1 or X2 with
mean dbh. The following regtession equation of the logarithm of mean dbh over the reciprocal of X2

was found to be much more reliable than the corresponding equation for X1, Whereas X2 predicts
mean dbh fairly well for all assessments except the first two for PSP No. 152, variable X1 fails to
predict mean dbh well for almost all the assessments of the two PSPs.

Log D : 1.582284 - 0.13248X1

Log D : Li 46079 - 1.10785X2

(r2 : 0.60084)

(r2 :0.722538)

Predictions of final total crop volume (TCV) from known values of initial mean dbh and number of
main crop stems per hectare gave negative deviation percentages of 7.6 and 12.7 for PSP No. 152 and
PSP No. 153 respectively. The following models developed for Terminalia ivorensis plots at Sapoba
were used for the TCV predictions.

1 . An average curve relating mearl dbh t variable Xr (C 1)

2. A fable relating percentage number per hectare of smallest stems to percentage basal area per
hectare of smallest stems at different levels of the former (between 5 and 70) and for different age

classes (T1).

3. A top heighlage curve (C2).

4, A mean height/mean dbh curve (C3).

The following procedure was adopted to arive at an estimate of TCV at age 24.92 years for each PSP

with the help of the above listed models.

1. Calculated the main crop basal areaat the initial assessment from known mean dbh and known
number ol'stems per hectare.

2. Estimate total thinning basal area per hectare at f,rrst assessment with the help of T1, assuming that
thedropfromthenumberof maincropstemsperhectare atage5.67to thenumberof maincrop
stems at age 8.67 is due to the removal of the smallest stems as thinnings at age 5 .67 .

3. Estimate the mean height of thinnings from the calculated mean dbh of thinnings at age 5.67 using
c3.

4. Calculate the total thinning volume from the product of thinning basal area, thinning average

height and assumed form factor estimate (0.45 for Terminalia ivorensis at Sapoba).

5. Similarly determine total thinning volumes for ages 8.6'7,18.67 and2l.59 as has been done with
steps 2 to 4.

6, Predict main crop volume per hectare at age 24.92 and with the help of C2, Cl and C3, and add to
it all estimates of thinning volumes per hectare to obtain total crop volume at the final age.
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Conclusion

Some indications have been given in this paper of the variations and trends of growth and
productivþ of Terminalia ivorensis in South-western Nigeria. A method has also been developed
using TSP data to predict the future total crop volume productions of a forest plantation stand from
specified initial values of mean dbh and number of main crop stems per hectare. The method
presupposes a given thinning schedule for the stand throughout the rotation, and depends on the
application of a set of graphical and tabular methods of growth parameter relationships. It is
importantto note howeverthatmore growth data should be collected and analysed for varyinEa1e,
site and stocking conditions in order to improve on the level of accuracy and precision achieved in
the present study.
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Abstract

Lophira alata, an erstwhile little exploited indigenous timber species of the West and
Central African lowland forest is now well exploited for its "iron wood". Pole-size trees
are also exploitedfor minor construction purposes.

Recalcitrant seed is easily germinated so forest plantations can be established, but the
need to generate adequate growth data, conserve and evaluate the available general gene
pool of this species is stressed. This step is necessary if the exploitation of timber in the

face of research neglect, which has been lhe bane with the other major forest species such
as lroko should not be allowed to happen with L. alata.

Critical however, is the need to apply sustainable methods for present exploitation in the

forests.

Preliminary field trial in Onne (Southeast Nigeria) reyeals substantial growth after five
(5) years. A mean annual height of 1.58 m qnd a mean dbh of 1.5 cm per year was
obset'ved. This is comparable to growth data lcnown for some other native fast growing
species such as Obeche (Triplochiton scleroxylon), Terminalia species and other hard
woods in this sub-region.

A multi-locational (regional) network approach is suggested for generating growth and
yield døtafor Lophira alata. This is vitalfor the development of this species.

Thß ß fully discussed in the light of the potentials to ensure the continued nailability of
iron wood in the future.

Introduction

With continued ill-planned forest exploitation programs currently being practiced in West and
Central Africa, the future of natural forests in this sub-region is not assured. Subst¿ntial conservation
effort is needed. Additionally, there will be more need to select and develop trees and forests that are
managed for production purposes to reduce pressure on the remaining natural forests and to provide
raw materials in forms more suitable for commercial use and the needs of human society (BANRC
1 ee 1).

ln Nigeria, efforts on forest plantation establishment to addresé future timber and indushial raw
material needs was initiated in the 1960s on Triplochiton scleroxylon (Obeche), Nauclea didemichii
(Opepe), Terminalia ivorensis (Afara), T. superba and other exotic species (i.e. Gmelina arborea,
Eucalyptus species and Tectona grandis) within the southern fores! areas.

Substantial dataare today available on the growth and yield of these species (Abayomi 1998, Okojie
1988 and Oji & Nwaigbo 1984).
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The Species

Lophira alata, the West African iron wood is endemic in the rainforest of West and Central Africa
(Figure 1). It is the hardest wood in West and central Africa, and possess substantial qualities
including termite resistance. It belongs to the family Ochnaceae and the forest relative of the savanna
species Lophira lanceolata.It grows to about 60 m height and possess botanical features as described
by Keay (1989).

Table I enumerates available information on uses and indigenous k¡owledge in Nigeria. Uses range
from heavy duty construction and medicinal uses to light construction (see Dalziel 1937). Recently,
use has increased frorn timber, fuelwood and construction poles.

Table l: Indigenous knowledge on use of Zophira alata

Part ofplant Use Country

Stem bark

Stem bark

Root bark

Mature leaves

Mature leaves

Young leaves (red)

Young leaves (red)

Yonng stem

Fever

Gastro intestinal troubles

Jaundice (Yellow Fever)

Wash for women in childbirth

Used as mulch for termite control

Infusion used as lotion

Respiratory problems

Chew stick

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Nigeria

Seed Germination

Availability of quality seed is a major determining factor in the successful establishment of forest tree
species (Ladipo et al.1994). L. alata seed is recalcitrant so storage is not possible. Results obtained
by Ladipo (in prep) has shown that pre-treatments will significantly enhance germination (see figure
2).

a) Seed soaking in cold water for between 4-24 hours will enhance germination,

b) Sowing of seeds at a depth of between l-2 cm in soil will encourage earlier germination.

c) Seed placement will significantly affect the germination of .2. alatq seed.

d) When trees are close in proximity, no substantial mother-tree effect on seed germination
will be observed; thus indicating probable out-crossing of this species.

Growth of Lophírø alatø

The trial was carried out at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) Onne Station
near Port Harcourt, in Southeastern Nigeria (Figure 3).

The mean annual rainfall of 2400 mm is monomodal (Ruhigwa et al., 1995). The rainy season starts
in March and ends in November. Relative humidity remains high throughout the year with mean
values between 62-8'1%. Temperatures rarlge from23.7 to30.2 oC. Sunshine averages 4.2 hours per
day ranging from 2.0 hours in September to 6.1 hours in February. The soil at the experimental site is
an Ultisol derived from coastal sediments and classìfied as loamy, siliceous, isohyperthenic, typic
paleudult (Hulugalle et al. 1990). The soil is deep, well drained with good physical properties but low
in nutrients (Ruhigwa et al. 1995).
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Seed was collected from 4 different mother trees within the vicinity of the IITA campus and raised
immediately in 1990. Seedlings were planted in the ICRAF/IITA arboretum in a single tree plot
within one block of 28 trees spaced at 4 m x 4 m.

Assessments of height glowth, diameter increment and branching \¡/ere carried out annually. The 5

year data generated in 1996 is presented.

Results and Discussions

Lophira alata is well adapted to this site. Survival and growth was encouraging (see Table 2). L.
alata made an annual increment of 1.5 cm, Branch no. was 0.72 branches produced per yem (year-t).
This result is similar to the report of Abayomi (1993) who reviewed past reports and reported similar
annual increments for Terminalia ivorensis. Reports on Triplochiton scleroxylon growth was also
similar (Abayomi 1993).

Table 2: Growth and development of Lophira alata in S.E. Nigeria

Variable Max. Mean Annual increment
(y.'')

SEI

Plant height (m)

Diameter at dbh (cm)

No. of branches (no.)

9.2

12.4

7

79

75

36

1.58m

l.5cm

0.72

0.145

0,36

0.26

Potentials of Lophirø alata

L. alata has become a much exploited species and young trees are also exploited for rural domestic
uses (see Table 1). The present investigation has revealed that L, aluta has encouraging potentials for
plantation culture in the southeast of Nigeria. This, coupled with the ease of seed germination will
ensure availability of propagules for plantation culture. This situation will probably be the same in
the other areas in West and central Africa with similar climatic conditions (see Figure 1).

Needs for Genetic Resources Conservation

Subsequent genetic improvement of L. alata will require conserved genetic resources. This and the
resources of its wild relative L. lanceolatø is vital if the future of iron wood is to be assured in West
and Central Africa. For the above, an in-situ and ex-situ approach should be taken. This is so since
seed is recalcitrant and only live forest trees can be conserved (in-situ) or field progeny or
provenance trials converted to conservation stands (ex-situ).

Research Needs

The present paper reports only preliminary or the indicative potential of Lophira alata in S.E.
Nigeria. The need for a robustly designed and replicated network type trials is vital if adequate data
will be acquired on the growth on yield of this species at various sites within its natural range. This
should be a CIFOR/¡IARS and NGO initiative. Additionally, the need for developing a truly
sustainable method for the exploitation of the West African iron wood is important for the future of
this species. The usual late and reconstruction approach put up for iroko should not be repeated here.
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Conclusions

Forestry research efforts particularly on some major species is needed. With current situations, the
future of global timber supply is not assured. Careful, well coordinated management of these major
tree species including L. alata of current or future harvest potential could play an important part in
reducing deforestation pressure on the remaining vegetation. The situation with Iroko (M excelsa)
and Obeche (7. scleroxylan) in West and Central Africa should not be allowed to happen to the other
species to ensure forest and individual species sustainability for the future.
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Abstract

A research area was established in central Mozambique in a miombo woodland to monitor
growth and regeneration of tree species, based onfour permanent sample plots. The area ís
particularly dominated by Millettia stuhlmannii, a first class commercial timber species. In
this paper, preliminary results of diameter increment based on q two yeqr study period are
presented. Correlations are produced between diameter increment and other stqte variables
like initiql diameter, crown form and stem form. Comparing the results with other equivalent
regions, it is concluded that diameter increments obtained can be utilized þr local decisions
where no more accurctte results qre avqilqble. More intense and longer observalions are
encouraged to improve the precision oftheJìgures obtained,

1. Introduction

Diameter growth in tropical forests has been widely studied since it represents one of the major
factors influencing volume and biomass growth and t is one of the easiest and accurately measurable
variables (Dawkins 1956, Vanclay 1994, Sitoe 1992, 1993). Permanent sample plots have been
established all over the world to study the variation of this parameter.

This study presents preliminary results of diameter growth based on four 100x100 permanent sample
plots measured annually in a semi-deciduous miombo woodland. Miombo woodlands are the main
vegetation type of Mozambique and are the source of the majority of the timber merchantable in
domestic and international markets. Tlie lack of basic data on growth and regeneration on this type of
forests has been used as excuse for not drawing management plans and consequently, not managing
these forests.

Analysis of structure and composition have been already done for the area and the results show the
need of silvicultural intervention. Uncontrolled fire has been identified as the key factor limiting
regeneration and studies are being proposed to analyze more details about factors affecting
regeneration and growth (Sitoe, in press).

2. Study site

The study site is located in the central region of Mozambique, at the Barue Plateau, in a deciduous
miombo woodland. Millettia stuhlmannii is the dominant species in the area with 23%o of the 12
m2lha in basal area. It is one of the most important commercial timber species, classified as first class
by national forest legislation, Other species in the area include Pseudolachnostylis maprounedolia,
Diplorhynchus condylocarpon, Bauhinia thonningii among others. In total, hfty seven woody species
were found among big trees, lianas and shrubs (Sitoe, in press). The climate is tropical, modified by
the altitude, of about 650 m.a.s.l. The mean annual precipitation is l59l with rnost of the rain falling
during the hot summer between October and April. Average annual temperature is 223 'C (FAO,
1984). Soils are sandy-clayey-loamy with low fertility and pH varying from 4.8 to 7.4 (Cossa, 1995).

3. Methods

Four l00xl00 m permanent sample plots separated 80m from each other were established in mid 94
to monitor growth and regeneration. The area were logged two years ago. All trees dbh equal or more
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than 10 cm was uniquely identified and marked a semi-circumference in the measurement point.
Diameter at breast height (dbh) was recorded annually using diameter tapes and individual trees
records were maintained on the dat¿ base. Annual diameter increment was calculated for individual
trees measured in the first and last mensuration using the following formula:

iD = (d3_dt)/2

where iD is the annual diameter increment in cm/yr, dl and d3 are the initial and final dbh in cm, and
2 is the period of two years between mensurations of d I and d3 .

Eleven trees were excluded from diameter calculations because of the mensuration error that resulted
in extraordinary large diameter variation. All trees that fall into the interval between -3 and 3 cm/yr
were considered for this analysis,

Other variables like crown form and stem quality were visually evaluated using a 5 level scale where
level I was the best and level 5 the worst, This variables was used to derive the correlation between
diameter increment and the state of the tree.

4. Results and discussions

Diameter increment ranged from -l .45 to 2.07 cm/yr with more than 90% occurring in the interval 0-
I (Figure 1). General median diameter increment is 0.33 cm/yr. There is an evidence of a positive
skewness on the diameter distribution that was also found by Kohyama and Hara (1989), Sitoe (1992)
and other authors (Table 1).

Table L Central tendency measurements for diameter growth (cm/year) for woody vegetation in the
sample plots at Mussianhalo study site, Barue, Manica.

Life form* Minimum Median Maximum C.V. Mean

Shrubs

Intermediates

Canopy

General

-0.11

-t.45

-1.08

-1.45

0.24

0.30

0.37

0.33

0.95

l.3l

2.0''t

2.07

75.3

95.0

89.5

90.1

0.30

0.33

0.41

0.38

Canopy: height>10m; Intermediates: height 3-10; Shrubs: height<3m.

Close results were found in different regions in the tropics: Sitoe (1992) based in a six years data
found a median of 0.5 cmlyr. in a tropical rain forest in Central America; Sitoe (1993) found in a
Central American tropical dry forest a median of 0,15 crnlyr. in a study based on four plots with four
years; Silva ¿¡. al. (1994) found in the Brazilian Amazon, in a study based on ten years, average
diameter increments between 0,4 and 0.6 cmlyr.

Comparing diameter increments among plant file forms, it is found that canopy species are fast
growing compared to intermediates and shrubs, No statistical comparison was performed.

Table 2 shows the diameter increment for those species represented by at least ten individuals. The
first observation is that almost all species have a mean diameter greater than the median. This result
reflects the asymmetry of the diameter distribution. The minimum median (0.09 cm/yr) was found in
the multi-stemed intermediate tree Strychnos madagascariensis while the maximum median (0.55
cm/yr.) was found in the thomy canopy species Ziziphus mucronata. Millettia stuhlmannii, the most
common commercial and dominant species has a median of 38 cm/yr. For this species, the only one
with representative number of trees in a large diameter range, a dependence between initial dbh and
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dbh increment was investigated. Figure 2 shows how median diameter increment by diameter class
varies, There is an apparent tendency of increasing the diameter increment in the considered range.
ln the considered interval the diameter increment tends to be continuously increasing. Analysis held
in Central American forests had an maximum diameter increment around 30-40 cm and then
decreased (Sitoe 1992, 1993). Diameter increment models discussed by Vanclay (1994) indicates a
general tendency for many species in different sites, to have the maximum increment around 30-50
cm dbh. Diameter classes higher than 45 were considered not significant since they are represented
by only one or two trees and were not plotted. Increasing the sigriificance of higher diameters would
reveal the real tendency to a maximum followed by a decrease. Other species, or group of species did
not show any specific tendency and diameter increment varied inconsistently with dbh.

Correlation analysis between diameter increment and the state variables show statistical significance
with Spearman l5<lrl<29. Crown form had the highest correlation with r-0.28. It seems that those
trees with an abundant crown have a higher diameter increment. Similar correlations have been
described in other regions. Vanclay (1994) refers to the strong correlation between crown
characteristics and diameter growth as commoll,

Table 2. Diameter increment cm/year of all tree species that had l0 or more stems in the plots.

Species #stems Mean Maxim Minim Median

Bauhinia galpinnii
Bauhinia thonninguii
Burkea africana
Combretum sp.

Crossopterix febrifuga
D ip lor hynchus conþ I o c arp on
Hymenocardiq qcida
Markhamia obtusiftlia
Millettiq stuhlmannii
P arinarí cur al el lifu li a
P s eudo I achnostylis m øpr oune ifol i a
P t er o c a r pu s r otu nd ifo I ius
S nychnos m a d agas car i e ns is
Terminalia sambesiaca
Terminalia sericea
Ziziphus mucronata

22

64
t9
29
23

69
10

ll
r46
14

49
28

17

26

14

l2

0.36
0.42
0.37
0.30
0.27
0.39
0.24
0.17
0.45
0.24
0.33
0.45
0.15
0,47
0.48
0.s2

0.95
1.88

0.91

0.88
1.13

l.3l
0.45
0.62
1.54

0,80
0,86
0.94
0.64
1.26

1.19

0.83

-0.08
-0.03

0.02
0.03
- 1.45
- 1.18

0.03
-0.83
-0.08

0.00
0.00
0,00
-0.05

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.30
0.40
0.32
0.19
0.32
032
0.25
0. l6
0.3 8

0.29
0.29
0,38
0.09
0.4s
0,42
0.55

5. Conclusions

The results found in this study are preliminary, however, can be comparable with results derived from
other similar areas during longer periods. This suggests that diameter increments obtained can be
used with certain confidence while more accurate results are to be produced. However, intense
observations and longer periods would produce much accurate and viable results.
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TROPIS: Tree G¡qwth and Permanent Plot lnformation $¡rstem

Jerome K Vanclay
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Abstract
TROPIS, the lree Gr-pwth and Permanent Plot lnformation þstent, contains five elements: (1)
a network of people willing to share permdnent plol data and tree growth information
(serviced by newsletters and information sources hosted at hup://www.ciþr.or.id/tropis or
øvailablefrom CIFOR), (2) an index to, or metadqtabase of people and institutions holding
permanent plot dqta, (3) a database management system (wru) to assisl more fficient data
management, (4) ø system (woruo) b identify comparable sites in other regions, allowing
data from elsewhere to be used when no local growth information exists, and (5) an inference
system (ruurcno) tu øllow growth estimates to be made in the absence of empirical data.
Most of these components ale still under development, but the first two elements are
operational. The index or metadatabase curuently contains references to 10,000 plots with
2000 species contributed by 100 collaborators, and is growing at about 1000 plots per month.
Searches of the database are welcomed, and may be directed to the author.

Introcluctíon
TROPIS is the acronym for the Tree G¡qwth and Permanent Plot lnformation $¡rstem sponsored by
CIFOR, the Center for International Forestry Research, to promote more effective use of existing data
and knowledge about tree growth. Several recent reviews report a paucity of long-term studies in
terrestrial ecolory (e.g., Strayer et al. 1986, Tilman 1989); this presumably relates more to the
availability of data from long term permanent plots, rather than the existence of such studies.
TROPIS attempts to redress this situation by drawing attention to existing studies. TROPIS is
concerned primarily with information about permanent plots and tree growth in both planted and
natural forests throughout the world. It has five components:

1. a network of people willirig to share permanent plot data and tree growth infonnation;

2. an index (metadatabase) to people and institutions with permanent plots;

3. a database management system to promote more efficient data management;

4. a way to find comparable sites elsewhere, so that observations can be supplemented or
contrasted with other data; and

5. an inference system to allow growth estìmates to be made in the absence of empirical
dafa,

The network
TROPIS is about people, and about information. So unless they request otherwise, all contributors and
clients of tRopts are placed on the mailing list of Tnorn-Update, a frtice-a-year information sheet
informing of recent developments and progress. At present, Taorc-Updal¿ goes to 200 people by
email, and to 200 people by regular mail. Others are also welcome to subscribe, and may do so by
sending an email to listserv@cgnet.com ìvith the message subscribe tropis or by contacting the
author.

TROPIS also provides information via the internet, at http://www.cifor.or.id/tropis in Indonesia, and at
http://www.cgiar.or{cifor/tropis in the USA (both sites are the sârne, so choose the nearest or fastest
site). At these sites, in addition to the latest information on TRoPIS, how to contribute, and how to
search TROPIS, you will find pointers to other sources of long-term permanent plot data. Although
these other sources may serve different objectives and have different scales, they are consistent with
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the TROPIS objective to make better use of existing data. If you are aware of monitoring efforts not
documented in the TROPIS Internet pages, please bring them to the attention of the author.

The index

The core of tRopls is the index to (or rnetadatabase of) people and their plots, maintained in a
relational database. The database is designed to fulfill two primary needs:

1. to provide for efficient cross-checking, error-checking and updating,

2. to facilitate searches for plots matching a wide range of specified criteria, including, but not
limited to location, forest type, taxa, plot area, measurement history, etc.

The database structure is outlined in Figure 1, and in the data entry form in the appendix. the database
is essentially hierarchical: the key element of the database is the informant. Each informant may
contribute inforrnation on many plot series. each of which has consistent objectives, In turn, each
series may comprise many plots, each of which may have a different location, a different size, etc.
And each plot may contain many species. A series may be a thinning or spacing experiment, some
species or provenance trials, a continuous forest inventory system, or any other aggregation of plots
conr enient to the informant. Plots need not be current, and abandoned plots may be included
provided that the location is known and the plot data remain accessible. In addition to details of the
informant, we try to record details of additional contact people associated with plots, to maintain
continuity when people transfer or retire. I'hus the relational structure revealed in Figure I may
appear complex, but ensures data integrity.

At present, searches are possible only via mail, fax or email requests to the TRopls-coordinator at
CIFOR, but it is anticipated that self-service on-line searching will be made available next year
(assisted searches will continue to be available for those without Internet access).Clients may search
for plots with specified taxa, locations (latitude/longitude or place name), silvicultural treatment, or
other specified criteria and combinations. Some requests previously fulfilled include searches for

r plots with particular species andlor locations (regions, latitudes, elevations, etc.);

o plots planted with two species and a range of spacing and thinning treatments; and

o plots in logged natural forest with several remeasures spanning at least 40 years.

The main outcome of such searches is a list of people to contact, with details of the nature and
amopnt of relevant data held. A catalogue of past searches is also maintained, so that clients with
similar requests can be advised of their common interests.

TRopls currently contains references to over 10,000 plots with over2,000 species contributed by 100
individuals in all parts of the world.

Database manøgement

Several sources, including some of the early contributions to TRopIS, indicate that many researchers
have some difficulty in compiling field data into an efficient database. Informal surveys of
contributors who store data as paper or word-processor files revealed difficulties with basic technical
aspects of database design, often rather similar in nature. Tnopls attempts to eliminate some of this
unnecessary duplication by providing a standard database system free to any contributor who requests
it. Such standard database systems have been proposed before, often with limited success, but one
such system, MIRA (Ugalde 1988, 1989), has been used extensively in Latin America for several
years, and appears to meet the basic requirements of many TRoPIS participants. Thus CIFOR has
sponsored the development of a new version of MIRA, based on a standard platform (MS-Foxpro) and
made multi-lingual (English, Spanish, and French, plus the ability to customize to a fourth language).
The prototype is now undergoing testing, and the package is expected to be available next year.
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Comparable sites

Researchers studying tree growth are often handicapped by the paucity ofdata, or by the absence of
independent data to corroborate their findings. Tree ring analysis is not always possible, and in such
cases, growth data must be obtained from direct measurement. Reliable growth estimates require
permanent plots that have been remeasured regularly for long periods, and these are not always
available. However, there are many plots world-wide, and some of these may be used if an objective
basis such as homoclime analysis can be used to select comparable growing conditions. Such
analyses are commonly undertaken to assist species and provenance selection (e.g.,. Booth 1990a,

l99l), but the issue of identiffing comparable plots is analogous. Thus rRopts will include a new
version of woRto (Booth 1990b) to enable such comparisons to be completed eff,rciently. This work
is still in progress, but will be available by rnail, fax, email and on-line vrhen completed.

Objeclíve ìnferences

Homoclime analyses are useful when data are available from comparable sites elsewhere, but this is

not always the case. In some cases, despìte judicious searches, no comparable data can be located,
and yet it may still necessary to make some forecast about the suitability of a species on a given site.
Despite this difficuit situation, it may still be possible to provide a reasonable estimate, by making
expert inferences from existing knowledge about the site and about the species under consideration.
The pl-¡,NrcRo system (Hackett 1991) has been used with some success for agricultural crops, and is
being enhanced so that inferences about tree growth can be made in the absence of empirical data. A
preliminary version of pI-RwtcRo for trees is currently being tested. It too, will be made available by
mail, fax, email and internet in due course.

How to partícipøte

The objective of tRopts is to help people learn more about trees and forests, and to help them manage
these resources better. Anyone may contribute information on their permanent plots to the TRoPIS

system, prcvided that they agree in principle to share their data with others; subject of course, to a
mutually satisfactory agreement between the data owner and the intending user. Conversely, anyone
may use any of the five components of the system, provided that they agree to provide information on
any permanent plots that they have, and respect the rights of other contributors.

Subscriptions to fnoPl,S-Updøte may be emailed directly to the listserver, or directed to the author,
and anyone with internet access may browse the TROPIS internet pages. Information about permanent
plots is welcomed from anyone with the appropriate authority, and may be submitted to the author
using the form in the appendix, or using the form found in the TRoPIS internet pages. At present,
searches of the index must be directed via the author, but on-line searching should become available
soon. The other components, MIRA, v/oRLD and pLeNrcRo, are not yet available for general use, but
will be made available soon. Their availability will be announced in Tnopn-Update.
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TROPIS: An index to permanent plots in the tropics.
Pleusecompletethìsformforallplotsyouknowsbout:Copyasnecessary. Ifyouneedmorcspsce,addan
exlru pag,e.

If you would prcfer tu crcate sn ASCII o¡ dbasetile direclly, please conlsct Jerry Vanclay for more detaìls.

About.t'oursclf

Your name:

Institute:

Position:

Town:

Phone: Fax:

Other people associated with these plots:

Country:

E-mail:

fue they the: owner / initiator / collaborator / DB manager / user ? (circle one)

About thc Expcrinrent or Plot Scrics

Experiment ldentifier:

Title:

Tick if it examines: Spacing I Thinning i logging / treatment n Fertilizing ! Genotype !
Non-timber products I Agroforestry n Coppice ! Other (State)

Are there paired treatment - control plots? Yes / No How many replications ?

How are data stored ? Paper / ASCII file / Spreadsheet / Database

None / Some / Detailed; Climate: None / Some / Detailed;Details recorded: Soil:

Site:

Key Reference (Full citation:

None /Some / Detailed

author, date, title, source):

Cornments:

Plol Details (N.8. Each erperinrenl/scries may havc man¡' plot recortls)

Identifier for this record:

Location: Country:

Latitude: : ' "N/S Longitude: o ' "EAilElevation:

Tick if all tree species are measured n
List of Plot ldentihers :

Number of plots:

Nearest Town;

(m ASL)

(cm) Stem maps or X.Y. coords? Y / N
if all stems above min DBH are measured !

Province:

Plot Area:

Species present on plot:

Comments:

(ha) Minimum DBH:

Tick if plot is evenaged fl
Year planted

Number of measures :

is natural forest

First measured

!
Last measured

Pleose return to Jerry l/anclay,

Fax: +62-251-32643i,

CIFOR, P.O. Box 6596 JKPlltB, Jakarta 10065, Indonesia

Te I. + 6 2 -2 5 1 -3 4 3 6 5 2, E-ma i I : j.vanc lay@cgnet. com
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Abstract
STANDPAK is a computer simulation package developed by the New Zealand Forest
Research Institute and can be used to predicl the quantity and quality of wood yietdfrom a
managedforest stand. The package is comprehensive and is organised in modules to facilitate
the evaluation of forest stands by predicting the effects of site, stocking and silvicultural
treqtments on stand growth, log yield and grades, understorey grazing and cash flow. This
paper will present theflow of information between the modules of STANDPAK in general, and
examine in detail sets of models used in the Stand Growth and Diameter Distributions
modules. The benefit of,, and opportunities for applying the STANDPAK modetting framework
to predict the performance of tropical moist forests will be explored.

Introduction

Tropical moist forests in West Africa, especially those not in designated Government reserves, tend
to be over exploited, and are therefore unable to provide regular flows of merchantable timber. These
degraded forests will need to be left undisturbed for decades or hundreds ofyears before they can be
sustainable managed. Local communities, therefore, prefer to convert degraded forests into
enterprises such as oil palm, cocoa or coffee plantations thatarc able to provide economic returns in
the short to medium term. Another option is to convert degraded forests using fast growing tropical
species such as Triplochiton scleroxylon or Tectona grandis which have proven to yield merchantable
volumes of timber by age 25 years (SODEFOR, KFW and GTZ 1996). Economic returns from such
plantations in the moist tropics would compare favorably with plantation forestry enterprises in
temperate regions such as New Zealand, where fast growing and high yielding species such as Ptnøs
radiata (radiata pine) form the basis of a lucrative plantation forest ìndustry.

The development of plantation forestry in the tropics requires that research in all aspects of tree
growth and wood processing needs to be carried out. The research would include the effect of site,
stocking and silvicultural treatment on tree and stand growth, wood quality, processing, marketing
and agroforestry. A modelling framework approach that is capable of integrating current and future
research on plantation forestry in the tropics into a useful management tool is required to enable
forest managers evaluate options quickly, and to select options that maximise economic returns to the
owners of the forest.

The development of such a decision support tool for tropical plantation forestry would be challenging
since an appropriate modelling framework needs to be defîned and agreed upon by researchers in the
tropics, and the complex interactions that govern stand growth and wood quality specified and
quantified. A modelling approach used by the New Zealand Forestry Institute to integrate knowledge
on the growth and management of radiata pine a comprehensive decision support tool could be
adopted for modelling forest plantations in the tropics.

In New Zealand a suit of computer programs called STANDPAK (Whiteside 1989) was developed
for radiata pine in the'80s by a team comprising researchers and industry representatives. The
programs can be used to predict the effects of silvicultural treatments on stand growth, log yield and
grades, understorey grazing and cash flow. This paper will present a brief overview of the modules
used in STANDPAK, and then describe in some detailsets of models used in two of the modules, the
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Stand Growth module and the Diameter Distribution module. The benefit
applying the STANDPAK modelling framework to predict moist tropical
will be explored.

of, and opportunities for
forest stand performance

STANDPAK Modules

STANDPAK comprises a number of interrelated modules (West 1993) which perform specific tasks,

and produces reports which may serve as input to other modules. The modules and linkages are

shown in Figure 1,

The Stand Growth module predicts the effect of site and silvicultural treatments, such as thinning and

pruning on stand growth, stocking and yield from age three to maturity. Diameter over stubs, a

variablethat is influenced bythe frequency of pruning, and determinesthe size of the defective core

of a tree, is also predicted.

The Diameter Distribution module uses information on height, age, diameter at breast height and

basal area from the Stand Growth module to predict the distribution of stand diameter and yield of
timber in each diameter class.

Using a specified cutting strategy, the trees in a diameter class are cut by the Log Making module.

This module assigns to each log cut quality parameters (defective core, branch size, distance between

branch whorls, wood density and sweep).

The Log Grading module uses the quality parameters assigned to each log from the previous module,

and user specified grading system to grade logs. Considerable flexibility is provided in the way a log

might be graded. Grading specifications can use parameters such as the small end diameter of the log,

length, sweep, branch size, internode length, and whether the log is pruned or unpruned.

For each grade of log the Sawlog Evaluation module uses saw patterns and mill type to predict

physical yields and residual log values. The monetary value of the saw log can be estimated using

timber prices and sawing cost.

The profitability of understorey grazingcan be assessed in the Agroforestry module. The reduction in
pasture production and quality due to thinning and pruning, and the subsequent reduction in livestock

carrying capacity can be estimated at any stage of the development of forest stand.

The Harvesting Cost module estimates the cost of harvesting and transportation for a clear felling
operation. This information is used for economic analysis.

The Economic Analysis module uses the annual cash flow generated by the stand to calculate internal

rate ofreturn, net present value and break even price for a range ofdiscount rates.

Models of the Stand and Growth Diameter Distribution Modules

Most of the models used in STANDPAK have been developed using data obtained from permanent

sample plots (PSP) for radiata pine. The use of STANDPAK for other species requires, as a
minimum, the specification and estimation of equations of the Stand Growth and Diameter

Distribution modules. The main features of these modules are discussed in this section.
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Figure I : STANDPAK modules and linkages (West, 1993)
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Stønd Growth Module

The Stand Growth module contains growth and height models which can be used to describe the
development of the forest stand. The models are generally non-linear regression models that relate
height, basal area and volume to a number of stand variables. The main models and variables used
ate:

(a) Height equation:

Height: /(Site Index, Age)

(b) Basal area increment equation (BA_INCR):

BA_INCR: f(Site Index, Basal Area, Stocking)

(c) Volume equation:

Volume/Basal_Area ratio = /(Height, Stocking)

Where site index is defined as the mean top height of a stand of radiata pine at 20 years of
age.

In radiata pine, most silvicultural treatments such as pruning and thinning are completed by the time
the stand reaches a height of l8 m (approximately by 72 yearc of age). This phase of growth is
described by "Model 23-Early".In this rnodel the basal area equation is defined by the ratio of stem
diameter at breast height (DBH) and stand height (Ht):

DBHÆIt : /(Stocking, Age)

Separate functions have developed for high, medium and low fertilþ sites. This feature is useful for
modelling the development of forests on farm sites which tend to be fertile due to their long history
of fertilizer application.

Dìameter Distrib utíons Module

In STANDPAK the distribution of stem diameter is predicted using data from the Stand Growth
module. The proportion of trees in a given DBII class is assumed to follow a Weibull distribution
which has the following functional form:

Weibull Distribution

Y :1-Exp('(x-c)/a)b

x :atreeDBH
Y : Prop, of trees with DBH less than x
a,b,c : estimated parameters

Users oan supply values for the parameters of the Weibull distribution, or STANDPAK can also
estimate the parameters of the Weibull distribution from the minimum DBH, the maximum DBH and

the variance of the DBH. Regression models have been developed to predict the required DBH values
as follows:

Minimum DBH: /(Mean TopHeight, DBH. Age, Stocking, Basal Area)

Maximum DBH: /(Mean TopHeight, DBH, Age, Stocking, Basal Area)

Variance: /(Minimum DBH, Maximum DBH)

The height of trees in a DBH class is estimated as a function of DBH:

Height = /(DtsH)
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Prospects for using STANDPAK in Tropical Moist Forests

Modelling a sìngle specíes even-aged stand

STANDPAK was developed in New Zealand to model an even-aged stand of radiata pine. In its
present form STANDPAK cannot be used to model tropical moist forests. However, the concepts,
modular structure and linkages of STANDPAK (Figure l) can be adopted and used to model an even-
aged single species forest stand in the tropics, For example the models contained in the Stand Growth
and Diameter Distribution modules of STANDPAK can be re-estimated using the permanent sample
plot data from tropical plantations. Qualitative parameters suitable for tropical trees and wood use
can also be defined and used in the Log Making module to cut trees into logs.

Modellíng uneven-øged stands

Considerable effort has gone into using sample plot data to develop growth models for a single tree
and a whole stand of uneven-aged tropical moist forests (Vanclay 1994; Alder 1995). Models have
been developed for single and mixed species, and for describing diameter increments. A modelling
approach that represents a whole stand as a matrix that def,ines the transition of trees between
diameter classes over time has considerable appeal for forest management (Buongiorno & Mitchie
1980). These matrix models can also handle mixed species, recruitment and harvesting. The structure
of a matrix model is simple, where the states of a forest system are represented by a diameter
distribution of trees, and coefficients used to describe the movement of trees between diameter
classes over time. Mathematical programming techniques can easily be incorporated into a matrix
model to develop optimal forest management plans.

It appears that the easiest way to use the STANDPAK modelling approach for an uneven-aged stand
is to replace the Stand Growth and Diameter Distribution modules with a matrix type model. 'l'he

matrix model will yield the distribution of tree diameter over time; tree heights and volume can be
estimated as functions of diameter. The other modules can be re-specified to model tropical
situations. Also mathematical programming techniques can be incorporated into matrix models for
the development of optimal forest plans to enhance the Economic Analysis module of STANDPAK.

Conclusion

A suit of programs, STANDPAK, developed by the New Zealand Forest Research Institute for
predicting growth, and for providing economic analysis of silvicultural treatments of a stand of
radiata pine was outlined to illustrate the modular structure of the programs and to indicate
information flows belween the modules. Even though STANDPAK in its present form is not suitable
for use with tropical plantation species, the modelling approach and the organisation of modules
contained in STANDPAK could be easily adopted by research institutions as a format for developing
a decision support system to aid the management of forest plantations in the moist tropics,

The use of concepts contained in STANDPAK to model uneven-aged stands of forests would be more
difficult. Accounting for species composition would also increase the complexity of models. An
approach that was suggested was to replace the Stand Growth and Diameter Distribution modules of
STANDPAK with a matrix model of the uneven-aged and mixed species forest stand. The
development of functions to characterise the impact of treatments on the quality of logs from an
uneven-aged mixed species forest stand could prove challenging.
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Appendices

Welcome address by the Hon. Minister of Environment, Science and Technology

Opening address by the Hon. Minister of Lands & Forestry

Cocoa break

Technical sessions

l.Inventory methods

Inventory for forest management planning: Jenny Wong
Questions and opportunities in long term growth studies: Sixty years in

Budongo forest, Uganda: Doug Sheil I l:30

Break for lunch 12:15

Revised permanent sample plot procedures for high forest in Ghana: Kofi Affum Baffoe 14:00
Rapid assessment for forest management on Mt. Cameroon: Nouhou Ndam and others. 14:30
Continuous forest inventory in Nigeria: Richard Lowe 15:00

Cocoa break 15:30

Forest inventory practices in Nigeria: Shadrach Akindele" 16:00
Getting the most out of your permanent plot data: Jerry Vanclay 16:30
Chairman's closing remarks 17:00

Welcome reception 19:30

Appendix I: Conference Programme

Monday,lI November
Tuesday, 12 November
Registration continues

Opening ceremonv

Introduction of chairman

Anival and registration of participants

Wednesdøy, 13 Novembe¡

2. Growth Studies in Tropical Moist Forests
Productivity of a managed evergreen forest ten years

after thinning: Yapo forest: N'guessan Kanga Anatole
The effect of climber cutting on species composition and structure

in some PSPs in southern Cameroon: Marc Parren
Contribution of big trees to total forest production: a case study in

Tai National Park: Renaat van Rompaey and others

Cocoa break

Growth patterns and composition trends in mixed evergreen forests in
South Africa: Coert Geldenhuys

Growth, regeneration and mortality in managed natural forest in
southern Cameroon: Roger Bibani Mbarga and Wyb Jonkers"
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